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ABSTRACT      

All real objects move around their centre of mass, whereas 3D characters are generally animated from 

their pelvis.  Dynamic character movements can be complex to animate realistically as the centre of 

mass changes position with pose.  This leads to complex pelvis trajectories which are not easy to judge 

correctly.  The instantaneous centre of mass has been used infrequently as a control node to allow the 

character to follow a simpler animation path that is divorced from the requirements of the pose.  The 

relationship between the pose and the centre of mass node, or COM node, could be controlled 

automatically.  This type of control, however, is not widely used.  

In this research an automated COM node system is developed using a design science research 

methodology with the goal of establishing the benefits and shortcomings of such systems across a range 

of dynamic animation scenarios. 

This research shows that use of an automated COM node showed the characteristics expected of a 

physically derived motion, assisted with balance and improved editability.  Poses remained fully 

determinate and recallable whether grounded, airborne or switching between the two.  It also 

highlighted potential nonlinearities in the relationship between the pose definition and COM node and 

the need for key frames for the COM node to be generated automatically for grounded movements. 
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ABBREVIATIONS  

The following abbreviations are used in this document: 

COG Centre of Gravity  

COM Centre of Mass 

DoF(s) Degree(s) of Freedom 

DREPT Design Relevant Explanatory/Predictive Theory  

(Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2004) [relating to the DSR methodology] 

DSR Design Science Research 
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IK Inverse Kinematics 

Mocap Motion Capture 

SLIP Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum  

(Dickinson et al., 2000) [a type of motion relating to gait analysis] 

TRS Translation Rotation Scale  
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GLOSSARY 

[* Asterisks indicate nomenclature defined as part of this research] 

Actor Used to distinguish a real being from an animated being (see also 

character) 

Actor COM* The physical centre of mass of a real actor, implies the inclusion of 

elements of different density (Section 4.1) 

Automated COM node* An extra node used as the root of the character rig, that uses an 

algorithm to control its relationship to its child elements – typically 

the pelvis (see also dumb COM node) (Section 1.1) 

Automated COM rig* A character rig using an automated COM node 

Character Used to distinguish an animated being from a real being (see also 

actor) 

Character COM* The calculated centre of mass of an animated character, implies the 

result of an algorithm, whether the centroid of the character mesh (as 

is the case in this research) or otherwise (Section 4.1) 

Circumscription The feedback process in a DSR project that reveals specific 

knowledge. 

COG node Commonly used term for a node at the root of the character rig that 

controls the global position of a character during animation (as 

distinct from the TRS node).  COG referring to Centre of Gravity is a 

misnomer in this case. 

COM node* A general term for a rig node used to represent the centre of mass 

(see dumb COM node and automated COM node) (Section 1.1) 
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COM rig* A character rig using either an automated COM node or a dumb COM 

node 

Degree of Freedom 
(DoF) 

A parameter that uniquely controls one aspect of the character rig.  A 

ball joint such as the hip typically has 3 DoFs corresponding to the 3 

rotational axes.  The root of a character rig would typically have 6 

DoFs, 3 rotational DoFs and 3 translational DoFs 

Design Science Research 
(DSR) 

A research methodology that uses the act of design as a way of 

generating contributions to knowledge (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

DSR artefact A specific artefact designed to address questions or problems relating 

to a DSR project 

DSR construct a conceptualization used to describe problems within the domain and 

to specify their solutions.’ within DSR projects (March & Smith, 1995) 

DSR cycle The DSR process model, similar to the standard design cycle but 

includes the flow of knowledge that leads to the final contribution of 

the research project 

DSR method ‘…a set of steps (an algorithm or guideline) used to perform a task’ 

within DSR projects (March & Smith, 1995) 

DSR model ‘…a set of propositions or statements expressing relationships among 

constructs’ within a DSR project (March & Smith, 1995) 

Dumb COM node* A COG node being specifically used to control the rest of the rig from 

an offset position, especially the centre of mass of the character (see 

also automated COM node) (Section 1.1) 

Dumb COM rig* A character rig using a dumb COM node 
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Emergent design theory The main research output from a DSR project, ‘…a metaphorical 

understanding of how the artefact supports or controls the 

phenomenon of interest’ (Purao, 2002) 

Forward dynamics In a physics simulation, deriving the position and rotation of an object 

from the forces and torques acting on it (see also inverse dynamics) 

Forward Kinematics (FK) Posing a limb by rotating its joints (see also Inverse Kinematics) 

Gizmo A 3D manipulator tool for translating, rotating or scaling a virtual 

object by dragging the mouse cursor 

Inverse dynamics In a physics simulation, deriving force and torque (i.e. positional and 

rotational acceleration) for an object based on its key framed position 

and rotation (see also forward dynamics) 

Inverse Kinematics (IK) Posing a limb by specifying the world-space position of its end 

effector and inferring a suitable set of joint angles by optimisation 

(see also Forward Kinematics) 

Motion Used specifically in this thesis for inferred action, e.g. ‘the motion of 

an actor’s COM’.  (see also trajectory) 

Motion primitives* Distinct mechanisms which govern the form of an actor’s COM 

trajectory; inertial, ballistic, orbital and SLIP (Section 4.4.5) 

Motion synthesis Generating autonomous motion of a character based on motion 

capture examples (example-based) or simulated with the laws of 

physics (physics-based). 
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Movement Used specifically in this thesis for an intended action, e.g. ‘an 

animator defines the movement of a character’s foot’ (see also path). 

Also, an intentional sequence of poses of a character or an actor, for 

example a jump. 

Offset threshold* The minimum pelvis offset required to instigate a post-drag iteration 

for refining grounded poses, based on the modulus of the pelvis 

offset vector (Section 6.2.2) 

Path Used specifically in this thesis for the track of an object defined by an 

animator or the intentional movement of an actor, e.g. ‘the path 

followed by the character’s foot’.  (see also movement) 

Path space A coordinate system for defining motion along a path  

In this research it is defined as x is along the path, y is vertical, and z is 

horizontal lateral 

Path-based movement* A movement where the path is defined in the layout stage and the 

poses in the blocking stage, characterised by smooth COM motion 

and the minimal effect that an actor’s pose has on the motion 

(Section 4.4.2) 

Pelvis offset* An offset vector applied to the pelvis node to align the character’s 

COM to the COM node position.  The same as the vector difference 

between the COM node position and the character’s current centre of 

mass for the pose (Section 1.1) 

Pelvis-led rig* A character rig with no COM node, implies a conventional rig 

(Section 1.1) 

Physics-based animation The use of the laws of physics to create movement in animated 

objects 
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Pose space Used specifically in this research to represent the coordinate space 

provided by the COM node in which the pelvis (and hence the pose) is 

offset. 

Pose-based movement* A movement where the path and the poses are defined together 

during the blocking stage.  These movements can produce a 

continuous COM motion (e.g. when walking) but typically produce 

complex trajectories where pose changes are rapid and varied 

(Section 4.4.3) 

Post-drag iterations* Refinement of grounded poses by repeated application of pelvis 

offset and Vertical COM Adjustments until the pelvis offset is below 

the offset threshold.  Executed after each manipulation of the 

character’s pose by dragging the gizmo.  (The term is also used any 

time the pose requires refinement e.g. after an undo) (Section 5.4.2) 

SLIP motion A type of motion derived from a Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum 

arrangement whereby energy is absorbed and released by a 

grounded leg while travelling.  (Dickinson et al., 2000) 

Trajectory Used specifically in this thesis for the track of an object created by an 

inferred action, e.g. ‘the trajectory of an actor’s COM’ (see also 

motion) 

TRS node A node in a character rig that is parent to the entire character 

including all IK targets and other world space elements, used to 

position the character in space, and rotate and scale it prior to 

animation. 

Vertical COM 
Adjustment (VCA) * 

A vertical adjustment made to the COM node, so it matches the 

height of the character COM for grounded poses.  In this research, 

this results in the pelvis remaining level during pose creation 

(Section 5.6.1) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PHYSICS IN CHARACTER ANIMATION 

Traditionally, character animators have animated complex and dynamic motions by eye, often using 

reference material such as videos to assist in achieving a physically plausible solution.  This is a time-

consuming process and is more difficult for characters of unusual proportions, or for motions where 

reference is not available (e.g. dangerous or superhuman actions).  Walt Disney called this the “plausible 

impossible” (Williams, 2009), and some understanding of the physics behind the movement can assist 

animators (Shapiro & Lee, 2011).  This is equally true for 3D computer animation as it is for traditional 

2D animation.   

It is commonplace to use a computer to simulate a physical motion for animation such as a window 

shattering, or a car crashing.  Algorithms to simulate physical phenomena have existed for many years 

and there has been work in simulating humans and animals in an effort to make the animation of 

complex moves easier.  This can include dangerous motions (NaturalMotion, 2002) but is still mostly 

limited to physically possible actions (i.e. no superhuman feats).  A further disadvantage is that this 

method takes too much control away from the animator meaning the motions can lack personality, 

intent or emphasis.  The term, physically plausible animation, is distinct from physically correct 

animation in that it suggests that even physically impossible movements should look correct. 

Liu and Popović suggested,  

‘Computing the correct dynamics requires an extensive mathematical infrastructure 

that often hinders artistic expressiveness.  On the other hand, granting more control 

to animators provides greater expressive freedom often at the cost of realism because 

the burden of being physically correct falls into the animators’ hands.’  

(Liu & Popović, 2002) 

Currently 3D computer generated (CG) character animation is usually achieved using one of three 

available techniques:  

Motion capture: Recording the 3D motion of an actor (usually with cameras or inertial 

sensors) 

Key frame animation: Creating an animation by manually posing a character at specific time 

intervals 

Motion synthesis: Creating automated human motion either by simulation (physics-

based) or using variations of captured motion (example-based) 
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All three techniques are based on a computer-generated model of a character, manipulated using an 

internal articulated skeleton.  The skeleton is a hierarchical structure and movement of the bones (often 

called joints) directly controls the movement of the character model.  Each joint can be rotated in up to 

three axes and the root of the hierarchy (usually the pelvis) can additionally be translated in each of 

three directions.  The rotational and translational modes available are known as degrees of freedom 

(DoF).   

The current state of the art in industry is that animations that aim to look realistic are created using 

motion capture (ubiquitous in games and ‘live action’ movies), whilst animations that are exaggerated 

and characterful (such as Pixar films) are created using key frame animation (Pluralsight, 2014).  Key 

frame animation however still requires a level of realism, often for physically impossible movements, 

and the onus for producing this lies entirely with the skill and experience of the animator.   

Whilst never becoming a mainstream method, many attempts have been made over the history of 

computer animation to control a character using torques and forces instead of key frames because, as 

Wilhelms (1987) asserts, that is how motion is generated in the real world (Section 3.2). 

In Geijtenbeek and Pronost’s state-of-the-art review, ‘Interactive Character Animation using Simulated 

Physics’ (Geijtenbeek & Pronost, 2012), they summarise several issues common to physics-based motion 

synthesis:  

● Lack of controllability due to the global position and orientation of a character being controlled 

indirectly through the forces in its muscles 

● Incorporating style into the motion is difficult using physics alone and can interfere with basic 

tasks such as balance 

● Implementation of a physics-based character framework is multidisciplinary and time 

consuming  

● Due to the increased complexity of a physics simulation, physics-based characters cannot 

generally be processed in real-time 

Likewise, van Welbergen et al. draw the same conclusions in their state-of-the-art report, “Real Time 

Animation of Virtual Humans: A Trade-off between Naturalness and Control”: 

‘While physical simulation provides physically correct motion, this alone is often not 

enough for motion to be natural.’ (van Welbergen et al., 2010) 

Over and above these problems, physics-based methods all suffer from the inability to create physically 

impossible motion.  This is an issue for animators as it is, of course, desirable in some circumstances for 

an animator to create such movements.  This should be considered part of the animator’s creative 

licence (e.g. an animated superhero avoiding a punch by performing a back flip with quadruple twist).   
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While physics-based character animation is yet to be fully integrated into a key frame pipeline, some 

physical principles already inform key frame animation principles.  Section 3.2.2 discusses how some of 

the Twelve Principles of Animation (Thomas and Johnston, 1981) such as anticipation, follow-through, 

squash and stretch are representative of physical principles.  Although not included in Thomas and 

Johnston’s book, Centre of Mass is another. 

Centre of mass (a.k.a. centre of gravity) is a widely taught topic in animation.  In 2D animation, Webster 

(2005) discusses shifting centre of gravity during lifting and pulling and Garcia (2015) explains the use of 

centre of gravity for balanced poses, holding heavy objects and, briefly, parabolic trajectories for 

dynamic objects.  The terms ‘centre of mass’ or ‘centre of gravity’ are less commonly used in 2D and 

tend to be more dominant in 3D animation sources (White and Disney, 2006; Roberts, 2007; Ratner, 

2009; Doble, 2011; Maestri, 2013).  In all these cases, and throughout animation, the main recognition 

of centre of mass is during balance and lifting.  Its consideration in more dynamic movements is less 

commonly documented. 

 

Figure 1:  Hammer rotating about its centre of mass 
Adapted from (O’Connor, 2021) 

In the simple animation training exercise of a bouncing ball, the animator can easily define the path of 

the ball either by modifying its motion path directly in the viewport or by changing the position vs. time 

graphs in a graph editor.  The case of the bouncing ball is particularly easy to animate because the ball’s 

centre of mass (COM) remains at the centre (Roberts, 2007).  Rotation of the ball can be animated 

independently of the path as the rotation takes place around the COM.  A more complex shape such as 

a hammer (Figure 1) is just as easy to animate provided its pivot point (i.e. the centre of rotation for the 

object) is coincident with its COM.   

The trajectory and centre of rotation of all real objects in free flight are defined by the centre of mass 

of the object.  This is also true of characters; however, characters are animated from their root node 

(typically the pelvis).  When the pelvis is in a different place to the centre of mass of the character, a 

character that is animated from the pelvis must follow a more complex path that is more difficult to 

animate.   
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Figure 2: Trajectories for standing and pike jumps  
(adapted from Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique, 2018) 
 

In a vertical standing jump, this offset is minimal because an actor’s COM and their pelvis both follow a 

vertical trajectory.  In a more complex move, this is not the case.  During a vertical standing jump with 

pike (Figure 2), where an actor points their toes and reaches their arms forward to touch them, the 

position of their COM moves away from their pelvis.  Their COM follows a vertical trajectory as for any 

vertical jump, but the pelvis moves horizontally backwards during the pike.  On an animated character, 

the horizontal offset between the COM and the pelvis must be key framed by the animator, and is thus 

dependent on their skill, and understanding of physics. 

In compound movements, like a pike somersault, the animator must consider further physical 

complexities.  Oba (2010) identifies a case study where an animator was animating a falling character 

doing a pike somersault (Figure 3 below).  During the somersault, Oba identifies that the character 

should rotate about its centre of mass (Figure 3A).  Rotating around the root (or pelvis) produces an 

unnatural motion (Figure 3B). 

In any dynamic motion, the animator (either consciously or subconsciously) must imagine the 

instantaneous location of the character’s COM and build the rest of the motion around it.  When 

animating a character doing a pike somersault, the pelvis must be key frame animated by eye in a 

circular fashion around the character’s COM (see Figure 4 below).   
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Figure 3: Comparison animations with different centres of rotation  
A: centred on the COM B: centred on the root/pelvis  (Oba, 2010) 
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Figure 4: Pelvis trajectory orbiting the COM in a pike somersault  
(adapted from Oba, 2010) 
 

The angle of rotation of the pelvis about the COM can only be directly key framed if the character rig 

has some representation of the COM.  In rigs where the root node is the pelvis (i.e. pelvis-led rigs), 

animation of the pelvis’ orbital path must be defined using world-space Cartesian coordinates only.  This 

can mean such a move has to be key framed on every (or every other) frame to ensure the movement 

looks smooth; a process which is difficult for most animators and which even an experienced animator 

will find time consuming. 

When animating a bouncing ball, the animator effectively has control over the centre of mass of the ball 

because the pivot point of the ball is set at the centre and never changes.  Although both ball and 

character rotate around their centre of mass, animation of characters doing complex motions such as 

somersaults is not as easy as a bouncing ball rotating because there is generally no way of directly 

controlling the path of the centre of mass. 

As the motion of the ball is derived from the centre of mass, the COM represents the simplest 

animatable path for the ball’s movement.  The ball’s COM path, COM rotation and ‘pose’ (imagine the 

ball squashing for example) can be divorced into separate acts of animation because the ball is animated 

from its COM.  The rotation of the ball can be animated independently of its COM path.  The same is 

true of the ball’s pose, the squash could be animated independently of the path and the rotation. 

In examples such as an ice skater spinning or a diver doing a somersault, their COM trajectory and COM 

rotation would be fairly continuously defined through the entire movement, but their pose could change 

several times, being defined discretely.  This is not always the case, for example during dance or a 

tumbling act, an actor’s rotation and trajectory can be rapidly changing and therefore defined discretely. 
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This suggests that pose is distinct from the COM trajectory and COM rotation, but the three form 

separate fundamental properties to any movement.  By defining these fundamental properties 

separately in an animation, it should allow the animator to use the simplest definition of any movement.  

Because character animation is driven from the pelvis and not the centre of mass, any initial definition 

of the pelvis animation path (Figure 3B) will need to be modified retrospectively based on any pose 

adjustment or rotation of the character to produce the correct, more complex, path (Figure 3A).  

Animation of the pose and the path are interdependent.  This makes the animation, and any subsequent 

edits to the pose or path, more difficult. 

Use of a rig with the main control node at the centre of mass, instead of the pelvis, would give the 

animator direct control of the character in the same way they have control over the bouncing ball.  In 

the case of the ball, the centre of mass remains at the centre of the ball, however for a character, the 

centre of mass is defined by the pose of the character and can be at positions both inside and outside 

the character’s mesh. 

Some rigs give the animator an additional node in the rig which represents the character’s COM, 

allowing them to animate in a more physically informed manner.  By providing a separate control for 

the character’s path, that is not required for the pose definition, the pose and path are divorced; the 

animator can animate the COM node to create the path and then offset the pelvis by eye to make the 

pose look right.  Sometimes called figure relative controls (Allen & Murdock, 2008), these nodes can be 

either dumb or automated. 

Dumb COM nodes Node is positioned manually by the animator 

Automated COM nodes  Node derives its position as a function of rig data  

(either positional data or mass data) 

 

Dumb COM nodes (Athias, 2013; Montgomery, 2012) are relatively common, but far from ubiquitous, 

in character rigs (Section 3.4.3).  In these cases, the COM node, not the pelvis, is used as the root of the 

skeleton hierarchy to allow its movement to be defined in Cartesian XYZ space.   

It is a short logical step then to automatically control the offset between the pelvis and the COM node 

(Section 3.4.4).  Such an offset can be controlled based on the centre of mass of the character or on 

other geometric approximations.  This option is only available to animators in a few niche tools (Phillips 

& Badler, 1988; Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996; Allen & Murdock, 2008; Nekki, 2019).  These niche tools 

all have different implementations and levels of access to the COM node, and none has the simplicity of 

the dumb COM node that would allow animators to control an animated character with the same ease 

as the ‘classic’ animated ball example. 
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1.2 THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Of the examples of automated COM nodes above, the only one that gives direct access to the COM node 

during animation is Allen & Murdock (2008) in their book about rigging in Maya, ‘Body Language’.  They 

show a rig that is suitable for ‘flight’ (or any airborne animation) but then revert to a more conventional 

character rig for all other animations. 

Nekki Games’ Cascadeur software (Nekki, 2019) is also primarily concerned with airborne movement.  It 

does allow the animator to animate the COM node but only applies physically correct motion post-

animation.  Phillips and Badler (1988) and Boulic, Mas and Thalmann (1996) use the character’s COM 

only as a constraint for a pose optimisation algorithm based on balance for static character poses. 

While it seems clear that the centre of mass can play a part in the animation of dynamic airborne 

movements or is used in balance, there seems to be no examples of an automated COM rig which does 

both.  The above examples suggest that animating with the character’s COM for balance (i.e. a grounded 

character) is more complex and requires an optimisation process (see Section 5.4.2). 

This raises some interesting questions, such as does this optimisation process preclude animation via 

the COM node?  This research aims to establish what factors limit the use of automated COM rigs in 

grounded animation scenarios and whether these preclude its use for airborne movement. 

Cascadeur (Nekki, 2019) is based on the premise that the use of the centre of mass during animation of 

dynamic airborne movements is beneficial to realistic motion, which is also supported by the work of 

Oba (2010).  So, the potential benefits of a COM node for airborne animations seem well supported.  

There may however be less obvious limiting factors when animating airborne movements using a COM 

node.  Moreover, it is also important to confirm any benefits to weigh against any limiting factors for 

grounded animations.   

This leads to the following research question: 

 

What are the benefits and operational issues when using an automated COM rig for 

dynamic airborne and grounded key frame animation? 

 

A simple testing regime for the existing automated COM rigs in different animation scenarios is not 

sufficient to answer this question, as the results would be subjective and borne out of the practice of a 

small sample of animators.  Establishing generalised benefits and issues of automated COM rigs across 

a wide range of scenarios would come from extended experience in the field with many animators and 
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different automated COM rigs.  This is possible from a theoretical point of view, but the practicalities of 

converting commercial organisations to a new rig and new way of animating, without knowing if it would 

be successful, would not be practical from an experimental perspective.  In addition, a testing regime 

could never preclude exceptional cases which may have specific operational issues.   

The largest problem with that approach though, is that no suitable contemporary automated COM rig 

has been found that could answer this question either practically or through user experience interviews.  

Thus, in order to complete such an approach a bespoke automated COM rig would have to be 

developed. 

Therefore, this research must develop a bespoke automated COM rig.  Through the act of developing 

the rig, it is possible to understand at a more fundamental level than post-hoc interviews, the causes of 

any limiting factors and any benefits of an automated COM rig.  The development process would not 

aim to produce the ‘perfect’ automated COM rig but would be driven by the need to understand the 

benefits and constraints on an animation production workflow. 

Another advantage of conducting the research in this way, rather than relying on real-world user 

experience (sparse as it is), is that the conditions under which the rig is developed and tested can be 

controlled.  This allows more rigorous comparison to established approaches, with no COM node or 

dumb COM nodes, than would be possible ‘in the wild’.  To this end, an operational context framework 

for automated COM rigs also needs to be developed.  This operational context will allow the 

development of the automated COM rig to be driven predominantly by theory, supported by small 

practical tests specific to each development iteration.   

For this research to have practical benefits in the animation production process, it cannot rely wholly 

on development, so the final conclusions will include an element of practical workflow evaluation.  The 

animation exercises used for the final evaluation will be defined within the same operational context 

with the aim allowing the resulting benefits and constraints to be interpreted across categories of 

animations rather than just the specific examples evaluated. 
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1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE 

In answer to the research question above, this research will show there are three key benefits and two 

key operational issues with the automated COM rig when used for dynamic airborne and grounded 

animations, which contribute to knowledge. 

BENEFITS 

1. Both airborne and grounded dynamic animations made with an automated COM node will 

show the characteristics expected of physically derived motion (Sections 10.4, 11.5, 12.3).  

2. An automated COM node will allow for the retrospective modification of either the character’s 

path, rotation or pose independently (Section 10.3.3).  

3. For grounded movements, the pose can be adjusted independently of the character’s balance 

(Section 11.4.2). 

OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

1. For grounded movements, the relationship between the COM node position and the pelvis 

position will be nonlinear (Section 8.2). 

2. In this research, allowing the COM node to rise and fall as required by the pose, will create 

extra key frames which will increase the interdependency between a character’s path, rotation 

and pose (Section 8.3). 

 

This research, in answering the above question, will use a Design Science Research (DSR) methodology 

to produce further contributions to knowledge.  The use of DSR outside information systems research 

is atypical, however despite being a different field, it will be shown to produce generalisable research 

knowledge and all the expected DSR research outputs and as such is a contribution to the 

methodological approach. 

The DSR methodology produces specific outputs in the form of components of an emergent design 

theory (Section 2.1.1).  The following contributions are grouped by component. 

➢ EXPOSITORY INSTANTIATION 

In DSR, the artefact being researched forms part of the contribution to knowledge, which for this 

research will be an automated COM rig (Section 6.1). 

➢ PURPOSE & SCOPE 

This research will show as a contribution to knowledge that an automated COM rig provides a successful 

solution to making physically plausible dynamic airborne movements (Section 10.4) and grounded 

movements (Sections 11.5 and 12.3).   
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➢ CONSTRUCTS 

Through analysis of different movement types and their effect on the centre of mass of a real actor 

(Section 4.4), a generalistic operational context framework relating the motion of a character’s COM to 

the animation workflow (Section 4.5) for different types of movement will be developed as a 

contribution to knowledge.  It will define four movement domains, path-based (grounded and airborne) 

and pose-based (grounded and airborne), depending on when, in the key frame animation workflow the 

movement’s path and rotation are animated (Section 4.6). 

Additionally, the new nomenclature will be defined for this research thus providing a further 

contribution (see Glossary section). 

➢ ABSTRACTION AND GENERALISATION 

As a unique contribution to animation, this research will identify three fundamental properties of any 

real-world movement – COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose, that in principle can all be treated 

separately (Section 1.1).   

Also, six fundamental principles for the operation and functionality of automated COM rigs will be 

derived from specific operational considerations of a character with an automated COM node 

(Chapter 5). 

1. The COM node and any other world-space nodes such as IK targets must operate in the same 

coordinate space.  The pelvis, and by association, the torso and any FK limbs, operate in ‘pose 

space’, which is defined by the COM node.  (Section 5.3) 

2. The three properties of any movement – COM node trajectory, COM node rotation and pose – 

can all be treated separately only in situations where all parts of the character move together.  

(Section 5.4.1) 

3. The pelvis must offset by an amount equal and opposite to the vector difference between the 

COM node position and the character COM position.  (Section 5.4.2) 

4. Grounded poses require an iterative approach as the pose changes when the pelvis is offset.  

(Section 5.4.2) 

5. The COM node must be the main control node for the character and the pelvis offset must be 

controlled algorithmically.  (Section 5.5) 

6. For grounded poses, vertical adjustments must be made to the COM node to match the height 

of the COM node to the height of the character COM.  (Section 5.6) 

 
As a further generalistic conclusion, this research will also show that poses created with an automated 

COM rig are determinate (i.e. fully defined and repeatable) (Section 7.7), and describe three corollaries 

to this (also contributions): 
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1. Any pose that is achievable on a pelvis-led rig will still be achievable on an automated COM rig 

(Section 7.7) 

2. Even small pose changes such as those made during the curves and polish stages of the key 

frame workflow will result in a movement of the pelvis (Section 7.4). 

3. There is no requirement to key frame whether the pose was created as grounded or airborne 

(Section 8.3.3) 

 
This research will also show that the relationship between the COM and pelvis positions is nonlinear for 

grounded poses (Section 8.2). 

➢ KNOWLEDGE OF FORM AND FUNCTION 

As a contribution to animation practice, the operation of an automated COM rig will be established as 

follows (Section 5.7).  The animator must control the character’s path and rotation using the COM node.  

The pelvis must be continuously offset from the COM node to ensure the centre of mass of any pose is 

coincident to the COM node.   

A further, minor, contribution will be that the pelvis offset must be calculated for every instantaneous 

step change in the viewport (Section 6.3) followed, for grounded poses, by an iterative refinement of 

the pose (Section 6.2.2).  Further contributions linked to that will be that a simple iterative method is 

adequate and sufficient for this refinement (Section 6.4), and the refinement phase can be omitted 

altogether if the calculation is fast enough (Section 7.2).  Single step pose changes such as pose recall 

from the timeline, importing pose definitions or undoing would still require iterative refinement. 

From an animator’s point of view, much of the animation workflow will be familiar (Section 11.5).  This 

research will contribute a method for grounded poses whereby the balance should be defined before 

the pose using the automated COM node, and refined if necessary only after the entire pose is created 

(Section 12.2.2).   

Where the COM node should rise and fall to match the pose, this research will show that there are two 

adjustments required: one which counters the pelvis offset; and one to counter any height changes as 

the pelvis orbits around the COM node when it is rotated (Section 6.2.4).  This will lead to a further 

minor contribution, that these vertical adjustments must form part of the pose definition (unlike the 

pelvis offset which must be algorithmically controlled) (Section 8.3). 

➢ EVALUATION AND VALIDATION PROPOSITIONS 

This research will show that that dumb COM rigs will infer similar advantages to automated COM rigs 

for airborne movements, albeit less accurately (Section 10.3.3).  However, an animator must use a dumb 

COM node in a specific procedural manner to benefit for grounded poses (Section 11.3.2). 
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This research will also show that an automated COM rig does not override the existing animation toolset, 

suggesting an animator using an automated COM rig would be expected to be equally successful when 

compared to a pelvis-led rig (Section 11.2.3). 
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1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 

This research is based on the Design Science Research (DSR) methodology (Chapter 2) and is structured 

according to the phases of the DSR cycle.  Each of the phases of the DSR cycle is marked by a title page 

which delineates the relevant chapters. 

➢ THE AWARENESS OF PROBLEM  

Following on from the introduction in this chapter, Chapter 3 explores in detail the different ways in 

which creating physically plausible animation can be and has been approached including Motion 

Capture (3.1), Motion Synthesis (3.2) and Key Frame Animation (3.3).  Finally, it explains the importance 

of the centre of mass in animation (3.4), existing centre of mass tools (3.4.2), and the use of COM nodes 

(3.4.3 and 3.4.4). 

➢ SUGGESTION 

An operational context for the use of such rigs in a range of animation scenarios based on the physics 

of the COM and animation workflow was devised (Chapter 4).  Within the operational context, the 

principles of operation of an automated COM rig are established conceptually (Chapter 5) and practically 

(Chapter 6). 

➢ DEVELOPMENT 

The prototype automated COM rig is developed through several iterations by subjecting it to a series of 

functional tests which focus mainly on repeatability (Chapter 7) and the requirement on the COM node 

to be at a suitable height for the pose (Chapter 8).  These chapters are non-chronological, based on 

concept instead of iteration number. 

➢ EVALUATION 

The main workflow evaluation requirements and potential benefits of the automated COM rig are 

explored through animation workflow evaluations based on the operational context.  Chapter 9 defines 

the evaluations derived from the operational context, and Chapters 10, 11 and 12 present practical 

examples for each evaluation using the automated COM rig compared to a baseline workflow control 

established with a comparative conventional rig. 

➢ CONCLUSION 

The final conclusions and future research are summarised in Chapter 13.  The resulting contributions to 

knowledge will form a high-level DSR research output known as an emergent design theory.  This forms 

the structure of the conclusions chapter. 
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In Section 1.2, it was established that it will be necessary to develop and iteratively refine the design of 

a bespoke automated COM rig in order to try to establish potential issues and benefits  in the use of 

such COM rigs for dynamic airborne and grounded movements.  This is partly borne out of the lack of 

availability of suitable contemporary rigs but will also allow a more fundamental analysis of any benefits 

or issues that arise in the development process.  This ‘practical’ approach to research is also reflective 

of R&D processes in the animation industry. 

This chapter proposes that the methodology known as Design Science Research (DSR), the act of ‘using 

design as a research method or technique’ (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004), is suitable to develop and 

iteratively refine the design of such a rig.  It will be argued that the act of designing a new rig can itself 

reveal new knowledge and the development process can be used as a research methodology.   

Where the goal of development would normally be to make a better artefact, in DSR the goal is to better 

understand potential operational problems, through reflection on possible design decisions.  As such, 

the aim of each iteration will be to generate knowledge rather than to improve the efficacy or usability 

of the rig.   

2.1 DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH 

Design Science Research (DSR) evolved in the early 1990’s (Nunamaker Jr et al., 1990; Walls et al., 1992) 

within the field of Information Systems.  March and Smith (1995) define the methodology as reconciling 

‘descriptive research’, which aims to understand the ‘nature of IT’ akin to natural science research, and 

‘prescriptive research’, which aims to improve IT performance and is more akin to a design activity. 

Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) note that Design Science Research is distinct from Design Research, as 

the latter is ‘the study of design itself and designers – their methods, cognition and education’.  They 

also identify the difference between DSR and a regular design effort by recognising that in conventional 

design, the seeking of new knowledge is often detrimental to the success of the design (i.e.  it is better 

to design from current state-of-practice to reduce the risk of failure). 

The distinctive feature of DSR compared to other research methodologies is the necessary creation 

(design) of an artefact. 

While this thesis does not lie within the field of information systems, the use of DSR can be justified 

provided the requirements of the methodology are met in terms of the activities (Section 2.1.2) within 

it and the types of output (Section 2.1.1) it produces. 
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2.1.1 DSR RESEARCH OUTPUTS 

March & Smith (1995) define four design-related artefacts – constructs, models, methods and 

instantiations (Table 1 below).  They describe constructs, models and methods as abstract artefacts, 

whilst instantiations are material artefacts.  They emphasise the importance of an instantiation to 

‘demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the models and methods they contain.’ (Within this 

document, the word ‘artefact’ will be taken to mean an instantiation or material artefact.)  

DREPT  

(Design Relevant 

Explanatory / 

Predictive Theory) 

 ‘…design-realm theory that augments the ‘how’ part of a design 

theory with the explanatory information on ‘why’ one should trust 

the design action to work.’ (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

Design Theory ‘…a set of prescriptive statements and outcome specification from 

which implications can be drawn’ (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

Emergent or 

Nascent Theory 

‘…a metaphorical understanding of how the artifact [i.e.  

instantiation] supports or controls the phenomenon of interest’ 

(Purao, 2002)  

Methods ‘…a set of steps (an algorithm or guideline) used to perform a task’ 

(March & Smith, 1995) 

Models ‘…a set of propositions or statements expressing relationships 

among constructs’ (March & Smith, 1995) 

Constructs ‘…form the vocabulary of a domain.  They constitute a 

conceptualization used to describe problems within the domain 

and to specify their solutions.’ (March & Smith, 1995) 

Artefact 

(Instantiation) 

‘…the realization of an artefact in its environment.  …  both specific 

information systems and tools that address various aspect of 

designing information systems’ (March & Smith, 1995) 

Table 1: Design science research outputs 
 

Purao (2002) expanded on the initial classification by suggesting a ‘situated Implementation’ (i.e. an 

Artefact) was the lesser, if most visible, of the outputs.  He places constructs, models and methods (i.e. 

abstract artefacts), under the heading of operational principles, above the material artefact, before 

suggesting a category of emergent theories (Table 1) that may be embodied in the artefact.  The latter 

was placed above operational principles as the highest goal of DSR.   

Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) state that a fully developed theory should be the desired form of 

knowledge from a DSR project but recognise that this may only come after years of effort from a 

research community.  They use the term ‘nascent theory’ for Purao’s ‘emergent theory’ and call the fully 
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developed theory a design theory to distinguish it from the type of theory developed in natural science 

research stating that: 

‘In design science research the phenomena of interest are created and so design 

theories have a different but analogous form to natural science theories’  

(Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

Whereas nascent (emergent) theories and fully developed design theories can be based on tacit 

justificatory knowledge such as experience-based insights and intuitions, Vaishnavi and Kuechler 

develop the idea to a higher level of abstraction with a Design Relevant Explanatory/Predictive Theory 

(DREPT), which uses kernel theories from other fields (e.g. natural science or mathematics) as 

justificatory knowledge (Table 1). 

 

Table 2:  The profile of a design theory 
(Vaishnavi & Keuchler, 2004) 

Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) identify six core elements that form the components of any design theory 

(Table 2).  Each of Purao’s operational principles are embedded within this design theory profile, and as 

such, the emergent design theory becomes the prime research output. 

March and Smith, Purao and Vaishnavi and Kuechler all recognise that DSR projects do not necessarily 

produce all forms of output.  (However, all DSR projects must include an artefact.) March and Smith say 

that research can be conducted on any combination of the artefacts (abstract and material) provided 

‘the artifact has utility for an important task’.   
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2.1.2 DSR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES (THE DSR CYCLE) 

 

 

Figure 5: Design science research process model – DSR cycle  
(Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 
 

Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) provide a DSR process model, or DSR Cycle, (Figure 5) that follows a 

similar sequence to a standard design cycle but includes the flow of knowledge that leads to the final 

contribution of the research project.  They note that while the phases of the DSR cycle are similar to a 

design process, the activities within are considerably different.   

The DSR diagram in Figure 5 shows five process steps.  However, this semantically suggests a smooth 

completion of one 'step' before moving to the other, whilst the terminology (adopted through this 

thesis) of ‘phases’ is more indicative of a suggested focal activity producing a potentially multi-factored 

circumscription loop, where the knowledge generated may address multiple or different aspects of the 

awareness of problem and suggestion phases.  

Awareness of problem may come from various sources, including industry developments and literature 

reviews, and leads to a proposal for new research. 

Suggestion and development form March & Smith’s build activity.  The suggestion phase is closely linked 

to the awareness of problem phase, complementing the proposal with a tentative design.  The 

development phase involves the production of an artefact using appropriate techniques.   
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The use of the word ‘circumscription’ as feedback in the design process is based on the definition 

according to McCarthy (1981) where  

‘[circumscription] will allow us to conjecture that no relevant objects exist in certain 

categories except those whose existence follows from the statement of the problem 

and common-sense knowledge.’ (McCarthy, 1981) 

In other words, the factors that inform the constraints of the next design iteration are the only relevant 

factors for that iteration.  Vaishnavi and Kuechler describe it as follows,  

‘Circumscription is discovery of constraint knowledge about theories gained through 

detection and analysis of contradictions when things do not work according to the 

theory’.  (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

The evaluation phase involves evaluation of the artefact against the criteria set out in the proposal.  It 

also includes March and Smith’s theorise activity.  Vaishnavi and Kuechler state that: 

‘Deviations from expectations, both quantitative and qualitative, are carefully noted 

and must be tentatively explained.  That is, the evaluation phase contains an analytic 

sub-phase in which hypotheses are made about the behavior of the artifact.’  

(Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

Because any initial hypotheses from the awareness of problem phase are rarely borne out, it is common 

for DSR projects to iterate at this point, using the updated hypotheses to start the DSR cycle again at the 

suggestion phase.  A new or updated Instantiation would be developed, and the process would continue. 

Circumscription therefore includes the things discovered either through tinkering as each iteration of 

the design is created or through a more formal evaluation of each iteration. 

The final conclusion phase includes March & Smith’s Justify activity as the final knowledge is judged to 

be of suitable novelty and interest to satisfy the requirements of a research project.  This can be in the 

form of a design theory and/or identified anomalies that would be the subject of future research. 

2.1.3 DSR CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE 

Contributions to knowledge from DSR projects fall into either descriptive or prescriptive (or both) 

knowledge types (Gregor & Hevner, 2013).  They describe descriptive knowledge as “what” knowledge 

(usually associated with natural science) and includes observations, measurement, patterns and 

theories.  Prescriptive knowledge is “how” knowledge and includes the abstract and material artefacts 

described in Section 1.4.1.  The type of knowledge produced depends in large part on the type of DSR 

project. 
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Gregor and Hevner (2013) present a framework for understanding the impact of knowledge contribution 

from DSR projects based on the relative maturities of the problem and chosen solution (Figure 6, below).  

In this framework, new solutions to new problems are classified as Invention, and new solutions applied 

to existing problems are classified as Improvement.  (Existing solutions applied to existing problems are 

classified as routine design and cannot be considered as research).   

 

Figure 6: DSR knowledge contribution framework  
(Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004 – adapted from Gregor & Hevner, 2013) 
 

Invention projects generally only produce an Artefact but are considered research if they are novel and 

interesting.  In Vaishnavi and Kuechler’s DSR cycle, the iterative development of an artefact can itself 

produce a useful knowledge contribution (see the ‘circumscription’ arrows in Figure 5).  Gregor and 

Hevner state that an invention is considered as research when: 

 ‘…the result is an artifact that can be applied and evaluated in a real-world context 

and when new knowledge is contributed to the [Descriptive] and/or [Prescriptive] 

knowledge bases’ (Gregor & Hevner, 2013) 

Once the invention phase has been completed, further (separate) research falls into the improvement 

quadrant and can be expected to produce higher-level outputs including design theories and DREPTs. 

 ‘Knowledge flows in the invention quadrant are typically from prescriptive to 

descriptive.  The new artifact is invented and then other researchers see it employed in 

use and begin to formulate descriptive knowledge about its use in context (in a 

different quadrant).’ (Gregor & Hevner, 2013) 
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As there is no published evidence of automated COM rigs suitable for airborne and grounded key frame 

animation (Section 3.4.4), this research falls into the Invention quadrant, where new problems are 

solved with novel solutions.  As such, one key contribution to knowledge is the production of a character 

rig with an automated COM node (i.e. the artefact).  As stated by Gregor and Hevner (above), the 

character rig could then be applied and evaluated in a real-world context as it transits into the 

adaptation or improvement quadrants.   

The prime goal of the research is to generate an emergent design theory that provides understanding 

behind the benefits and issues when using an automated COM rig for dynamic airborne and grounded 

animation.  The implication therefore is that the character rig will have to be tested and evaluated within 

a context to a subjective level to show some level of efficacy, justify the developmental phases and allow 

future researchers to identify areas of improvement.  By evaluation of each iteration, the development 

of the character rig will thus produce unique knowledge through the process of circumscription.   

2.2 THE DSR ACTIVITIES APPLIED TO THIS RESEARCH 

2.2.1 THE DSR CYCLE 

The DSR cycle has set activities that need to be completed, whilst the choice of method within that is 

dependent on the problem being investigated.  Using the phases of the DSR cycle (Figure 5), this section 

outlines the specific research activities and evaluative methods that will be used at each stage in this 

research.  This provides a conceptual and methodological overview of the process in which knowledge 

will be generated.  (The relevant phase within the DSR cycle is also signposted throughout the thesis 

using header pages for clarity.) 

➢ AWARENESS OF PROBLEM 

The use of physics to assist key frame character animation has been a continual goal throughout the 

history of computer animation (Section 3.2).  This includes post-production modifications to  animations 

to create a physically correct movement (Section 3.4.2), and character rigs that use various 

approximations and visualisations to the centre of mass (Section 3.4.4).  Thus, there is existing research 

theory that can be used to establish some aspects of the problem and inform the creation of a tentative 

design in the suggestion phase.  However, as the automated COM rig is a novel approach (outside a few 

bespoke solutions), much of the suggestion phase needs to be derived. 

➢ SUGGESTION 

As part of the suggestion phase, an operational context framework will be developed as a DSR construct 

(Chapter 4).  Based on the physical motion of the centre of mass in real scenarios and related to key 

frame animation workflow, the operational context will define the conceptual space in which the 

automated COM rig needs to operate and thus inform the development and the evaluation phases. 
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A detailed understanding of the operational requirements of an automated COM rig will be explored, 

with the aim of defining fundamental principles of operation (Chapter 5).  Following these principles, a 

tentative design for the initial prototype will be instantiated.  The initial prototype, will be built as much 

as possible using existing approaches (Chapter 6), to remove any researcher bias from skill levels in 

rigging or scripting.   

➢ DEVELOPMENT 

In the case of the first prototype (i.e. the DSR tentative deign), the goal is to create an operational 

automated COM rig.  Subsequent development iterations would involve modifications or redesigns of 

the prototype rig to address specific gaps in knowledge or conceptual issues with the previous iteration 

that directly inform the intended emergent design theory.  

Within the development process, it is inevitable that changes and fixes will be required for functional 

and operational considerations.  These will be evaluated using simple animations in predefined 

scenarios and by automated tests on aspects such as repeatability.  Such changes create new knowledge 

in a circumscription loop that feeds back into the next development iteration (Chapters 7 and 8).   

Changes that do not relate directly to conceptual issues (e.g. platform specific issues such as limitations 

of the implementation of MAXScript inside 3ds Max), will not be considered as part of the 

circumscription loop.  It is necessary to fix such issues to allow the prototype to function but the 

knowledge they generate does not contribute to the ultimate emergent design theory. 

➢ EVALUATION 

Where the development phase is primarily concerned with the creation of knowledge about 

functionality, the evaluation phase must evaluate the prototype in terms of its applicability to the key 

frame animation workflow.  This evaluation will be defined (Chapter 9) in the conceptual space defined 

within the operational context created in Chapter 4. 

A baseline control for specific animation scenarios will be conducted on existing character rigs, one 

pelvis-led rig (i.e. with no COM node) and one dumb COM rig.  These will be used to inform the workflow 

approach for the automated COM rig prototype and to frame the practical outcomes of the evaluation 

(Chapters 10, 11 and 12).   

➢ CONCLUSION 

Circumscription knowledge from the development and evaluation phases will form the ultimate 

emergent design theory, thus resulting in conclusions based on the contributions to knowledge from 

each circumscription loop (Chapter 13).  The research outputs defined in Section 2.1.1 form all the 

required elements of the emergent design theory. 
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2.2.2 RESEARCH OUTPUTS 

Section 2.1.1 describes the research outputs from a DSR methodology (Table 1).  Whilst it is beyond the 

scope of this research to produce a fully developed design theory or a DREPT, this research aims to 

produce the following outputs: artefact, construct, models, methods and an emergent design theory.   

The artefact will be an automated COM rig based on the instantaneous centre of mass of the character.  

The rig will have been developed through several iterations, each of which is intended to generate 

specific knowledge.   As such, even the final version of the rig is likely to be specifically created to solve 

a problem.  The resulting will not necessarily be a product that would be useful to animators, as the 

design process is not being used for this purpose but to gain knowledge.  Such developments may be 

pursued post-thesis. 

According to March and Smith (1995), constructs ‘constitute a conceptualization used to describe 

problems within the domain and to specify their solutions.’  Within this research, the operational 

context will fulfil this role.  Inevitably, there will also be new vocabulary for the methods and models in 

this research which allow problems and solutions to be described, and thus will also form a construct. 

There will be models and methods relating those constructs and linking those constructs to other more 

familiar constructs within the character rig.  An example of a DSR model might be the relationship 

between the centre of mass and the Inverse Kinematic system within the rig, and there would need to 

be methods associated to how that is handled (both within the algorithm and from an animator’s 

perspective). 

The main outcome of the DSR methodology is an emergent design theory that is derived from the above 

so-called ‘operational principles’ (Purao, 2002).   
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– DSR AWARENESS OF PROBLEM PHASE 

 

As part of the ‘awareness of problem’ phase in the DSR cycle, the following chapter presents a literature 

review covering the three animation techniques outlined in Section 1.1, motion capture, key frame 

animation and motion synthesis, in terms of their appropriateness to physically plausible animation.   

It also explores the role and the state of the art of the centre of mass as a tool for key frame character 

animation. 
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3 THE SEARCH FOR PHYSICALLY PLAUSIBLE ANIMATION 

Animation critic and historian, Charles Solomon, said in his book “Tale as Old as Time: The Art and 

Making of Beauty and the Beast”, 

‘Since the earliest days of the art form, humans have been the most difficult 

characters to animate.  The more realistic the human being, the more difficult the 

animation becomes … everyone knows how human beings move, and if those 

movements are not rendered accurately, viewers won't believe in the characters.’ 

(Solomon, 2010) 

Making animation plausible is not just about the viewer believing in the acting of a character, but in the 

way that they move, and the way things move is defined by physics.  The makers of physics-based 

animation software, Cascadeur suggested, 

‘When watching movies or playing video games, sometimes we notice scenes that 

don’t look right.  Most of the time, though, we can’t explain what exactly is wrong.  

We might not see the wirework on the actor, for example, but we intuitively know 

that his movement is not how it should be. … Our brains can easily recognize 

unrealistic movements.  In other words, we always notice when the animation is 

physically incorrect.’  (Cascadeur, 2020) 

3.1 MOTION CAPTURE 

The most successful and significant technique for producing physically plausible animation is motion 

capture.  Motion capture or ‘mocap’ has been an option for character animation since the early 80’s 

(Chapman et al., 1982), providing movement data directly from a physical actor and producing 

animation that is a good representation of a realistic movement. 

There is a variety of techniques for capturing the data, but the motion data provided to the animation 

application are presented as a fully specified set of values for all active DOFs through time (often at a 

significantly higher rate than the desired animation frame rate).  However, a motion capture dataset 

can be incomplete (Kay, 2014), as many systems do not record all aspects of an actor’s body such as 

fingers or facial animation.  Also, for camera-based mocap systems, there may be times when specific 

markers are not visible, which can lead to errors. 

Motion capture data always need cleaning up.  This is usually to eliminate intersections between body 

parts or to finely adjust the positions of the hands and feet.  Sometimes more serious work is needed to 
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prevent the feet jittering or sliding when in contact with the ground or to fill in gaps where markers 

were occluded or went out of range (Kay, 2016). 

 

Figure 7: Motion capture example from the game 'Uncharted 2: Among Thieves'  
(Naughty Dog, 2009; image from Mocap Club, 2014) 

 

Figure 8:  Ray Winstone motion captured in Beowulf  
(Zemeckis, 2007; image from Reyes, 2015) 

Because motion capture data are recorded from a physical actor, they are physically authentic.  Provided 

the animated character is similar in proportions to the actor and the clean-up is minimal, motion capture 

produces very physically plausible results.  As a result, motion capture is ubiquitous in human-centred 

semi-realistic and realistic games (Figure 7) and for CG characters in live action films. 

The down side of motion capture is its lack of flexibility on two counts.  Firstly, motion capture becomes 

less convincing as the size and proportions of the animated character diverge from the original actor.  

This is because the motion data are implicitly based on the physical characteristics of the original actor 

(Joon et al., 2007).  For example, a character that is more slightly built than the original actor would 
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appear to move too deliberately and slowly, and the motion looks uncanny.  An example of this can be 

seen in the CGI film Beowulf (Zemeckis, 2007) where Ray Winstone who plays the title role is significantly 

stockier than his character (Figure 8).  More extreme changes in proportion would produce even more 

unrealistic results. 

Secondly, motion capture can only produce animations that are within the capability of an actor to 

execute safely.  Exaggerated, dangerous or superhuman animation cannot be produced directly using 

this technique.  The mocap data must be modified to achieve this and the modification of motion 

capture data changes the believability (Joon et al., 2007). 

Motion capture data cannot be modified directly as all the relevant data would have to be adjusted on 

every frame.  Adjustments to the motion capture data are specified using sparsely distributed offset 

values (key frames) on an additional layer of animation.  The final motion is derived by adding the layers 

together (Autodesk, 2016).  Using this method, it is possible to ‘add emphasis on areas and change poses 

to get the perfect performance’ (Pluralsight, 2014).  In theory, this ‘hybrid’ animation technique allows 

an animator to modify motion capture data to allow a character to jump over a building for example by 

adding a significant amount of height to the character in the adjustment layer.  However, to make the 

animation flow, the crouch that anticipates the action, the push as the character leaves the ground, and 

the landing would need to be modified in addition to the height of the jump. 

Modifying mocap data then has the same reliance on an animator’s perception and skill as key frame 

animation, so most exaggerated or physically impossible animations (or movements that would be 

dangerous for an actor to do) are produced using key frame animation (Pluralsight, 2014). 

3.2 MOTION SYNTHESIS 

Motion synthesis is the field of generating autonomous motion of a character from high-level commands 

such as ‘walk forward’ (Arikan, Forsyth & O’Brien, 2003).  It has a lot in common with robotics but is also 

of interest in game animation where non-playable characters need to be directly controlled using higher-

level algorithms.  Motion synthesis can be based on motion capture examples (example-based) or driven 

by control systems and simulated with the laws of physics (physics-based). 

Emerging from motion capture, example-based motion synthesis used to involve simple modification or 

merging of motion capture data (Lamouret & van de Panne, 1996) due to the limited computing power 

available.  Babadi (2018) explains in the last decade, due to increasing levels of data processing capability 

and machine learning techniques, example-based motion synthesis has evolved.  Motion capture 

databases can be used to train AI algorithms to create realistic looking motion which is reinforced with 

physics-based motion synthesis (Peng et. al., 2018).  Even videos of actor movement can be used to 

generate 3D animated motion (Peng et. al., 2018). 
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Physics-based character animation is a dynamic approach to animation, which has been around since 

the early days of computer animation (e.g. Armstrong & Green, 1985) with the promise of easily creating 

physically plausible or realistic animation.  As well as striving to provide autonomous characters, motion 

synthesis has also been used in attempts to take the burden of plausibility away from the animator 

whilst still allow varying degrees of creative control (Fattal & Lischinski, 2006). 

Geijtenbeek and Pronost (2012) provide a good overview of physics-based motion synthesis methods 

and highlight a ‘resurgence in physics-based character animation’ between 2005 and 2011 after ‘years 

of focus on data-driven animation techniques [i.e. example-based motion synthesis]’.  This has largely 

reversed since with the aforementioned focus on example-based techniques, but this chronological 

window of exploration into physics-based techniques provides an opportunity to explore the problems 

identified in Section 1.1 (Geijtenbeek & Pronost, 2012; van Welbergen et al., 2010). 

3.2.1 PHYSICS-BASED CHARACTER ANIMATION 

Although physics-based character animation is not widely available in most common 3D animation 

applications, many do have integrated physics simulation engines to allow animators to knock walls 

down, blow leaves around and pour water realistically.  This is known as forward dynamics (Otten, 2003), 

and can involve one-way kinematic interaction with animated characters (e.g. knocking a cup off a 

table).  These animation tools require a different skill set to key frame character animation, relying on 

setting initial conditions, non-renderable deflector objects, and physical properties such as mass and 

friction (which are often set to non-realistic values to achieve the required effect). 

These simple physical simulations can be applied to characters too.  In the game Just Cause 2 (Eidos 

Interactive, 2010), rigid body mechanics are used to animate characters as they hang off moving cars 

and helicopters (Obrien, n.d.) 

By applying a few physical constraints and mass properties to the bones within a character rig, it is 

possible for characters to be simulated too, a technique known as rag-doll simulation (SideFX, 2017).  

However, the animator cannot influence this process with any significance, and it is only suitable for 

animating dead or unconscious bodies (Chandler, 2015).   

Key frame animation and motion capture are both kinematic approaches to animation – the animation 

is specified in terms of translational or rotational values of each joint at specific times (e.g. the knee joint 

starts at 90 degrees and moves to 45 degrees six frames later).  It does not take any consideration of 

the physical forces that might cause the movement and thus, sets no limit on what the animator can 

produce, allowing them to create any desired movement.  (Although motion capture is implicitly limited 

by the physical ability of the actor and the constraints of the environment.)  
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The physics-based approach defines the movement from the forces and torques acting on each DoF 

over time (e.g. a torque of 6Nm is applied to the knee joint for three frames followed by a torque of -

6Nm).  The animation is created by solving the equations of motion for articulated bodies (Wittenburg, 

1977; Wittenburg, 2008; Featherstone, 2014).  To simulate the final motion from the animator’s 

specification, the character rig requires extra information such as the mass and moment of inertia of 

each articulated section.   

To animate a living character using dynamic simulation it is not sufficient to apply torques of the correct 

amount to each joint.  Such a system would quickly become unstable due to cumulative inaccuracies in 

the values applied.  There needs to be a controlling element within the system. 

Mitake et al. (2009) use a simple inverted pendulum controller to keep a character upright while leaning 

during acceleration, deceleration and cornering, but generally controllers are applied at the joint level 

of the rig. 

Feedback controllers that adjust the torques to satisfy rotational or positional targets can be applied to 

each joint.  This would normally be achieved using Proportional-Derivative (PD) controllers (Allen et al., 

2007; Faloutsos, van de Panne & Terzopoulos, 2001) and is the technique used in robotics.   

 

Figure 9: Motion synthesis used to animate athletes 
(Hodgins et al., 1995) 
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Figure 10: A machine learning approach to physics-based motion synthesis  
(Geijtenbeek et al., 2013) 

The controllers can either be bespoke, usually designed for one specific motion, such as animating 

athletics (Figure 9) in an exercise inspired by the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia (Hodgins et al., 1995), 

or used as part of an optimisation to ‘learn’ a loosely defined motion (Wang et al., 2012; Geijtenbeek et 

al., 2013).  This approach has gained precedence more recently due to the reduced amount of 

biomechanical expertise required and the increase in computing power (Figure 10).   

 

Figure 11:  NaturalMotion's Endorphin  
(NaturalMotion, 2003, Image from K-os Blog, 2016) 
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A system called Dynamic Motion Synthesis created by NaturalMotion was the only commercially offered 

physics-based motion synthesis solution, available from 2003 to 2014.  It was implemented in their 

stand-alone application, Endorphin (NaturalMotion, 2003), for virtual stuntmen in films (Figure 11), and 

their Euphoria engine for games (NaturalMotion, 2006).  This was a full character simulation including 

body, muscles and motor nervous system and basic artificial intelligence (AI) to allow a character to try 

and regain balance or avoid falling objects.  NaturalMotion discontinued both offerings in 2014. 

 

Figure 12: Supernatural jump generated using controlled external force  
(Agrawal & van de Panne, 2013) 

Addressing the issue of physics-based animation being limited to physically possible movements, 

Agrawal and van de Panne (2013) created a library of jumps using a fully dynamic biped by generating a 

series of controllers off-line that can drive physics-based characters in real-time.  They achieved 

supernatural jumps – around 2m high – by building in additional external forces (Figure 12).   

While the external force in this case was used to generate a library of jumps, the technique cannot be 

assumed to be readily transferable to key frame animation (the optimisations that produced the library 

of jumps took 5-6 hours on a contemporaneous PC).   

Most attempts to integrate physics simulation with key framed animation have failed to win over 

animators, partly because of the problems in Section 1.1 identified by Geijtenbeek and Pronost (2012), 

and partly because of the different skill set required.   

The aforementioned forward dynamics provides a method whereby animated characters can influence 

a subsequent physics simulation.  This method derives forces from predefined motions and is called 

inverse dynamics (Otten, 2003).  As such, inverse dynamics is a direct link between keyframed animation 

and physical forces. 
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3.2.2 INVERSE DYNAMICS METHODS 

The physics simulation engines available in mainstream animation applications (e.g. rag doll simulations) 

can be classed as Forward Dynamics.  The motion is created from the forces and torques acting on an 

object producing accelerations, which can be integrated twice to calculate the position and rotation.   

Wilhelms and Barsky (1985) built on Forward Dynamic principles to calculate simple reactive forces that 

opposed gravity and maintained world-space rotations while other parts of the character would be 

subject to more complex dynamics.  Different parts of the character could have different control 

methods including ‘hybrid positional control, where desired positions over time are specified by the user 

and the system attempts to find forces and torques to achieve these positions.’ 

This idea of deriving torques from a kinematically defined input was refined by Isaacs and Cohen (1987) 

by combining a key-frame-like system with a dynamics engine and deriving the torques required to 

achieve the specified key frames in a process they call Inverse Dynamics.  (This reflects the nomenclature 

for Forwards and Inverse Kinematics).  They used it to make a swing move by animating a character 

leaning forwards and backwards in turn.   

The limitation of their work is that calculating inverse dynamics merely reproduces the key frames that 

were already defined.  There are only certain fairly niche situations where this is useful, for example, if 

applied to a character kicking a ball and then applying the same forces to a character standing on a 

frictionless surface.  The result is that the character’s support leg slides out from underneath the 

character. 

 

Figure 13: Using inverse dynamics to make a character jump  
(Arai, 1993) 
 

More usefully, Girard (1987) uses inverse dynamics to work out forces derived from key framed leg 

postures of quadrupedal animals in different gaits.  These are then used to calculate global dynamics for 

the body for vertical, horizontal motion and even banking around bends.  This work, adapted for bipeds 
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by Torkos and van de Panne (1998), was incorporated into Autodesk’s 3D Studio R4 (1994) as the Biped 

part of the Character Studio animation system.  The Biped system is still available in current versions of 

Autodesk’s now named 3ds Max. 

Arai (1993) used Inverse Dynamics from a key-framed animation sequence to generate joint torques, 

then used these to drive the motion for some parts of the body – overriding any previously defined key 

frames.  He applied this to an arm throwing, an arm swing during a walk cycle and a full body during a 

jump.  However, because this method overrode the key frames (and timing) for the height and landing 

position of the jump (Figure 13), it takes important control away from the animator, and thus limits the 

animator’s intent – the main benefit of key frame animation (Section 3.3). 

One limitation of the Inverse Dynamics method is that the animator needs to be able to make informed 

decisions about which body part or action is to be animated using dynamics and which part with key 

frames.  Making such judgements is a skill that must be learned.  However, Isaacs and Cohen see it as 

an advantage.   

‘It allows the user to think of each part of the animation in the way that is most 

suitable for the job’ (Isaacs & Cohen, 1987) 

Despite its limitations, Inverse Dynamics is still used for driving dynamic simulations from key frame 

animated motion, as it is necessary to derive the torques and forces from the key frame animation to 

provide the impulse for the simulated objects.   

Overriding the animator’s intent and expecting the animator to make decisions about the length of a 

jump for example by retrying different simulations until the length is right is far from satisfactory as a 

workflow.  Animators need to be able to make artistic decisions about the length and height of a jump 

quickly.  Setting key frames for each and tweaking the paths by eye is a much simpler process. 

Reverting back to Isaacs and Cohen’s approach, where all key frames are preserved, Inverse Dynamics 

provides physically correct tweening as the motion of the character between key frames is derived from 

forces.  However, there is potential for enormous torques to be generated, and hence instability, when 

key frames define highly exaggerated or stepped motion.  Such forces, while physically correct, have no 

guarantee of being within the range of valid forces for a particular character’s strength. 

Using key frames as a constraint in this way, however, was further developed into a system that closely 

approximated key frame animation but still integrated physics simulation in the character animation.  It 

was thought this would minimise the new skills an animator would need to learn and so be much more 

likely to become accepted.  This ‘constrained optimisation’ method was known as spacetime constraints. 
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3.2.3 CONSTRAINED OPTIMISATION METHODS 

In 1988, prior to their move to Pixar, Michael Kass and the late Andrew Witkin presented a new 

technique for creating physically valid motion called spacetime constraints (Witkin & Kass, 1988).  Rather 

than using traditional animation techniques such as key frames and tweening, they created an animation 

controlled by kinematic constraints at specific points in space and time.  The constraints were similar to 

key frame definitions as they had positions and rotations defined at specific points in time, but they 

could also include physical descriptors such as pinning the object to the floor and minimising or 

maximising impact force.  Using the physical structure of the character and its physical resources (i.e. 

muscles and static surfaces to react against such as a floor), their algorithm could then create a physically 

valid sequence of motions to achieve these goals by treating it as an optimisation problem.  (The 

‘muscles’ were implemented as angular springs whose stiffness and rest angle were free to be 

manipulated by the optimisation process.)  Many possible motions could meet the constraint functions 

specified, so the optimisation was driven by an objective function, for example minimising energy use.   

 

Figure 14: Luxo Lamp animated using spacetime constraints  
(Witkin & Kass, 1988) 
 

Initial tests on a particle with a ‘jet engine’, moving from point A to point B with minimal fuel usage, 

proved to be relatively trivial.  The abstraction required to extend this idea to more complex models (in 

this paper, Pixar’s Luxo lamp – see Figure 14) necessitated a complex system of mathematical function 

boxes wired together in a graphical user interface (GUI) to perform symbolic differentiation and to 

generate the matrices.  However unintuitive this method may be, and despite the high level of 

abstraction, the procedure generated anticipation, squash and stretch, follow-through, and timing on 

the three examples presented (basic jump, jump over a hurdle, and ski-jump).  Additional tests were 

conducted with a heavier lamp base and a soft landing (by including minimal impact force as an objective 

function).   
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The primary advantage perceived at the time of writing was the efficient production of physically correct 

animation from a sparse set of key frame-like data.  Additionally, Witkin and Kass identified the potential 

for alternative objective functions (such as minimising the impact force) to change the animation of a 

character based on its motivation: 

‘Consider for example several versions of a character crossing a room: in one case, 

walking on hot coals; in another, walking on eggs; in another, carrying a full bowl of 

hot soup; and in still another, pursued by a bear. Plainly the character's goals - and 

attendant criteria of optimality – are very different in each case. We would hope to 

see these differing goals reflected in the motion.’ (Witkin & Kass, 1988) 

The Luxo Lamp experiments were limited to movement within a 2D plane.  It turned out that spacetime 

optimisations for any more complex rig (even a simplified human) moving in three dimensions were 

significantly more complex.  In order to reduce the complexity of spacetime optimisations, various 

techniques have been tried (Cohen, 1992; Liu et al., 1994; Fang & Pollard, 2003) but none could increase 

the reliability sufficiently for mainstream use.  Liu and Popović state that:  

‘Unfortunately, for complex characters the Newtonian physics constraints are highly 

nonlinear, preventing the spacetime optimization from converging to a solution.’  (Liu 

& Popović, 2002) 

Their solution was to reduce the complexity by concentrating on momentum alone and not simulating 

muscles, and they produced realistic animations with very few constraints.  However, without muscle 

simulation, realistic ‘transition’ poses through the animation were either example-based or defined by 

the animator. 

Despite the lack of suitability to key frame animation, spacetime constraints have been used widely for 

editing and modification of motion capture data (Abe et al., 2006; Popović & Witkin, 1999; Rose et al., 

1996; Safonova et al., 2004; Sulejmanpašić & Popović, 2005), where the final motion is generally not 

radically different to the input motion resulting in better convergence.  Tak et al. (2000) used the same 

optimisation procedures to find the physically correct anticipation when modifying captured ballistic 

motion such as jumps and runs. 

Gleicher (1997) uses them to provide constraints when modifying existing animation and removes the 

physics aspect to reduce computation and achieve interactive speeds.  Removing a physics based 

objective function; Gleicher used similarity to the existing motion to drive the optimisation.  While this 

puts the onus back on the animator for physical correctness, it did lead to the most notable application 

of spacetime constraints for retargeting motion data to characters of different sizes and proportions 

(Gleicher, 1998), though this was quickly superseded by less computationally expensive methods (Choi 

& Ko, 2000; Lee & Shin, 1999). 
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Most physics-based motion synthesis techniques take too much control away from the animator.  

Spacetime constraints appeared to be a key-frame-like physics-based solution but the mathematics does 

not work reliably on non-linear problems, such as a human character’s motion.  So far, no physics-based 

motion synthesis solution works in a way that directly assists key frame animators.  Thus, the specific 

properties of keyframe animation need to be considered in order to assess why, and how that can be 

resolved. 

3.3 KEY FRAME ANIMATION 

 

Figure 15: A key frame character rig; ‘Tejo’  
(Bajracharya, 2011) 
 

Key frame animation is the longest standing CG animation technique, although in the early days, 

animation was specified using a bespoke computer language to define the objects and their movements 

at a fundamental level (Catmull, 1972).  Key frame animation is now produced using bespoke CG 

applications such as Maya (Autodesk, 2005), 3ds Max (Autodesk, 1996), Blender (Blender Foundation, 

1994) and many others.  

In all but the oldest of these applications, 3D key frame character animation is based on a character rig, 

sometimes built into the animation programme and sometimes proprietary or bespoke (Figure 15).  

Character rigs comprise of the following parts (paraphrased from Petty, 2018): 

● The skeleton hierarchy 

● The control nodes used by the animator 
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● A functional definition relating the deformation of the character model to the movement of 

the bones (i.e. skinning or a separate deformation rig including muscles and flesh simulations) 

● Various additional controls such as Inverse Kinematic solvers (IK), which calculate the joint 

angles of a limb based on the desired position of an end effector (i.e.  the hand or foot) 

Character rigs are designed to meet the needs of the animator to manipulate the character as tractably 

as possible.  Animators can use this manipulability to create highly dynamic and plausible animations 

depending on their experience and skill.   

Despite being created with different tools, 3D key frame animation has its roots in traditional 2D hand-

drawn animation.  The point of key frame animation is not to produce realistic animation – motion 

capture does this more reliably.  Key frame animation is used to produce exaggerated motion with 

appeal.  Such animation still has to look plausible.  Walt Disney called this problem the “plausible 

impossible” and said,  

‘Don’t duplicate real action or things as they actually happen – but give a caricature of 

life and action … our work is a caricature of life’ (Walt Disney, in Williams 2009).   

Disney was keen on understanding the physics of motion to produce animation saying,  

‘I definitely feel we cannot do the fantastic things based on the real – unless we first 

know the real’ (Walt Disney, in Williams 2009).   

This is a commonly understood expectation on animators.  Angela Lepito of Dreamworks Animation 

says, 

‘One of the unique components of an Animator’s skillset is the ability to take …  

real-world information and craft a caricature of that information to create the 

performance.  Animators take their understanding of anatomy, body mechanics, and 

physics to shape the character’s movements and more deeply their acting.’  (Lepito, 

2018) 

To this end, animators frequently use video reference to help them understand motion during 

production.  This can only help with physically possible and safe movements.  It helps with poses and 

timing but as characters often have exaggerated proportions, the poses and timing from the video often 

have to be re-imagined on the character.  Adjustments have to be made by the animator based purely 

on their judgement of the character physics (mostly implicitly through experience, only occasionally 

explicitly using bespoke tools). 
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Squash and 
Stretch 

Squashing or stretching poses to provide contrasting movement and ensuring 
the volume is preserved during this action 

Anticipation Prior action to prepare the audience for the main movement (e.g.  crouching 
before a jump) 

Staging Directing the audience’s attention to the main storytelling actions 

Straight Ahead /  
Pose-to-Pose 

Two different approaches to creating the animation – either frame-by-frame 
or using key poses with tweening 

Follow-through /  
Overlapping 
Motion 

The continuation of movement of some parts of the body after the main 
movement has completed (e.g.  during a walk, a tail continues to move left 
after the hips have started to move right) 

Slow-In and Slow-
Out 

Higher density of in-betweens near each key frame to show acceleration and 
deceleration 

Arcs Most movement follows arcs (e.g. swinging arms, bouncing balls).   
N.B.  this is a loose term for curved motion and not a mathematical definition 
of an arc – bouncing balls follow parabolic curves 

Secondary Action Actions other than the main storytelling action (e.g.  looking around while 
walking) 

Timing The speed of an action changes its meaning (e.g.  a head turning slowly when 
looking around or quickly when surprised) 

Exaggeration Presenting reality in an exaggerated way – either for physical emphasis or 
using metaphors for storytelling 

Solid drawing Ensuring the animation has a 3D-ness to it in terms of volume, weight and 
lighting as well as anatomical believability 

Appeal Ensuring the audience relates to the character, the story and the situation 

Table 3: The Twelve Principles of Animation  
(Paraphrased from Thomas & Johnston, 1981) 

 
Traditional animation is very much considered an artistic endeavour with much of the discipline deriving 

from Disney’s Twelve Principles of Animation (Thomas & Johnston, 1981) listed in Table 3.  

Pixar’s John Lasseter reconceived the Twelve Principles into a 3D key frame context (Lasseter, 1987).  He 

recognised the use of spline interpolation as a mechanism for Slow-In and Slow-Out, and that most 3D 

key frame animation approximates to the Pose-to-Pose method albeit by individual degrees of freedom 

and not necessarily with whole character poses.  (Notably, he misses out Solid Drawing completely from 

the paper – presumably taking the 3D-ness of the final output as a given.) 
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Jeremy Cantor, Animation Supervisor at Sony Pictures Imageworks extended these to 24 principles 

which included Forces and Weight (Cantor, 2002).  In the principle of Weight, Cantor discusses the use 

of Centre of Gravity (i.e. COM) for balance.   

As with traditional animation, 3D key frame animation is largely based on the Twelve Principles.  These 

animation principles tend to signpost some physical and some artistic ideas but do not provide any 

specific rules for how to animate.  This approach has continued through the introduction of 2D and 3D 

computer animation, largely due to its success in producing animations with mass appeal (Disney movies 

throughout their history have become cultural icons).  However, it does imply a very particular working 

process. 

3.3.1 KEY FRAME ANIMATION WORKFLOW 

Hand-drawn 2D animation starts with significant poses (known as key frames or extremes) within the 

desired motion sequence, such as images where the character makes contact with the environment or 

changes of direction occur.  The gaps in the sequence would be in-filled by a junior artist who would 

draw all the ‘in-between’ frames (i.e. do the tweening).  3D key frame animation uses a similar workflow, 

but the computer does the tweening. 

The 3D key frame animation workflow typically involves several stages that each build and refine the 

final animation from a sparse initial definition.  The workflow typically follows the stages of layout, 

blocking, breakdowns, curve adjustments and polish (Dixon, 2017). 

The first stage, layout, is used primarily for staging; to arrange objects, characters and cameras in the 

3D scene to best mimic the shots defined in the storyboard.  Additional props or environments are 

incorporated during this stage to add context to the animation.  Layout is also used to get the timing of 

the shots correct and ensure the movement of characters in the scene occurs at the right speed and 

allows for all the necessary interactions.   

In the blocking stage, the animation is ‘blocked out’ from key poses defined at specific times.  The values 

for each degree of freedom (DoF), or any other parameter that contributes to the definition of the pose 

of a character or part of a character, are stored as ‘key frames’ at a specific time index.   

Note the different meaning of ‘key frame’ compared to traditional animation, where ‘key frame’ refers 

to a significant pose required for narrative or motion definition.  The ‘key frames’ used in 3D would be 

referred to as ‘extremes’ in traditional animation (Williams, 2009).  Throughout this document, the word 

‘key frames’ is used in the 3D animation sense. 

Ultimately, the computer will fill in the remaining ‘in-between’ frames; a process known as tweening 

but the initial blocking out phase traditionally includes no tweening (Bloop, 2015); the animation steps 
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into each new pose at the appropriate time index and concentrates primarily on timing.  In a key frame, 

the entire character rig is key framed to lock the pose.  

After blocking out, ‘breakdown keys’ are added to the animation to further define the way in which 

movements are constructed.  A good example of a breakdown key is the lifting of the moving foot as it 

passes the stationary foot during a walk.  These breakdown keys are also usually not tweened. 

Breakdown keys do not define the entire pose of the character as for a key pose, instead they will add 

definition to one or more DoFs to modify the motion of one body part.   

Keying breakdowns sometimes requires the animation created in the blocking stage to be tweened so 

that a mid-point can be visualised (Loomis, 2018).  For example, when keying the foot lift of a walk cycle.  

Because there is no tweening, at the time index where the foot lift key should be placed, the character 

is still in the previous key pose.  To allow the animator to lift the foot at the passing point they need to 

see the character in position half-way between each key pose.  This is achieved by switching on tweening 

for the pelvis so that the mid pose is visible.  The foot lift is keyed by adding a key frame to the IK target 

for the foot and the pelvis is also keyed with a breakdown key to ensure the pose remains valid.  The 

tweening is then switched off again so that the animation steps through the poses as before. 

Breakdowns include adding overlapping motion (i.e. different body parts start and finish the movement 

at different times) or adding oscillations to a walk cycle.   

Animation curves are added between all keyed frames to generate the in-between frames through 

interpolation.  In many cases, the default curves can provide a good approximation to the desired 

animation – particularly for small movements.  However, the final animation is often refined to give a 

better sense of weight and force by adjusting the animation curves (Bloop, 2015). 

These curves are used to define the values for the in-between frames and to create a smooth motion 

from one key frame value to the next.  To make this look realistic, a Bezier curve is usually used where 

the gradient of the curve coming into the key frame is the same as the gradient leaving the key frame 

(although the gradients can be unlinked if desired).  The gradient represents the speed of the motion; 

shallow gradients are slow and steep gradients are fast. 

The curve for a simple case such as an object moving from one point to another starts and finishes with 

a shallow gradient and has a steeper gradient in the middle, making an f shape.  (In fact, the animation 

curves are often called f-curves where f has a double meaning; also, being an abbreviation for ‘function’.)  

This shape ensures the object speeds up as the movement starts and slows down as the movement 

stops.  In this way, the motion mimics the real world where objects must accelerate and decelerate to 

and from a stand-still; effectively being a non-simulated physical effect.  It also satisfies the slow-in slow-

out principle of animation. 
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Adjustment is made by adjusting Bezier handles on each key frame in a ‘curve editor’ or ‘graph editor’ 

window that displays a 2D graph for each DoF against time, or in the viewport using a 3-dimensional 

motion path.  Using the Bezier handles, an experienced animator can adjust key framed motion to a 

parabolic or circular path by eye.  There are other modes too; step (where tweening is turned off as used 

in the blocking and breakdown stages), linear, fast and slow for example. 

It is also common to readjust the timing of the key frames (either complete or certain DoFs only) or even 

add extra keys in this stage.  For example a heavy character landing from a jump may need to hold the 

pose at the bottom of the crouch to emphasise the weight of the character and this would be achieved 

by making a copy of the key frames for that pose at a time index two or three frames later.  This new 

key pose will often be adjusted slightly to make a ‘moving hold’ or have additional breakdown keys 

added to create overlapping action where the arm may still be moving after the character has landed 

(Poignet, 2017).   

Because the animation data are sparse, the key frames can be modified directly, unlike motion capture 

data, meaning animations are generally blocked out then continually refined to produce a physically 

plausible (and appealing) result.  This is inevitably time consuming with typical key frame animation 

production rates of 5-10 seconds per day per animator (Riki, 2013). 

Some aspects are particularly difficult and require additional tools to assist the animator to get the right 

DoF values to achieve a particular pose.  A good example of this is trying to position a hand to grab a 

prop.  Changing the joint angles of the arm to get the hand to the exact position would require much 

iteration.  Instead, animators use a tool called Inverse Kinematics.  Inverse Kinematics is a robotics 

technique, first applied to computer animation by Korein and Badler (1981). 

3.3.2 INVERSE AND FORWARD KINEMATICS (IK/FK) 

 

Figure 16: Trajectories for Forward and Inverse Kinematics 
A: Forward Kinematics (FK) B: Inverse Kinematics (IK)   
(Epic Games, 2019) 

The method of animating based on rotating individual bones on a limb is known as Forward Kinematics 

or FK (Figure 16A).  In contrast, Inverse Kinematics or IK is a method of animating the posture of a whole 

limb by calculating its set of joint angles (Figure 16B), based on the desired location of the hand or foot.  
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This desired location is known as an IK target.  A limb animated using IK has positional key frames stored 

for the IK target, there are no key frames stored for the joint angles (i.e. the rotational DoFs of the limb’s 

bones).  The IK solution (i.e. the limb posture) is consistently recalculated every time the scene is 

redrawn.   

In Forward Kinematics, the in-between frames interpolate between two key framed joint angles, 

meaning the angle changes over time and the character’s hand moves in an arc.  This obeys the principle 

of Arcs and produces an acceptable animation.  For limbs animated with IK, the in-between frames are 

interpolated between two positions, meaning the position of the hand changes over time resulting in 

the hand following a straight line from the initial position to the final position.  In other words, IK 

animated limbs break the principle of Arcs (Figure 16).   

Breakdown keys can be used to help create the arc-shaped movement required to give natural looking 

movement if a limb is under Inverse Kinematic (IK) control, but it is preferable to animate such 

movement with forward kinematics (FK) as this automatically produces arc-like movements.   

Although this is a shortcoming of Inverse Kinematics, IK rigs are universally used within key frame 

animation.  The reason is that in many cases, it is much more efficient to be able to place the hand or 

foot in the desired place directly rather than adjusting the limb posture to achieve the same end (e.g. 

foot placement for walking, holding a handrail etc.).  By key framing the foot at the same position at the 

beginning and end of a movement (e.g. one step), IK allows the hand or foot to remain in one location 

in world-space while the character moves. 

To allow animators to have the best of both worlds, key frame character rigs can switch (or blend) the 

limbs between FK and IK so the animator can animate limbs with arc-like motion when required but also 

take advantage of the positioning capability of IK.   

IK and FK are typically used to position subparts of the object, not its global position.   Spacetime 

constraints (Section 3.2.3) offered a potential full-body approach to global positioning which 

incorporated physical correctness but suffered from unreliable optimisation solutions due to the high 

levels of nonlinearity of the human body.  The operation of a single limb is much less complicated and 

the optimisations that generate joint angles to satisfy an IK constraint are much more reliable – to the 

point that IK systems are ubiquitous. 

Positioning the centre of mass (COM) of a character is in world space also a difficult and time-consuming 

process for dynamic animation scenarios as its position varies with pose.  However, where spacetime 

constraints physically simulate multiple joints in the human body, the centre of mass is simply derived 

from the pose and so positioning the character’s COM is more akin to placing an IK target than running 

a full-body physics simulation. 
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3.4 CENTRE OF MASS AND THE ANIMATION OF DYNAMIC MOTIONS 

The centre of mass is recognised within animation as a useful property to consider (Section 1.1), 

particularly when animating scenarios where a character has to be balanced or is lifting a heavy object 

but also in dynamic movements, both grounded and airborne. 

3.4.1 DEFINITION OF THE CENTRE OF MASS 

The centre of mass or COM is the point at which the mass of an object seems to act.  For an object 

floating in space, this means that all rotations will occur around the COM.  An object hung from any 

point will naturally rotate to an angle where the COM is directly below that point and if an object is to 

be balanced, the COM must be directly above the point of contact. 

When exposed to gravity, mass experiences a force called weight.  Where mass acts on the centre of 

mass, weight acts on the centre of gravity.  In most cases, gravity is a constant meaning that the terms 

mass and weight are effectively interchangeable.  So technically, the balance of a character depends on 

their centre of gravity and their rotation in flight depends on their centre of mass.  Centre of gravity is 

the same as the centre of mass in uniform gravity fields.  As a uniform gravity field is the norm, it is fine 

for animators to use either of these terms when describing the COM.  This research will use the term 

centre of mass (COM) for both scenarios. 

For a 2D object, the vertical position of the COM is the point where there is equal area on the left and 

right side of the object (Sans, 2011).  It is widely accepted, if not stated in these terms, that a character’s 

COM is the same as the centre of area of the character’s silhouette.  An experienced animator can 

estimate this by eye to assist with balance for poses. 

The centre of mass is distinct from the centre of the object’s bounding box.  For simple objects with 

symmetry in all three axes (e.g. the aforementioned bouncing ball animation), the ball’s COM is 

coincident with the bounding box centre but in most situations, this is not the case. 

For a 3D object with uniform density, the centre of mass is equivalent to the centre of volume (a.k.a. 

the centroid).  Consider an object made up entirely from small equal-sized cubic blocks or voxels.  

Mathematically, the centroid is the resultant of the position vectors of each voxel.  For objects with non-

uniform density such as a hammer (part wood, part metal) or a human (fat, muscle, bone and voids such 

as the lungs) the centre of mass is the weighted average of each element’s position (i.e. weighted by 

each element’s mass) divided by the total mass. 

CG objects are not solid but are simply a closed surface.  In the absence of any defined mass distribution, 

CG objects can be considered to have uniform density, so the centroid is the same as the centre of mass.  

In the cases that follow, Oba (2010) calculates centre of mass from the character mesh (i.e. the centroid), 
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but the remainder used metadata attached to the bones of the character rigs, which gives flexibility to 

use different densities. 

Just as the centre of area is used as the character’s COM for 2D animations, the use of the centre of 

volume for the character’s COM in 3D animation does not seem unreasonable.  While it is not possible 

to access the metadata in the cases below to calculate the density variation, Oba (2010) uses a uniform 

density of 1g/cm³ (i.e. water) as a suitable approximation to all human body components and hence 

equates the centre of volume and the centre of mass.  The way in which the centre of mass has been 

used in 3D animation is varied but limited. 

3.4.2 APPLICATION OF PHYSICAL CENTRE OF MASS IN ANIMATION 

In 2012 Unity Technologies ‘Unity 4.0’ game engine (Unity Technologies, 2012) incorporated a new 

humanoid animation system called Mecanim to aid with the retargeting and blending of motion capture 

clips.  Alongside using so-called ‘muscle space’ to normalise joint angles between characters, Mecanim 

also normalises all imported motion clips to make the animation data relative to the centre of mass of 

the character (Lanciault, 2014).   

 

Figure 17:  Unity's Mecanim characters retargeted from the COM  
(Lanciault, 2014) 
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The definition of the COM in Mecanim is based on nominal human proportions and densities and not 

on the physical properties of the character.  The height of the character is normalised to produce a scale 

factor based on the COM being at a height of 1.0 and the gross body orientation is taken as the cross 

product of vectors representing the directions of the upper and lower halves of the body (Figure 17).  

The rationale for this is that “the centre of mass and average body orientation are stable properties of 

humanoid animation [that] leads to a stable root motion” (Lanciault, 2014).  This allows movement clips 

to flow smoothly from one to the other as the prime path of the character is the COM trajectory. 

 

Figure 18: The COM trajectory of a 3D character  
(Oba, 2010) 
 

While Mecanim is designed primarily for mocap clips (although can be used with animation clips created 

by any source), for key frame animation, tools that visualise key parameters of say a jump animation 

can be very useful.  Most animation software provides tools to show and edit the trajectories of objects 

from their pivot point, and these can be used to evaluate movements of a character rig too.  With a 

simple example such as a bouncing ball, these tools produce simple results that are easy to interpret 

and edit, but complex jumps such as a pike somersault can produce complex paths that are not intuitive 

to edit. 

Oba (2010) uses MS Excel to produce graphs of motion such as a parabolic trajectory as visual guides for 

animators, and a scripted tool to plot the trajectory of the calculated centre of mass for a 3D character 

through an animation based on the character mesh (Figure 18). 
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Figure 19: Visualising the character’s COM trajectory and suggesting alternatives  
(Shapiro & Lee, 2011) 
 

 

Figure 20: Cascadeur with ballistic trajectories, fixed interpolation areas highlighted green 
(screenshots taken from tests with the beta version) 
 
 

Shapiro and Lee (2011) produced a system that visualises dynamic properties such as centre of mass, 

angular momentum and zero moment point to assist the key frame animation process.  They visualise 

the character’s COM during a jump and this produces a simple parabolic curve akin to a bouncing ball 

trajectory.   
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The animator can manually adjust the animation or (in the case of ballistic movements) automatically 

adopt a physically correct curve with either the same timing, the closest trajectory, or another 

alternative (Figure 19).  When the animator chooses a trajectory to replace their own animated path, 

the software offsets the pelvis on each frame by an amount that translates from the animated path to 

the chosen ballistic trajectory.   

Shapiro and Lee’s system was integrated into a small open-source research application called DANCE 

(Dynamic Animation and Control Environment, Shapiro et al., 2005), and used in Alvin and the 

Chipmunks: The Squeakquel (Thomas, 2009) as part of Shapiro’s work at Rhythm and Hues. 

Nekki Game’s Cascadeur software (Nekki, 2019) provides similar visualisations and tools in a more 

modern user interface (Figure 20).  Cascadeur has been in use since 2012 (Cooper, 2016), as a 

proprietary in-house tool developed with Banzai Games and was used to animate their Shadow Fight 

series of games.  At the time of writing, the commercial version of Cascadeur was in a private beta test 

to ready it for public release.  The following comments are based on the beta release. 

Similar to Shaprio’s work, Cascadeur allows the animator to replace the COM node path as key framed 

with a calculated ballistic trajectory.  In both cases, choosing different trajectories means the animator 

must add or remove key frames to accommodate the changed duration of the flight (under the same 

gravity, a higher jump takes longer).  Cascadeur also allows the animator to visualise the angular 

momentum, as does Shapiro, but Cascadeur provides a tool for correcting the angular momentum – 

changing the rotational velocity during flight to keep the angular momentum constant. 

Cascadeur does not give the animator direct control over the COM node though, instead it allows the 

animator to use it as a pivot for the animation, in this way the character can be rotated around the COM 

node during flight.  However, the application is designed to allow the animator to block out the motion 

using key frames and then override that animation by applying physics.  The overridden animation data 

are defined for every DoF on every frame using ‘fixed interpolation’ (Figure 20) meaning that the 

resultant data is more like a mocap clip than a key frame animation.  (At the time of writing it is not 

possible to export animation from the Cascadeur beta version to establish how sparse the animation 

data are on completion of the process.) 

Far from being manipulable, in the majority of cases where the animator has access to the character’s 

COM, it is merely a visualisation that moves in space as the character moves, or at best a pivot. 

The COM in 3D is not something you can manipulate, so it's important to understand 

how the COM flow determines character movements.  (Oba, 2010) 

In some character rigs, animators do have access to the COM as a node for key framing.  As introduced 

in Chapter 1, these fall into two categories: dumb COM Nodes and automated COM Nodes. 
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3.4.3 DUMB COM NODES 

  

Figure 21: Dumb COM node 
(Annotated screenshots from Athias, 2013) 

Some rigging methodologies include a separate COG (centre of gravity) node – a misnomer – to allow 

the hips and the main body control to be manipulated separately.  In many cases, this is just there to 

help the character ‘wiggle their hips’ (Maestri, 2020) however it can be used to allow the pelvis to be 

offset from the main pivot of the character (Athias, 2013; Montgomery, 2012).  To distinguish this usage 

from the more common hip wiggle, this node will hereafter be referred to as a ‘dumb COM node’.  The 

dumb COM node is hierarchically above the pelvis node, so moving or rotating a dumb COM node moves 

or rotates the whole character including the pelvis node (Figure 21). 

A dumb COM node provides a pivot other than the pelvis for the rotation of the character.  It is only 

representative of the centre of mass if the animator chooses to position it so.  Being superior in the 

hierarchy, a dumb COM node is the main positioning node of the character rig, so an animator can block 

out the character positions – including any jump paths, and then adjust the other body controls to create 

a pose.  The key (and only) difference between a dumb COM rig and a pelvis-led rig is that the pelvis can 

be moved away from the COM node as part of the pose creation. 

An animator is able to animate the COM node through a parabolic path and then to offset the pelvis 

according to the pose of the character so that the COM node is visually lined up with the centre of mass 

of the character.  It is a good workflow to animate the COM node first, then to apply the pose to the 

character before offsetting the pelvis, so that defining the pose and identifying the character’s COM 

within the pose are treated as separate tasks.)  
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Figure 22: Rubber-banding the COM; 3ds Max Biped  
(Autodesk, 2019) 

This kind of node helps when visualising and animating balance and could support an animator with 

complex dynamic moves by simplifying the main path while allowing the character rig to follow a more 

complex trajectory or even orbit the COM node (effectively divorcing the animation of the path from 

the animation of the pose during flight).  However, because the COM node is ‘dumb’, requiring manual 

placement by the animator, such positioning relies on their own visual understanding and experience.  

Some more sophisticated methods are available to assist the animator in positioning COM nodes. 

Autodesk’s 3ds Max Biped system (Autodesk, 2018) has a COM node at the root of the rig but the 

animator does not position the pelvis offset manually, and the functionality of the node is limited.  The 

pelvis can be moved away from the COM node either manually using the ‘rubber band mode’ or using a 

‘balance factor’. 

Rubber band mode (Figure 22) is used when setting up the Biped skeleton prior to animation and allows 

an offset between the pelvis and the COM node to be permanently built into a character to assist with 

animating balance when a character is permanently off balance (e.g. carrying a heavy rucksack).   

Whereas rubber band mode allows a one-off offset to be applied visually, the balance factor is an 

animatable parameter associated to the COM node key frames that can have a value ranging from zero 

to two.  When the Balance Factor is 0.0, rotating the spine forward will have no effect on the position 

of the pelvis and the character will look unbalanced.  When the spine is rotated forward with a balance 

factor of 2.0, the pelvis will offset backwards far enough that the shoulders retain their vertical  
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Figure 23: The effect of balance factor; 3ds Max Biped 
(Autodesk, 2019) 
 

alignment and a value of 1.0 is half-way between to give an aesthetically pleasing pelvis offset for a 

character of conventional proportions (see Figure 23).  There is no mass data involved in this positioning, 

it is derived solely from the horizontal positions of the shoulders and the pelvis. 

The COM node acts as a parent node for the rig as in a conventional dumb COM rig, but the offset 

between the COM node and the pelvis is world space instead of being relative to the COM as in the 

Athias or Montgomery rigs.  If the initial offset between the COM node and the pelvis was horizontal, in 

a conventional dumb COM rig, rotating the COM causes the pelvis to orbit because the offset stays 

horizontal in the coordinate space defined by the COM (i.e. the parent space).  In the 3ds Max Biped rig, 

rotating the COM node causes the pelvis to rotate without orbiting the COM.  The offset remains in its 

original world space value.  

Because the pelvis cannot orbit the COM node, the 3ds Max Biped COM node cannot be used for 

dynamic movements.  The Biped COM node is only intended to be used for balance and it comes with a 

shadow on the ground plane, so positioning the COM node in the support polygon is relatively trivial.  It 

does however include an element of automation beyond being a purely dumb COM node. 

3.4.4 AUTOMATED COM NODES 

Although not widely used, in some rigs the position of the COM node is derived as a function of rig data 

and not controlled directly by the animator.  Automated COM nodes give the benefits of a dumb COM 

node in that the character’s pelvis and their COM node can follow different paths, but additionally it 

takes the onus away from the animator of identifying the location of the COM node for any particular 

pose.   
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Figure 24: Human posture optimisation using physically based COM  
(Boulic, Mas & Thalmann ,1995) 
 

Soon after the introduction of IK systems, a diverse range of ever more sophisticated IK algorithms 

appeared, one of which (Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996) included physically correct centre of mass as 

part of the IK solution. 

They recognise that IK solutions often produce kinematic scenarios which may be physically implausible 

and that fully dynamic solutions have too many degrees of freedom and are too non-linear to be 

processed in real time (there is an expectation that techniques run at interactive speeds even then).  

Instead, they propose an ‘Inverse Kinetic’ solution that supplements the standard kinematic solution 

with mass properties of the skeleton to provide an IK-esque tool that maintains the centre of mass, and 

hence balance, during reaching tasks (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 25: JACK then and now  
(Phillips, 1991 and Siemens, 2017) 
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In another example originally designed for ergonomic testing for NASA space shuttle missions, Phillips 

and Badler (1988) produced a character positioning and motion system called JACK.  Figures are made 

up of a series of definitions of articulated joints using a system called Peabody.  The definitions are not 

hierarchical and so the entire figure can be rooted on any joint at will.  In subsequent versions, a 

constraint was added for the centre of mass of the character, which allowed the COM to remain in a 

fixed position, or to be moved independently of the other constrained points on the character (i.e. feet 

and/or hands). 

‘The center of mass of an object is one of its most important landmarks because it 

defines the focal point for forces and torques acting on it.’ (Badler et al., 1993) 

There was recognition of the potential for the JACK system to be used in animation (Phillips & Badler, 

1991) although the operation was limited to non-dynamic motions with minimal inertial or frictional 

effects (i.e. “standing, shifting the weight from one foot to the other, turning around, and taking small 

steps to the front, back, or to the side”).  In principle, it appears that this system could be used within a 

key frame animation pipeline, but in this particular project, the ultimate goal was to produce animation 

that was controlled by high-level instructions and the motion is built from a series of timed commands. 

JACK is still used as a human simulation tool for ergonomic and human factors analysis as part of Siemens 

Technomatix range of manufacturing planning and simulation software (Figure 25). 

 

 

Figure 26: Physics mode in Cascadeur; a visual representation of mass property metadata 
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In both cases, the centre of mass position could be defined by the user as a constraint and the 

optimisation process would offset the pelvis of the character by a suitable amount to align the 

instantaneous centre of mass of the character back to the same position it had before the pose change.   

The aforementioned Cascadeur software (Nekki, 2019) also uses the true COM for animation derived 

from mass property metadata on the rig (Figure 26).  In Cascadeur, the COM node (in fact any node in 

the rig) can be selected as a pivot for the animation.  While the Cascadeur rig is hierarchical, the COM 

node is not part of the hierarchy in the way that a dumb COM node would be.  The nodes in the rig do 

not inherit position or rotation information from their parent in the way most character rigs work (i.e. 

Forward Kinematics); moving or rotating one node on its own leaves all the other nodes in their current 

orientation and position. 

Instead, the hierarchy is only used to assist the animator in selecting the nodes to be keyed in the current 

key frame – clicking once on a node selects it and double-clicking selects it and all its child nodes as in 

most 3D software.  The selected nodes can then be animated about any pivot (e.g. the ball of the foot, 

the pelvis, or the COM). 

In the resulting animation, each node’s position and rotation is transformed individually in world space.  

It appears from using the software in practice that, either as the key is written or maybe on export, these 

world space key frames would be transformed back to rotations in the local coordinate space to 

generate data suitable for application to a standard FK rig. 

In all the above cases, the COM node is physically based, deriving its location directly from mass 

properties and so is an accurate representation of the true location of the character’s centre of mass.  

Physically based automated COM rigs tend to use mass property metadata attached to each bone in the 

character rig.  This would include the mass and the location of the centre of mass of each limb section.  

These values can be summed for different poses to quickly give the position of the character’s COM.  

The metadata itself can be sourced from biomechanics or anatomical data sources (Grosso et. al., 1989; 

Dempster & Gaughran, 1967), or as a simple percentage of the overall body mass, as in Cascadeur 

(Nekki, 2019) and JACK (Phillips & Badler, 1988).   

Applying mass property metadata to the bones in a rig is not required when creating dumb COM rigs 

making their implementation slightly easier.  Some automated COM rigs do not use mass property 

metadata but instead derive their COM position purely from positional rig data.  Such geometrically 

derived automated COM nodes are nodes whose location is defined in some geometric way by the pose 

of the character.  They represent an approximation to the true location of the character’s centre of mass 

that is not based on the physical properties of the character.   
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Figure 27: Rigging for flight – geometrically derived automated COM node  
(Allen & Murdock, 2008) 

In their book, Body Language, Allen and Murdock (2008) provide a step-by-step tutorial for the creation 

of a character rig in Maya.  They create a geometrically derived automated COM node that is positioned 

at the instantaneous mean position of the feet, wrists, thighs, shoulders and head pivots.  The character 

(actually the top and bottom ends of the spine) are offset to realign the COM node position. 

The rig they describe is only presented as a special case to be used optionally when animating flight 

(Figure 27).  It is limited to a fully FK character rig and the idea is not pursued through the rest of the 

book – an alternate rig would need to be used for non-flight scenarios (e.g. standing, walking etc.), and 

there would need to be a blend function to transition between both rigs (not covered in the book). 

While there are no examples where a physically-based automated COM node has been used as an 

animatable node in a character rig, the Allen and Murdock rig is the only one that provides a physical 

node that can be manipulated by an animator in the same way as a dumb COM node. 

3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Motion capture (mocap) and motion synthesis are both shown to have shortcomings in creating 

physically plausible motion.  Mocap is limited to movements that can be performed safely and only 

works well on characters of similar proportion to the actor.   

Motion synthesis is difficult to control due to the non-linearity of human movements and requiring a 

specialist skill set for the animators.  All the tools evaluated had specific limitations and none was 
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suitable for both airborne and grounded animation because they either overrode the animator’s intent 

or were too nonlinear to be reliable.   

Neither mocap or motion synthesis allows superhuman movements as they are both limited by physics 

(inherently for mocap and intrinsically for motion synthesis). 

Key frame animation is limitless creatively but the onus for physical plausibility is on the animator and 

comes with experience.  There are very few tools to help animators in this endeavour and none that 

allow the animator to access physical correctness as part of their existing key frame workflow. 

It has been suggested that the use of Centre of Mass (COM) has potential to improve physical plausibility 

without limiting the animator to characters of realistic human proportions and physically possible 

movements.   

An animator’s access to the character’s COM can be purely as a visualisation or using a specific node in 

the character rig (either dumb or automated).  This chapter suggests that giving the animator world 

space positional control of the character’s COM is closer to the widely accepted Inverse Kinematic (IK) 

solution than to more complicated and nonlinear physics-based character animation tools such as 

spacetime constraints.   

Using a COM node allows the animator to offset the pelvis from the COM – an automated COM would 

offset the pelvis (or any hierarchy root node) by the expected amount to ensure the character was 

realigned correctly around the COM node.  In the case of a physically derived automated COM node, 

the character is offset by the amount required to align the centre of mass for the pose back to the COM 

node position. 

This can be summarised as follows: 

The pelvis offset is the vector difference between the COM node position  

and the character’s current centre of mass for the pose. 

 
It is clear that most prior work where the animator has access to the character’s COM was for specific 

scenarios, some related to balance and some for dynamic movements, and so a contextual framework 

is required to define a more generic understanding of the requirements of an automated COM node, 

needed for a rig suitable for both.  

The next chapter explores how the motion of the centre of mass is affected by different types of human 

movement and uses this to create a contextual framework that can be used to define the way in which 

using an automated COM node can support the creation of physically plausible animation.  
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– DSR SUGGESTION PHASE 

 

The creation of an operational context for automated COM rig operation in the following chapter 

corresponds to the transition from the ‘awareness of problem’ phase to ‘suggestion’ phase in the DSR 

cycle.  It is a DSR construct in that it is a ‘conceptualization used to describe problems within the domain 

and to specify their solutions.’ (March & Smith, 1995).   

The operational context is also subject to a ‘mini’-DSR cycle, in that to create it, there needs to be an 

awareness of the problem based on existing research, followed by suggestions and development.  As 

such, within Chapter 4, the operational context being formed will be treated as a ‘sub-artefact’.  During 

its development, specific knowledge will be generated which, through circumscription, informs the next 

iteration. 

Chapter 5 explores the way in which an automated COM rig should operate within the operational 

context defined in Chapter 4.  This will lead to a set of fundamental principles which define in a 

generalistic sense the way in which an automated COM rig must operate.  These principles will inform 

the abstraction and generalisation component of the emergent design theory. 

‘Using existing knowledge, an attempt is made at creatively solving the problem.  The 

solution—a tentative design—is used to implement an artifact in the [development] 

phase … [circumscription] allows for a deductive cognitive process as additional 

premises about the artifact and its environment become studied and/or known.’  

(Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) 

Within DSR, the Suggestion phase is closely linked to the Awareness of Problem phase, complementing 

the proposal with a tentative design (Section 2.1.2).  Chapter 6 presents the outcome of the DSR 

suggestion phase, which is a tentative design for the automated COM rig artefact.  It outlines the 

practical details of the implementation of the initial prototype ready for the subsequent DSR 

development iterations. 
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4 OPERATIONAL CONTEXT FOR USING THE  

CENTRE OF MASS 

The Centre of Mass (COM) represents, 

‘The inner point within a character where its entire volume, weight and mass are 

centrally focused’ (White & Disney, 2006). 

In other words, the point at which the whole mass of an actor (or any object) operates.  As such, the 

trajectory of the actor’s COM is the true representation of the trajectory of the actor, and the actor 

rotates around their COM.   However, when an actor’s pose changes, the position of their COM changes 

relative to them. 

‘Every object (including our character) has a centre of gravity.  With our balls it would 

be in the dead centre.  With a character it will be roughly at the bottom of the rib cage 

(about the centre of the body).  … The centre of gravity is not always in the same place 

within a character.  It will change position as a character changes its body posture.’ 

(Roberts, 2007) 

This chapter will explore the way in which the centre of mass motion relates to the movement properties 

of COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose of a real actor.  These movement types will then be analysed 

in the context of animation workflow so that an operational context can be established for the 

functionality of the first prototype.  Commonalities between movement types will be explored to 

establish domains of operation for developing, testing and evaluating the automated COM rig 

prototypes in the latter development phase of the DSR Cycle.  The operational context will be 

generalistic in approach rather than focusing solely on dynamic airborne and grounded movements, to 

allow its potential use in further research encompassing more general-purpose animation.  

4.1 NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY 

The operational context defined within this section explores the physics of a real actor and the animation 

workflow for a character with reference to their respective centres of mass.  To distinguish between the 

principles in each case, and for clarity through the rest of this thesis, the usage of some particular words 

needs specifying.  (These terms are also listed in the Glossary on page 20.) 

Distinctions need to be drawn between real world and the animated action as well as between inferred 

and intentional action. 
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The word actor will be used for any real-world scenario, whereas character will refer to animated 

scenarios.  As each has the centre of mass as a property, these will be referred to as the actor COM and 

the character COM.  Where the words centre of mass or COM are used generically, there will be no 

prefix. 

The actor COM implies a true physical definition of the actual centre of mass of an actor, including the 

weighting of different elements due to density.  The character COM, however, implies the result of an 

algorithm, whether this is based on metadata, the centroid of the character mesh (as is the case in this 

research) or otherwise. 

The term COM node refers to a specific element of the character rig with the purpose of providing the 

animator with direct control over the centre of mass.  For an automated COM rig, an algorithm keeps 

the character COM coincident with the COM node, whereas for a dumb COM rig that is the animator’s 

responsibility.  Rigs with no COM node will be referred to as pelvis-led rigs. 

Inferred actions will be referred to using the terms motion and trajectory.  The motion of an actor’s 

actor COM is inferred by the actions of the actor and is not directly controlled.  It therefore follows a 

trajectory.  Likewise, in an automated COM rig, the movement of the pelvis is inferred by the choice of 

pose and an algorithm and so follows a trajectory. 

Intentional actions will use the terms movement and path.  A COM node has movement along an 

animated path, where the path is intentionally defined by the animator.  A movement for a character or 

an actor is an intentional sequence of poses, for example a jump.  An actor’s movement can define the 

motion of the actor COM along a trajectory. 

4.2 EXISTING METHODS OF MOVEMENT CLASSIFICATION 

Much work has been done previously on the classification of human movement types based on their 

commonalities. 

In the 1930’s Rudolf Laban created a notation system for motion aimed at actors and dancers 

(Hutchinson, 1970; Newlove, 1993).  Within this framework, Laban provides a hierarchical-style notation 

system for the movement of each human joint defining local coordinate systems (he calls ‘cross of axes’) 

at each joint.  In some ways, this is similar to the hierarchical structure of a 3D character rig (Section 

3.3).  The notation looked at movement from several perspectives or ‘continuums’ (Space, Time, Weight 

and Flow) and combined them in a system designed to communicate movement and style.  While the 

Space continuum recognised the 3D nature of movement – in the 3 main axes (which he calls one-

dimensional movements), in three orthogonal planes (2 dimensional) and in the diagonals of a cube (3 

dimensional) – it relates to an actor’s options for reaching into space rather than traversing it.   In the 
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space continuum, the origin of each of these spaces is considered to be the centre of mass of an actor.  

The Time continuum recognises speed whereas Weight and Flow relate to style rather than the physics 

of a movement.   

Laban described pathways across space for an actor traversing the stage which were much more fluid 

in definition and were punctuated with symbols representing the more precisely defined set of 

movements an actor uses while travelling.  The definition of the pathway was therefore more closely 

related to the foot placement and the type of movement, than to the centre of mass.  However, within 

Labanotation, there is effectively a separation of path and pose (Section 1.1). 

Other similar systems include Benesh Movement Notation (Benesh & Benesh, 1956), which plots the 

pose (joint angles) of a dancer on a 5-line stave similar to musical notation but includes no translational 

movement information (i.e. no movement in the world).  Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation (Eshkol 

& Wachman, 1958) describes the movement of each limb segment in a spreadsheet based on a 

hierarchical body arrangement.  This is in turn based on the ‘heaviness’ of each limb segment, with feet 

being the heaviest as they control the movement of the legs and body.  Again, both are similar ideas to 

a 3D character rig hierarchy, but both describe pose rather than path, and neither address the 

movement of an actor in relation to their centre of mass. 

In the early days of computer animation when bespoke computer languages were used to drive 

animation, some of these notations were used as a framework for character animation (Badler & 

Smoliar, 1979; Calvert, Chapman & Patla, 1982).  Their main focus, as was Laban’s, was to specify the 

detailed definition of movements, rather than just defining movement through world-space. 

Classifying movement by pose, for Laban, was the key to describing and notating movements for actors 

and dancers to follow.  However, there is minimal connection between the movement notation that 

defines an actor’s pose and the path an actor follows.  The goal of Laban’s work was not a conceptual 

framework, but definition of the detail of movement to allow it to be documented and repeated.   

In animation terms, while the poses for a walk and a run for example may have commonalities that 

might provide a conceptual definition for gait, there are many examples where the pose does not 

provide a conceptual definition.  For example, if a character is stood with both feet apart and both arms 

stretched to make a star shape, the character could be stretching, midway through a star jump or doing 

a cartwheel.  These are clearly different motions conceptually, whether examined physically or in terms 

of animation workflow.  Equally, a flying character could have almost any pose and it would not change 

the concept of a character flying (be it powered or ballistic flight).  Conceptually, pose alone does not 

provide a useful framework.   

Within game development, movements need to be categorised by path.  Classification of movement in 

games is important because the game engine needs to select a valid motion capture clip for the next 
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movement based on a classified set of clips.  Valid clips are scheduled according to a network of 

allowable sequences of movements for a character, controlled by a finite state machine.  Each valid 

motion must also be able to be transitioned from the current movement.  The valid network of 

movement types and their transitions to each other is called a motion graph (Gleicher et al., 2002).  

While motion graphs do provide a categorisation of movements, the nature of the classification is based 

on the player’s intent and not the physics.  It is also a bespoke solution for each game.  

Motion graphs could be generated manually, but as this is a time-consuming activity, when the number 

of motion clips increases, mocap clips are generally categorised automatically.  Van de Panne (2014) 

thus categorises motion data into motion fields.  He defines a motion field as a collection of motions 

with similar velocities and poses.  This enables responsive and intelligent transitions between clips to be 

made based on the actions of a character – for example, transitioning between a quick walk and a slow 

run.  For this research, the use of motion fields is not useful as a fast walk and a slow run would be 

classified together, despite their differing gaits, but a slow walk and a fast walk would be classified 

separately. 

Labanotation, whilst primarily pose-based, does suggest it is better to think of a character’s world-space 

movement along a path rather than the arbitrary world coordinate system.  Conceptually, this suggests 

a more ‘local’ coordinate system defined by the direction of the character COM along a path may provide 

a better understanding of how movement types relate to the COM. 

4.3 CATEGORISATION OF MOVEMENTS IN PATH SPACE 

 

 

Figure 28:  Verticality of y axis maintained on a sloping surface 
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To understand and compare movements of a character’s COM along a path, it is important to first make 

some definition of the space the character is moving in.  This forms the suggestion phase in the DSR 

cycle for the creation of an operational context.  Following on from the local classification concept in 

Laban notation (Section 4.1), the definition of a ‘path space’ is constructed here to allow consistent 

discussion of direction. 

The x direction is considered as the longitudinal axis, along the path of motion of the character’s COM 

(not necessarily the direction the character is facing).  Using the widely accepted animation convention, 

y is defined as vertical.  The z axis represents horizontal lateral movements at 90° to the path direction. 

To ensure that gravity can always be defined clearly, the verticality of the y axis will be preserved 

regardless of path direction.  For a character on a flat horizontal ground plane, the path would be defined 

in the ground plane and would remain orthogonal to the vertical y axis.  Using the example of a character 

walking up or down a slope, it is useful to have the y axis remaining vertical, i.e. parallel with gravity; 

grounded characters tend to remain vertical while going up stairs or down a slope.   

For characters walking up hill the path will be defined on the surface the character is grounded to.  The 

vertical y-axis will stay vertical in all cases, so for characters on slopes, the x-axis will not be orthogonal 

to the y-axis (Figure 28).   

For flying characters, as there is no conceptual difference for a character flying forwards or straight up, 

their path will also be considered one-dimensional along the x axis too. 

A character’s COM motion associated with walking (Section 4.4.3) follows the path with some periodic 

vertical (y) and lateral (z) movements.  Aside from a slight change of pose and maybe gait, there is no 

conceptual difference between the COM motion of a character walking on the flat or walking up a slope. 

 

Figure 29:  Rotation axes 
(Babylon.js, 2017) 
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Whilst a jump might be considered to be flight along a parabolic path, in animation, a jump is defined 

by simultaneous vertical y-axis movement and longitudinal x-axis movement to achieve the parabolic 

shape of the path.  So, a jump will be taken as a departure from the path in the vertical y direction.  This 

also allows the character to jump in the y direction regardless of their local orientation (e.g. if they are 

upside-down during a somersault).    

Movements in the y direction therefore will be limited to variations in pose height and jumps.  Motion 

in the lateral z-axis is also limited to small movement modifications. 

Real world rotation can take place in one or more of three axes simultaneously (Figure 29), giving rise 

to rolling, pitching or yawing motion.  Roll is rotation about the forward x-axis (like an aeroplane doing 

an aileron roll or corkscrew), pitch is rotation about the lateral z-axis (as in a boat pitching on the sea) 

and yaw is rotation about the vertical y-axis (like a tank turret).  [Note: The definition of rotation axes 

without the requirement for orthogonality is common in animation, using the Euler method where the 

rotation occurs in a specific order.  The rotation of the first axis changes the direction of the subsequent 

axes.  (Neale, 2019)]   

Where path and rotation are easily understood in terms of axes, pose is not.  Pose is distinct in that it 

has a much more complex definition involving every degree of freedom (DoF) of the character rig and 

leading to a seemingly infinite number of poses depending on the animator’s requirements.  This would 

make any categorisation by pose much more complex.  Considering pose as separate (i.e. divorced) from 

COM trajectory and COM rotation, allows movements to be categorised by translation and rotation axes 

only. 

 
GROUNDED No rotation X rotation 

(roll) 
Y rotation 

(yaw) 
Z rotation 

(pitch) 
XY 

rotation 
XZ 

rotation 
YZ 

rotation 
XYZ 

rotation 

No translation 
(static) 

Stood, seated, 
kneeling,  

lying down, 
reaching 

 Pirouette, 
roundhouse kick 

Cartwheel, 
back/front flip 

on the spot 
 

    

X translation 
(direction of 

travel – including 
slopes) 

Walk, skate Skating in a  
half-pipe 

Leaning around 
a corner 

Spinning walk, 
roundhouse kick 
while advancing 

Cartwheel, 
forward roll, 

back/front flip 
 

    

Y translation 
(vertical) 

 

Crouch, pick-up, 
lift, kneel down 
Running on the 

spot → 

 → … while 
spinning 

     

Z translation Sidestep / strafe Side roll       

XY translation Sit down 
Run, skip, hop → 

 → … while 
spinning 

Burpees, falling 
over forwards 

    

XZ translation Walking 
diagonally,  
do-si-do → 

 → … while 
spinning 

     

YZ translation  Falling over 
sideways 

      

XYZ translation         

Table 4:  Grounded motions categorised by COM path axis 
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AIRBORNE No rotation X rotation 
(roll) 

Y rotation 
(yaw) 

Z rotation 
(pitch) 

XY 
rotation 

XZ 
rotation 

YZ 
rotation 

XYZ 
rotation 

No translation 
(static) 

Hovering Hovering and 
rolling 

Hovering pirouette Hovering 
somersault 

→… with complex rotations 

X translation 
(3D direction of 

travel) 

Flying → Barrel roll 
(corkscrew) 

→ … while 
spinning 

→… while 
somersaulting 

Y translation 
(vertical component 

of a jump 

Vertical fall / 
jump → 

→ … while 
rolling 

→… while 
somersaulting 

→… while 
somersaulting 

Z translation Flying 
sideways → 

→ … while 
rolling 

→… while 
somersaulting 

→… while 
somersaulting 

XY translation Parabolic fall / 
jump → 

→ … while 
rolling 

→… while 
somersaulting 

→… while 
somersaulting 

XZ, YZ, XYZ 
translation 

        

Table 5:  Airborne motions categorised by COM path axis 
 

Using the path space coordinate system, movements were categorised into 8 translation and 8 rotation 

headings (x, y, z, xy, xz, yx, xyz and none), making a total of 64 possible categories.  Using the two primary 

reasons a COM node has been used in the past, balance and flight, a further distinction was made 

between movements that are grounded, where some part of the body is in contact with the ground and 

require balance, and those which are airborne, where the body is not in contact with the ground.   This 

made a total of 128 possible categories. 

Classification of movement types by their translational and rotational axes are shown in Table 4 for 

grounded movements and Table 5 for airborne movements.  While these tables provide a fairly 

complete list of typical example animation movements, it should be noted that it should not be 

considered as exhaustive. The grounded movement types explored only populated 17 categories and 

the airborne movements, 40 categories.   

Movement types are not very well distributed between classes.  There are apparently arbitrary 

categories that are empty, some very narrow in scope (e.g. grounded z translation with x rotation only 

contains a sideways roll), and some with a wide range of movements (e.g. grounded, y translation with 

not rotation).  Using this classification method as part of a practical evaluation would require the classes 

to be prioritised, favouring the larger categories and possibly missing movements in smaller categories. 

Despite this, the tables are populated enough to draw conclusions about the efficacy of this 

classification.   

For grounded motion, the number of categories was much reduced as rotation mostly occurs in only 

one axis whereas for airborne motion, rotation can occur in any combination of one or more axes.  More 

than one axis gives rise to complex movements like a spinning somersault or for all three axes, chaotic 

spin.  However, in the 40 airborne movement categories (Table 5), there was little to distinguish the 

types of rotation conceptually.  The act of divorcing path from rotation is the same whether the path is 

vertical, parabolic or zero.  Thus, categorising ungrounded movements in this way is meaningless.   
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Also, many of the classes are not very distinct, having the same movement with different rotation types, 

and some have directionality as the only difference.  There is no conceptual difference between flying 

forwards and flying sideways; and falling over forwards is in a different category to falling over sideways.   

With the grounded movements it quickly becomes obvious from Table 4 that the types of movement 

that fit into each class are quite distinctly different; e.g. running on the spot and crouching both have 

the character’s COM translation in the y-axis and no rotation but are completely different movement 

concepts and are animated in different ways.  Conceptually, the categorisation of movement types by 

direction and whether they are grounded or airborne is not sufficient to inform the design of the first 

prototype.  Examples such as running on the spot vs. crouching, show that the way in which the 

movements are generated is important in distinguishing the type of movement.   

With the view of the operational context for automated COM rigs as a ‘sub-artefact’ within a DSR cycle, 

the above circumscription requires a new view on the awareness of the problem of defining an 

operational context.  This requires a new development cycle and a new iteration of the operational 

context. 

4.4 COM MOTION FOR A REAL ACTOR 

 

         

Figure 30: Centre of mass and the support polygon when standing 
A: support polygon B: evenly balanced C: weight shifted 
(image adapted from Garcia, 2015) 
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For an object to move it needs to be accelerated by a force.  The force that makes an actor move is often 

created by the actor themselves but can have other sources too.  The choice of force (e.g. pushing with 

a leg) defines the movement of the actor and leads to a particular motion for the actor’s COM.  However, 

while the actor’s movement can have great variation and subtlety, the motion of their COM follows a 

few simple rules based on the direction and magnitude of the forces involved.  This section will examine 

the relationship between different human movements and the motion of their COM 

4.4.1 BALANCE – STANDING STILL 

Balance is a consideration for all grounded motions in this chapter.  This section introduces some key 

concepts of balance which are then applied to different grounded movements in subsequent sections. 

For the purposes of balance, an actor’s contact with the floor is defined in the form of a convex envelope 

that encompasses all points of contact as projected onto the ground plane (Figure 30A, above).  This is 

known as the support polygon.  When an actor is balanced, their COM is in a position vertically, above 

any point within the support polygon (Shapiro and Lee, 2010).  The point where the COM is projected 

vertically onto the ground will be termed the COM shadow. 

Balance for an actor in most cases is relatively trivial as they will have two or more supports.  This could 

be two feet when standing, two hands, two knees and toe tips when on all fours etc.  An actor can be 

evenly balanced (Figure 30B) or biased towards one leg or the other (Figure 30C) by positioning their 

COM shadow centrally or towards the edge of the support polygon.  Such positioning has more to do 

with body language than physics, and as such is a narrative driven, creative decision for an animator.  

  

 

Figure 31:  Bending over and balance on one leg 
A: bending over B: balance on one leg 
(Garcia, 2015) 
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An actor sitting down is also required to be balanced but as the contact area is large, balance is easy.  

Balancing on one leg follows the same rules, but the support polygon is significantly reduced (Figure 

31B), so it is harder for an actor to maintain balance and the range of suitable poses is more limited. 

For pose changes, balance must still be maintained by keeping the actor’s COM shadow inside the 

support polygon.  This allows for a limited horizontal movement of an actor COM in the xz plane.  Pose 

changes will also often produce a vertical movement of an actor’s COM; lowering or raising it to ensure 

the feet maintain contact with the ground.   

So, bending over for example means an actor has to move their pelvis backwards to keep their balance 

(Figure 31A, above) and it will also move their COM down (if their COM stayed in the same vertical 

position, the feet would lift off the floor).  The movement is more precise and efficient if their COM 

moves only vertically, but there is leeway for horizontal COM movement while the COM shadow remains 

inside the support polygon.  Movement of the COM shadow outside the support polygon results in the 

actor falling over. 

➢ FALLING OVER 

Balance is a state of unstable equilibrium, in that movement of the COM shadow to a position outside 

the support polygon leads to a state of imbalance where the actor falls over.  In a state of imbalance, an 

actor will rapidly adjust their posture (or try to produce a corrective angular momentum by windmilling 

their arms) in an attempt to bring their COM shadow back inside the support polygon. 

When an actor loses balance and falls over their COM follows an inverted pendulum trajectory 

(Oba, 2010) either until the fall is broken and the actor stops, or until the actor loses contact with the 

ground (as in falling off a cliff) whereupon the actor’s COM would follow a ballistic trajectory. 

During the inverted pendulum phase, an actor’s COM can be considered to be rotating about an axis 

situated at the edge of the support polygon.  In reality, the motion is more complex as the actor may 

crouch as well to lower their COM and reduce the effective length of the pendulum (Fujiwara et. al., 

2004).  In either case, the actor COM will follow an arc-like curve (a true arc if the length of the pendulum 

remains constant).  Note that the COM trajectory has a fairly simple definition for what is quite a 

complex movement. 

➢ HANGING 

Although a much less common kind of action for most actors to do, hanging is a special case of balance 

where an actor’s COM is below the support polygon and the COM shadow is above the actor. 

Unlike balance where the actor is in a state of unstable equilibrium, hanging is a state of stable 

equilibrium.  In the simplest scenario where an actor is hanging by one hand, their COM will always be 

positioned vertically below the support point regardless of what pose the actor adopts.  If the actor is 
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hanging with more than one support (e.g. two hands), the actor’s COM shadow is free to move anywhere 

inside the support polygon as the actor adopts different poses, just as in balance. 

Movement of an actor’s COM shadow to a position outside the support polygon will result in gravity 

accelerating their COM back to a stable position below the support polygon.  An actor has a wider choice 

of pose when hanging in comparison to balancing, as poses where their COM shadow falls outside the 

support polygon are still valid.  An actor can hold such poses by the use of force (e.g. the flag position in 

Chinese pole acrobatics where the acrobat is suspended horizontally out from the pole while holding on 

with both hands), but once the force is released, the actor will return to a stable position. 

All balance cases relate to the relationship between an actor’s COM and their grounded parts and is 

applicable for any grounded movement.  It requires a slightly different definition for an actor in motion. 

4.4.2 CONTINUOUS COM MOTION – PATH-BASED MOVEMENTS 

Standing still might be considered as the simplest type of movement as an actor’s COM is generally fairly 

stationary and remains that way through the animation.  There are scenarios where an actor’s COM is 

moving, but also does not vary much through the animation. 

➢ STEADY STATE 

A steady state refers to an object’s motion that continues unchanged into the future.  The Merriam-

Webster Dictionary defines it as:  

‘steady state noun: a state or condition of a system or process … that does not change in time  

broadly: a condition that changes only negligibly over a specified time’ 

(Merriam-Webster, 2020) 

In physical terms, ‘steady state’ represents situations where all the forces involved are in equilibrium.  

In the simplest case, when an actor is standing still, the reaction force with the ground exactly balances 

the weight of the actor. 

In the case of an actor, ‘steady state’ does not mean that they are unchanging, merely that the motion 

of their COM is not varying.  In practical terms, steady state motions will be defined as where an actor’s 

COM motion is not varying much; for an actor standing still, small movements such as gesticulation or 

breathing will not significantly change the position of their COM. 

An object in motion can be in a steady state if standing still, or if the velocity is constant.  In fact, an 

actor standing still is actually standing on Planet Earth moving around the Sun at 30 km/s (Herman, 

1998).  At constant velocity, the forces trying to stop the body (drag, friction etc.) are balanced by an 

equal force that maintains the motion (an engine or motor for example).  An actor standing on a rocket 

powered skateboard or train travelling at constant speed in a straight line would also thus be in a steady 
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state.  An actor coasting on ice skates could also be considered to be in a steady state (certainly from an 

animator’s perspective) as the friction force that slows them down is minimal and the actor’s motion is 

likely to continue for the duration of the movement. 

➢ SIMPLE TRANSIENT MOTIONS 

To instigate any change in speed (including starting and stopping), it is necessary for an actor to generate 

or lose momentum through a longitudinal force (either with or against the direction of motion).  This is 

defined in Newton’s Laws of motion.  Newton’s first two laws state that, 

‘Every object persists in its state of rest or uniform motion in a straight line unless it is 

compelled to change that state by forces impressed on it’ 

‘Force is equal to the change in momentum (mV) per change in time.  For a constant 

mass, force equals mass times acceleration.  F = ma’ 

(NASA, 2015 – paraphrased from Newton’s Principia Mathematica, 1686) 

 
Newton’s first law groups ‘rest’ and ‘uniform motion in a straight line’ together because acceleration 

can also cause a change of direction.  While longitudinal forces will speed up and slow down an actor, 

lateral and vertical forces will change the direction of their motion.  Velocity is directional, so forces can 

cause a change of speed and/or a change of direction.  In physics, change of direction and change of 

speed are conceptually the same.   

As well as changing the velocity (in any direction) and hence the COM trajectory, transient motions also 

have an effect on balance. 

➢ BALANCE FOR CONTINUOUS COM MOTIONS 

For actors in steady state motion, balance will always be vertical, an actor experiencing a simple 

transient motion such as speeding up or going around a corner will need to lean to balance. 

When there are no additional forces (apart from gravity) balance requires an actor’s COM to be vertically 

above the support polygon.  This applies whether the actor is moving at constant speed or stationery.  

An actor stood on a train going in a straight line at constant speed is in exactly the same state of balance 

as an actor stood on the ground.  However, when the train goes around a corner, speeds up or slows 

down, the actor has to lean to stop themselves falling over (Garcia, 2011).   

As the acceleration force pushes on an actor, the net force on the actor’s COM is a vector combination 

of the vertical force of gravity and the horizontal centrifugal force.  If this ‘line of gravity’ (i.e. the net 

force vector) points outside the support polygon, the actor falls over.   
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Figure 32: The lateral force perceived by a passenger on a curve  
M: actor’s mass; g: acceleration due to gravity; V: velocity of train; R: radius of bend 
N1: normal contact force; C1: compensating reaction force 
(Wright, 2015) 

To remain stable, an actor must move their COM so that the net force vector (the resultant) points at 

the support polygon (Figure 32).  There are two ways an actor can move their COM; leaning or adjusting 

their pose (e.g. sticking their leg out).  Adjusting their pose has the effect of changing their mass 

distribution and as the actor’s COM is the effective centre of their mass distribution, their COM moves. 

This suggests a conceptual difference between grounded steady state motion and grounded transient 

motion, but in fact only requires a slightly redefined definition of balance.  When balancing, it is the net 

force vector acting on an actor’s COM that must point to the inside of the support polygon for the actor.  

In the case of an actor with no additional forces, the only force vector acting is gravity, so the net force 

vector points straight down. 

This situation holds regardless of the sideways force; an actor leans into the wind when it is strong, an 

actor leans backwards in a tug of war.  The net force vector must point at the support polygon whether 

the actor is going around a bend on a train or if the actor is walking or running around a corner. 

Whilst continuous COM motion where an actor is grounded always requires balance, an airborne actor 

has no connection to the ground and therefore balance does not apply 

➢ AIRBORNE MOTION 

The main scenario that has driven this research is where a character is airborne, as with previous 

examples (Allen & Murdock, 2008; Oba, 2010; Shapiro & Lee, 2010; Nekki, 2019).  Airborne movement 

represents the state in which an actor has no connection to the ground or any other world-space 

constraints, this results in the entire actor’s motion being based around their centre of mass.  Most 

airborne motions can be considered as steady state. 
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An actor who is floating either has no forces acting and is weightless or has an additional vertical force 

such as buoyancy or a jetpack to cancel out the acceleration of gravity.  This too is a steady state, as is 

the scenario for an actor is in powered flight at a constant velocity where the driving force exactly 

cancels out the drag.  It is accepted that, whilst completely acceptable in animation, this is quite a rare 

scenario for a real actor. 

As previously discussed, divorcing the COM trajectory and COM rotation from the pose means that there 

is little to distinguish between different types of airborne movements (Section 1.1).  Flying, hovering 

and long jumps can all have any kind of pose based around the centre of mass and the only difference 

is the trajectory of the actor’s COM.  A powered flight trajectory can be any 3-dimensional path, but 

ballistic trajectories such as jumps or falls (which arguably form the majority of airborne character 

animation) do have specific requirements on the trajectory. 

                 

Figure 33:  Parabolic trajectory derived from horizontal and vertical components 
(The Physics Classroom, n.d.) 

The simplest ballistic scenario is an actor falling from a height.  In this scenario, an actor’s COM moves 

in a vertical trajectory straight down with increasing velocity as gravity accelerates the actor.  Given an 

initial upward velocity, as in a jump, an actor’s COM trajectory will still be vertical but will go up and 

slow to a stop as gravity accelerates it downwards, at which point it will take the exact same falling 

trajectory as before.   

Any horizontal component of ballistic motion can generally be considered to be constant as the effect 

of air resistance (or drag) that would slow an object down is usually minimal.  So, if an actor starts with 

some horizontal momentum, this can be considered as remaining constant through the flight resulting 

in a constant horizontal velocity.  The combination of the constant horizontal velocity and the vertical 

acceleration of gravity results in a parabolic trajectory in a two-dimensional vertical plane (Figure 33). 
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An actor undergoing ballistic motion is not in a steady state as their vertical motion is not constant.  Any 

acceleration is a change in motion (i.e. it is not continuing unchanged into the future) and as such is 

transient rather than steady state.   

➢ PATH-BASED MOVEMENTS 

The various movements described in this section are influenced primarily by external forces, and usually 

result in the actor’s COM following a smooth trajectory.  In all the above movements, an actor’s COM 

trajectory and COM rotation are fairly continuous whereas their pose can be rapidly changing and 

instantaneous.  From an animator’s perspective, the character’s path and rotation could be defined by 

a sparse series of key framed positions with animation curves.  (Standing still has only one trajectory key 

frame.)  The pose of an animated character at any particular time should not influence their path and 

so the pose and the path remain divorced.   

Conceptually therefore it is applicable to view steady state motions, simple transient motions, ballistic 

motions and flight in a single category referred to from here on as path-based movements.   

[Note: This is distinct from the previous discussion about ‘path space’, the coordinate system for defining 

ALL motion on a path.  ‘Path-based’ movements are a subset of all movements in path space.] 

4.4.3 DISCRETE COM MOTIONS – POSE-BASED MOVEMENTS 

Where path-based movements are influenced primarily by external forces, it is more common for an 

actor to drive their movement by generating their own forces.  As described in the previous section, 

every time a force acts on an actor’s COM it changes their velocity (direction, speed or both).  This results 

in a discrete motion which can be combined to create much more complex trajectories, but there are 

discrete COM motions which can be combined to make smooth trajectories like path-based movements. 

These examples of COM motions where an actor is responsible for maintaining the movement 

themselves through a periodic application of discrete forces such as using foot steps to walk, will be 

called Periodic Steady State movements.  Technically, these are not a steady state, but given that the 

periodic forces themselves remain (mostly) unchanging into the future there is commonality here.    

➢ PERIODIC STEADY STATE MOVEMENTS 

During periodic steady state movements, the forward motion is ideally continuous as in steady state 

movements but can also become periodic as the movement becomes less efficient.  A good example to 

illustrate this is an actor running, who effectively jumps from the left foot to the right foot to the left 

foot repeatedly to travel forward.  The forward motion of an actor’s COM is continuous when running 

normally and the forward momentum is maintained.  However, doing a series of standing jumps 

alternating from left to right foot to travel forward requires a lot more effort because the momentum 

gained on each jump is lost again when the actor lands and slows to a stop between each jump.   
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Figure 34: Locomotion mechanisms (a) inverted pendulum, (b) energy absorb / release  
(from Dickinson et al., 2000) 
 

‘Two basic mechanisms have been proposed to explain the different patterns of time-

variant forces measured during walking and running. When animals walk, the body 

vaults up and over each stiff leg in an arc, analogous to an inverted pendulum. … To 

travel faster, legged animals change to running gaits that are analogous to  bouncing 

on a pogo stick. As a leg strikes the ground in a running gait, kinetic and gravitational 

potential energy is temporarily stored as elastic strain energy in muscles, tendons, and 

ligaments and then is nearly all recovered during the propulsive second half of the 

stance phase.’ (Dickinson et al., 2000) 

While the forward (longitudinal) motion of an actor’s COM is ideally continuous, their vertical and lateral 

motion (and usually some pelvis rotation and body twist) varies with time.  When walking, the vertical 

and lateral motions follow a periodic motion based on an inverted pendulum motion (similar to falling 

over) as the actor’s COM effectively orbits over the grounded foot.  When running, their COM lowers 

then raises slightly when a foot is grounded as the actor absorbs then releases energy by bending their 

knee (a Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum; SLIP) and then follows a parabolic trajectory when in flight 

(Figure 34). 

The SLIP motion is a combination of inverted pendulum and a spring-mass motion.  The spring-mass 

motion represents kinetic energy being absorbed and released resulting in a translational movement of 

the actor’s COM.  The spring-mass motion would also apply during the anticipation and take-off of a 

jump as well as the landing and follow-through.  

These different types of motion (Grounded and Ballistic) need to be considered in more detail. 
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➢ GROUNDED GAITS 

In a grounded gait such as walking, some part of the actor remains in contact with the ground 

throughout the motion.   

During a grounded gait, an actor is supported by one leg or other for the majority of the motion cycle, 

only using two legs for support during the transition between steps.  These phases are commonly 

referred to as single support and double support.  

With the right foot grounded, in order for an actor to move their COM from the right support polygon 

to a new support polygon under the left foot on the next step (i.e. where the left foot is about to land), 

the actor must necessarily move their COM out of the right support polygon and go out of balance.  The 

actor’s COM will do the same inverted pendulum motion it would do if falling over (Section 4.4.1) until 

the fall is broken by the left foot. 

 

Figure 35:  Lateral movement of the centre of gravity when walking  
(Heinemeyer & Feldmann, 2009) 
 

If an actor was taking only one step, their COM would start above the right support polygon, and follow 

a downward arc-like trajectory (inverted pendulum) until the left foot made contact.  As the right foot 

leaves the ground, the momentum gained by the actor’s COM during the first part of the step is then 

used to carry their COM in an upward arc-like trajectory until the actor is above the left support polygon.  

However, during a continuous walk an actor’s COM will aim forward of the left support polygon.  The 

lateral component of the momentum will be reversed as their COM passes the grounded left foot and 

the remaining forward momentum will be used to continue the forward walking motion with the net 

momentum aiming forward of the right foot on the next step and so on.  Their COM will oscillate 
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between the alternating support polygons forming the periodic lateral motion discussed above (Figure 

35). 

Energy for the forward motion is conserved by absorbing and then releasing energy from the ankles 

acting like a spring.  A slight addition of energy each step is all that is required to maintain the motion. 

Just as periodic motion in the forward direction is inefficient, large periodic motion in the lateral 

direction is also inefficient, so these side-to-side movements tend to be quite small for most walking 

styles.  An actor’s COM does not necessarily fully enter the support polygon for one individual foot apart 

from at the start or end of the walk.  The introduction of a momentum element in the motion eliminates 

the requirement for an actor to be balanced according to the previous definition. 

➢ BALLISTIC GAITS 

In a ballistic gait such as running, an actor alternates between a grounded state and a ballistic state.  The 

free flight between each footstep allows a longer stride length and hence a faster travel. 

In terms of an actor’s COM motion, there is not much difference between grounded and ballistic gaits.  

If taking just one step from right to left, the actor’s COM travels from being above the support polygon 

on the right foot to being above the support polygon of the left foot just as in a grounded gait. 

Likewise, during a continuous run an actor’s COM will aim forward of the left support polygon.  The 

lateral component of the momentum will be reversed as their COM passes the grounded left foot and 

the remaining forward momentum will be used to continue the forward walking motion with the net 

momentum aiming forward of the right foot on the next step and so on.  An actor’s COM will oscillate 

between the alternating support polygons forming a periodic lateral motion again. 

For grounded gaits, the periodic lateral and vertical motion of an actor’s COM alternates with a roughly 

equal amplitude and timing.  For ballistic gaits, this is not the case.  When the foot is grounded (SLIP 

motion), an actor’s COM’s movement can be relatively small.  During the ballistic phase, their COM can 

trace a much larger motion depending on the height the actor achieves.  The timing too is different with 

the grounded phase generally being much shorter than the ballistic phase.  The result of this is an 

asymmetrical periodic motion.   

➢ OTHER PERIODIC STEADY STATE MOVEMENTS  

Other more unusual gaits exist, such as a gibbon swinging through the trees.  In hanging gaits, the same 

principles are involved.  While hanging is a state of stable equilibrium, this does not dramatically change 

the type of COM motion.  A hanging gait with double supports is still defined by a pendulum motion 

(albeit not inverted), and a ballistic hanging gait alternates between pendulum (SLIP motion being 

inefficient upside-down) and ballistic phases (Bertram et. el., 1999). 
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Hanging gaits are able to have much larger lateral and vertical movements (and rotation) as balance is 

not an issue.  If a gibbon swings outside its support polygon, gravity will bring its COM back to the main 

trajectory.  This momentum can then provide velocity for the next swing. 

There is a small subset of airborne periodic steady state movements; where an actor would flap their 

wings to stay airborne, the wings provide both lift and forward motion.  The lift is a periodic force against 

gravity and results in a rising and falling of their COM just as an actor who is walking.  The flight is 

considered more efficient if the forward momentum is continuous.  Swimming too is a periodic steady-

state motion, albeit waterborne instead of airborne. 

➢ SIMPLE PERIODIC TRANSIENT MOTIONS 

From a periodic steady state motion, acceleration and deceleration can be achieved by allowing a 

temporary controlled imbalance (e.g. leaning forward to take the first step).  It can also be achieved by 

pushing off (e.g. a runner in starting blocks).  In either case, this is realised as a longitudinal acceleration 

or deceleration of an actor’s COM accompanied by some vertical and lateral motion (Normani, 2014).   

When accelerating through imbalance, an actor’s COM is moved to an out-of-balance position either by 

lifting one leg forwards, leaning forwards or a combination of both.  After the initial movement, the 

motion of their COM can then be considered as an inverted pendulum.  The motion if left uncorrected, 

would result in the actor falling over but the other leg breaks the fall in taking the first step.  

When pushing off, an actor’s COM will accelerate in a direction and magnitude due to the resolved 

vector of all the forces involved (e.g. the forces from each foot in the starting blocks and gravity).  Their 

COM then follows a ballistic trajectory until an additional force is encountered (Normani, 2014) 

Running from a standing start is a combination of imbalance and pushing off.  An actor will start with 

the inverted pendulum movement but will add in a spring-mass movement by bending the knees.  This 

will result in a SLIP motion until the actor is airborne.  

Deceleration requires an actor to shed momentum.  Using imbalance, an actor can lean back prior to 

stopping; using their momentum against gravity to slow the actor to a stop.  (They could also use an 

external contact force such as pushing against a wall.) 

The predominant effect of accelerating or decelerating is the change in longitudinal velocity of the actor 

COM.  The vertical and lateral motions associated with that depend on the mechanism used to change 

momentum.   

When hanging, it is also possible for an actor to change the position of their COM to generate 

momentum, however rather than moving their COM outside the support polygon, which requires 

significant force, the momentum is usually acquired by smaller movements inside the support polygon 

(e.g. from the left hand to the right hand).  An example of this would be a gibbon swinging along a branch 
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(Bertram et al., 1999).  For two-handed support, the support polygon is widest between the hands and 

so there is more opportunity for movement.  Gaining momentum perpendicular to this is more difficult 

as the support polygon is at its narrowest.  This would be the case for a trapeze artist starting a swing 

from nothing.  Generally, momentum in this direction is generated prior to contact with the support by 

launching into the swing. 

For cornering, an actor applies a lateral force (i.e. orthogonal to the direction of motion), resulting in a 

change of direction.  Because momentum is a vector (mass x velocity), a change in direction is also a 

change in momentum.  In this way, walking around a corner can be considered the same as accelerating 

or decelerating.  When an actor goes around a corner, they introduce a centripetal (inwards) 

acceleration (usually through a controlled imbalance) to instigate a change of direction.  The same 

methods can be used to apply the required force; an actor can either allow a controlled imbalance or 

can push off.  

For hanging gaits, the much larger lateral motion available can be used to change direction in the same 

way as someone walking uses a controlled imbalance, but the change can be much more rapid. 

The forces that accelerate, decelerate and change direction can be intentional (i.e. generated by the 

actor) or imposed (e.g. a strong wind or a bungee).  Imposed forces result in the same acceleration and 

deceleration of an actor’s COM discussed in the previous sections but are differentiated by the actor’s 

reaction.  An actor being blown or pulled forward will be forced into a lean as the imposed force and 

the reaction force with the ground combine to produce a turning moment.  An actor is then likely to 

compensate for this by leaning the opposite way, or by taking a step to compensate for any imbalance.  

For an imposed sideways force such as an actor going around a bend on a train requires the actor to 

compensate for an applied centrifugal force resulting in the same kind of behaviour. 

Imposed forces are generally defined at an angle to an actor (e.g. a north-westerly wind is at 45°).  

However, by considering these forces in terms of the longitudinal and lateral components applied to the 

actor, there is no physical difference in their effect on their COM compared to intentional forces.  The 

only difference is an artistic decision on how the actor reacts to the force. 

➢ ONE-OFF MOVEMENTS 

Some discrete movements are individual ‘one-offs’.  Such movements might include crouching down to 

stroke a dog or sitting down on a chair.  These movements can be characterised as short movements 

which start and end with zero momentum.  This means an actor’s COM is accelerated and then 

decelerated either by the actor or some external force.  For example, when crouching an actor uses their 

leg muscles to bend their knee which accelerates their COM downwards.  Their leg muscles then absorb 

the momentum and slow their COM motion to a stop at the bottom of the crouch.  An actor sitting in 

the chair is slowed by the chair absorbing the actor’s momentum.   
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This kind of motion results in a translation of the actor’s COM and, if the force vector does not point 

through their COM, a rotation.  In most cases, if the force is intentional, the force vector is a combination 

of forces that creates a vector that does pass through the actor’s COM.  The exception would be pushing 

off for a somersault or roll where the force vector intentionally produces rotation. 

One-off movements are simple, involving a single COM motion.  More complex movements that do not 

fit one of the previous categories are best considered as compound movements. 

➢ COMPOUND MOVEMENTS 

Any discrete movements can be combined into a sequence to produce a compound movement.  

However, within a compound movement, each discrete movement must start with the momentum from 

the previous movement and end with the momentum required to start the next movement.  In the real 

world, any compound movement will start from a steady state with zero momentum, and ultimately 

finish with a steady state with zero momentum, but in animation it is common to animate a shot where 

the character is already moving at the start of the shot and continues to move beyond the end of the 

shot. 

Compound movements are more efficient when the speed (momentum) in the direction of motion is 

varied smoothly or maintained at a constant value throughout the movement (as with a periodic steady 

state movement).   

➢ POSE-BASED MOVEMENTS 

Where the COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose for path-based movements clearly have minimal 

interdependence (Section 4.4.2), in these discrete movements, the two are much more closely linked.  

The pose of an actor is defined by a particular force requirement which in turn produces a particular 

COM trajectory and rotation. 

To distinguish all the above movements from the previously discussed path-based movements, this 

category of movements will be referred to as pose-based movements.   

In path-based movements, an actor’s COM trajectory and rotation are continuous, and pose is 

instantaneous.  The same can be true of some pose-based movements (e.g. walking) but pose-based 

movements can have rapidly changing trajectories and rotations.  The key difference is not how 

continuous or instantaneous the properties of the movement are, but whether they are continuously or 

discretely defined.   

Path-based movements have trajectories and rotations that are continuously defined, whereas pose-

based movements have trajectories and rotations that are discretely defined. 
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4.4.4 ROTATION 

Rotation has physical properties similar to trajectory; both are defined continuously for path-based 

movements and discretely for pose-based movements.  There is also functional equivalence between 

linear momentum and angular momentum and between mass and moment of inertia.   

In flight, an actor’s rotation is centred on their COM.  Any angular momentum an actor has at the start 

of the flight is conserved until they land or are subject to another external force.  For rotations where 

the pose stays constant, this means the speed of rotation also remains constant, but when the moment 

of inertia (i.e. the distribution of mass based on the pose) changes, the rotational velocity changes 

inversely.  This is demonstrated during a tuck somersault in that a gymnast’s rotation will speed up 

during the tuck phase as the moment of inertia is lower.   

The requirement for angular momentum to be conserved that applies in ballistic flight no longer applies 

in powered flight, as additional forces such as rockets could feasibly apply a turning moment to the 

actor.  An actor still rotates about their COM regardless of the magnitude or direction of the turning 

moment.  Powered flight, however, is more efficient if the angular momentum is conserved as changes 

in angular momentum require energy. 

For grounded movements, an actor’s rotation also occurs around their COM.  A crouching actor that 

twists around in a vertical axis will still rotate their body around their COM in order to maintain balance, 

but other rotations are not so clear.  It is arguable whether an actor bending over rotates about their 

COM while keeping their feet still or if it is better considered as a change of pose.   

While most rotations are based around an actor’s COM, the exception is when the actor undergoes an 

orbital motion such as swinging on a lamppost.  In this case, their COM orbits a central point. 

Orbital motions also include falling over and swinging on a trapeze.  On a trapeze, the axis of rotation is 

through both hands, and swinging around a lamppost, the axis of rotation is defined by the connecting 

hand and the foot contact with the floor.  Orbital motions, such as falling or swinging, can only occur if 

all an actor’s contact points are coincident or collinear.  The rotational pivot can be considered to be 

anywhere between their contact points.  Their COM orbits the pivot in an arc-like trajectory. 

An actor’s pose is necessarily restricted by the requirements for the contact points, but changes of pose 

can move their COM towards or away from the pivot.  This produces a change of moment of inertia 

about the pivot and not the actor’s COM resulting in a change of angular velocity about the pivot.  This 

movement towards or away from the pivot means that the motion is not always circular.  It could be 

elliptical or just an arc if the motion starts and stops. 
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These motions are characterised by an actor’s centre of rotation being a point of contact with the world 

or any object not on the same trajectory as the actor’s COM.  The reaction between an actor’s contact 

point and their COM motion creates a turning moment. 

Orbital motions can be considered a special case of a path-based movements where an actor’s COM 

trajectory orbits around a point. 

4.4.5 MOTION PRIMITIVES 

As stated at the start of this section, an actor’s COM motion follows a few simple rules based on the 

direction and magnitude of the forces acting on it independently of the detail of an actor’s movements.  

Through the movements discussed so far in this section, there are four distinct mechanisms which 

govern the form of an actor’s COM trajectory in certain scenarios.  Each mechanism has different 

physical principles behind it and results in a different discretely defined COM trajectory.   

These four ‘motion primitives’ are inertial, ballistic, orbital and SLIP.  This is not meant to be an 

exhaustive list of possible motions, rather a simplistic representation of key COM motions caused by 

distinct mechanisms.   

➢ INERTIAL MOTION 

Any object that accelerates or decelerates exhibits inertial motion.  Acceleration and deceleration 

require an external force to release or absorb energy.  As discussed in Section 4.4.2, this kind of motion 

can also cause a change of direction.   

In path-based movements, the effect of the acceleration or deceleration is to increase or decrease the 

speed of the COM or to change direction.  In pose-based movements it is used in the anticipation / take-

off movement before a jump and in the landing / follow-through movement after, as well as one-off 

movements such as crouching.   

Any transient movement that is instigated by a force (either intentional or imposed) produces inertial 

motion which means it governs much of the detail of any movement.  It can be seen in grounded gaits 

where the ankle absorbs and releases energy for the subsequent step (Section 4.4.3) and is also seen in 

almost any change of direction of any body part as these are instigated by muscles absorbing and 

releasing energy. 

➢ BALLISTIC MOTION 

Ballistic movements such as diving or jumping are described in Section 4.4.2, however ballistic motion 

exists within pose-based movements as well such as the ballistic phase of a run cycle.  The same physics 

applies in both the path-based and pose-based classes and is based on the vertical acceleration of 

gravity, usually combined with a constant horizontal velocity component (Figure 33 on page 95).  The 

resultant COM motion is parabolic. 
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Path-based ballistic movements have been one of the main driving factors to create an automated COM 

rig, where the divorcing of a character’s path and rotation/pose can lead to a huge variety of possible 

movements as discussed in Section 4.3.  Within pose-based movements, the ballistic motion primitive 

is a simple (often small) parabolic curve used as a component of a larger movement.  Pose-based 

movements that incorporate a ballistic motion primitive do not typically include large rotations or pose 

changes during the airborne phase.   

➢ ORBITAL MOTION 

In orbital motion, an actor’s COM orbits a specific point.  This is seen in path-based movements such as 

falling over and swinging on a lamppost (Section 4.4.4).  In its simplest form, the orbital motion primitive 

takes the COM on a circular path, however with additional radial forces such as bending the elbow or 

knee, the trajectory becomes more complex. 

The inverted pendulum motion seen in grounded gaits (Section 4.4.3) is also an example of orbital 

motion; during walking, an actor’s COM orbits over the grounded foot during the single support phase.  

In fact, as previously discussed, the inverted pendulum phase of a walking gait is technically the same 

as an off-balance actor falling over except that the fall is broken by the passing foot becoming grounded. 

➢ SLIP MOTION 

As previously discussed (Section 4.4.3) Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) motion is seen in 

ballistic gaits, where a spring-mass (inertial) motion is combined with an inverted pendulum (orbital) 

motion.  The COM trajectory is complex in this kind of motion, following a combination of the 

acceleration of an inertial motion and the orbital motion of an inverted pendulum. 

SLIP motion is generally only a consideration of pose-based movements as it occurs in the transition 

between two short ballistic motions, but it could be argued that a flying actor that lands feet-first and 

instantly takes off again has SLIP motion built into their trajectory. 

4.4.6 SUMMARY 

By exploring the relationship between an actor’s movements and the motion they impart to their COM, 

this section has derived two key movement types; path-based and pose-based.  Path-based movements 

are characterised by smooth COM motion and the minimal effect that an actor’s pose has on the motion.  

An actor’s COM trajectory and rotation are continuous whereas their pose is discretely defined. 

In pose-based movements, an actor’s pose drives their trajectory.  This can produce a continuous COM 

motion (e.g. when walking) but also can produce complex trajectories where pose changes are rapid 

and varied (e.g. in dance).  An actor’s COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose are all defined discretely. 
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The type of movement an actor uses is also categorised into four motion primitives which represent key 

movement types that each produce a different COM motion.  These are inertial, ballistic, orbital and 

SLIP motions (Section 4.4.5). 

The way in which an actor’s movement affects their COM is complex, with distinctly different motion 

types derived from different movements.  One of the key issues with previous physics-based character 

animation has been the extra knowledge (often multidisciplinary) required to create an animation 

(Section 1.1).  As an operational context framework for animation, it is important to place the above 

exploration into an animation context to establish how the various movement types and COM motions 

would be tackled by an animator.  If the framework requires a significant divergence from a key frame 

animation workflow, as say spacetime constraints did (Section 3.2.3) then a COM-centric method of 

character animation may not be feasible. 

To continue to develop this operational context so it is applicable to animation, the physical 

relationships described in this section need to be viewed in the context of animation workflow. 

4.5 APPLYING THE COM MOTION FOR A REAL ACTOR TO ANIMATION 

For balance and dynamic animations an animator may at least be cognisant of the character’s COM 

motion (Section 3.4.2).  However, much of the previous section will be unfamiliar to most animators as 

it is a heavily physics-based description of movement types and not representative of the way an 

animator would generally approach animating a character’s movements. 

In this section, each of the movement types identified in the previous section will be discussed from an 

animation workflow perspective to establish if a significant change of workflow is required and what the 

animator needs to consider regarding a COM-centric workflow.   

Comparing types of movement based purely on their COM motion when they may be animated using 

different tools and techniques – or vice-versa – would be counterproductive.  Considering workflow in 

this way will highlight any exceptions within the above framework and also will help to define any 

necessary changes to the animation workflow when animating with an automated COM rig. 

This section aims to provide the link from the physics of an actor’s COM motion to the animation 

workflow to allow the operational context for automated COM rig animation to be a DSR construct that 

will inform part of the suggestion phase for the first development iteration of the automated COM rig 

prototype.   
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4.5.1 BALANCE 

As discussed in Section 1.1, the predominantly documented use of centre of mass for those learning 

animation is for balance and the use of the term ‘centre of mass’ is more common in 3D animation.   

Animators do recognise the relationship between the character’s COM and the support polygon 

discussed in Section 4.4.1 (Figure 36, below), however, the centre of mass is not the only factor in 

deciding a character’s pose.  In fact, where balance would suggest stable symmetric poses, animators 

are encouraged at all opportunities to break symmetry and create poses with flowing lines of action and 

strong silhouettes.  

 

 

Figure 36: Balance, centre of gravity (mass) and the support polygon  
(Ostergar, 2016) 

Falling over is common in animation, but the physically-based expectation to follow an orbital path 

around the grounded foot is superseded by the requirement to make the animation have appeal 

meaning characters can follow a range of paths including hanging in the air, leaping after a trip or sliding 

along the ground. 

During a walk, balance is also required (as discussed in Section 4.4.3) but the movement of a character’s 

COM as the momentum changes from foot to foot is never calculated.  Animators are taught to add a 

hip sway movement so that the pelvis moves side-to-side over the grounded foot during a walk.  This 

can be subtle, approaching the true physical solution where an actor’s COM never fully reaches the 

support polygon, or exaggerated to the point where the character’s pelvis overbalances on each step. 
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Balance, for an animator, is a consideration for standing still or lifting poses and any more complex 

application of balance in areas such as falling over, or walking are either overridden by other animation 

principles or governed by well-known animation conventions.  In both 2D and 3D animation, the 

visualisation of the centre of mass is normally done either explicitly or implicitly by eye.   

There are some examples where the centre of mass is visualised for 3D animators (Section 3.4.2).  Such 

visualisations are inherently useful, especially for balance.  Although not directly within the scope of this 

research, it would seem that also supplying a visualisation of the character’s COM shadow would provide 

added assistance to an animator.  (An automated COM rig would include a necessarily visible COM 

node.)  This would undoubtedly help when creating balanced poses but could also be of benefit during 

jumps and other more dynamic movements as it would help to visualise the path of the COM node.  

There is also potential for a future project where the character’s COM shadow takes account of the net 

force vector to allow the animator to create valid leaning poses where additional forces act such as 

centrifugal force or the tension on a rope. 

4.5.2 PATH-BASED MOVEMENTS 

Path-based movements follow “a path that could be defined by a sparse series of key framed positions 

with animation curves” (Section 4.4.2).  In a path-based movement such as an ice skater spinning, the 

movement properties which are continuously defined, path and rotation, are defined sparsely in the 

layout animation stage.  The discretely defined pose detail is added in the blocking and breakdown 

stages (Poignet, 2014).  The animation curves provide an instantaneous value for the position along the 

path or the amount of rotation on any given frame.   

Where the root of the character is the pelvis, changing the pose of the character in the blocking stage 

will change the position of the pelvis previously defined in the layout stage, and hence change the path.  

For a character rig with a COM node (dumb or automated), the COM node path can remain as previously 

defined.  As the pose definitions are added, the pelvis position will again be defined for each pose, but 

the animator can choose not to add any further change to the COM node key frames.  In this way the 

pose and the path can remain divorced. 

In either case, the transient motions of acceleration, deceleration and cornering are defined by changing 

the definition of the path.  The simplest path is a straight line defined by start and end key frames.  If 

the movement requires constant velocity (i.e. steady state), the animation curve that defines the in-

between frames is a straight line.  Acceleration and deceleration (slow in slow out) are achieved using a 

Bezier animation curve with a shallow gradient when the velocity is slow and a steep gradient when the 

velocity is fast.  For an object that accelerates and then decelerates, this requires the aforementioned 

f-shaped curve that is the default on most animation software (Section 3.3.1). 
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A path defined by three or more key frames can have corners and bends for the character to follow.  The 

spacing and timing of the key frames govern the speed of each section of the path and any acceleration 

or deceleration is controlled by the animation curve.  The default Bezier curve on each world space axis 

provides control over the rate of change of direction at bends; changing the gradient of the curve in and 

out of the key frames on each axis controls the sharpness of the bend.  Once the path is defined, the 

way in which the character reacts to these transient movements is defined by the animator. 

From an animator’s perspective, the difference between a steady state motion and a transient motion 

is the choice of animation curve, or more specifically the choice of tangent in and out of each key frame 

in the path definition (i.e. straight or Bezier tangents).  There is no difference in the workflow when 

producing either.  This further validates the categorisation of both steady state and transient  

COM motions as path-based movements. 

In Section 4.4.2, standing still is also considered as steady state as the motion of an actor’s COM does 

not change significantly over time.  Standing still is regarded as a path-based movement with only one 

path key frame (page 96).  However, from an animation perspective this categorisation is not valid. 

➢ STANDING STILL 

Standing still is a steady state where an actor’s COM path is zero but allowing for some small 

translational movements (Section 4.4.1).  An animator would start a standing still animation by placing 

the character in a world space position defined by the character’s position in their environment and 

camera in the layout stage.  They will then apply key frames to the pelvis based on key poses (a.k.a. 

extremes) which will allow the character’s COM to take small movements within the limits defined by 

the balance criteria defined in Section 4.5.1.   

The pelvis can move anywhere provided contact with the ground is maintained.  Within the definition 

of standing still, the pelvis does not need to remain above the support polygon (e.g. in situations such 

as crouching) but a good animator will ensure that the character is kept in balance by keeping the 

character’s COM above the support polygon for each pose by eye. 

A character can be considered to be ‘standing still’ if they shift their weight, crouch, twist and stand on 

one leg.  Standing on one leg is really just a weight shift to 100% on one leg combined with a change of 

pose that lifts the other leg off the ground.  What if, while standing on the right leg, an animator chooses 

to touch the left foot on the ground in a new position?  It could be argued that still fits in the definition, 

even if the character stood on their right leg touches their left foot on the ground in a variety of places.  

If that character touches their left foot on the ground and then shifts all their weight onto the left foot, 

this also fits the definition above.  However, if they then repeat the process by picking up the right foot 

and placing it in a new grounded position, this constitutes a step.  A good example of this definition is in 

basketball rules, where players must not travel while carrying the ball.  A player who is standing still 
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“may pivot, using either foot as the pivot foot” but is considered to have taken a step “when the other 

[pivot] foot touches the floor” (NBA, 2019). 

Taking steps even irregularly and infrequently, constitutes locomotion, and as the frequency and 

regularity of the steps increases, the locomotion becomes a periodic steady-state movement.  This 

shows that standing still, erratic locomotion and periodic steady state locomotion are all part of the 

same continuum and thus should be categorised together. 

When animating, path-based movements are primarily defined during the layout stage of the animation 

and then the detail is added in the form of key poses.  For pose-based movements, the path and the 

pose detail are created during the blocking stage.  The only layout requirement of a character standing 

still is that its position is defined (either in world space or standing on a moving object).  Most of the 

animation takes place in the blocking stage.  The trajectory of a character’s COM may be small for 

standing-still animations (i.e. slight weight changes) but the trajectory definition is discrete rather than 

continuous. 

So, despite the character having a COM that is in a steady state, standing still should be classified as a 

pose-based movement when considering the animation process.  A similar argument can be made for 

hovering animations.  The character does not move along a path and therefore is animated primarily 

using key poses. 

➢ BALLISTIC FLIGHT 

The path for ballistic flight is usually defined sparsely in the layout stage with the detail of the movement 

being added in after. 

 

Figure 37:  Ballistic phase of a key framed jump  
(adapted from Williams, 2009) 

The path is a parabolic curve starting at the Jump Contact frame (Figure 37), which is the point the 

character left the ground (i.e. the last frame of take-off), and finishing with the Fall Contact frame, the 

point the character touches the ground (i.e. the first frame of landing).  When animators create these 
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key frames, it can introduce a discontinuity in the movement and makes editing the jump more difficult 

(3D Animation Hub, 2019).  The contact frames do not form part of the initial definition of the path and 

are usually adjusted to fit the path between the lowest (anticipation / recovery) and highest (mid-air) 

extremes.   

On 3D character rigs, the transition from IK to FK at take-off and vice-versa on landing takes place on 

the airborne frames adjacent to the contact frames.  The contact frames must be IK to ensure the feet 

remain fixed in world-space until the character has physically left the ground.  So, for take-off, the Jump 

Contact frame would be fully IK, and, to ensure a smooth transition, a few frames later the pose would 

be fully FK.  When landing, the transition from FK to IK would start a few frames before the Fall Contact 

frame where the pose would be fully IK again.  The timing of the FK/IK transition usually needs to be 

adjusted as the take-off and landing discontinuities are smoothed out. 

The path between the anticipation, mid-air and recovery key frames should include a parabolic curve 

but will also have an acceleration from the anticipation key frame (slow-out) and a deceleration (slow-

in) into the recovery key frame.  For take-off, the acceleration phase needs to be complete by the time 

the foot leaves the ground, so the curve looks parabolic.  Likewise, the deceleration phase cannot start 

until the foot touches the ground (Figure 37).  So, the sparse definition of the path for a ballistic 

movement may often have inferred start and end points rather than specific key frames. 

The ballistic phase where the character undergoes a parabolic path is clearly path-based, but the 

character’s path during take-off and landing is much more like a pose-based movement as the poses are 

used to define the path pose-by-pose. 

While a true parabolic path is physically correct, it is often the case that the animator will use a subtly 

different curve for artistic reasons – for example, it is common for a character to ‘hang’ in the air slightly 

longer to emphasis the ballistic nature of the movement. 

Likewise, the physical requirement for angular momentum to be conserved resulting in changes of 

angular velocity when the pose changes is not relevant.  While animators will generally include this 

principle to make the animation look more plausible, it is never based on calculation (Shapiro & Lee, 

2010).  For an animator, the angular velocity will more often be inferred by the amount of turns required 

before landing, and changes in angular velocity due to change of pose will often be exaggerated for 

artistic effect. 

In the ballistic path, the vertical acceleration due to gravity changes the vertical component of an actor’s 

velocity through a force known as weight.  While this point is very important in physics and engineering, 

for an animator it is a simple change of the animation curve (distance vs. time) between two key frames.  

While a true ballistic movement will be characterised by a parabolic path and angular velocity that varies 
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inversely with the moment of inertia, animators cannot be restricted by these principles and they should 

be considered only as a guideline. 

The ballistic phase of the jump, now reduced to a simple path definition, is not conceptually that 

different to any flight path. 

➢ POWERED FLIGHT 

For powered flight, it is assumed that gravity is cancelled out by some additional force allowing the 

character to take any path in three dimensions.  As such, the animator is not limited to a two-

dimensional parabolic path as in ballistic flight and uses artistic licence in the chosen path, usually 

accompanying any changes in direction with changes of pose. 

 

Figure 38: Zero-G dance sequence in Wall-E  
(Stanton, 2008 – picture from Pixar, 2017) 

A character under powered flight at constant speed has a straight-line animation curve and a character 

accelerating and decelerating has the f-shaped curve described in Section 3.3.  While an animator needs 

to be aware of the choice of animation curve, there is little conceptual difference in the way an animator 

approaches the animation compared to ballistic flight. 

The additional forces for powered flight may be generated by objects visible to the viewer such as 

rockets or, more often, by imaginary forces such as a flying superhero.  In the case of visible forces, these 

are normally animated after the layout stage (i.e. when blocking out) to match the desired motion.  This 

often means changing the pose of the character to allow them to point the rockets in the relevant 

directions.  Good examples of this are Ironman (Favreau, 2008), or the beautiful zero-G dance sequence 

in Wall-E (Stanton, 2008) where Wall-E uses a fire extinguisher to propel himself through space (Figure 

38).  Invisible forces are also often accompanied by changes of pose to help with the anticipation of the 

movement as in the Agent Smith fight in Matrix Revolutions (Wachowski & Wachowski, 2003) or to 
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provide a visible representation of effort such as the ‘Superman’ flying pose (Donner, 1978).  These too 

would be animated after the initial layout stage. 

In airborne cases, such as swimming or flying while flapping wings; the path is animated in the layout 

stage and the wings are flapped by blocking out key frames.  For a real actor, the COM trajectory of 

airborne periodic steady movements would be controlled by the periodic action of the limbs, but in 

animation workflow terms, these are added retrospectively, so periodic airborne movement is path-

based, as with all other airborne movements except hovering. 

As with ballistic flight, the rotation of a character in powered flight should still rotate around their COM.  

More complex physical requirements such as the conservation of angular momentum no longer applies 

(discussed in Section 4.4.4) so the rotation rate of the character becomes a fully artistic decision.  

Airborne scenarios, ballistic or otherwise, therefore exhibit the same path-based definition as for 

grounded movements where the transient movements of cornering and acceleration / deceleration are 

animated by changing the path shape and the animation curves respectively. 

So, while flight is a three-dimensional path, it is animated in the same way as the other path-based 

movements with the path being defined first and the detail added over the top.  The key difference for 

flight animations is the lack of grounding and therefore balance is not required.  For an animator, this 

means the character has no active IK targets for these movements. 

4.5.3 POSE-BASED MOVEMENTS 

Path-based movements are primarily defined in the layout stage and are then enhanced by relatively 

few pose changes in the blocking stage.  Pose-based movements are constructed primarily in the 

blocking stage.   

Pose-based movements are animated by creating key poses or extremes that define the movement 

using the pose-to-pose animation method.  While this method is also used for path-based movements, 

pose-based movements define the path, rotation and pose simultaneously, using key poses, rather than 

defining the path first and then adding the pose definitions to it.  Likewise, the rotation of the character 

is defined by each key pose. 

From an animator’s perspective, the character’s COM path is not defined by a sparse set of key frames, 

rather discreetly by a series of poses in quick succession.  However, the character’s COM path still tends 

to be smooth in many cases as this is a characteristic of energy efficient motion.  The breakdown keys 

and curve adjustments would enable the path and the rotation to be smoothed out to make the 

movement appear more flowing. 
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So, while the pelvis in a pelvis-led rig would follow a rapidly varying path defined fully by the pose, a 

COM node could follow a smoother path which is potentially more editable.  The character’s pose could 

even be modified around their COM path retrospectively and therefore still provide a level of divorce 

between the two. 

➢ ONE-OFF AND COMPOUND MOVEMENTS 

The animation of a one-off movement is the simplest pose-based animation to create.  One-off 

movements such as crouching down comprise of a single discrete movement and are animated using a 

start key frame and an end key frame.  The more subtle motion within the movement would be created 

using breakdown keys and curves.   

Pure one-off movements however are quite rare.  Crouching down would normally be enhanced by 

movements such as picking a flower or looking around which would not affect the motion of a 

character’s COM much but would be made from additional key frames.  An act such as sitting down is 

more often made up as a compound movement where the character might have intermediate poses to 

put a hand on the back of the chair, turn or test their weight on the chair for example. 

Compound movements are made from a sequence of key poses defined at the points in time where the 

motion of the whole or part of the character changes direction.  These are also known as extremes as 

they represent the furthest point a particular pose reaches before the change of direction. 

As discussed in Section 4.4.3, in a compound movement, each discrete movement must start with the 

momentum from the previous movement and end with the momentum required to start the next 

movement.  In animation, this is controlled in the curves stage of the key frame animation workflow.  

The default animation curve would automatically provide a smooth continuous motion through each 

key frame to give the illusion of continued momentum, but the gradient of the curve or the sharpness 

of the curve’s turning point would be controlled by the animator to refine the momentum and make the 

animation more convincing.  The tangents of the curve at the key frame can also be broken (unlinked) 

to create a sharp corner which can add the impression of speed, jerkiness or impact to a compound 

movement.  

➢ LOCOMOTION 

As a periodic steady state motion, locomotion is characterised by having a continuous movement in one 

direction (which can have a small periodic element) accompanied by a periodic oscillation and rotations 

of the pelvis.  This would suggest an animation method similar to path-based movements, where the 

forward motion is continuous, and the periodic motion is effectively an addition.   

However, periodic steady state movements for locomotion along the ground are much more common.  

Animators use key poses to ensure the feet are in contact with the ground at the right places and for 

the right duration.  (Trying to get the feet to land in the right places and to stay still when grounded after 
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first defining the path is more difficult.)  Periodic steady state movements are usually built from key 

poses, as are compound movements.   

To animate a walk, the rig needs to operate with the legs set to use inverse kinematics (IK) to allow the 

foot position to be defined in world space.  The foot positions and pelvis path are generally mapped out 

during the layout stage and then the poses built around those positions.  The main key poses would be 

the double support poses for a grounded (or a hanging) gait and the lowest and highest points for a 

ballistic gait.  The periodic translations and rotations along with other details such as the heel-toe motion 

would be added in using breakdown keys and curve adjustment. 

As with compound movements, locomotion is a sequence of repeated discrete movements where the 

start momentum and end momentum of each individual movement is the same.  The gradient of the 

animation curves provides the continuation of momentum between each element.  When animating 

locomotion, animators can concatenate a sequence of individual cyclic units (animation clips) such as a 

complete left-right-left walk cycle.  There are often several versions of these clips with compatible start 

and end poses and speeds (curve gradients) to introduce variety into the animation.  Such animation is 

often made from motion capture clips edited to have identical start and end poses.  While this is 

common in games, locomotion can also be animated in full as a single sequence to give more personality 

and variation to the character movement.  Both techniques are valid. 

The different forces an actor uses to create locomotion (and other movements) each produce different 

types of COM motion or motion primitives (Section 4.4.5). 

4.5.4 MOTION PRIMITIVES – COMPARING ACTOR MOTION TO CHARACTER MOTION 

Motion primitives (Section 4.4.5) are the types of motion resulting from four different physical 

mechanisms used in the movement of real actors.  They are inertial motion, ballistic motion, orbital 

motion and SLIP motion.   

Inertial motion appears commonly in all movements, e.g. a character crouching or launching for a jump 

for pose-based movements or an ice-skater slowing to a stop for path-based movements.  In fact 

because any moving object not in a steady state undergoes inertial motion, the default animation curve 

(the aforementioned f-curve – Section 3.3.1) meets the requirements for an animator, following the 

slow-in slow-out principle of animation. 

The only real distinction between path-based and pose-based for this motion primitive is scale.  The 

inertial effects tend to be larger and happen over a longer time on the COM path than they do on pose 

changes.  Whether path-based or pose-based, an animator changes the feel of the inertial motion by 

changing the Bezier tangent of the animation curve at each key frame.  In physics terms this would be 

absorbing or releasing more or less energy.  A shorter curve makes the acceleration faster which gives 
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the impression of more speed, agility or lightness, and making the curve longer gives the impression of 

power or weight.  When the movements are larger and more significant, the mechanism that creates 

the movement is more important to the final visual effect of the animation.   

As discussed in Section 4.4.3, locomotion is generally driven by the remaining three motion primitives; 

orbital (inverted pendulum), ballistic and SLIP motions.  In the real world, these are usually complex 

motions such as the centre of mass lift when walking that results from a complex range of forces.   

For COM lift, the main factors are: the stride length, the relative movement of the COM in the body as 

the legs alternate between being apart and together, the movement from heel to toe on the grounded 

foot, the extension of the foot when pushing off with the toe and which muscles are contracting at any 

particular point (Cavagna & Margaria, 1966).  These movements when recorded for biomechanical 

purposes seldom produce smooth curves, but within biomechanical analysis and for animation 

purposes, approximating them to a simple oscillating motion is commonplace.  In fact, animators 

regularly manage to produce believable animations without addressing the physics (Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39: Periodic motions for an animated walk cycle  
(Williams, 2009) 

While the oscillations are complex in the real world, they are generally small compared to the other 

motions in a walk cycle and so it is usually adequate to use the default Bezier interpolation, tweaking 

the Bezier tangents slightly to achieve the desired movement. 

Oscillations are created at the breakdown stage.  Consider a walking animation where the hips sway 

from side-to-side.  The animation is blocked out using the double support poses and breakdown keys 

are used to create the additional movements such as the foot lift.  The breakdown stage is also used to 
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modify the pose slightly so that the hips alternate left and right through the walk cycle to accommodate 

the shift in weight and the pelvis is rotated slightly to make the reach of each step more efficient.   

Generally, these three motion primitives, as with inertial, are all animated by adjustment of the 

animation curves by eye and depending on the required precision of the movement, the adjustment 

may be minimal; walk cycles are rarely adjusted but a more explicit movement such as a Grand Jeté in 

ballet would be adjusted to a more parabolic shape.   

The different motion primitives often combine or blend from one type to another in pose-based 

movements, meaning that even if an animator has a good understanding of the physics, it is unlikely 

they would be able to factor every subtle detail into a pose-based movement by understanding alone.  

Animators generally use the simplified approach of tweaking the Bezier handles on the animation curves 

by eye, usually to match a reference source.  This means the use of one simple tool instead of a complex 

physics-based approach. 

During orbital motion, the character effectively orbits another point in world space (e.g. they orbit a 

point on the edge of the support polygon when falling over).  As discussed in Section 4.5.2, the character 

can be linked to a non-renderable object situated on the axis of rotation.  However, this only really 

applies when the character is doing the same motion for a whole shot, due to the problem of animating 

the character in the parent space of the object and not in world space.   

For a character that regularly has to do orbital motion such as a trapeze artist, the character rig might 

have additional nodes the animator can use to pivot the character around the hands say.  Cascadeur 

(Nekki, 2019) allows the character to pivot around any point during the creation of an animation, but in 

conventional key frame animation, the only option is to key frame the character’s path by eye around 

the object.  This would normally be achieved by placing a few key frames along the path and then using 

a tool to view and adjust the path by eye.  It is better to use a sparse definition (maybe 2 or 3 key frames) 

and use the animation curves to smooth the path to suit as this leads to smoother movement. 

There is potential for these curves to be created by addition of some bespoke Bezier tangent options in 

the curve editor (it is quite possible to imagine a parabolic or circular tangent option).  The setup for 

such curves could potentially be more complex than the simple Bezier handles currently favoured by 

animation applications.  Consider an orbital curve.  The animator would have to define the centre point 

of the path in 3D space to inform the tangents of the x,y and z curves in the curve editor.  The curve 

would also have to take into consideration any radial adjustment during the movement which deviated 

it from a circular path.  Any ballistic curve tool would need to take account of the potential for an inferred 

start and end point (see Figure 37 on page 110) and would therefore need to take into consideration 

the point at which the character becomes truly airborne. 
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Also, once created, a parabolic tangent is likely to be modified for artistic reasons. In fact, the animator 

will rarely focus on the ballistic path alone, rather the whole movement including the inertial motion at 

take-off and landing would be treated as one motion. They will tweak the ease in and out values (Bezier 

tangents) by eye to make the weight of the character seem right (including the amount of time the 

character hangs in the air). 

In the absence of specific animation curve types for each movement type, animators still use Bezier 

curves to approximate each of these requirements, but more adjustments and iterations are required 

to achieve a realistically plausible movement.  The use of 3D motion paths helps visualise the path 

allowing the animator to make an orbital motion look circular or a ballistic motion to look parabolic.  

Again, video reference is often used to compare with the animated movement, which can subsequently 

be exaggerated for artistic effect. 

So, motion primitives do not require any specific consideration in this research due to the absence of 

generally available specific tools.  All motion primitives are approximated to Bezier curves in the 

standard animation workflow, so the only consideration is that the COM rig can accommodate curve 

changes. 

4.5.5 PATH-BASED OR POSE-BASED? 

As previously discussed, using the standard animation workflow, a path-based movement would be  

animated along the path using sparsely distributed key frames to define the path (layout stage) and then 

the detail of the character’s movement would be animated after by the creation of key poses (blocking 

stage).  The path of such animations is often highlighted (e.g. by using a motion path tool) and tweaked 

during the blocking stage to ensure the movement flows.   

An animation where an ice-skater loops and swirls around an ice rink is clearly path-based – once the 

path is defined in the layout stage, pose adjustments will complete the animation.  A kickboxer 

shadowboxing is clearly pose-based – it doesn’t really matter what path the kickboxer traverses along, 

what matters is the moves they do, and these are defined by poses in the blocking stage.  However, the 

above classifications of locomotion as pose-based (Section 4.5.3), and of ballistic flight being path-based 

(Section 4.5.2) is a simplification as animators may approach these movements in different ways 

according to factors that do not relate to the physical movement of the COM. 

The main factor in choosing to define an animation in the layout stage or the blocking stage is not based 

on the type of movement, but more on the type of shot and the purpose of the movement (Figgins, 

2015).  A walking animation could be animated either way depending on the requirements. 
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A character pacing around in a room while talking would be pose-based.  The layout stage of the 

animation would be minimal, probably not involving any travel and the movements would be blocked 

in as key frames in the blocking stage.   

On the other hand, a following shot of a character walking and talking through the countryside would 

be defined during the layout stage and then the individual steps could be animated during blocking.  In 

this example animators will often be pragmatic by either keeping the camera close, so the legs are not 

in shot and character only needs to be bobbed up and down through the animation, or by using a 

procedural walk tool to block out each step.  Either way, it is closer to a path-based movement. 

Between these two examples, there are cases where the path and the poses are equally important.  A 

character walking from their car to their house needs a lot of attention in the layout stage; they have to 

shut the car door and lock it, walk a certain distance to the house, and unlock and open the front door.  

All that has to fit into a certain shot time, the walk has to have the correct number of steps to cover the 

correct distance in the time allowed and each step would have a particular stride length.  

The layout stage would include a path-based path definition when the character is travelling, as well as 

static phases when the character is standing still ready for pose-based animation to be added in the 

blocking stage.  After the layout stage, the steps would be defined by key poses.  The poses on each step 

are going to be important as the character will have to turn, adjust their body position and probably 

walk on uneven ground or steps.  This can be quite a complicated animation to construct as the key 

poses are either restricted to a specific stride length which limits the artistic choice of the animator, or 

they define the stride length which means the number of steps laid out may change.  In cases like this, 

the boundary between the layout and blocking stages tends to blur and the animator might include 

some key poses during layout or define travel paths after blocking out static poses. 

It is more common though for this type of shot to be designed pragmatically using cuts to break the 

sequence up into multiple shorter shots such as close-ups (e.g. the keys being inserted into the front 

door) or camera angles where the legs cannot be seen (e.g. car in the foreground).  Each of these shorter 

shots would be more clearly defined as path-based or pose-based. 

In another scenario, when a character is doing some large ballistic movement like a high-dive, the 

ballistic phase of the movement is clearly path-based, whereas the take-off and landing are strongly 

pose-based movements, being mostly standing still with a focus on the crouch, the arm position, how 

much the body bends over etc.   

The path is defined using the anticipation, mid-air and recovery key frames (Section 4.5.2, Figure 37), 

and the transition from pose-based to path-based occurs at the jump and fall contact points.  This 

transition is also the point where discontinuities occur which need adjustment for a smooth animation.  

It would be tricky to animate take-off using a path or to animate a jump smoothly using key poses alone.  
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Each element clearly requires its own approach.  This provides a level of validation of the path-based / 

pose-based framework, but also highlights the flexibility required within the framework.  To say that 

blocking always follows layout is not true if an animator blocks out the key poses for take-off to inform 

the path of the ballistic path.  However, as with the walking example above, the individual elements of 

a movement (e.g. take-off, ballistic phase, landing) are more clearly defined in one or other of the 

domains. 

 

4.5.6 APPLICABILITY TO PELVIS-BASED OR COM RIGS 

When animating with a pelvis-based rig, path-based movements would have the path defined on the 

pelvis node during the layout stage.  In the subsequent blocking stage, each key pose would add an extra 

key frame for the position and rotation of the pelvis into the definition of the path.  This would make 

the path less easy to modify later and could also affect the interpolation along the path resulting in a 

less smooth motion.   

Pose-based animations, being defined fully in the blocking stage, would start by defining the key poses 

which in turn define the path.  The path could be refined retrospectively using the motion path tool as 

above. 

The use of a pelvis-based rig for path-based or pose-based animations would ultimately result is a similar 

looking definition with pelvis key frames defining both the poses and the path.  The only difference is 

the order in which the keys are created.  A path-based animation would have the path defined in the 

layout stage with the pose changes defined after during blocking out.  A pose-based animation also 

needs a start and end point and pose changes in between but these would usually be created 

sequentially.  This means in both cases the pose key frames and path key frames are indistinguishable, 

and therefore there is no way of separating the path from the pose.   

This operational context though, does provide a distinction when a COM node (dumb or automated) is 

present as it allows for the key frames for path and pose to be kept separate (Section 1.1).  Any key 

frames that define the pose would reside on the other rig elements independently of the COM node. 

In path-based movements, the path would be defined on the COM node during the layout stage and the 

pose definitions would be added to the rest of the rig, not affecting the COM, meaning the path 

definition would remain in its sparsest form.  For pose-based movements, the path, rotation and pose 

would all be created together in the blocking stage, but the path would still be defined by the COM node 

and could potentially be ‘thinned out’ during editing; removing extraneous key frames to smooth the 

path. 
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4.5.7 CATEGORISING MOVEMENT TYPES 

GROUNDED No rotation X rotation 
(roll) 

Y rotation 
(yaw) 

Z rotation 
(pitch) 

XY 
rotation 

XZ 
rotation 

YZ 
rotation 

XYZ 
rotation 

No translation 
(static) 

Stood, seated, 
kneeling,  

lying down, 
reaching 

 Pirouette, 
roundhouse kick 

Cartwheel, 
back/front flip 

on the spot 
 

    

X translation 
(direction of 

travel – including 
slopes) 

Walk, skate Skating in a  
half-pipe 

Leaning around 
a corner 

Spinning walk, 
roundhouse kick 
while advancing 

Cartwheel, 
forward roll, 

back/front flip 
 

    

Y translation 
(vertical) 

 

Crouch, pick-up, 
lift, kneel down 
Running on the 

spot → 

 → … while 
spinning 

     

Z translation Sidestep / strafe Side roll       

XY translation Sit down 
Run, skip, hop → 

 → … while 
spinning 

Burpees, falling 
over forwards 

    

XZ translation Walking 
diagonally,  
do-si-do → 

 → … while 
spinning 

     

YZ translation  Falling over 
sideways 

      

XYZ translation         

Table 6:  Path-based and pose-based grounded motions categorised by COM axis 

AIRBORNE No rotation X rotation 
(roll) 

Y rotation 
(yaw) 

Z rotation 
(pitch) 

XY 
rotation 

XZ 
rotation 

YZ 
rotation 

XYZ 
rotation 

No translation 
(static) 

Hovering Hovering and 
rolling 

Hovering pirouette Hovering 
somersault 

→… with complex rotations 

X translation 
(3D direction of 

travel) 

Flying → Barrel roll 
(corkscrew) 

→ … while 
spinning 

→… while 
somersaulting 

Y translation 
(vertical component 

of a jump 

Vertical fall / 
jump → 

→ … while 
rolling 

→… while 
somersaulting 

→… while 
somersaulting 

Z translation Flying 
sideways → 

→ … while 
rolling 

→… while 
somersaulting 

→… while 
somersaulting 

XY translation Parabolic fall / 
jump → 

→ … while 
rolling 

→… while 
somersaulting 

→… while 
somersaulting 

XZ, YZ, XYZ 
translation 

        

Table 7:  Path-based and pose-based airborne motions categorised by COM axis 
 

The categories of path-based and pose-based are much broader than the categories generated from the 

translational and rotational axes of COM motions (Section 4.3).   

By highlighting movements that are path-based and pose-based within Table 5 and Table 6 (page 88), it 

is clear that generally, pose-based movements are grounded and path-based movements are airborne 

(Table 7 and Table 9).   

The exceptions are not common animation scenarios (skating and hovering), so it could be taken as a 

general rule-of-thumb.  However, as the layout and blocking stages of the animation workflow are key 

to the definition of the path-based / pose-based operational context, it is better to approach COM-based 

animation this way.   

KEY 
 

Path-Based 
Pose-Based 

 

KEY 
 

Path-Based 
Pose-Based 
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Path-Based Pose-Based 

Layout Stage Blocking Out Stage 

GROUNDED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIRBORNE 

Figure 40: Visual representation of the operational context for this research 
 

While not conventional animation categories, path-based and pose-based movements relate to the 

layout and blocking stages of the animation workflow and provide a useful framework for discussing the 

way in which COM motion needs to be considered in different animation scenarios (Figure 40). 

Most animations have elements of both with some path-based elements, created in the layout stage, 

and some pose-based elements, created during blocking-out.  The aforementioned kickboxer would 

need some layout if they were fighting an opponent to define the path the fight takes, and the ice-skater 

could change pose many times as they change direction.  The choice of path-based or pose-based is 

more like a continuum than two distinct categories.  Because the layout stage precedes the blocking 

phase, there is also a sequential aspect to the continuum.  Most animations can be considered as a blend 

of path-based and pose-based and are constructed in a sequence where the path-based element is 

animated before the pose-based element. 

Ice-skater 

Locomotion - long 

Locomotion - medium 

Locomotion - short 

Shadow boxer 

Compound movement 

Swinging on lamppost 

Ballistic Flight 
 

 

Ballistic phase 
Take-off 
Landing 

Powered flight 

Powered flight with visible forces 

Hovering 

Powered flight - flapping 

Standing still / sitting 
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4.5.8 SUMMARY 

The previously defined categories of path-based movement (Section 4.4.2) and pose-based movement 

(Section 4.4.3) relate directly to the animation workflow stages of layout and blocking respectively, as 

the layout stage is predominantly concerned with defining the path of the character through the shot 

and the blocking stage is concerned with key poses. 

This means the path-based and pose-based categories are more of a continuum and different movement 

types may use both methods (e.g. jumping) or offer a choice to the animator dependent on the 

situational requirements of a shot (e.g. walking along a path) (Section 4.5.5). 

Much of the complexity of the COM motion for a real actor that is derived physically from different 

movements is simplified when approached from an animation perspective.  The four motion primitives 

defined previously (Section 4.4.5) that describe different COM motions resulting from different 

mechanisms (inertial, ballistic, orbital and SLIP), are reduced to animation curve changes.  The exact 

shape of the path is not as important for small movements; animators frequently use simple curves for 

these motions and tweak by eye based on timing rather than physics (Section 4.5.4).   

Animation curves also provide the main mechanism for ensuring momentum flow between pose-based 

movements and for transients along the path (i.e. acceleration and deceleration) (Section 4.5.2). 

Standing still and hovering, whilst both previously identified as steady state conditions (Section 4.4.2) 

are better categorised as pose-based movements as they are primarily defined in the blocking stage of 

the animation workflow.  Also, as it is not possible to distinguish between locomotion and standing on 

alternate feet in-turn, standing is conceptually closer to a pose-based movement (Section 4.5.2). 

This is the final circumscription loop in the development of the operational context as a DSR ‘sub-

artefact’.  In the DSR cycle (Figure 5, page 43), this requires an evaluation to feed back to knowledge 

contribution by another circumscription loop.  To evaluate this path-based / pose-based operational 

context, it is necessary to use the context for the purpose it was created, as a DSR construct in the wider 

automated COM rig DSR cycle, to help ‘describe problems within the domain and to specify their 

solutions’ (March & Smith, 1995).  Thus, the operational context will be evaluated alongside the 

automated COM rig towards the end of this research. 

4.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In this chapter, an operational context relating the motion of a character’s COM to the animation 

workflow for different types of movement is developed, to provide a construct for the development, 

testing and evaluation of an automated COM rig prototype. 
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It suggests (Section 4.5.4) that the physical details of how a movement is created (motion primitives) do 

not really change the animation workflow as most path changes are made by adjusting the animation 

curves.  This is particularly true for small repetitive motions such as the flight phase when running as 

these are usually approximated with a simple oscillating curve.  Likewise, larger physically distinct 

movements, such as the ballistic phase of a jump or deceleration when running, are also defined by an 

animator using animation curves and as such do not require separate categorisation.  As such, this 

framework does not require the animator to have detailed understanding of the physics but allows them 

to use artistic judgement in their consideration of the COM. 

Animated movements were divided into four domains, path-based airborne, path-based grounded, 

pose-based airborne and pose-based grounded, depending on when, in the key frame animation 

workflow, the path and pose were defined.  The two domains were derived from a physical 

understanding of how an actor’s COM motion is affected by different movement types and then 

reconsidered from an animation perspective. 

Path-based movements have the path and rotation defined in the layout stage, as these are continuous 

movements, and poses, which are discretely defined, in the blocking stage, where pose-based 

animations define path, rotation and pose together during the blocking stage as all are discretely 

defined.  All airborne animations are considered path-based (except hovering where there is no path) 

whereas grounded animations can be either pose-based or path-based, with the majority being the 

former.   

As each domain relates to stages in the animation workflow, there is an element of directionality 

between the two domains dependant on how much of the path is defined in each animation stage 

(Figure 40).  Thus, the two domains can be considered more like a continuum where some movements 

will have elements defined in each domain.  This also leaves flexibility for the animator to choose how 

to approach their animation (i.e. how much of a movement is defined in the layout stage and how much 

in the blocking stage). 

This chapter has also shown that the three properties of any movement – COM trajectory, COM rotation 

and pose – can in principle all be treated separately.  In practical terms, they need to be defined using 

separate DoFs (Section 4.5.2).  Movements in the path-based domain allow the COM path, COM rotation 

and pose to be divorced from each other when being created or edited.  Pose-based movements allow 

these three properties to be edited independently (for example to smooth the COM path) but must be 

created together.  In pose-based movements, the path definition (and the rotation) would usually be 

less sparse and therefore require more key frames to be changed when editing. 
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5 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES FOR AUTOMATED COM 

RIGS 

‘Creating a rigged character is like building a house.  You need a stable and secure 

foundation.  With that in place, you can build your house and even add upgrades.  Just 

as a sound foundation allows you to build a stable house, sound rigging practices 

make your rig secure and usable.  You can then apply advanced attributes as needed.’  

(Allen & Murdock, 2008) 

The Allen and Murdock (2008) automated COM rig, was limited to airborne scenarios as the rig’s limbs 

only operated with forward kinematics (FK).  For a more general-purpose rig, both forward and inverse 

kinematics (IK) would be required.  Previous examples for grounded characters (Phillips & Badler, 1988; 

Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996), all require optimisation of the pose. 

Before creating the first prototype rig, it is important to understand the scope of influence of an 

automated COM node on the rest of the character rig, and the way in which the different movement 

types defined in the operational context, path-based and pose-based, can be implemented within that 

scope. 

5.1 GENERICITY OF THE AUTOMATED COM RIG WITHIN THIS RESEARCH 

Inverse Kinematics (IK), an automated COM node or any other innovative tool that is designed to assist 

animators must be useful within a particular set of animation scenarios; it being created for a specific 

reason.  However, there are other animation scenarios where the tool may not be useful and may even 

become a hindrance.  For example, the IK tool is useful for positioning limbs in world space but breaks 

the principle of arcs (Section 3.3.2), where using IK is actually more difficult than reverting back to 

Forward Kinematics (FK) for these cases.   

Despite the obvious support for use of the centre of mass within animation from tools such as 

Cascadeur, there has been very limited work on the integration of automated COM nodes into a 

character rig.  And where they have been integrated, they have been for a very specific purpose and 

have not been animatable in the way dumb COM node examples have been (Section 3.4.4).   

The use of a COM node is clearly a recognised tool for animators in certain animation scenarios.  It is 

also clear that the two key areas where a COM node is useful are balance and dynamic flight.  While 

balance is quite a common scenario when animating characters, dynamic flight is only encountered in a 

limited number of dynamic movements such as jumps and dives.  Even when a character is being 

animated in a dynamic flight scenario, it almost always occurs between states of dynamic motion where 
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the character is grounded (Section 4.4.3); typical examples would include running (where a character 

alternates between being grounded and in flight on each step), doing a Grand Jeté in ballet or falling off 

a cliff.  It is not clear from any of the previous cases reviewed how the different types of COM node are 

to be used in a dynamic grounded scenario, or when switching between dynamic grounded and dynamic 

flight.  There are also many other animation scenarios and it is not clear from previous research what 

advantages or disadvantages automated COM rigs have across the full repertoire of animation 

possibilities. 

Character rigs are sometimes made for specific animation scenarios; in all the above cases (Sections 

3.4.2 though 3.4.4), the COM rigs were designed for very specific scenarios.  Most character rigs, 

however, are designed to be general-purpose to suit a wide range of scenarios.  Even with a toolset as 

advanced as Cascadeur, it is unlikely that an animator would choose that as a tool for two characters 

walking along the street chatting. 

Animator Carlo Sansonetti, put it like this on the Animation Mentor blog:  

‘When rigging a character, always keep in mind the way the character is going to be 

used in your production.  You might be rigging some characters that are only seated.  

If that’s the case, try not to spend too much time trying to make the rig deform well 

when the character is standing.  Try to tailor your rig to what the character is going to 

do in the show. 

On the other hand, if there is any doubt regarding how the character is going to be 

used, then expect anything and rig the character in a way that can be pushed in all 

directions.’ (Sansonetti, 2015) 

This research is concerned with identifying operational issues and benefits of an automated COM rig in 

different animation scenarios (Section 1.2).  Maybe, as with IK, there are some scenarios where an 

automated COM rig restricts the animator too much, which would then suggest a requirement to switch 

the automated COM node off, in the way that IK can be switched to FK for arc-like pose-space 

movements. 

The rig used for this research cannot be limited to one scenario such as the Allen and Murdock flight rig 

(Allen and Murdock, 2008), or the rigs such as JACK (Phillips & Badler, 1988) or Boulic , Mas and 

Thalmann’s IK rig (Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996) designed for balanced grounded poses.  The 

automated COM rig needs to include all the functionality required for grounded and airborne scenarios 

to allow its genericity to be assured.  

By selecting a suitable pre-existing general-purpose rig, this research aims to avoid modifying the 

existing functionality of the underlying rig to ensure that any issues in the genericity of the automated 
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COM rig derive from the implementation of the COM node itself.  This can be validated by using the 

underlying rig without a COM node (i.e. the pelvis-led rig) as a baseline control. 

In the hierarchical structure of the previous examples, COM nodes act as a parent to the existing root 

nodes of conventional (pelvis-led) rigs.  The automated COM node can be directly manipulated, but the 

only effect it is allowed to have over the rest of the character rig is to move the pelvis by an offset value 

that realigns the COM node and the character COM.  This does not affect the functionality of the 

underlying rig as an animator could move the pelvis to the exact same position by eye.  Using this 

approach also allows for the possibility (fact) that there are many subtle differences of implementation 

between general-purpose rigs. 

To ensure that the general-purposeness of the rig (i.e. its suitability to both grounded and airborne 

movements) is maintained, the only elements that can be modified by the development process are the 

way in which the COM node automatically offsets the pelvis and any factors relating to the direct 

manipulation of the COM node.  This functionality will be coded into the rig, so the prototype 

development process is primarily founded on the development of the algorithms used to drive the 

automation. 

The expectation is that the automated COM rig will allow the path, rotation and pose to be divorced 

either on creation of the animation for path-based movements, or during editing for pose-based and 

path-based movements by ensuring the path key frames only reside on the COM node (Section 4.5.5).  

Some techniques for keeping elements of animation separate already exist. 

5.2 ALTERNATE METHODS OF DIVORCING ANIMATION ELEMENTS 

It is not uncommon for animators to want to keep key frame definitions for different elements of an 

animation separate for editing purposes.  Animation layers, for example, are often used for editing 

motion capture data to allow a sparsely defined modification be applied to the densely defined mocap 

data (Section 3.1).  Layers could potentially be used to provide a more detailed set of pose definitions 

over a sparsely defined path. 

5.2.1 ANIMATION LAYERS 

Animation layers are additive modifications to an existing animation.  Each animation layer has its own 

key frames and animation curves such that the existing animation is seen as the base layer.  Each DoF 

can have its own distinct animation layers.  During playback, each frame is evaluated by adding the key 

framed or interpolated value from each layer as appropriate to give the final value.  In this way, if the 

modification layer has a value of zero, the original animation remains unaltered.  Any other value 

provides an offset to the original value (Pitts, 2016). 
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Figure 41:  Modifying a pose-based movement with layers 
 

Use of layers, while not commonplace in key frame animation, could provide a method of divorcing the 

pose and the path for path-based movements.  One layer could contain the sparse definition of the path, 

and a second layer could contain the key frames for the changes of pose en-route.  Animation layers are 

additive, so the second layer only key frames the difference from the position already defined by the 

first layer.   

Each layer is defined in the same Cartesian space as the object being animated; parent space for a limb 

joint and world space for a world space object such as the pelvis or IK targets (Autodesk, 2021).  In world 

space, this can limit the editability of the animation later on.  In the ice skater example (Section 1.1), 

adding a side-to-side pelvis movement as a layer would create a world space offset to the pelvis; say the 

skater was travelling in the x direction the pelvis movement would be an offset in the z direction.  If the 

path was later modified so that the skater was travelling in the z direction, the pelvis offsets would 

remain in z, and would cause the pelvis movement to be forward and backward relative to the character.  
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For this reason, layers would not normally be used except for quite minor retrospective adjustments to 

the movement. 

This dilemma would occur for any world-space animated object such as the pelvis, IK targets or COM 

nodes and means only simple path definitions could be separated out using layers (e.g. adding forward 

movement to a static walk cycle animation).   

Layers can be used on pose-based animations to modify the path retrospectively by applying a global 

offset to the individual key poses such as in a crouching walk (see Figure 41).  This works retrospectively, 

but to use a layer to separate the path and the pose for pose-based movements would require the 

animator to consider whether each key frame belonged on the path layer or the pose layer (or a 

proportion on each).  This is not practical for pose-based animations where the path is derived from the 

poses.  It would not be possible for the animator to define the path in advance, only to modify it 

retrospectively. 

Thus, layers could not be used to separate the path from the poses for pose-based movements as they 

could in path-based movements because this arrangement only works if the path is defined before the 

poses.  Even on path-based animations, layers would offer only limited application in separating path 

and pose due to the limitations of defining the pose key frames in world space rather than path space.  

Any suitable system would need to operate in path space. 

5.2.2 PARENTING 

Parenting is a method whereby the animator will ‘parent’ or ‘link’ their character rig (root node, IK 

targets and any other world space nodes in the rig) to a moving object prior to animating.   

 

 

Figure 42:  Character animated in the parent space of a moving object  
(image adapted from Cooper 2013) 
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This act does not impart any animation to the character but merely redefines the space in which the 

animation takes place (Figure 42).  The character’s key frames will be set in the Cartesian space defined 

by the orientation and position of the parent object (i.e. parent space instead of world space).  After 

parenting, the animator will animate the character as if it were stationary, following the exact same 

workflow.   

In fact, most rigs have a TRS node (Transform Rotation Scale node) which is parent to all elements of the 

character rig and allows the entire character to be placed in the scene, rotated and scaled prior to 

animation (Maestri, 2020).  It also defines the animation space for the character, so parenting this node 

to a moving object has the desired effect.  Parenting on its own does not require any change of 

animation workflow, however there are certain caveats. 

The parenting method works well if a character is doing this kind of motion for a whole shot.  However, 

if the character jumps off their moving object, the subsequent animation becomes more difficult 

because the animation has to change from parent space of the object to world space.  Most animation 

applications provide tools to allow the parenting of a character to be changed in situations like this 

(Autodesk, 2017b), and such tools would normally be added to the character on an as-needs basis.   In 

simpler cases such as a character jumping onto a skateboard briefly before jumping off again, the 

animator would probably animate the character’s path to follow the skateboard by eye (or more likely 

vice-versa) for the duration of the stunt.  It is also common to cut to a different camera angle in such 

transitions, which avoids any change of animation space as the parent space and world space animations 

can be animated separately. 

For a path-based movement such as the aforementioned ice skater, the character could be parented to 

a non-renderable object such as a locator or helper and animated in the same way as a character stood 

on a moving object.  The non-renderable ‘path node’ would hold the path key frames and the pose 

would be defined separately.  As the ice-skater’s movements would be animated in the parent space of 

the path node, the animator would define poses based on the direction the skater was facing in path 

space – maybe choosing to animate the skater going backwards – thus providing a clear advantage over 

layers.  

There is no difference between a character parented to a non-renderable path node or an object such 

as a skateboard; parenting simply represents a change of the space in which the animation is created.  

However, conceptually, the path node is completely dedicated to the character rig whereas a parent 

object such as a train has its own distinct purpose in the animation.  The addition of a non-renderable 

‘path node’ can be considered as adding another hierarchical level to the character rig.  This conceptual 

difference is useful in understanding the hierarchical position of a COM node in the character rig. 
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In all previous dumb COM node examples (Section 3.4.3), the COM node has been parent to the pelvis.  

This allows the pose to be defined in the space provided by the dumb COM node.  If the path and the 

rotation of the character are defined using the COM node, this equates the parent (COM node) space 

with the path space for the movement. 

5.3 HOW SHOULD A COM NODE CONNECT TO THE RIG HIERARCHY? 

At first glance, using any COM node (dumb or automated) is comparable to a character parented to a 

path node as described in Section 4.5.5 because moving or rotating the path node moves or rotates the 

entire character.  This is true of a COM node when a character is in flight; the limbs all operate using 

forward kinematics (FK) and so effectively the entire character is completely influenced by the root 

node.  Moving or rotating the COM node, moves or rotates the entire character hierarchy including the 

feet and hands.  Having the entire character parented to a COM node is desirable when in flight and 

allows the path and pose to be divorced as previously discussed in Chapter 1 and evidenced by Allen 

and Murdock’s automated COM node, which is designed for flight only (Allen & Murdock, 2008).   

In the Allen and Murdock (2008) example, the character was parented to the COM node.  In that case, 

where the rig was designed only for flight, there was no world space constraint on the feet, so the whole 

character operated in path space.  This is implicit because when the limbs are used in FK mode, they are 

parented to the pelvis which is parented to the COM node. 

However, the path node analogy does not suit grounded movements.  Moving or rotating a path node 

is different to moving or rotating a COM node because the path node includes the IK targets in its 

hierarchy.  The purpose of the IK targets is to represent world space, or in the case where a character is 

parented to a moving object, the parent space.  On a train, for example, holding a grab bar is effectively 

locking the hand to a specific point on the train.  Rotating the train rotates both the character and the 

environment and because the hand is connected to the environment the entire character rotates 

without changing pose.   

It is clearly beyond the remit of a COM node to change the definition of the environment as well as the 

character.  This is evident in the previous examples (Athias, 2013) where the COM node has no influence 

over the IK targets.  Moving or rotating Athias’ COM node when the character has active IK changes the 

pose of the character (See Figure 21 on page 73) because the COM node does not (and should not) 

influence the animation space of the entire character.  

In a pelvis-led rig, the pelvis and the IK targets are all situated in the same coordinate space; either world 

space, or in the parent space of a TRS node.  The IK targets cannot be parented to the pelvis as they 

need to be placed independently of the pelvis to make grounded poses.  The same rationale applies to 

a COM node, in fact all the previous COM node examples for use in a key frame workflow (Athias, 2013; 
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Montgomery, 2012; Autodesk 2018) all situate the COM node and the IKs in the same coordinate space, 

with the pelvis parented to the COM node.  [Note: Allen and Murdock (2008) do not have IKs on their 

flight rig].  This is necessary to achieve the divorce between COM path / rotation and the pose.   

The COM node’s path and rotation define the character’s position in space (world space or parent space 

of a moving object, such as a train).  It is right that the IK targets also operate in the same space as they 

define situated foot and hand locations.  (This is of course the case for a pelvis-led rig where the pelvis 

and IK targets are all situated in the same space.)   

 

Figure 43: Parent space for COM node, IK targets and pelvis 
COM node and IK targets in world space, pelvis in parent space of the COM node 
 

By allowing the pelvis to operate as a child of the COM node, it can be positioned and rotated 

independently of the COM node in a ‘pose space’ (Figure 43).  When there is no IK operational, the entire 

rig, including the hands and feet, operates in pose space, so the pose can be completely isolated from 

any position or rotation required of the COM node.  Changing the COM node position or rotation will 

not affect the pose. 

When IK is operational, the pelvis and torso (and any FK limbs) remain in the pose space, while any IK 

limbs operate in the same space as the COM node.  Using the example of a character twisting while 

crouching (Figure 43), the bend of the spine and the movement of the arms will remain independent of 

the twisting movement caused by the COM node rotation.  The feet however will remain grounded in 

world space and the COM node must reside in the same space to allow the character’s balance to be 
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adjusted.  This relationship is implicit in the hierarchical requirements of an automated COM rig and 

thus forms a principle for all automated COM rigs. 

Automated COM Rig Principle #1:  

The COM node and any other world-space nodes such as IK targets must operate in 

the same coordinate space.  The pelvis, and by association, the torso and any FK 

limbs, operate in ‘pose space’, which is defined by the COM node. 

5.4 THE EFFECT OF CHANGING PATH, ROTATION AND POSE  

The properties of any movement can be broken down into COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose 

(Section 1.1).  For path-based movements, both path and rotation can be key framed sparsely (e.g. a 

single rotation key frame at the end of a somersault to define the number of rotations), whereas in pose-

based movements, both would be defined from the sequentially key framed poses created in the 

blocking stage of the animation workflow.   

Rotation can also be independent of path in either case as it is controlled by a different set of DoFs.  By 

separating the COM node from the pelvis (and its descendants in the rig hierarchy), pose can also be 

independent of anything the COM node does.  So, path, rotation and pose are all divorced on a rig with 

a COM node.   

Due to its position in the rig hierarchy, the COM node becomes the prime movement control node for 

the character rig, taking that role from the pelvis.  The pelvis operates independently of the COM node 

in the parent space provided by the COM node.  For a dumb COM node, this means the pelvis can be 

moved independently by the animator, providing an offset from the COM node’s world space position.  

Once the relationship between the COM node and the pelvis is set, the COM node merely acts as a 

handle – in effect it is just the ability to pick up and move the pelvis from a different pivot point.  There 

is a direct relationship between the COM node path and the pelvis trajectory.   

For automated COM nodes, the COM node also acts as a handle for the pelvis, but rather than being 

offset directly by the animator, the offset is adjusted automatically by the pose of the character, taking 

direct control of the pelvis offset away from the animator. 

5.4.1 COM NODE PATH AND ROTATION 

In path-based movements, the path and rotation would generally be defined during the layout stage 

and then refined by creating key poses during blocking out (Section 4.5).  For pose-based movements, 

the path, rotation and pose are defined simultaneously in the blocking stage. 
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Figure 44:  Path and rotation for grounded path-based movement 
A: path only  B: rotation for a rigid character C: rotation for world space rig nodes 

Defining the path and rotation for flight animation (i.e. path-based airborne movements), is the simplest 

scenario, as creating and modifying the path or rotation of the COM node is the same as animating any 

other node.  The entire character rig follows the COM node due to the hierarchical relationship.  Until a 

pose change is defined, the entire character acts as a rigid body (envisage a rigid plastic toy) and 

animating the path or rotation is entirely at the command of the animator.   

For path-based grounded movements (e.g. an ice-skater) the COM node path and the IK paths (and any 

world space rig nodes) can all be defined sparsely in the layout stage.   

If all world space nodes are moved as one and key framed at the same time, the relative trajectories will 

all be the same (although they will have different absolute coordinates), and their relative positions will 

not change (see Figure 44A).  So, as with flight animation, there will be no change of pose as the path is 

defined.  The plastic toy analogy still holds, but it does not apply for rotation.   

Rotating a rigid plastic toy has the effect of imparting an orbital motion to any parts that are not on the 

axis of rotation.  Such rotation, if applied to a grounded character during the layout stage would also 

impart path changes to the feet if the COM node was rotated (Figure 44B).  For a character using FK (i.e. 

in flight), this is acceptable because the path of the feet only needs to be defined implicitly, due to the 

rotation of the entire hierarchy.   

A 

B 

C 
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If the foot path is defined in world space using IK (i.e. grounded) then the foot path would be 

interdependent with the COM node rotation.  The combined world-space path of the character (i.e. all 

of its world-space nodes) is still independent of the COM node rotation and of the pose, but the 

individual paths of the world-space nodes are affected by the COM node rotation. 

For a grounded character, rotating the COM node in the vertical axis without allowing the foot positions 

to orbit the axis of rotation results in the legs becoming crossed.  Rotating each foot in the same axis 

does not uncross the legs but merely makes sure the feet are pointing the same way as the body (see 

Figure 44C).  Defining the rotation of a grounded character necessarily changes the pose, so pose and 

COM node rotation are interdependent. 

In pose-based movements, the path, rotation and pose are all defined at the same time in the blocking 

out stage (Section 4.5.3).  There is no opportunity to separate the act of creating the path or rotation 

from that of creating the pose.  However, the path, rotation and pose can be adjusted retrospectively 

as the definitions of each all use different DoFs.   

Whether airborne or grounded, path-based or pose-based, the COM node path and the COM node 

rotation are defined using different DoFs and can therefore be key framed independently of each other, 

but for any character with active IK, the pose is affected if 

• any of the IK paths are different to the COM node path (in relative terms), or 

• there is any rotation of the COM node. 

 
Thus, for any movement with IK, the path, rotation and pose can only be edited separately if the edits 

are applied to all the world space nodes together.  This suggests a further principle for automated COM 

rigs. 

Automated COM Rig Principle #2: 

The three properties of any movement – COM node path, COM node rotation  

and pose – can all be treated separately only in situations where  

all parts of the character move together.   

This is implicit when using Forward Kinematics, but for Inverse Kinematics path, 

rotation and pose will only be independent if the IK targets move with and orbit the 

COM node. 
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5.4.2 POSE 

Every time a character’s pose changes, the centre of mass of the mesh (actually the centroid, see Section 

3.4.1) also changes and needs to be realigned back to its original path. 

The pelvis offset is the movement required to realign the character COM to the position of the COM 

node, or in other words, it is the vector difference between the world space positions of the COM node 

and the actual centre of mass of the character in its new pose.   

Within the pose-space defined by the COM node, the pelvis is the root node of the character rig.  Moving 

the pelvis by this vector moves the entire character and its character COM.  Therefore, by offsetting the 

pelvis, the character COM can be aligned exactly back to the location of the COM node. 

Pelvis Offset = COM Node position – character COM position (1) 

 

 

Figure 45: Action of an automated COM node in flight requires only a single pelvis offset 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 
 

When the character is in flight the pose can be adjusted independently of the path with the pelvis 

automatically changing its offset from the COM node to ensure the COM node and the character COM 

remain aligned.   

Figure 45 shows how the process is broken down by showing the pelvis, COM node and character COM 

for a character adjusted manually for each step (as are all subsequent images in this chapter).  The 

animator changes the pose which means the character’s actual centre of mass moves away from the 

COM node (Figure 45A); the pelvis node is then automatically offset to realign the character COM to the 

COM node (Figure 45B). 

For a grounded character, the process is slightly more complicated.  When a character is grounded (i.e. 

one or more nodes, such as the feet, remain fixed in world space), offsetting the pelvis node now 

changes the pose because one or more limbs remain tied to their world space position. 

A B 
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Figure 46: Action of an automated COM node grounded produces an iterative loop 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 
 

This causes a dependency loop that manifests itself in the following way:  The animator changes the 

pose which means the character COM moves away from the COM node as before (Figure 46A).  Again, 

the pelvis node is automatically offset to realign the character COM to the COM node (Figure 46B), but 

this time moving the pelvis while the feet and hands remain fixed results in a change of pose.  (The arms 

and legs become stretched trying to reach the IK targets.)  The change of pose means the character COM 

is no longer aligned with the COM node again (Figure 46C).  The pelvis node needs to be offset a second 

time to realign the character COM to the COM node (Figure 46D).  This causes a change of pose etc. etc. 

The dependency loop is fundamental to any automated COM node.  Hierarchically, the rig has a 

dependency between the pose of the character and the pelvis offset (whether in-flight or grounded) 

because the child nodes of the pelvis have a direct influence over the position of the pelvis.  In flight, 

this dependency simply results in one offset to be applied, but when grounded, it results in an iterative 

loop where the pelvis offset converges asymptotically.  

A B 
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Dumb COM nodes do not have this dependency loop because the pelvis offset is not updated 

automatically when the pose changes.  There is no feedback from the character’s pose to the pelvis 

offset because there is no requirement for the dumb COM node to remain aligned to the character COM. 

In Cascadeur (Nekki, 2019), the COM node is passive throughout the key frame animation process 

meaning that the character is not automatically reposed.  The animator does not have direct access to 

the COM except when using the ballistic and angular momentum tools to post-produce the animation.  

These tools are designed to only be used in flight and therefore do not require iteration.  Allen and 

Murdock’s rig (Allen & Murdock, 2008) again is only intended for use in flight and so the iterative 

solution is not required.   

Both the JACK system (Phillips & Badler, 1988) and Boulic, Mas and Thalmann’s IK solution (Boulic, Mas 

& Thalmann, 1996) are designed purely for balance and use the COM as a constraint in an optimisation 

algorithm to derive a likely pose.  The optimisation algorithms are iterative and therefore automatically 

take into account the iterative nature of the required solution.  

In summary, an airborne character will require only a single pelvis offset when re-posed to realign the 

character COM position to the COM node position.  A grounded character will require multiple iterations 

of pelvis offset as each offset will itself cause a change of pose.  Therefore, after the animator has set 

the pose (usually by dragging a gizmo attached to the selected node), the rig needs to perform ‘post-

drag’ iterations to refine the pose.   

This method of operation is an implicit principle in the requirements of an automated COM rig. 

Automated COM Rig Principle #3: 

The pelvis must offset by an amount equal and opposite to the vector difference 

between the COM node position and the character COM 

 

Automated COM Rig Principle #4: 

Grounded poses require an iterative approach as the pose changes  

when the pelvis is offset 
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5.5 ANIMATOR CONTROL OVER THE PELVIS AND/OR COM NODE 

5.5.1 MOVEMENT 

When using a dumb COM node, the pelvis offset is created manually, whereas, with an automated COM 

node, the relative position of the pelvis is controlled algorithmically to ensure it is offset by the correct 

three-dimensional vector to keep the character COM lined up with the COM node.  As such, movement 

(translation) of the pelvis node cannot be accessible to the animator otherwise it would override the 

correct offset.   As such, the COM node must be the main control node for the character.  This is 

consistent with previous examples (Phillips & Badler, 1988; Allen & Murdock, 2008). 

When in flight, the path of the COM node will be representative of the whole character trajectory, along 

a parabolic path or otherwise.  As previously discussed, the pelvis offset will allow the character pose 

and the path to be divorced. 

Moving the COM node when grounded will change the pose and will therefore require an iterative 

recalculation of the pelvis offset to ensure that the character COM stays aligned to the COM node.  So, 

for example, moving the COM node down will cause a standing character to crouch with the knees 

moving forward.  This will cause a slight shift of the character COM forwards and will instigate an equal 

and opposite pelvis offset to move the character slightly back. 

Moving the COM node like this will cause a change of pose that has not been directly controlled by the 

animator.  However, in the crouching scenario it is relatively clear that the animator could simply move 

the COM node slightly forwards or backwards to achieve the pre-offset pose, suggesting that the pose 

would be determinate. 

5.5.2 ROTATION IN FLIGHT 

 

 

Figure 47:  Rotation of the pelvis node for an automated COM rig in flight  
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 
 

A B 
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For a pelvis-led rig in flight (i.e. using forward kinematics), rotating the pelvis would rotate its child 

nodes, effectively rotating the whole character.  The effect of rotating the pelvis with an automated 

COM rig once a pelvis offset is added is shown in Figure 47.  

After rotating the pelvis, the character COM will take on a new world-space position that is no longer 

coincident with the COM node (see Figure 47A).  A new pelvis offset will be calculated resulting in the 

pelvis remaining the same distance from the COM node, just in a different direction – effectively orbiting 

the COM node (see Figure 47B).  This results in an effect where rotating the pelvis node in flight has the 

same effect as rotating the COM node.  (The pelvis trajectory created if the COM node was rotated is 

shown as the red dotted line in Figure 47.) 

While this effect would suggest that rotating either pelvis or COM node was a suitable solution, when 

animating and producing key frames for a rotated pelvis it becomes clear that rotating the pelvis is the 

wrong choice. 

When the pelvis is rotated in flight, a new key frame gets created for the rotation value.  As the pelvis 

now automatically offsets, a key frame is also needed to store the new pelvis position.  The positional 

key frames effectively form an orbit around the COM node. 

 

Figure 48: Key frames for rotated pelvis for an automated COM rig in flight 
A: 5 key frames  B: 3 key frames  C: 2 key frames 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node 
 

The interpolation between the positional key frames does not produce a circular (orbital) motion by 

default.  While this makes the animation slightly less realistic with a few key frames, it causes more of a 

problem when there are very few key frames.   

This is shown in Figure 48.  Using 5 key frames 90° apart (Figure 48A) makes a reasonable circular pelvis 

trajectory.  Making only 3 key frames 180° apart (Figure 48B) means the resulting pelvis motion no 

longer orbits the COM node but alternates position across the diameter of the orbit.  And worse, making 

2 key frames 360° apart (Figure 48C) means the pelvis doesn’t move and merely rotates on the spot. 
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The future editability of the pelvis position key frames is also an issue.  If it is required to adjust the 

animation of the rotation, each of the pelvis position key frames must be either overwritten or deleted 

to modify the motion. 

In contrast, rotating the COM node inherently applies an orbital motion to the pelvis as the pelvis 

inherits its motion from the COM node. 

5.5.3 ROTATION WHEN GROUNDED 

When a character without a COM node is grounded, the animator is often required to rotate the pelvis 

node to pose the character correctly (e.g. during bending over, the pelvis node would be rotated forward 

to position the entire upper body).  When grounded, such a movement produces an iterative loop of 

pelvis offsets (Figure 46) due to the change of pose.  

 

Figure 49:  Rotating the COM node or pelvis when grounded 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 

A: Rotating the pelvis 

B: Rotating the COM node 
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In the scenario when the character bends over, rotating the pelvis seems more intuitive as the main goal 

is to change the pose (Figure 49A).  However, if the character twists while crouching, it seems more 

intuitive to rotate the COM node as the pelvis should orbit the COM node (in a horizontal plane) to 

maintain balance.  Rotating the COM node when grounded has the same advantage as in flight where 

positional key frames are not needed for the pelvis node. 

In the cases where the animator wishes to rotate the pelvis to cause the character to bend over, the 

same effect is achieved by rotating either pelvis (Figure 49A) or COM node (Figure 49B).  When rotating 

the pelvis, the character adopts a new pose with a single DoF change (pelvis rotated 90°).  The result of 

refining the pose through the required iterations settles on a specific pose based on that DoF change. 

When the COM node is rotated (Figure 49B), the pelvis orbits the COM node and so comes to a different 

intermediate pose.  However, as the pelvis position is subsequently changed again by the iterations, the 

only DoF that effects the final pose is the pelvis rotation.  As the DoF value is the same, the final pose is 

the same.  

As with airborne rotation, the end pose is the same and the issues around having to key frame the pelvis 

position (i.e. the pelvis offset) when rotating the pelvis seen in Figure 48 still apply, so rotating the COM 

node is still the preferred method. 

For both movement and rotation, therefore, the COM node must be the main control node for the 

character, and the pelvis must be controlled algorithmically. 

Automated COM Rig Principle #5: 

The COM node must be the main control node for the character and the pelvis 

offset must be controlled algorithmically. 

5.6 VERTICAL COM ADJUSTMENTS 

It can be seen in Figure 46 that for a character bending over, the net result of iteratively realigning the 

COM node to the character COM is for the character’s feet to lift up from the ground.  This is because 

the action of bending over lowers the character COM.  The character then gets raised up when the pelvis 

offsets upwards to align the character COM back to the COM node.   This is also something that Badler 

et al. recognised with the JACK system (Philips, 1991). 

 ‘…each time the figure moves, the center of mass must be recomputed and the figure’s 

location updated so that the center of mass remains at the same global location. 
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This approach works, but it does not give good control over the elevation of the center of 

mass, since the center of mass is effectively constrained to a constant elevation as well as 

location in the horizontal plane. The figure appears to dangle as if suspended from its waist 

with its feet reaching out for the floor. This is particularly true during an operation in which 

the center of mass normally goes down, such as bending over. In order for the balance 

behavior to function naturally, the elevation of the center of mass must be allowed to float 

up and down as required …’  JACK 5 User’s Guide (Phillips, 1991) 

In the ‘JACK 5 User’s Guide’ (Phillips 1991), the COM was free to rise and fall as required by other 

movements (e.g. the spine bending) but maintained its horizontal world space position.  While the COM 

constrained the position of the character, the pelvis was used to control the body orientation.  For a real 

actor bending over, the actor’s COM would lower, so changing the height of the automated COM node 

would allow the character to maintain contact with the ground during posing. 

5.6.1 HEIGHT OF THE COM NODE FOR A GROUNDED CHARACTER 

The height of the character COM is fully defined by the pose.  However, changing the pose will change 

the position of the character COM in all three dimensions.  While it is desirable for the vertical position 

of the COM node to be allowed to rise and fall to match the height of the character COM, the COM node 

position in the horizontal axes must be maintained to ensure the character remains balanced.  In this 

way, the COM node is effectively passive in the vertical direction but acts as a horizontal constraint. 

 

 

Figure 50:  Pelvis remains level after Vertical COM Adjustment 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 

Pose change Vertical COM 
Adjustment 

Pelvis Offset 
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The pelvis offset is the vector difference between the COM node and the character COM (Section 3.5), 

the vertical component of which is the height difference between the COM node and the character 

COM.   

This means that if the COM node is allowed to rise and fall to match the height of the character COM, it 

will move by the same amount as the vertical component of the pelvis offset, meaning the pelvis will 

remain at the same level.  This can be seen in Figure 50.  In this example, the torso is rotated forward.  

This means the character COM (blue) changes position.  The pelvis offset then raises the pelvis (red) and 

moves it backward to align the character COM back to the COM node.  The height of the COM node 

(green) is lowered to the same height it was prior to the pose change. 

This is to be expected.  For a character without a COM node, the pelvis would remain at the same height 

unless moved by the animator and the character COM is inferred by the pose.  The pelvis offset moves 

the pelvis horizontally to realign the horizontal position of the COM node to maintain balance which 

would be achieved on a pelvis-led rig by manually moving the pelvis horizontally.  An animator would 

also be likely to adjust the pelvis height to make the pose seem more natural. 

The animator needs control of the COM node to manipulate the character (Section 5.5), so in order for 

the algorithm to change the height of the COM node to suit the pose, it needs to make an additional 

adjustment to the vertical component of the COM node position. The amount that the COM node rises 

or falls is hereon referred to as Vertical COM Adjustment (VCA). 

 
 

 

Figure 51:  Options for VCA height adjustment 
A: No VCA B: Keeping pelvis level C: Keeping feet grounded       D: Natural pose 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 
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While the simplest interpretation of a VCA is matching the COM node height to the height of the 

character COM, it is not the only possibility.  Provided the end result is that the COM node and the 

character COM are coincident, adjusting the COM node height by different amounts may produce 

benefits such as more natural poses. 

Figure 51A shows a pose created with no Vertical COM Adjustment.  The COM node remains at the same 

height and the character’s feet lift off the ground.  This is not a natural pose and more than likely does 

not represent the animator’s intent.  While it is the correct situation for an airborne character where no 

pose optimisation is required, in this example the feet still have an IK target active on the ground.  The 

legs try to reach the target resulting in a straightening of the knee and a slight pointing of the toes.  This 

change of pose changes the centre of mass (albeit slightly) and results in an iterative loop to refine the 

pose to its final solution. 

In this scenario it is obviously quite feasible for the animator to adjust the height of the COM node 

manually to make the completed pose.  This has an advantage of giving full artistic control to the 

animator. 

Figure 51B shows the simplest example where the pelvis remains level (as shown in Figure 50).  In this 

pose, the simple VCA model does not fully lower the character to the ground.  After iterating to achieve 

the final pose, the horizontal movement of the pelvis means the legs are again stretched, this time only 

slightly, meaning the heels float unnaturally above the ground while the toes touch.  Further refinement 

of the pose is required by the animator by again moving the COM node manually. 

While it might seem like this leg stretching is problematic, it is a common enough event when animating 

with IK.  In the scenario where an animator is animating a walk cycle, the animator will move the 

character forward which often overstretches the legs, and then have to lower the character slightly to 

bring the legs back to a normal pose (as seen in Ashley, 2018 for example).   

The pose resulting from allowing the COM to float up and down in the JACK model (Phillips & Badler, 

1988) is not clearly defined.  As foot planting was one of the optimisation constraints available in the 

JACK system, it would be expected that the character would form an equilibrium ensuring the pose 

remains natural and the feet remain planted as positioned by the user.  In Figure 51C, the COM node 

has been lowered slightly more to allow both feet to be fully grounded as they were at the start (Figure 

51.0).   

Where the JACK system allowed foot constraints, and the user is able to choose to constrain a foot or 

not, using foot constraints is not part of the key frame animation workflow.  The closest equivalent is 

the use of Inverse Kinematics (IK) where the target position goal for the foot is defined by the animator.   

However, the relationship between the foot itself and the target is not constrained.  To do so would 

require additional controls in the underlying rig which could adversely affect the genericity of the rig 
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(Section 5.1) and is beyond the scope of this research.  A foot under IK control can be fully grounded, on 

tiptoe or even unable to reach the target.  If the VCA was to aim to place the foot flat on the IK target, 

this would be making assumptions about the animator’s intent and could require additional rigging in 

the character’s legs.  This would require modification of the underlying rig and therfore falls outside the 

remit of this research  

While Philips and Badler did not go so far, the fourth option of adopting a totally natural pose as in 

Figure 51D may also be possible but would require the optimisation to include strength data on the 

character model and would still make assumptions about the animator’s intent.   

Both solutions would add complexity to the automated COM rig algorithm and might put additional 

requirements on the animator for example by requiring the animator to identify constraints to the final 

solution.  The necessary mathematics for either of these scenarios has been explored in the field of 

motion synthesis and results in highly non-linear optimisation problems (Section 3.2). 

For these reasons, the Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) in this research use the option of keeping the 

pelvis height level.  Adding more criteria to potentially produce more natural poses would add 

unnecessary complexity but could form the basis of future research. 

Automated COM Rig Principle #6: 

For grounded poses, vertical adjustments must be made to the COM node to match 

the height of the COM node to the height of the true centre of mass.   

In this research, where the underlying rig must remain unmodified, these Vertical 

COM Adjustments (VCAs) have the effect of keeping the pelvis level. 
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5.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has established the operational expectations of an automated COM rig for grounded and 

airborne dynamic animations within the operational context in Section 4.5.  This resulted in six general 

principles for automated COM rigs.   

1 The COM node and any other world-space nodes such as IK targets must operate in the same 
coordinate space.  The pelvis, and by association, the torso and any FK limbs, operate in ‘pose 
space’, which is defined by the COM node.  (Section 5.3) 

2 The three properties of any movement – COM node trajectory, COM node rotation and pose – 
can all be treated separately only in situations where all parts of the character move together.   
(Section 5.4.1) 

3 The pelvis must offset by an amount equal and opposite to the vector difference between the 
COM node position and the character COM position.  (Section 5.4.2) 

4 Grounded poses require an iterative approach as the pose changes when the pelvis is offset.  
(Section 5.4.2) 

5 The COM node must be the main control node for the character and the pelvis offset must be 
controlled algorithmically.  (Section 5.5) 

6 For grounded poses, vertical adjustments must be made to the COM node to match the height 
of the COM node to the height of the character COM.  (Section 5.6) 

Table 8:  The six principles of automated COM rigs 
 

This chapter has shown that the three properties of any movement - COM trajectory, COM rotation and 

pose – can, in principle, all be treated separately.  However, in practical terms, this only works if the 

entire character moves as one.  This is implicit for airborne movement where the entire rig is FK, but for 

grounded movements, requires all the world space nodes to be moved and rotated as one. 

It has validated the use of a COM node (dumb or automated) as parent to the pelvis (or other existing 

root node) and the requirement for other world space nodes in the rig such as IK targets to remain 

independent of the COM node.  The COM node and other world-space nodes should all operate in the 

same coordinates space. 

All world space character movement and all character rotation should be achieved by moving and 

rotating the COM node.  The animator should not need access to the pelvis node, which should be 

controlled algorithmically, and will use the COM node as its direct replacement.  For grounded 

movements, moving the COM node will create a dependency loop, each COM node movement 

producing a change of pose, and require an iterative approach to achieve the final pose. 

As with the JACK system, the COM node should be allowed to rise and fall during grounded movements 

(Philips, 1991).  These Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) result in the pelvis remaining level when the 
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character pose is changed.  The VCA is not just a cosmetic requirement as keeping the COM node at a 

fixed height would add an extra constraint to the rig meaning pose creation would be less intuitive. 

As well as these general principles it was established that, within this research, the scope of influence 

of the automated COM node should leave the underlying rig unchanged.  This is to preserve the 

genericity of the underlying rig, thus ensuring that any issues that arise from the use of the automated 

COM rig in certain scenarios can be directly compared using the underlying rig on its own as a baseline 

control. 

The basic principles of automated COM rigs derived in this chapter form the suggestion phase in the DSR 

cycle.  Based on these principles, the first prototype artefact (automated COM rig) can be created.   
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6 TENTATIVE DESIGN OF AN AUTOMATED COM RIG 

‘3D packages provide a number of ways to create joints for your humanoid rig. These 

range from ready-made biped skeletons that you can scale to fit your mesh, right 

through to tools for individual bone creation and parenting to create your own bone 

structure.’ Extract from Unity Animation Documentation (Unity Technologies, 2016) 

6.1 RIG STRUCTURE 

 

Figure 52: Pepe rigged with a CATRig 
 

To eliminate “any bias introduced by the skill level of the researcher in either rigging or scripting” 

(Section 2.2.1), and to ensure the preservation of the genericity of the underlying rig (Section 5.1), the 

prototypes were based on the CATRig in Autodesk’s 3ds Max.  (This was also used prior to the start of 

this research as a post-animation proof of concept, Appendix D). 

CATRig (part of 3ds Max’s Character Animation Toolkit), which forms the basis for this prototype, is a 

relatively simple rig with FK/IK switching on the limbs.  It is a modular system that can be incorporated 

into characters or creatures of any shape.  The Character Animation Toolkit (CAT) of which CATRig is a 

part includes a layer manager for animation layers (with both world and local adjustment layers) as well 

as many other features not required for this research such as a procedural walk generator. 
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The CATRig was applied to a character called Pepe that was first used in the 3ds Max tutorial, 

‘MotionBuilder Interoperability’ (Autodesk, 2013).  The original Pepe was rigged using 3ds Max’s Biped 

system (now a legacy character rig) but was re-rigged using CATRig for this research.  (The Biped rig uses 

a bespoke animation system not adaptable to use with an automated COM node.)  The Pepe model was 

set to 150cm high for this research. 

It was important that any physical accuracy in the animations comes from the rig and was not extracted 

unconsciously from the physical reference.  To this end, a character with unrealistic proportions was 

used to ensure that the character poses did not exactly resemble the poses on the video reference.  

Pepe (Figure 52) was chosen as he is slender with big head, feet and hands which give him a significantly 

different mass distribution to a conventional human character.  (The slender build is also easier to skin 

when applying a new rig).  Pepe also has no complex materials and requires no texture maps so is more 

portable. 

CATRig in its original form does not include a COM node so the pelvis was linked to a 3ds Max point 

helper (same as parenting to a locator in Maya) to extend the CATRig to operate as a dumb COM rig.  

This was then extended further using MAXScript to automate the pelvis offset resulting in an automated 

COM rig.  The main purpose of the coding is to align the character COM to the COM node by offsetting 

the pelvis and to provide Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs). 

6.2 CALCULATION METHODS 

6.2.1 CENTRE OF MASS 

Mathematically, the centre of mass of an object can be calculated by integration, where the body is 

divided into infinitesimally small equal elements whose positions are averaged.  As discussed in Section 

3.4.1, it Is helpful to consider an object being made from equal-sized cubic blocks or voxels.  Because 

each voxel is the same, the positions of each voxel can be averaged to get the centre of mass.  This 

object is only an approximation to the shape of a real object due to the size of the voxels.  Reducing the 

size of the voxels increases the accuracy of the calculation and reducing them until there is an infinite 

number of infinitesimal voxels provides a perfectly accurate solution.  The mathematical formula 

derived from integrating an object provides an algebraic definition of the centre of mass.  Integration to 

create a formula is only possible for mathematically defined shapes.  Complex shapes such as an 

animated character would have to be calculated numerically using small but not infinitesimal cubes. 

It is valid to calculate the COM of any CG object or character by voxelising it.  However, this process is 

processor-hungry and not practical for deforming objects as the character would need to be re-voxelised 

every time it deformed.   
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Another more efficient method of calculating the volume and volumetric properties of an object is to 

make tetrahedrons from the polygons that define the object’s surface. 

 

 

Figure 53:  Tetrahedrons method of calculating COM  
(Green: positive volume, Red: negative volume) 

Tetrahedrons (tets) are generated between a single arbitrary point and each of the triangles that make 

up the object’s mesh.  Each tet is a different size so the calculation has to be a weighted average of the 

tet volumes.  The volume and vector location of each tet’s COM is calculated and multiplied together.  

Where the outward facing triangle of the mesh faces inwards on the tet, the volume is calculated as 

negative.  In this way if the arbitrary point is outside the mesh, the volumes of the tets which are outside 

of the object are cancelled out (Figure 53).   

+              –              = 
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Figure 54: Volume of a Tetrahedron 
(Chegg, 2015) 

The volume of an irregular tetrahedron can be calculated using the three defining vector edges, A, B, C, 

where the volume, V, is 1/6 the volume of the parallelepiped created by the same 3 vectors (Figure 54).   

V = 1/6 (A x B) . C   (1) 

The calculation method is based on the three vertices v0, v1, v2, for one of the mesh’s triangles and an 

arbitrary point.  If the origin is chosen as the arbitrary point, equation 1 becomes: 

V = 1/6 (v0 x v1) . v2   (2) 

The vertices that define each triangle are accessed in order relative to the triangle’s normal vector 

according to the right-hand rule, meaning that the volume is calculated negative when the normal points 

inside the tetrahedron and positive when it points out of the tetrahedron.   The total volume of the 

mesh is therefore given by the sum of the individual volumes. 

Vmesh = V1 + V2 + V3 + … + Vn  (3) 

The centre of volume (aka centroid), C, of the tetrahedron is the average of each of the position points. 

C = (O + v0 + v1 + v2) / 4  (4) 

Where O represents the origin 

The weighted sum of all the tetrahedron centres gives the global centroid for the mesh. 

Cmesh = (C1V1 + C2V2 + C3V3 + … + CnVn) / Vmesh (5) 

A MAXScript for performing this calculation (Autodesk, 2017a) can be found in Appendix A1. 
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In all the previous examples (Phillips & Badler, 1988; Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996; Nekki, 2019), the 

COM position is calculated from metadata attached to each bone in the rig (see Figure 26 on page 77).  

In this way, the calculation is faster (as there are many fewer bones in the character than polygons in 

the character mesh), and it enables a predefined mass to be used that can take into account density 

variations rather than just using volume.  The metadata is based on the relevant limb section of the 

character rather than the bone geometry itself.  It includes the relative coordinates of the location of 

the limb section’s COM (relative to the bone’s pivot point) and the mass of the limb section. 

The metadata could be based on biomechanical datasets or generated as follows.  Each jointed section 

of the character mesh is detached, turned into a closed volume and has its own volume and COM 

calculated (relative to the pivot point of the bone).  This would be added to the bone as metadata which 

could be summed (using world space coordinates) at run-time.   

While the metadata method is a simple solution and should require minimum processor overhead, it 

requires the addition of metadata to each of the objects in the rig and subsequent handling making the 

script potentially more complicated.  Additionally, as stated in Section 5.1, the underlying rig should not 

be part of the development cycle to ensure the genericity of the rig is not directly affected by the design 

process.   

The calculation of metadata from the volume properties of each limb section can be achieved using the 

tetrahedron method from (Figure 53).  The centre of mass script could equally be applied to the entire 

character mesh which would result in a simpler rig set up.  (The script would also be slightly simpler as 

the function to return the COM position would be out-of-the-box.)  For this reason and despite the 

precedent from previous projects, the rigs used in this research calculate the COM for the entire mesh.   

With the Pepe character, consisting of 24,000 tris, this method was quite slow when coded in MAXScript 

but not prohibitively so, allowing live frame rates in the viewport of 6-12 frames per second.  

Significantly faster calculation would be expected if the COM script was written in C++ or used GPU 

processing. 

6.2.2 PELVIS OFFSET 

Automated COM Rig Principle #3 (Section 5.4.2) states, pelvis offset is the vector difference between 

the world space positions of the COM node and the actual centre of mass of the character in its new 

pose.  The pelvis offset vector is a direct measure of the amount the pelvis needs to be moved to realign 

the character COM to the COM node position.  In MAXScript, moves happen by default in world space 

and are relative to the current position, so no further calculation is necessary, and the pelvis is simply 

moved by the amount specified in the vector.   
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For a grounded character (i.e. with IK active), moving the pelvis causes a change of pose resulting in an 

iterative solution (Automated COM Rig Principle #4, Section 5.4.2).  After the animator has posed the 

character, further ‘post-drag’ iterations are required to refine the pose.  The implementation of this on 

the initial prototype involved repeating the pelvis offset for each iteration resulting in successively 

smaller pelvis offsets as the pose optimised.  The pose was considered optimal when the modulus of the 

pelvis offset vector was smaller than a threshold value.  (Post drag iterations were executed by pressing 

a button on the initial prototype, but this was automated on subsequent versions.) 

The threshold value was determined on the basis of being small enough that no visual difference could 

be determined between successive pose changes.  For a full shot of a character such as Pepe at 150cm 

high, using full HD resolution (1920x1080) results in each pixel being approximately 1.5mm.  To allow 

for closer shots and potential non-linearities in the final poses, a threshold value of 0.1mm was used.  

Poses converged well using this method – in most cases taking less than 5 iterations.  

The JACK system (Phillips & Badler, 1988) and Boulic, Mas and Thalmann’s IK solution (Boulic, Mas & 

Thalmann, 1996) both used a gradient descent optimisation to find the optimal pose.  While improved 

optimisation methods could potentially improve the convergence, the speed of optimisation was fast 

enough to allow the rig to be developed and evaluated. 

Using the pelvis offset also means that post-drag iterations do not need to be ‘switched off’ for airborne 

movements.  When airborne, the offset does not cause a pose change and is therefore already optimal.  

Once the offset has occurred, repeating the pelvis offset calculation resulted in a value of zero. 

6.2.3 VERTICAL COM ADJUSTMENTS 

Automated COM Rig Principle #6 (Section 5.6.1) states that the Vertical COM Adjustment for a grounded 

character is equal to the height difference between the COM node and the character COM in their new 

pose.  This is also equal and opposite to the vertical component of the pelvis offset meaning that the 

pelvis will remain at the original height after the offset and VCA have been applied.   

Simply keeping the pelvis offset constrained to the same horizontal plane (by modifying the pelvis offset 

vector to have a zero in the vertical direction and retaining the values of the two horizontal components) 

is not a suitable method for ensuring the pelvis remains level.  As the COM node is parent to the pelvis 

in the rig hierarchy, the pelvis inherits any vertical motion of the COM node and would move with it 

when the VCA is executed.  Turning off inheritance from the COM node to the pelvis in the vertical 

direction is not an option as the COM node is the main control for the rig and this would prevent the 

animator from creating any vertical movement.  The vertical component of the pelvis offset and the VCA 

are both required to allow the COM node to move and to cancel out any vertical motion of the pelvis.  

This means the VCA can be acquired either by  
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1. COM Height – measuring the vertical distance between the COM node and the character COM 

2. Vertical Component – using the vertical component of the pelvis offset vector 

3. Relevelling Pelvis – comparing the height difference of the pelvis before and after being offset 

and moving the COM node vertically by that difference 

➢ VERTICAL COMPONENT METHOD 

After any pose change, the character COM will have a new position.  As seen in Section 5.4.2, the 

difference between the positions of character COM and the COM node is the offset required of the 

pelvis.  This height difference is also required for the VCA and can be taken directly from the vertical 

component of the pelvis offset vector. 

VCA = – (Pelvis Offset vertical component) (1) 

➢ COM HEIGHT METHOD 

This of course can also be calculated independently. 

VCA = Character COM Height – COM Node Height (2)  

➢ RELEVELLING PELVIS METHOD  

This can be implemented by storing the world space pelvis height after the previous movement and 

comparing it to the resulting world space pelvis height from the pelvis offset. 

Pelvis Height Change = Previous pelvis height – New pelvis height (3a)  

VCA = Pelvis Height Change  (3b) 

In the vertical component and COM height methods, the VCA is calculated relative to the COM node 

position, but when relevelling the pelvis, the VCA is absolute.  Any COM node movement from the 

animator would be ignored as the goal would be to level the pelvis back to its previous position.  This 

would have the effect of preventing the animator making vertical movements. 

To accommodate user movements of the COM node, any change in COM node height caused by the 

animator moving the COM node was also measured and subtracted from the change in pelvis height.   

This was calculated in the same way by comparing before and after COM node heights. 

User COM Node Height Change = Previous COM Node height – New COM Node height (3c)  

VCA = Pelvis Height Change – User COM Node Height Change (3d) 

Comparing heights before and after appears quite clumsy and might suggest that the relevelling pelvis 

method is less suitable, but in Section 6.2.4 it can be seen to have a clear advantage.   
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➢ CALCULATION ORDER 

 

 

Figure 55:  Vertical COM Adjustment with Pelvis Rotation vs. COM Node Rotation 
A: pelvis offset then VCA  B: VCA then pelvis offset  
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 
 

Figure 55A and Figure 55B compare the difference between doing the pelvis offset first and then the 

VCA offset against doing the VCA first and then the pelvis.  The leftmost two poses are identical, showing 

the initial and adjusted pose and despite the different intermediate pose, the final pose is also identical.  

(The intermediate pose need never be visible as both calculations are completed before the viewport 

redraw.) 

The order in which the pelvis offset and the VCA are executed does not matter as far as the final pose is 

concerned, however it does affect which options are available for the VCA to be calculated.  If the VCA 

is calculated after the pelvis offset, the character COM has already been aligned to the COM node during 

the pelvis offset, so the vector difference between them is zero (or close to zero as there are still post-
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drag iterations to complete).  If the VCA is executed first, the relevelling pelvis option cannot be used as 

the pelvis has not been offset at this point.   

Whichever method is being used, there is potential conflict between the animator’s own need to 

manipulate the COM node and the VCA. 

 

6.2.4 VCA CALCULATION AND DIFFERENT USER MOVEMENT TYPES 

➢ COM NODE MOVEMENT 

 

Figure 56:  Effect of VCA on COM node height changes by the animator 
A: original pose  B: offset VCA disabled C: offset VCA active 

As VCAs act directly on the COM node, this potentially puts them at conflict with the animator who also 

needs to move the COM node.   

Figure 56 shows the effect of the user moving the COM node down 20cm.  Without VCAs, the COM node 

moves 20cm and the pelvis offset moves the pelvis further down by around 6cm.  With a VCA, the same 

20cm move of the COM node results in a VCA of 4cm to relevel the pelvis meaning the COM node 

effectively only moves 16cm.  (The pelvis offset when the offset VCA is disabled is 6cm and yet only 4cm 

when the offset VCA is active due to differences in the resulting poses.) 

Offset VCA 

= 

= 

Pelvis Offset 

COM node drag 
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With the VCA active, when the animator moves the COM node down 20cm, the pelvis moves down 

20cm and the COM node only 16cm.  When the offset VCA is disabled, the COM node moves by the 

exact amount the animator requested but the pelvis moves 26cm. 

Enabling the offset VCA has the effect of ensuring the pelvis position remains at the height specified, 

although in practice, the animator specifies the whole pose visually and interactively, so the same pelvis 

height can be achieved just as easily using either method. 

On the initial prototype, both were tried, but having the offset VCA active while moving the COM node 

was unnerving as the post-drag iterations would appear to be undoing the pose, so on the initial 

prototype offset VCAs were disabled when the user dragged the move gizmo to ensure that the 

animator’s intent was honoured.  It was also necessary to ensure that the offset VCA remained disabled 

during the post-drag iterations to prevent the VCA modifying the COM node height once the animator 

completed the pose.  This was achieved using a simple PreventVCAOffset flag that was set while the user 

dragged the gizmo and persisted until the post-drag iterations were complete. 

➢ COM NODE ROTATION 

  

Figure 57:  Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) for pelvis offset and COM node rotation 
 

Offset VCA 

Rotation VCA 
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Additionally, when the COM node is rotated, the pelvis needs relevelling due to the orbital motion of 

the pelvis around the COM node.  This leads to the requirement for there to be two Vertical COM 

Adjustments; a VCA due to the pelvis offset, and a VCA due to the COM node rotation. 

Figure 57 shows the character before and after the COM node has been rotated.  The rotation of the 

COM node causes a change of height of the pelvis shown in blue.  The change of pose of the character 

causes a pelvis offset with a vertical component shown in orange.  The COM node needs to be lowered 

using a VCA for the COM node rotation and another VCA for the pelvis offset (referred to as rotation 

VCA and offset VCA respectively). 

While the user is rotating the COM node live (by dragging the rotate gizmo), both VCAs are required, 

but for other rig movements (i.e. not rotating the COM node), only the offset VCA is needed.  During 

post-drag iterations, the COM node doesn’t rotate any further so rotation VCA is again not required.  

 

Figure 58:  Calculation of the rotation VCA in one rotation axis 
 

In this situation, the relevelling pelvis method has the advantage that it does not require any distinction 

between the offset VCA and the rotation VCA as the operation could be completed in one go.  The first 

prototype used this method.  The relevelling was implemented on every step while dragging and in every 

post-drag iteration.  There are other calculation methods for the rotation VCA. 

 

p 

 p sin  

= 
Rotation VCA 
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The rotation VCA can be calculated using the distance between the COM node and the pelvis in the rest 

position as a reference.  This pelvis reference distance is denoted ‘p’ in Figure 58.   

Rotation VCA = p (1 – sin )  (4) 

Where  is the angle of rotation 

With two rotations in 2 axes, the formula becomes,   

Rotation VCA = p (1 – sin x  sin y) (5) 

Where x and y are the horizontal axes (as is the case in 3ds Max) 

In both cases, the sine term represents the vertical component of the movement of the pelvis as it orbits 

the COM node (pre-offset).  However, an easier approach to find the vertical component of the original 

is to use a vector dot product. 

When using the vector dot product method, a pelvis reference node was also parented to the COM node 

to give a persistent reference of the position of the pre-offset pelvis.  The pelvis reference node was 

used as a vector representation of the rotation of the COM node.  The dot product of this pelvis 

reference vector and a unit vector in the vertical direction also gives the same vertical component. 

Rotation VCA = Pelvis Reference Vector • [0, 0, -1] (6) 

Once the pelvis reference node was in place, the final VCA calculation was superceded by simply 

measuring the vertical difference in world space  between the offset pelvis and the pelvis reference 

node and the COM node using equations (7a) & (7b) below.  This pelvis reference node method is a 

completely literal interpretation of Figure 57. 

 

Offset VCA = Pelvis Reference Node z – Pelvis z (7a) 

Rotation VCA = Pelvis Reference Dist – (Pelvis Reference Node z – COM Node z) (7b) 

The different calculation methods were all tried but had no impact on the functionality of the rig. 

➢ IMPLEMENTATION  

The way VCAs were implemented on the first prototype depended on which degree of freedom (DoF) 

in the rig was changed.  The three movement properties (COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose) relate 

to different DoFs (COM node movement, COM node rotation, and any other DoF change) and each 

required different Vertical COM Adjustments.  This strategy however was superseded in the second 

prototype (see conclusions on suspending post-drag iterations in Section 7.3). 

Table 9 (below) shows the logic that was employed for the pelvis offset and the Vertical COM 

Adjustments depending on how the pose changes are created for the first prototype. 
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When Grounded 

Pose 
When the joints (bones) in the rig are re-posed 

1. Pelvis offset calculated 
2. Vertical COM adjustment for the vertical 

component of the pelvis offset vector 
3. Offset pelvis 

Rotation 
When the COM node is rotated 

1. Pelvis offset calculated 
2. One vertical COM adjustment for inherited 

movement from COM node rotation 
3. A second vertical COM adjustment for the 

vertical component of the pelvis offset 
4. Offset pelvis 

Path 
When the COM node is moved 

1. Pelvis offset calculated 
(No vertical COM adjustment) 

2. Offset pelvis 

When Airborne 

Pose 1. Pelvis offset calculated 
2. Offset pelvis 

Rotation Entire character rotated – no change of pose 
and no pelvis offset required 

Path Entire character moved – no change of pose 
and no pelvis offset required 

Table 9:  Pelvis offset and vertical COM adjustment logic for first prototype 
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6.3 REAL-TIME VIEWPORT UPDATE 

 

Figure 59:  Update problem when dragging the gizmo 
A: Original pose before dragging 
B: Pose while dragging the gizmo (no pelvis offset or VCA)  
C: Pose once dragging stopped (with pelvis offset and VCA)  
D: Overlay of B & C 
 

Ideally the functionality of the script would allow the viewport to be updated in real-time so that the 

animator can see the correct pose as they animate.  This means the centre of mass must be recalculated 

whenever there is a change to the character rig. 

The first two attempts at the prototype (using a 3ds Max change handler and the node event callback 

system respectively) did not provide real-time updates and were only activated when the user 

interaction ceased (Figure 59). 

A D 

B C 
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Each object in the scene is manipulated by dragging part of a move or rotate gizmo which appears when 

an object is selected.  For example, an object is rotated in the x axis by dragging the x ‘ring’ on the rotate 

gizmo.  Although the character pose will update while a gizmo is being dragged, the change handler and 

node event callback systems do not get activated while the mouse is moving.  This means the character’s 

pose updates in the usual way (i.e. without a COM node) as the animator drags (Figure 59B) and when 

they stop dragging (even if the mouse button remains pressed) the character’s pose readjusts 

automatically according to the pelvis offset (Figure 59C).  Continuing a drag after stopping results in the 

character going back to the pre-offset pose for continued adjustment and then re-offsets when the 

dragging stops again.  The effect of this is that indecisive dragging when posing the character results in 

the character flipping between the pre-offset and the offset poses (Figure 59D). 

This problem was initially solved by only calculating the pelvis offset when the mouse button was 

released.  This meant the viewport update was not truly live; instead, the pose adjusted without any 

offset for the duration of the drag and made the pelvis offset when the mouse was released. 

The third attempt used a scripted animation controller to offset the pelvis which did update live in the 

viewport.  The script controller would not function correctly with the dependency loop for grounded 

characters discussed in Section 5.4.2.  So instead of feeding the script controller output directly to the 

pelvis position it was fed to a dummy node and the pelvis was offset indirectly using a move function 

within the script.  This became the first prototype (DSR tentative design).   

The first prototype required a button press to perform post-drag iterations, but an animator cannot be 

expected to click a button every time the viewport updates, so post-drag iterations had to be 

automated.   

In the second and subsequent prototype versions, the script controller was still used for live viewport 

update of the pelvis offset, but the node event callback system (activated only on mouse-up) called post-

drag iterations automatically which continued until the pelvis offsets were below the offset threshold 

value (meaning there is no requirement for the animator to press a button).  Convergence was typically 

in 3-5 iterations, typically taking less than a second.  This was adequate for development and evaluation 

purposes, but faster calculation and optimisation would be preferred.  Convergence was always 

achieved throughout this research suggesting that the nonlinearity problems associated with motion 

synthesis methods (Section 3.2) do not apply. 
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6.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter described the practical setup of the initial prototype (DSR tentative design) of the 

automated COM rig, including the calculation and viewport update methods.   

The initial prototype rig and subsequent DSR development iterations were based on the 3ds Max CATRig 

which is applied to the Pepe character.  The centre of mass was calculated directly from the character 

mesh using the tetrahedron method.  The pelvis offset was calculated as the vector difference between 

the COM node and the actual centre of mass of the character.   

Some areas of the rig implementation required exploration and produced the following knowledge 

contributions. 

Post-drag iterations for grounded movements (to accommodate for the change of pose when the pelvis 

is offset) simply reapplied the pelvis offset iteratively until the modulus of the pelvis offset was less than 

a threshold value.  More advanced optimisation methods such as the gradient descent method as used 

in previous research (Phillips & Badler, 1988; Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996) were not required in this 

application with convergence typically occurring in 5 iterations (i.e. less than a second).  For commercial 

use, this speed would need to be improved.  Convergence was achieved in every case throughout this 

research which suggests that a more complex optimisation algorithm is not required. 

The order of execution of VCA and pelvis offset was shown not to matter conceptually but requires that 

the calculation of the VCA and pelvis offset are both precalculated prior to the pose adjustment. 

There are two types of Vertical COM Adjustment (VCA) required – one which directly controls the COM 

node height for any pose change, based on the pelvis offset (Offset VCA) and one to counter any height 

changes due to the orbital motion of the pelvis around the COM node when it is rotated (Rotation VCA). 

This initial implementation of VCAs was based on the movement property so that a rotation VCA was 

only applied when the COM node was rotated, and offset VCA was suspended when the animator moved 

the COM node directly to provide a more intuitive animation experience. 

An operational automated COM rig needs to be tested for functionality to ensure its reliability if it is to 

be of practical use.  As part of the DSR cycle, functional testing should itself produce contributions to 

knowledge. 
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– DSR DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

 

Within the development process, functional and operational considerations were tested leading to new 

knowledge in circumscription loops that fed back into the next development iteration.  These chapters 

focus on the specific outcomes rather than the chronological prototype development sequence (which 

is described in Appendix C).   

Chapter 7 describes the circumscription knowledge resulting from 5 specific functional tests used on the 

automated COM rig prototypes from different development iterations in the DSR cycle.   

Chapter 8 describes the circumscription knowledge resulting from two DSR development iterations 

around the practical implications of VCAs on the production of animations. 

Developments that did not relate directly to conceptual issues (e.g. platform specific issues such as 

limitations of the implementation of MAXScript inside 3ds Max), were not be considered as part of the 

circumscription loop.  It was necessary to fix such issues to allow the prototype to function but the 

knowledge they generate does not contribute to the ultimate emergent design theory.  These are also 

described in Appendix C. 
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7 FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 

‘Rig Wrecking, more commonly known as rig testing, is the process of testing your 

character rigs to make sure they can do everything you need them to do.  Sometimes 

known as stress testing, this process involves testing out all the controls to make sure 

everything works as it should.’  Extract from Escape Studios Animation Blog (Williams, 

2020) 

As the underlying rig is not subject to direct investigation (Section 5.1), this chapter only explores the 

features of the automated COM node, i.e. pelvis offset and VCA based on the specific movement 

properties of COM node path, COM node rotation and pose (i.e. other DoFs).  However, the investigation 

in Section 7.4 did expose a shortcoming of the underlying CATRig. 

7.1 TO KEY FRAME OR NOT TO KEY FRAME? 

The initial prototype automated COM rig did not include any special consideration over whether the 

pelvis and the COM node were key framed when executing the pelvis offset and the VCA.   

There are two main methods of creating key frames within 3ds Max (and commonly in other 

applications); Auto Key and Set Key.   

Set Key will create a key frame for the selected objects at the current time when the Set Key button is 

pressed.  The first (and perhaps obvious) problem is that whenever part of the character is key framed 

using Set Key, the pelvis (i.e. pelvis offset) and any Vertical COM Adjustment (i.e. the COM node position) 

remain un-keyed unless the animator key frames them specifically. 

When Auto Key mode is running, 3ds Max detects changes to any objects in a scene and automatically 

creates (or updates) a key frame for those objects at the current time.  This means that when the 

character is re-posed key frames are automatically created for the pelvis and the COM node as they 

have also moved. 

Set Key would result in neither the pelvis offset nor the VCA being key framed, whereas Auto Key would 

always key frame both. 

Allen and Murdock (2008) achieve the automated pelvis offset by moving the pivot of their master 

control null object to the world-space character COM position each time the pose changes using a Maya 

scriptJob.  (They do not have a VCA as the rig is for airborne animations only.)  As they use a null object 

for the master control, this object itself is not key framed.  Instead they recommend writing an additional 

script to key frame the top and bottom spine nodes.  This effectively ‘bakes’ the animation inferred by 

the COM node into the rig.  The equivalent action on the initial prototype for this research would be to 
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key frame the pelvis after the offset and not key frame the COM node.  This does not divorce the 

animation of the path and the pose in the way discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1), as the pelvis 

node would now hold the path definition and the pelvis offset (i.e. the pose definition).   

Based on Allen and Murdock’s observation however, the initial prototype allowed the pelvis offset and 

the COM node position (to capture the VCA) to be key framed for any pose change of the character.  By 

key framing both, the path definition and the pose definition remain divorced, the former being 

captured on the COM node and the latter on the pelvis key frames. 

The remainder of this section presents the circumscription knowledge from the first development 

iteration concerned with the need to key frame the pelvis and COM node.   

 

 

Figure 60:  Reference key frames used to visualise key framing issues 
 

The next two sections use the three key frames shown in Figure 60 to visualise the problems.  Frame 0 

is the initial pose, in frame 20 the ribcage has been rotated 90° forwards and in frame 40 the ribcage 

has been rotated in the vertical (z) axis by 90°.  The effect of the pelvis offset can be clearly seen as the 

COM node remains in the same horizontal position.  The VCA is also clearly visible in frame 20 as the 

COM node has moved down. 

 

7.1.1 DELETING, MOVING OR UNDOING KEY FRAMES  

When any node on the character rig is rotated (e.g. the ribcage), this creates a new pose for the 

character which comes with an associated pelvis offset and VCA.  Where the animator creates one key 

frame (e.g. ribcage rotation), the automated COM rig will offset the pelvis position and adjust the COM 

node height which are also key framed (either automatically using Auto Key, or manually using Set Key). 

x axis 90° z axis 90° 

Frame 0 Frame 20 Frame 40 
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Figure 61:  Deleting a key frame on the initial prototype  
(Pelvis motion path shown in orange) 

A:  Creating key frames for ribcage also generates key frames for pelvis and COM node 
B:  Ribcage key frame deleted, pelvis and COM node key frames remain 
C:  Ribcage, pelvis and COM node key frames deleted 
 

Figure 61A shows a simple example where the character’s ribcage node is rotated twice to produce two 

separate key frames; 90° in the x axis, which is key framed on frame 20 [90°, 0°, 0°], and then 90° in the 

z axis, which is key framed on frame 40 [90°, 0°, 90°].  Frame 0 has the initial rotation values of 

[0°, 0°, 0°].  Each rotation produces a separate pose change which has a corresponding pelvis offset, the 

trajectory of which is shown in orange.  The pelvis offset means that each key pose is balanced. 

Deleting the intermediate key frame at frame 20 should have the effect of changing the animation so 

that both rotations happen simultaneously between frames 0 [0°, 0°, 0°] and 40 [90°, 0°, 90°].  At frame 

20 therefore the ribcage angle would be [45°, 0°, 45°] as a result of tweening.  How this should look can 

be seen in Figure 61C.  However, without deleting the pelvis and COM node key frames too, the pelvis 

offset previously key framed on frame 20 still persists and is no longer compatible with the rest of the 

pose definition (Figure 61B).  This results in an unbalanced key pose. 

The situation is complicated still further if frame 20 had a more complex pose definition.  If the pose on 

frame 20 also had a user-defined COM node position key frame, the animator would not be able to 

simply delete the COM node key frame as some component of the key framed COM node height would 

be due to the animator and some due to the COM node height adjustment from the automated COM 

rig algorithm. 

The same argument applies to moving key frames to a new time.  When any key frame is moved, the 

key frames for the pelvis and the COM node also need to be moved to ensure the pose remains 

balanced.  (Interestingly too, when the animator undoes a pose created with Auto Key, 3ds Max does 

not undo the creation of the pelvis and COM Node key frames, resulting in a similar problem.) 

Frame 20 Frame 20 Frame 20 
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There is no link between the key frames created by the animator and the key frames automatically 

created by the COM rig, which means the animator needs to constantly be aware of their presence and 

manage them accordingly when deleting or moving key frames. 

A further complication to this problem is the creation of breakdown keys. 

 
➢ KEY FRAMING COM NODE WITH BREAKDOWN KEYS 

As previously discussed (Section3.3.1) after creating the key poses in the blocking stage of the animation 

pipeline, breakdown keys are created to further define the movement between the two key poses.  

Breakdown keys are usually only applied to a few DoFs rather than a key pose where the whole character 

would be key framed. 

A good example would be a walk animation, where the animator would first create key poses at the 

points where the character has both feet planted (e.g. left foot in front of right foot on frame 12 then 

right foot placed ahead of the left foot on frame 24).  Then, at the point half-way between the two key 

poses (where the right foot is passing the planted left foot), a small adjustment of the right foot height 

would be made to raise it off the ground by key framing the position of the right foot IK target.  This is a 

breakdown key and only requires the height DoF of the foot IK to be key framed. 

Under normal circumstances the walk could easily be edited to follow a different path by repositioning 

the key poses so that the planted positions of the feet are redefined.  The breakdown key only raises 

the passing foot slightly off the ground and so does not need redefining as it has no direct effect on the 

path of the character. 

Doing the same with the first prototype of the automated COM rig means that the breakdown key frame 

also has associated pelvis and COM node key frames and therefore does affect the path of the character.   

 

Figure 62:  Breakdown keys with associated pelvis and COM node key frames 
(Shown for a simple walk – note the key frames are not evenly spaced as the first step is smaller) 

Key poses 

Additional key frames created 
with breakdown keys 

Breakdown keys 
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Redefining the character’s path now means the pelvis and COM node key frames for the breakdown key 

also need to be redefined.  This is not only an onus on the animator to fix, but also produces 

unanticipated animations in the process which can be confusing.  On complex movements where there 

could be several breakdown keys for subtle movements or when polishing an animation (to say refine 

the appearance of pressure on a character’s hand when holding an object), this becomes a significantly 

difficult problem to manage. 

The lack of linking between the animator’s key frames and the key frames created by the automated 

COM rig means that the animator has additional work to do both temporally and spatially when editing 

animations and from practical testing, this problem became significantly more difficult if a key frame is 

missed or the change in the edited movement is large.  This can be seen for the first two steps of a 

simplified walk cycle with no movement above the hips in Figure 62. 

The lack of linking between the pelvis offset and COM node height and the rest of the rig is not the only 

problem. 

7.1.2 TWEENING PELVIS OFFSET 

  

Figure 63:  Rib cage rotation with and without pelvis tweening 
A: no tweening  B: tweening 
 

One of the perceived benefits of the automated COM rig was that orbital movements around the COM 

node are arc-like rather than being defined by key frames interpolated with curves (Section 5.5.2) and 

this is indeed the case when the COM node is rotated (Automated COM Rig Principle #5, Section 5.5.2).  

However, when orbital movements are created by rotating other nodes within the rig (like the ribcage 

example above) this effect is absent.   

Frame 40 Frame 40 
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Using the same ribcage rotations defined in Figure 60, Figure 63 clearly shows that the pelvis trajectory 

is not following an arc-like movement when the ribcage is rotated in the vertical axis.  This is due to the 

pelvis position being key framed at the start and end poses.  The in-between frames are then 

interpolated between the two positions resulting in a straight-line pelvis trajectory.  This is the same 

effect when animating an IK limb where the limb does not follow an arc-like trajectory as the end 

effector path is interpolated between the start and end positions too. 

It is clear from these examples that key framing the pelvis offset is detrimental to the future editability 

of the animation and does not allow the orbital pelvis movement needed to make movements with 

rotation look natural.  The effects would also apply to Allen and Murdock’s suggestion of scripting the 

key framing of their top and bottom spine nodes of their flight rig (Allen & Murdock, 2008).  Where their 

path definition becomes baked into the top and bottom spine nodes, the editability is reduced, and the 

key framing of these nodes means any rotation is tweened positionally, thus not producing proper 

orbital motion.  The advantage of keeping the motion centred on the COM node would still be beneficial, 

however. 

7.1.3 NON-KEYED VERSION 

The above issues are not unique to the automated COM rig.  There are many scenarios where the DoF 

values of a particular bone or joint are not controlled by the animator.  The IK setup on a limb, where 

the bones of the limb are positioned automatically to allow the limb end effector to reach a user-defined 

goal, is common to all rigs, and the aforementioned procedural spine on the 3ds Max CATRig is another 

where the DoFs of all the spine bones are defined by the key framed rotation of the ribcage bone.  There 

are plenty more examples including rigs where hidden bones are controlled by position and rotation 

constraints to visible control objects, and where more complex animations can be set up using systems 

such as 3ds Max’s reaction manager and wired animation controllers (equivalent to  Maya’s driven keys). 

In all these cases, where one master set of key frames controls the DoFs of one or more slave nodes in 

the rig, the slave nodes are never key framed.  Instead, they are recalculated live every time the scene 

is redrawn.  At the most basic level, this includes live viewport updates, animation playback and when 

rendering. 

Influenced by the operation of an IK solver, the second prototype removed any key framing from the 

pelvis offset.  The automated COM node requires key frames as it is the main control object (Automated 

COM Rig Principles #5) of the character and therefore defines the path and rotation (Section 5.5).   

Whilst the COM node path is user defined, the VCA is algorithmically controlled like the pelvis offset.  To 

prevent the VCA being key framed, an additional animation layer (COMRig_Subcontrol) was added to 

the vertical movement DoF to allow the algorithm to recalculate the vertical COM adjustments without 

affecting any key frames created by the animator.  The new COMRig_Subcontrol layer was not used to 
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store any key frames, but only the instantaneous value of the live vertical COM adjustment, using the 

3ds Max list controller. 

Although layers had been ruled out in Section 4.5.5 because they operate in world space, not path space, 

this layer only applies to the vertical direction.  The vertical direction in path space remains vertical 

despite the path and so is the same as the world space definition and allows a world space layer to be 

used without conflict. 

   

   

Figure 64:  Use of COMRig_Subcontrol layer for instantaneous Vertical COM Adjustments 
Red: keyed COM node rotation, Cyan dashed: instantaneous VCA 
 

Figure 64 shows the COMRig_Subcontrol layer in the 3ds Max Curve Editor changing value as the time 

slider is changed with an animated COM node rotation.  As the pelvis node is not controllable by the 

animator, there is no requirement for additional animation layers to make the pelvis un-keyed. 
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Figure 65:  Curves without and with VCAs for a crouching pose 
A: with VCAs active  B: with no VCAs 

The DoF adjustments to make a crouching pose with and without VCAs are shown in Figure 65 as a 

simple animation (each DoF adjustment separated by 5 frames) and show the discrepancy between the 

5 10 15 20 

5 10 15 
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actual COM node height and the key frame values.  The curves for the non-VCA movement however are 

representative of the actual COM node position. 

Despite this discrepancy, the COM node path remained editable separately from the pose and rotation, 

so this method was implemented for the second prototype.  Pelvis offsets remained un-keyed for the 

rest of this research to ensure that the pelvis moved in an arc-like motion. 

This agrees with Automated COM Rig Principle #5 (Section 5.5), which states that the COM node must 

be the main control node for the character and the pelvis must be algorithmically controlled.   

7.2 ITERATION STEP SIZE 

Animation of any of the degrees of freedom (DoFs) within the rig is achieved by the animator dragging 

one or more axes of an adjustment tool known as a gizmo. 

 

Figure 66:  Pelvis offset iterations  
(rotating the ribcage 90° to bend the character over and offset the pelvis back)  
 

While dragging the gizmo for any of the DoFs on the automated COM rig in the viewport, the character 

pose changes in a series of steps.  The rotation of the gizmo is sampled, the pose is updated, and this 

results in a recalculation of the pelvis offset.  The process is then repeated. 
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As each pose update only calculates one offset, each step will only give an approximation to the final 

position.  Once the dragging is complete, further ‘post-drag’ iterations are required to finalise the pose.  

The pose is considered final when the calculation of a new pelvis offset falls below a threshold value, 

Section 6.2.2. 

For this test, a single DoF on the automated COM rig was adjusted in steps of specific sizes using 

MAXScript.  In practice, smaller steps would be created if the user dragged the gizmo more slowly, or if 

the automated COM rig updated more quickly. 

Full results and MAXScripts can be found in Appendix B1. 

In Figure 66, the ribcage bone of the character was rotated 90° forward to make the character bend 

over, resulting in the pelvis being offset backwards.   The left-hand side of the graph shows the simulated 

‘dragged’ rotation and the right-hand side shows how many subsequent iterations were required to 

reach the optimum pelvis position.    

Different step sizes were generated automatically using MAXScript ranging from 1 x 90° step to 180 x 

0.5° steps (not all shown on the graph) to simulate dragging the gizmo at different speeds.  The x position 

of the pelvis started with a world space position of -0.52cm and converged on 31.71cm in each case.   

The pelvis was considered to have converged when the pelvis offset was less than the threshold value 

of 0.01cm.  Figure 66 shows that the post-drag iterations converged quickly on the same value without 

the need for a complex optimisation.  This is in comparison to previous examples (Section 6.2.2) and 

shows that this simple linear algorithm can be used effectively. 

A step change in the character pose results in a single pelvis offset and a viewport update.  In this case, 

post-drag offsets are the predominant factor in finding the true (final) pose position.  However, for small 

steps, the requirement for post-drag iterations was largely negated.  A small step change means a small 

pelvis offset.  This results in a minimal change of pose and minimal requirement for post-drag iterations.  

In fact, as the step changes tend to 0, so do the pelvis offsets and hence the requirements for post-drag 

iterations.  In other words, small step changes in pose produce more accurate results than larger 

changes. 

One 90° step moved the pelvis to 25.1cm; a full 6.5cm off the mark and required four subsequent post-

drag iterations to converge on the correct location.  Three 30° steps moved the pelvis to 30.3cm and 

required three post-drag iterations.  Nine 10° steps reached 31.5cm (only 0.2cm short) and required two 

post-drag iterations.  By the time the step size was 1.5°, no post-drag iterations were required.  The 

error results are shown in the inset on Figure 66. 

When dragging the gizmo with the mouse rather than using uniform steps, the average step size was 

3.8°, but the results were more accurate than the artificially stepped tests because the animator slowed 
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the drag towards the end meaning the step size reduced to one or two degrees (the minimum step size 

was 0.68° although this was not at the end of the drag).  This reduced step size meant that no post-drag 

iterations were required. 

In this example, the calculation of the character COM from the Pepe model (24,000 tris) took around 

150-170ms1 resulting in the drag producing 24 steps.  It can easily be envisaged that the COM calculation 

could be quicker using C++ instead of MAXScript or even using GPU processing, and increasing the speed 

significantly.  Speeding the COM calculation by an order of magnitude could be expected to provide 

reliably accurate pelvis offsets in most scenarios as the step size would also reduce by an order of 

magnitude.  In fact, if the calculation time could be reduced to 5ms, an animator could rotate the ribcage 

bone by 90° in 0.3 seconds and result in a in a step size of 1.5°.  Based on the results above, this would 

eliminate the need for post-drag iterations.   

However, dragging is not the only method of animation.  It is also possible to enter values for the DoFs 

numerically – effectively one large single step – and to adjust values outside the viewport such as in the 

curve editor.  Undos also represent single step movement.  These methods all require post-drag 

iterations to ensure the same pose is achieved. 

A single step in these scenarios would likely be a single step for the entire pose, not just for one DoF at 

a time.  The next test checks the repeatability where the post-drag iterations occur after the whole pose 

has been set. 

7.3 THE EFFECT OF SUSPENDING POST-DRAG ITERATIONS ON 

REPEATABILITY 

Post-drag iterations would ideally be executed after each DoF has been adjusted to allow the pose to 

find its optimum position before making the next adjustment.  On the first prototype, the post-drag 

iterations were calculated by pressing a button in the GUI (whereas subsequently this was automated).  

There was a distinct possibility of the animator forgetting to press the button after each DoF adjustment 

which could impact the results and conclusions of any animation tests.  It is more likely that the animator 

would make a few DoF adjustments and then press the button to do the post-drag iterations.   

Suspended post-drag iterations are not only relevant to the first prototype where the post-drag button 

was used but are also applicable when the character has an entirely new pose loaded in one go, for 

example when loaded from a movement library or when recalling a previous pose by moving the time 

 
1 The computer used had an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-1620 v3 @ 3.50GHz (8 CPUs although MAXScript is only single-
threaded) and 32GB RAM 
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slider to a previous time.  In this situation, post-drag iterations could not be executed for each DoF but 

would be executed for all DoFs simultaneously on loading. 

To determine the impact of this a simple test was used.  The character was automatically posed in a 

series of random poses with post drag after each DoF adjustment and then re-posed with the same DoF 

values with post-drag iterations suspended until the whole pose was created.  The difference in the 

pelvis and the COM node position were compared for each case. 

There has already been a clear distinction made between the movement properties of COM trajectory, 

COM rotation and pose, so the randomised poses need to include a variety of combinations of COM 

node movement, COM node rotation and other DOFs.  The COM node animates in world space and so 

can be moved as well as rotated.  There are two other world space elements to the rig, the foot IK 

targets.  While it is not expected that the IK targets will be any different to any other non-COM DoF, the 

test included movement and rotation of these too.  (Note that, rotating an IK target in itself does not 

normally have any effect, on the CATRig however, rotating the foot IK platform rotates the foot bone, 

using an orientation constraint.) 

The rig nodes were divided into a set of world space nodes (COM node, left foot IK target and right foot 

IK target) which could be either moved or rotated by the test algorithm, and a set of other nodes which 

could only be rotated.  (The set of ‘other’ nodes was limited to those that caused a large change of pose, 

so fingers and toes were not included.) 

The number of steps in each DoF adjustment was set to 2 so that the requirement for post-drag 

iterations would be more significant. 

The nodes used were chosen at random for each DoF change (there was no uniqueness check, so the 

same node could be chosen twice).  Each pose was made up from an arbitrary formula: 

World space nodes  

• Node 1 – a vertical 30cm downward movement 

• Node 2 – 50° rotation in the x axis 

• Node 3 – 50° rotation in the z axis 

Other Nodes 

• Node 4 – 50° rotation in the y axis 

• Node 5 – 50° rotation in the z axis  

• Node 6 – 50° rotation in the x axis 

This made a total of 6 DoF adjustments for each pose.  The order was also randomised for each test run.  

The test was automated using MAXScript and run for 100 randomised poses.  The expectation was that 
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the modulus of the position vectors for the pelvis and the COM node would be repeatable to the 

precision of the pelvis offset threshold. 

Full results and MAXScripts can be found in Appendix B2. 

➢ RESULTS 

The ideal result from the test would be that the difference between the correctly posed and the 

suspended post-drag pose should be below the pelvis offset threshold value (0.01 cm in this case) in all 

cases.  However, only 68% of cases produced this outcome. 

 

Figure 67: Frequency graph of positional error from suspended post-drag iterations 
(inset shows the measurement positions for the COM node and pelvis nodes from each pose) 
 

From the graph in Figure 67, it is quite clear that both the COM and pelvis nodes were out of position 

by around a centimetre for the remaining cases.  (There was no discrepancy in the rotation of the pelvis 

or the COM node in any case). 

The erroneous cases were all cases where the COM node had been moved during the pose change.  (The 

same result occurred in other tests with different arbitrary formulae where the COM node was moved 

horizontally.)  There were two cases where COM node movement produced results that were 

significantly better, and those were both where the COM node had been the last DoF adjustment in 

creating the pose. 
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➢ ANALYSIS 

The reason for the discrepancy is the different ways in which the post-drag vertical COM adjustments 

are handled (as previously described in Table 9, page 142).  When the animator moves the COM node, 

there is no vertical COM adjustment to ensure that the animator’s own positioning of the COM node is 

not overridden.  This also applies to the post-drag iterations.  Other DoF adjustments (and their post-

drag iterations) do allow the COM node to be adjusted vertically to ensure the pelvis stays level. 

When the post-drag iterations are executed after the whole pose is created, the algorithm cannot 

separate the vertical COM adjustments for each DoF adjustment and instead makes a vertical COM 

adjustment for the whole pose. 

When the COM node movement was the last DoF adjustment in the pose, the post-drag iterations 

compensated this movement correctly because the post-drag iterations followed the COM node 

movement and were flagged as such.  The vertical COM adjustment however was still calculated for the 

whole pose and was not the correct value.  The two cases where this happened can be seen on the 

graph in Figure 67 as the humps at 0.1 and 0.3 cm. 

 

Figure 68:  Frequency graph of positional error at different step sizes 
 

As fewer post-drag iterations are required when the step size of the initial DoF adjustment is small, (i.e. 

the gizmo is dragged slowly – see Section 7.2), the test was repeated with 5, 10 20 and 50 steps for each 

DoF adjustment (instead of the 2 steps that produced the results above).  It can be clearly seen from the 

graph in Figure 68 that this improves repeatability. 
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➢ CONCLUSION 

This test was originally designed to establish the importance of applying post-drag iterations directly 

after adjustment of each DoF by the user, borne out of the requirement for the user to press a button 

to execute the post-drag iterations on the first prototype.  This requirement was deprecated by the 

second prototype where the post-drag iterations were automated.   

However, the second prototype required the ability to recall a full pose on request without using key 

framed values for the pelvis offset and the VCA, when the time slider was moved.  The pelvis offset and 

VCA were calculated and applied every time the scene updated.  This is effectively suspending post-drag 

iterations as all the DoFs are changed at once.  The issue of having a different VCA policy for animator 

COM node movements (that these results exposed) is no longer valid. 

When recreating a full pose, it is not possible to distinguish between the DoFs that do produce a VCA 

(such as COM node rotations and joint rotations) and those that do not (i.e. COM node movements).  So 

the decision to prevent VCAs when the COM node is moved as discussed in Section 6.2.3 (Table 9, Page 

161) was reversed, meaning the VCA would be active even when the animator moves the COM node. 

7.4 GENERAL POSE REPEATABILITY 

  

Figure 69:  Repeatability test screenshot 
(including log from automated node manipulations) 

It is not unreasonable for an animator to expect that any specific pose would need to be reproduced 

repeatably from any other prior pose.  Creating any one pose from different prior poses could potentially 

produce different results as the pelvis offsets in the prior poses are likely to have different directions 

and magnitudes and this may bias the solution for the end pose.  It may also lead to a cumulative effect 

where repeated attempts to reproduce a specific pose are each biased by its prior poses.  This test was 

to measure the repeatability of achieving the same pose from different prior poses. 
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For each type of movement (i.e. path – COM node movement, rotation – COM node rotation, and pose 

– rotation of any other rig node), the relevant node was automatically manipulated to a set of specific 

values in each of the three axes (one axis per test).  Using MAXScript to automate the process, the 

motion was generated first in positive steps across the range, then in negative steps and then in a 

random order where each step value is revisited 5 times from random prior poses.  At each step, the 

position and rotation of the COM node and Pelvis were recorded by marking the location with a point 

helper (Figure 69).  The repeatability is measured using the positive steps (i.e. the first motion 

generated) as a control.  As before, the expectation was that the modulus of the position vectors for the 

pelvis and the COM node would be repeatable to the precision of the pelvis offset threshold. 

Full results and MAXScripts can be found in Appendix B4. 

➢ RESULTS 

 

Ribcage Rotation Repeatability – x axis  

  
COM Node Pelvis 

Ribcage Rotation Repeatability – y axis*  

  

COM Node Pelvis 

* Different vertical axis scale (x10)  

Figure 70:  Repeatability error for ribcage rotations  
(based on modulus of position vector) 
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The repeatability of the majority of the results were within tolerance.  With some notable exceptions.  

When rotating the ribcage, the results were noticeably bigger than the tolerance value of 0.01.   

Rotations in the x-axis produced a maximum pelvis repeatability error of 0.018 and a maximum COM 

node repeatability error of 0.027.  Both of which are significantly over tolerance, but nothing compared 

to rotation in the y-axis where the equivalent values were 0.746 and 1.065 (Figure 70). 

 

 

 

Figure 71:  Positional error due to alternating ribcage rotations  
A: cumulative error in x-axis B: precessing positional error in y-axis 
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Rotation of the rib cage around the x-axis, although smaller, produced a cumulative error.  This was 

validated by repeatedly alternating the x rotation in two steps between -120° and +120° 100 times.  The 

results shown in Figure 71 clearly show that the error is cumulative.  The alternating y-rotations 

produced a more complex error that was cumulative in nature but caused a precession of the COM node 

and pelvis positions (see Figure 71B).   

   
 

   

Figure 72:  Extended cumulative error test (y-axis)  
(The insets show the graphs from  
Figure 74 below) 
 

The two-step cumulative error test was extended to 1000 steps and showed a highly non-linear effect 

(see Figure 72). 

 
➢ ANALYSIS 

Reducing the offset threshold value should have increased the accuracy, however, the results did not 

change for smaller offset threshold value (reduced by a factor of 10), showing that this was an underlying 

rig problem rather than purely a conceptual problem.   
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Figure 73:  Repeatability troubleshooting tests 
A: Fat Pepe B: Martina C: Pepe with extended IKs 
 
 
 

   
 

   

 
Figure 74:  Cumulative ribcage rotation error  
A (top): x axis B (bottom): y axis 
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It also persisted when. 

1. Vertical COM adjustments were removed  

2. When a different mesh was used on the same rig – ‘Fat Pepe’ Figure 73A.  (This eliminated the 

possibility of it being an error in the COM calculations) 

3. With Pepe in a different starting pose, and also with a character with different proportions – 

‘Martina’ Figure 73B.  (Showing that this was not dependent on the set of starting angles.) 

4. With the feet IK’s overstretched – Figure 73C.  (Showing that it was not an artefact of the IK 

solver.) 

5. Using the base CATRig without the COM node. 

The errors persisted even without the COM node, meaning the problem was with the underlying CATRig.  

Although the IK solver was not a factor, it turned out both these errors were in fact due to effects of 

another automated process in the underlying rig and not due to the COM node.  3ds Max’s CATRig has 

a procedural spine; rotation of the ribcage node causes intermediate rotations of all the spine nodes to 

make a smooth bend along the whole torso.  When the same tests were run with the standard CATRig 

(i.e. with no COM node), the same repeatability error showed in the rotation values for the ribcage bone.  

( 

Figure 74) 

➢ SOLUTION 

The CATRig spine was reset to a keyframe spine (i.e. a simple FK spine where every bone has its own 

DoFs) for subsequent tests and this eliminated the repeatability errors (See results in Appendix B4).  All 

DoFs tested were repeatable to a precision commensurate with the offset threshold value regardless of 

the previous pose. 

NOTE:  While the FK spline was used for all subsequent repeatability testing, a procedural spine was still 

used for animations through the research as the accuracy is more than enough for general animation 

with a few tens of key frames.  

➢ CONCLUSIONS 

Excluding the errors from the CATRig procedural spine, the results from this test (Appendix B4) show 

that setting any DoF to the same value repeatably produces the same pose within the tolerance specified 

regardless of the preceding value. 

A full pose is made up of many different DoF values, but if each is repeatable irrespective of its previous 

value, then for each discrete set of DoF values, the exact same pose will be reproduced.  This would be 

expected on any non-automated rig, but these tests show that the case still holds for an COM rig with 

automated pelvis offset, vertical COM adjustments and post-drag iterations. 
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The fact that the pose is repeatable means that the pose definition is sufficient.  The combination of all 

the DoFs on the rig joints combined with a key framed automated COM node produce a fully 

determinate pose.  A further implication is that there is only one pelvis offset value and one VCA value 

for each pose.  If there was more than one possible value for either, the pose would not be repeatable. 

This is an important validation of the method, and of the principles defined in Chapter 5. 

The fact that any small pose change should create a slightly different pelvis offset and VCA, within the 

scope of this research, i.e. dynamic movements, would mean small adjustments in the polish animation 

stage would cause slight trajectory changes but not affect the overall gross movement.  However, for 

more static animation such as sitting down, the potential for small pelvis movements while a character 

gesticulates for example could be problematic. 

7.5 INDIVIDUAL AXIS RECALL ON RANDOMLY ACCESSED FRAMES 

All the tests were based on the live viewport state of the pose to evaluate the stability of the automated 

COM rig whilst being posed.  To be useful in the full animation process, it is important that for any given 

pose, the values for the pelvis offset and vertical COM adjustments must be consistent for four different 

scenarios: 

1. The pose was created directly by the animator live in the viewport 

2. The pose was created by the animator and stored as a key frame 

3. The pose was ‘called’ when the timeline was moved onto a key frame 

4. The pose was ‘called’ when the timeline was moved onto a tween frame 

The general repeatability tests in Section 7.3 showed that the second prototype produced repeatable 

results live in the viewport (with a fully FK spine to ensure no errors from the CATRig’s procedural spine).  

Storing said pose as a key frame inherently has 100% repeatability as the storing process does not 

require any DoF changes. 

This following section describes repeatability testing for the rig when re-creating poses by moving the 

timeline onto key frames and tween frames.    

For each axis and each mode of operation (i.e. DoF change, COM node rotation and COM node 

movement), a test was conducted where DoF changes were key framed from an initial value on frame 

0 to a changed value on frame 10. 

This test was automated using MAXScript.  The expectation was that the modulus of the position vectors 

for the pelvis and the COM node would be repeatable to the precision of the pelvis offset threshold. 
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A control dataset was created by creating a key frame on every frame (i.e. 11 equally spaced stepped 

values) to act as a control for the subsequent data.  On the test dataset, only start and end key frames 

were used to define the movement (with a linear animation curve).  Each key framed step from the first 

would act as a control value to compare the pelvis and COM node positions on the in-between frames 

from the second movement. 

These tests used the same rationale from the general repeatability tests in Section 7.3, where the test 

was run forwards, then backwards and then in a random order using the same stepped values.  This 

time however, instead of the pose being physically recreated on each step, the time slider was moved 

to different frames to compare the tweened value to the key framed control value. 

Full results and MAXScripts can be found in Appendix B5. 

➢ RESULTS 

The results showed the generation of poses accessed on the time line to be repeatable to the offset 

threshold tolerance in all operation modes and all axes except for vertical movements of the COM node 

(z axis).   

 

  

Figure 75:  Tween repeatability error for vertical COM node movements  
A:  Full results for forward steps, backward steps and random steps 
B:  Forward and backward steps only – legs bent (ignoring over-extended IKs where z > 90) 
 
 

When moving the COM node vertically, the pelvis position had an error of up to 60% more than the 

threshold value (Figure 75A).  The repeatability was within tolerance when the IKs were over-extended 

(i.e. when the modulus of the pelvis position was above 91); the less accurate results occurred when the 

legs were bent.  Initial results suggested that the error when the IKs were not over-extended was 

directional (Figure 75B).  However, this was disproved. 

It should be noted at this point that even a 60% error represented a very small difference in the final 

pose (i.e. 0.06mm on a 150cm tall character), however if this represented some conceptual problem 

with the automated COM rig, this could still lead to an important design guideline for such rigs. 
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Figure 76:  Alternating tween repeatability test 
 
 
 
The apparent directionality of the results was tested further by alternating the direction by which a 

particular tween-pose (in this case, frame 5) was approached.   The timeline was moved to frame 5 from 

different starting positions both before and after frame 5 to see if the direction or the magnitude of the 

incoming step had any impact on the repeatability of the pose (Figure 76). 

 

 

Figure 77:  Directionality results on alternating tween repeatability test 
(the angles of the diagonal dashed lines are representative of direction only and not to scale)  
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➢ ANALYSIS 

Initial results with the default offset threshold of 0.01 seemed to support the directionality as all the 

pelvis position tweens in the forward direction fell within a 0.01 range (28.366 – 28.375) below the 

average value and all the tweens in the reverse direction fell in a different 0.01 range (28.381 – 28.386) 

above the average value.  This can be seen using the orange values in Figure 77 (above). 

However, increasing the precision of the offset threshold by an order of magnitude to 0.001, showed 

that this was coincidental.  If there was a directional issue, Increasing the precision should have 

produced separate mean values for the forward and backward results as the mean forward and mean 

reverse poses would have become more accurately defined.    

 

Figure 78:  Tween repeatability accuracy 
The shaded band represents 2x pelvis offset threshold. 
(the angles of the diagonal dashed lines are representative of direction only and not to scale) 
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The increased precision instead produced a range of pelvis positions that fell between the two previous 

ranges suggesting a single average result.  The higher precision results can be seen using the blue values 

in Figure 77.  

Additionally, the results from the higher precision test did not fall into two distinct bands like the 

previous test, but instead overlapped.  In Figure 78, the forward tweens are joined using a green line 

and the reverse tweens using a pink line, and while it appears at 0.01 precision that the tweens did 

indeed fall into an upper and lower band, at 0.001 precision they clearly overlap. 

➢ CONCLUSION 

All the results from the repeatability tests fell within a precision of 2x offset threshold.  The conclusion 

therefore is that although in many cases, the precision falls within the offset threshold tolerance, it can 

only be expected to be repeatable with 2x the offset threshold due to the possibility of values falling 

either side of the mean.  This effect is more obvious on these tests as the required pose is being formed 

from prior poses on opposite sides. 

7.6 REPEATABILITY OF NON-COMMUTATIVE DOF CHANGES 

The general repeatability results in Section 7.3 show that the same pose will be created for any given 

set of DoF values (provided all DoFs are treated with the same VCA policy – Section 7.3).  This holds true 

for recalling the whole pose repeatable to 2x offset threshold (Section 7.5).  However, there are 

situations where the same pose can be achieved by different DoF changes due to rotational non-

commutativity.   

    

Figure 79:  Poses created by rotation of the pelvis in two different axes 
A: rotations of ±45° B: rotations of ±90° 
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In this test, the pose of the character is changed by performing two rotations on the same node in 

different axes.  In most cases, each combination of rotations will produce a different pose, however, 

when the rotations are ±90°, it is possible to recreate the same pose in a variety of ways.  Figure 79 

shows that the combination of two rotations of a character’s pelvis on different axes by ±45° produces  

24 distinct poses, whereas the same combinations rotated by ±90° produce only 8 different poses.  Each 

of these poses can be created using three different rotational combinations (Figure 80 below). 

 

  

  

  

Figure 80:  Three rotation combinations to get to the same pose 
(local axes, Euler axis order: XYZ) 
 

While the start and end poses are the same for each of the three combinations, the intermediate pose 

is different, with different pelvis offsets and VCAs.  It has been shown that the intermediate pose does 

not affect the final repeatability (Section 7.3) when the DoFs remain the same but it is possible that the 

final pose may not be repeatable if the DoFs that define it are different.   

 

y 90 x 90 

z  -90 y  90 

x  90 z -90 
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1

 

2

 

3

 

4

 

a y 90 x 90 
b z  -90 y  90 
c x  90 z  -90 

a y  -90  x  -90 
b z  -90  y  -90 
c x  -90  z  -90 

a y  90  x  -90 
b z  90  y  90 
c x  -90  z  90 

a y  -90  x  90 
b z  90  y  -90 
c x  90  z  90 

5

 

6

 

7

 

8

 

a y  90  z  -90 
b z  -90  x  -90 
c x  -90  y  90 

a y  -90  z  -90 
b z  -90  x  90 
c x  90  y  -90 

a y  -90  z  90 
b z  90  x  -90 
c x  -90  y  -90 

a y  90  z  90 
b z  90  x  90 
c x  90  y  90 

Table 10:  Rotation combinations that produce the same poses (rib cage) 
 
 

   

Figure 81:  Complete set of poses generated and resulting marker positions for pelvis and COM node 
 

COM Node 

COM markers 

Pelvis markers 
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Although the VCA policy is the same for all movement types (Section 7.3), rotation of the COM node and 

rotation of other nodes in the rig (i.e. bones / joints) are treated differently because rotation of the COM 

node requires an additional rotation VCA.  Therefore, the test is conducted for both cases, rotating the 

ribcage node for the first test and the COM node for the second.  

In each test, the node is rotated in all 24 combinations of 2 of the 3 axes rotated at ±90° (Table 10).  

After each rotation, post-drag iterations are executed to ensure both the intermediate and the final 

pose are optimal.   The position of the COM node and the pelvis in the final pose are marked using a 

point helper (Figure 81).  Once all the combinations have been tried, each set of three markers were 

compared to establish the repeatability of that rotation combination.  As before, the expectation was 

that the modulus of the position vectors for the pelvis markers and the COM node markers would be 

the same to the precision of the pelvis offset threshold.  The test was again automated using MAXScript. 

The standard deviation of the moduli in each set of 3 markers and the maximum difference between 

any two moduli in each set were recorded.  As there is no conceptual difference between any of the 

combinations, the mean standard deviation and the maximum difference across all marker sets was 

used as the main result. 

Full results and MAXScripts can be found in Appendix B3. 

➢ RESULTS 

The repeatability of the COM node proved to be the most accurate with a mean standard deviation of 

0.0010 for the COM node rotation test and 0.0024 for the ribcage rotation test.  The maximum standard 

deviation was 0.0013 for the COM node rotation test and 0.0047 for the ribcage rotation test.  The 

maximum difference between any two results was 0.0093 – just below the pelvis offset threshold of 

0.01. 

The repeatability of the pelvis node had a mean standard deviation of 0.0009 in the COM node rotation 

test and 0.0016 in the ribcage rotation test, and maximum standard deviations of 0.0014 and 0.0029 

respectively.  The maximum difference between any two results was 0.0057 

While the maximum difference between any two moduli was well below the pelvis threshold in all cases, 

there were several cases where the difference in one individual axis was greater.  The maximum 

difference in any one axis between two markers was 0.0184.  Despite being nearly twice the pelvis 

threshold, this result corresponded with the maximum standard deviation of 0.0093 which means that 

the result is still within one standard deviation of the mean (i.e. one marker each side of the mean 

position). 
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➢ ANALYSIS 

This is similar to the effect seen in the recall repeatability tests (Section 7.5) where the repeatability 

error could be as high as 2x offset threshold.  Although the overall results were within 1x offset 

threshold, some of the axial components were greater than this because the marker points fell within 

1x offset threshold of the mean position. 

The apparent higher accuracy for the COM node repeatability was because it moved less far from its 

original position compared to the amount the pelvis moved.  This was validated by measuring the scalar 

displacement of the pelvis and the COM node from their original positions.  The standard deviation of 

the three displacements from each marker set was also calculated. 

The standard deviation was then displayed as a percentage of the displacement.  (Larger displacements 

are expected to produce larger standard deviations.)  Taken across all rotation combinations, the mean 

percentage for the COM node displacement and the pelvis displacement was identical (0.003% for the 

COM node rotation test and 0.011% for the ribcage rotation test). 

The commutativity tests were repeated with suspended post-drag iterations (i.e. after both rotations) 

and yielded similar results.  This supports the results of the repeatability tests in Section 7.3  (which 

established that suspended post-drag iterations were acceptable in all pose changes except when the 

animator moved the COM node). 

➢ CONCLUSION 

The conclusion of these tests is that rotational non-commutativity does not have a significant effect on 

the positional repeatability of the pelvis offset and VCAs.  The implication therefore is that how any 

particular pose is created has no effect on the automated COM rig adjustments for the pose.  The COM 

rig adjustments (and therefore the final optimised pose) are fully defined and unique to the set of DoF 

values for that pose. 

7.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Keying the pelvis offset and COM node position (VCA) for every pose change (first prototype) is 

detrimental to the future editability of the animation and prevents the pelvis following arc-like 

trajectories.  In the second prototype, the pelvis offset was not key framed, and an animation layer was 

used to store the instantaneous VCA unkeyed.  This distinguished it from the COM node keys created by 

the animator but means the animation curves for the COM node are unrepresentative of the actual 

movement of the character.  However, the pose is determinate, and the path, rotation and pose remain 

divorced with this setup, so it was kept. 
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A key finding from this chapter is that the speed of calculation of the centre of mass is important, not 

just for usability and viewport update, but to increase the accuracy of the final pose without requiring 

post-drag iterations.  Faster calculation means that the user’s adjustment of the character DoFs is 

sampled more frequently during dragging.  More samples mean the pose has changed less since the 

previous sample and the requirement for post-drag iterations is minimised. 

Post-drag iterations are still required for other situations such as direct entry of DoF values, importing 

poses, and undos as these are all examples of a single large step. 

In Section 6.2.4 it was suggested that preventing VCAs when the user moved the COM node was 

desirable as the VCA appeared to be fighting the pose adjustment made by the user.  However, by 

suspending post-drag iterations until the whole pose was created (e.g. when importing poses), this has 

been shown to have a detrimental effect on repeatability. 

In most cases, the positional repeatability of COM node and pelvis fall within the threshold value for 

pelvis offset (Section 6.2.2), but in some cases (poses recalled due to timeline movement, and when the 

same pose is achieved using different DoFs), the  repeatability can be ± the threshold value. 

The repeatability results are important in that it shows that poses are indeed determinate, as suggested 

in Section 5.5, when using an automated COM rig (i.e. there is only one pelvis offset solution for each 

pose).  Thus, validating the assumption that any pose that could be created with a pelvis-led rig should 

also be achievable with a comparable automated COM rig. 
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8 VERTICAL COM ADJUSTMENTS  

‘bending the standing knee lowers your center of gravity, making it easier to balance.  

It also gives you the chance to focus on something else such as making your body feel 

long.’  Extract from Yoga Balance Basics (Keleher, 2015) 

Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) are automatic modifications of the height of the COM node to prevent 

a grounded character being displaced in an unnatural way when the pelvis offsets to realign the 

character COM to the COM node (Section 5.6).  The net effect of this is to keep the pelvis level 

(Automated COM Rig Principle #6, Section 5.6.1).  VCAs are needed to accommodate the pelvis offset 

(offset VCA) and the orbital motion of the pelvis if the COM node is rotated (rotation VCA) (Section 

6.2.3).   

As the COM node is also the main positioning control for the character vertical COM adjustments need 

to be handled with care.  This is especially important if the animator is moving the COM node where 

VCAs would override the animator’s own positioning.   

On the first prototype where the VCA and the pelvis offset were key framed, both were key framed for 

every slight change of pose.  This led to too many extra key frames which made the animation difficult 

to edit (Section 6.2.3).  For the second prototype where the VCA and pelvis offset were not key framed, 

a second animation layer, called COMRig_Subcontrol (Section 7.1.3) was used to hold the instantaneous 

value of the VCA (un-keyed).  This value is effectively an offset from the key framed value for the COM 

node position allowing the animator to key frame the COM node independently of the VCA (see Figure 

64 on page 172). 

8.1 SWITCHING BETWEEN GROUNDED AND AIRBORNE 

The two key differences between grounded and airborne animations are that grounded animations 

require post-drag iterations and Vertical COM Adjustments where airborne animations do not.  Using 

the pelvis offset threshold to stop post-drag iterations when the pose is optimal means there is no 

requirement to ‘switch them off’ when airborne as only one pelvis offset is required, and the first pose 

is therefore already optimal.  This section discusses the switching requirements for VCAs. 

The use of VCAs or not can be viewed as operating the rig in a different mode.  Switching mode in a 

character rig is common, with FK/IK switch being a good example. 
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8.1.1 RIG SWITCHING PRINCIPLES 

Switching from one mode of operation to another is a concept that animators are familiar with already.  

As introduced in Section 3.3.2, switching limbs from a forward kinematic mode (FK) to an inverse 

kinematic mode (IK) is a common feature in key frame character rigs.   

In fact, when a character is grounded, having one or more limbs fixed in world space, at least one limb 

must be operating with inverse kinematics.  When a character is airborne, all the limbs must be using 

forward kinematics as their pose is defined in local character space.  Conceptually, a character switches 

from grounded to airborne when the last limb using IK switches to FK, and switches from airborne to 

grounded when any limb on a fully FK rig switches to IK.  This however cannot be guaranteed 

operationally as an animator may make small airborne movements without switching to forward 

kinematics.  The mechanism used to make an IK/FK switch could also be used to switch an automated 

COM rig from grounded to airborne. 

                                                     

Figure 82:  Limb rigging setup for FK / IK switching 
A:   character limb aligned to FK limb and controls (IK limb greyed out) 
B:   pink: character limb;  blue: copy #1 with FK controls;  green: copy #2 with IK controls 
C:   character limb aligned to IK limb and controls (FK limb greyed out) 
 

The IK/FK switch is implemented by duplicating each limb twice (Figure 82).  The limb that is connected 

to the character mesh has a hidden copy that is rigged with FK controls and another hidden copy that is 

rigged with IK controls.  Depending on which mode the animator is using, the character leg aligns and 

locks itself to the relevant copy.  The default is for the FK and IK copies to remain hidden, but their 

controls can change visibility according to which one is active.  This gives the effect that the character 

leg has the correct set of controls, where in fact the visible controls control the hidden leg which the 

character leg follows. 

The limb that is not active is normally dormant.  However, when the animator makes the switch from 

FK to IK, the position of the IK limb must be matched to the FK limb before switching the character limb 
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alignment to the IK limb (or vice-versa).  Depending on the complexity of the rig setup, this is usually 

done semi or fully automatically.  The non-active limb therefore is animated along a simple trajectory 

from its last matched position to its next matched position at which point (after switching) it will be 

animated by the animator. 

While the matching process aligns the limbs spatially, there can be a discontinuity of motion during the 

switch caused by the rates of movement of the invisible FK and IK limbs, so normally the switch would 

be made by blending the character limb alignment from FK to IK over a few frames. 

In many animation scenarios, the animator will simply make this transition during blocking out when 

the movement type needs to change.  For example, an animator could switch one leg of a Can-Can 

dancer to FK to ensure the dancer’s leg moves in arcs when kicking and would switch back to IK when 

that leg becomes grounded.   

 

Figure 83:  Timing for becoming airborne during a jump 
Blue:  before adjusting the curves Green:  after adjusting the curves 
(shown on a pelvis-driven rig) 
 

For a jump, a slightly different workflow can be used that requires the switch to be completed 

retrospectively.  Figure 83 shows the animation curves for the vertical axis of a character doing a jump.  

The blue curve shows the initial key frames set up for the bottom of the crouch (frames 5 and 45) and 

the top of the jump (frame 25).  The character leaves the ground when the blue curve passes the dashed 

horizontal line on frame 11.  Adjusting the curves of the jump path to make it more parabolic (shown on 

the green curve) means that the character now leaves the ground on frame 10.  This changes the timing 

of the transition between IK and FK. 

Applying this ‘match and switch’ method to the automated COM rig to switch between grounded and 

airborne could work (as postulated for a solution to the Allen and Murdock flight rig in Section 3.4.4).  It 

would require two rigs: one IK/FK rig for grounded motion with VCAs and post-drag iterations; and one 
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FK only rig for airborne motion without either.  The grounded and airborne rigs would both require the 

functionality of pelvis offsets.  The third rig that drives the character mesh would not need this 

functionality as it would be aligned and locked to one of the other two rigs. 

During a switch from say airborne to grounded, the entire grounded rig would have to be matched to 

the airborne rig and then the main character rig would have to be aligned and locked to the grounded 

rig.  If the switch was to take place over several frames to avoid discontinuities in motion, both the 

grounded and airborne rig would need to be fully calculated during the transition.   

While undoubtedly possible, this would be a change of functionality of the underlying rig.  Thus a simpler 

and more generalizable method needs to be determined (Section 5.1), and switching rigs will therefore 

be considered outside the scope of this current research.   

8.1.2 SWITCHING AN INSTANTANEOUS NON-KEYED VCA 

When adjusting the character live in the viewport, switching to airborne mode simply disabled the VCAs.  

This VCA mode needs to be captured if the pose is to be determinate, otherwise all poses would have 

to be recalled using the same mode and this would result in the recalled pose being different to the pose 

created in the viewport. 

To capture this characteristic, a third prototype was created that included a VCA mode, which was key 

framed as either grounded or airborne.  The value ‘Grounded’ was set as a floating-point number ranging 

from 1 when grounded to 0 when airborne.  Using a floating-point number allowed the grounded value 

to transition smoothly if the switch took several frames (as with an IK/FK blend).   

The Grounded value was used as a weighting for the COMRig_Subcontrol layer.  This effectively means 

the COMRig_Subcontrol layer was ‘off’ when airborne (Grounded = 0), resulting in no VCA, and was ‘on’ 

when grounded (Grounded = 1), resulting in the full VCA. 

As with the IK/FK switch, the grounded/airborne transition should happen on the airborne frames 

adjacent to the jump and fall contact frames (Section 4.5.2).  This ensures that the VCAs are active on 

the contact frames where the character is still grounded.  The transition therefore is likely to need 

adjusting retrospectively when the jump path has been finalised to ensure the timing of the switch is 

correct.   

For path-based movements, it is likely that the grounded / airborne switch may be made after the path 

has been defined in the layout stage.  However, any VCA that is present before the switch is made, such 

as a pose at the top of the jump, would cause a height change on the character when the VCA is 

removed.  This effect can be clearly seen using the contrived scenario of switching between grounded 

and airborne while crouching 
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 Frame 0 Frames 5-10 Frames 15-20 Frames 25-30 Frame 35 

 

Figure 84:  Switching between grounded and airborne whilst crouching 
 

In Figure 84, the COM node is animated downwards between frame 0 and 5 to make a crouch with a 

key framed height of 50cm and an actual height of 62cm caused by the live VCA of 12cm.  Switching to 

airborne mode between frame 10 and frame 15 makes the character adopt the key framed height of 

50cm.  The character lowers from 62cm to 50cm.  This is because the contribution of the VCA to the 

actual COM node height (i.e. VCA plus key framed value) has been removed. 

Even though each pose is determinate, the poses with and without VCA are different.  This is because 

the key framed animation curve is not representative of the actual COM node position when a character 

has an instantaneous (non-keyed) VCA applied (Section 7.1.3).  

To try to compensate for this effect, a second key framed VCA layer was added to replace the lost height 

information.  The VCA animation layer, COMRig_Subcontrol, was split into an instantaneous layer and a 

key frame layer.  The instantaneous layer was used during grounded movements, and the key frame 

layer provided the same offset value when the instantaneous VCA was zero during airborne movements. 

 

0 

1 
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Figure 85:  Switching between grounded and airborne using secondary key framed VCA layer 
 

As before, the instantaneous VCA is derived using the VCA value as calculated for the current pose 

multiplied by the floating-point Grounded value, which makes the instantaneous VCA zero when 

airborne.   

Each time the Grounded value is key framed, the inverse of the instantaneous VCA is key framed into 

the key frame layer (Figure 85).  This exactly compensates for the fall in height seen in Figure 84.  This is 

different to just leaving the VCA active as for a fully grounded character because the key framed VCA is 

only key framed at the points where the Grounded value is key framed.   

On a grounded character, any pose changes result in an instantaneous VCA that raises or lowers the 

COM node height, but when the key framed VCA layer is active, any instantaneous VCA due to pose 

changes are ignored and the COM node height is defined by the key framed height and the offset key 

framed on the key framed VCA layer.  Using Figure 85, any instantaneous pose changes between frames 

15 and 20 would not result in a change in COM node height, instead the VCA is fixed at 12cm due to the 

VCA key frames. 

As previously discussed in Section 7.1.3, the instantaneous VCA method means the animation curve is 

not representative of the actual COM node position.  In Figure 84 the animation curve does not 

represent the COM node height while grounded but does while airborne.   

In Figure 85, the animation curve is not representative of the COM node height at any point apart from 

when standing.  However, it is consistent.  The animation curve shows the character getting lower and 

staying at one height even if the height value is inaccurate. 

0 

1 
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Figure 86:  Simple key framed somersault for testing the grounded/airborne switch 
 

 

Figure 87:  Animation curves for a standing somersault with grounded / airborne switch 

Frame 0 Frame 5 Frame 8 Frame 11 

Frame 25 Frame 38 Frame 41 Frame 45 
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The crouch example was contrived, however.  Figure 86 and Figure 87 show the curves for a somersault 

without a key framed VCA layer (i.e. instantaneous VCA only).  In this case, the curves are representative 

of the character height through the whole jump because the VCA at the switch point was minimal.  

Because the VCA was zero for the initial standing pose prior to any animation, whenever the character 

is standing, the VCA is going to be zero.  As the character was in a standing position at the take-off point 

(Figure 87), the VCA is effectively zero when the switch takes place.  In effect the pose with VCA and the 

pose without VCA are serendipitously identical because the COM node height happens to match the 

height when the VCA is zero.  This ‘zero VCA’ height will be the key framed height for the duration of 

any grounded movement until the animator key frames the COM node height (Figure 65A, page 179) as 

the instantaneous VCA accommodates any COM node height change required for the pose. 

In situations where the VCA is different at the take-off and landing points (jump contact and fall contact), 

for example jumping from a standing position to a bent-over position on landing, the keyed value of the 

VCA through the jump would not be a horizontal line.  The VCA would be approximately zero at take-off 

when the character was standing but would be negative on landing in a bent-over pose.  This would 

mean that the VCA had to be calculated even when airborne so that the value would be correct 

whenever the switch was required and the keyed value of the VCA would be a gradient. 

Switching back to the instantaneous VCA when grounded effectively resets the zero VCA; a VCA of zero 

will correspond to a new COM node height.  This makes the COM node animation curves even less 

representative of the character height.  In the situation where a character takes off standing and lands 

in bent over, the zero VCA height might correspond to a COM node height of, say, 90cm on take-off but 

only 50cm on landing.  If the animator adjusts the bent over pose to make the character stand up 

without changing the COM node height, the COM node height will remain key framed at 50cm.  The 

same pose will have a key framed height of 90cm before the jump and 50cm after.  This is clearly 

unacceptable. 

The fact that the COM node height animation curves are unrepresentative of the actual height of the 

character when using an instantaneous VCA means that switching from grounded to airborne mode 

changes the character’s height.  Compensating for this has the effect of making the COM node animation 

curves even less representative of the actual character movement.   

Unrepresentative animation curves could make editability more difficult as the animator would need to 

be aware of this during editing.  In fact, it might be argued that awkward editability could be 

compensated if the automated COM node afforded significant advantages in the animation process.  As 

both the animator and the automated COM node algorithm have control over the actual COM node 

position, understanding the way in which VCAs change the COM node position is important if the 

animator is to confidently produce physically plausible movement. 
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8.2 THE EFFECT OF VCAS ON THE ANIMATION CURVES 

   

   

Figure 88:  VCA animation layer with key framed COM node position 

 

 

Figure 89:  Key framed COM node height vs. actual COM node height – crouch 

Offset VCA on the 
COMRig_Subcontrol layer 
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Figure 90:  VCA accounts for entire COM node height change 

 

  

Figure 91: Key framed COM node height vs. actual COM node height - bending over 

Offset VCA on the 
COMRig_Subcontrol layer 
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VCAs are generated whether the animator is changing the pose using the COM node directly or by 

changing other DoFs.  In either case, the VCA affects the height of the COM node.  Where the animator 

is controlling the COM node, this might only represent a small height adjustment, but when the animator 

is creating significant pose changes without moving the COM node directly, the VCA has potential to 

make significant height changes to the character that are out of the animator’s direct control. 

Figure 88 shows a bending crouch.  The COM node is animated lowering to bend the knees, and the 

spine and other DoFs are adjusted to create the full pose.  The change of pose creates a VCA which is on 

the COMRig_Subcontrol layer (see Section 7.1.3).  The VCA is 0.0 on frame zero when the pose is in the 

default position, but on frame ten, the VCA is -5.2.  The VCA ranges between 0.0 and -5.2 on the in-

between frames. 

Because the VCA is an instantaneous offset value, the actual height of the COM node in the scene is not 

the same as the key frame value.  Figure 89 shows the effect of the VCA on the actual height of the COM 

node using the crouching example from Figure 88.  

While the first crouching example might suggest that the VCA is only a minor adjustment to the key 

framed COM node height and therefore should not cause a problem when editing the animation, 

bending over shown in Figure 90 is a more extreme example.  In this case, the entire pose is made from 

DoFs other than the COM node height and the VCA accounts for the entire COM node height change.   

The key framed value remains unchanged and shows no sign of the crouch in the curve editor.  This can 

be seen clearly in Figure 91. 

As well as the potential confusion the unrepresentative curves may cause, there is a clear difference in 

the shape of the curve on Figure 91 compared to Figure 89.  The animation curves used to generate the 

in-between frames from the key frame values usually follow the standard f shape curve shown in Figure 

88 and Figure 89 (also described in Section 4.5.4).  This shape correlates to the slow-in, slow-out principle 

of animation and from a physics point of view, represents acceleration and deceleration caused by 

inertia.  Variation from an f shape curve needs to be for a good reason (parabolic motion in flight, or a 

sharp corner for a sudden impact). 

In the case of Figure 89, the flat bottom to the curve means the character slows as they reach their 

lowest point.  For crouching, this is correct as the thigh muscles absorb energy decelerating the 

character to their lowest pose, then release the energy accelerating the character back up.  

The sharp corner at the bottom of the curve in Figure 91 changes the timing of the animation and makes 

it look like the character bounces as they change direction.  The curve is at its steepest at the bottom 

meaning the character has the highest velocity at this point. 
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Figure 92:  Curves for the pose used in Figure 90 and Figure 91 
 

Figure 91 shows that there is a non-linear relationship between the pose and the VCA.  In Figure 91, the 

movement was created using linear interpolation on all of the DoFs that were key framed (Figure 92), 

and yet produced a COM motion that was non-linear.  (Using linear interpolation would not be normal 

animation practice as but was used to highlight the non-linear relationship between the pose and the 

VCA.) 

It is a vital part of an animator’s toolkit to be able to change the curves to make the motion appear 

natural.  The VCA has no key frames and so cannot be directly modified by the animator.  The VCA is an 

instantaneous value that is represented as a horizontal line in the curve editor which changes height as 

the time slider is moved.  (This can be seen in both Figure 88 and Figure 90.)  The only way to change 

the VCA values through the tween poses is indirectly, by changing the curves on the other DoFs that 

made the pose.   

It is clear then that the unrepresentative COM node animation curves are not just an editability problem, 

but to allow the animator to have full control over the curves for the COM node, the VCA needs to be 

keyed.  The centre of mass is the main movement centre of the character and the animator needs to be 

able to control the slow-in and slow-out of the COM node to control the momentum of the character.  

Keying the VCA will ensure the animation curves are representative but will create additional key frames 

on the path definition.  As these keys will be created due to pose changes but be key framed on the 

COM node, which should be exclusively for path, this increases the interdependence between path and 

pose. 
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8.3 KEY FRAMING VCAS ON KEY POSES ONLY 

Large VCAs such as those in Figure 91 clearly need to be key framed to allow the animator to control the 

shape of the animation curve, but smaller VCAs such as those in Figure 89 might only add a small non-

linearity to the movement and might not be significant enough to affect the editability of the animation 

curves.  Rather than making an arbitrary decision about what constitutes a large or a small move, that 

may be dependent on the underlying rig (e.g. ignoring finger movements), the third prototype included 

different VCA modes for the key poses (i.e. created in the blocking stage) and for breakdown keys. 

8.3.1 USING AN INSTANTANEOUS VCA FOR BREAKDOWN KEYS 

    

 

 

Figure 93:  Blocking mode vs. breakdown mode 
A: key poses (2)  B: curves in blocking mode C: curves in breakdown mode 

Frame 10 Frame 0 

Key_Frames 

COMRig_Subcontrol 

Key_Frames 

COMRig_Subcontrol 
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A: BLOCKING MODE 

              

 

B: BREAKDOWN KEY ADDED 

 

 

C: FINAL CURVES 

 

Figure 94:  Proper use of blocking and breakdown modes 
 

Frame 0 Frame 10 

Frame 0 Frame 10 Frame 5 
(added) 

Head rotation (z) 

COMRig_Subcontrol 

Key_Frames (COM node) 

Arm rotation (x) 
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The third prototype was a modification of the second adding two modes – one for blocking where the 

VCA was always key framed, and one for breakdowns and subsequent detail stages where the VCA was 

not key framed but resided as an instantaneous value in the COMRig_Subcontrol layer (Section 7.1.3).  

This is shown in Figure 93.   

In blocking mode (Figure 93B), key frames for the COM node’s height are stored in the Key_Frames layer 

and the COMRig_Subcontrol layer remains at zero.  In breakdown mode (Figure 93C), there are no key 

frames and the Key_Frames layer remains at its original value.  The COMRig_Subcontrol layer shows an 

offset of -15.6, also unkeyed, which represents the full instantaneous displacement of the COM node. 

The example shown in Figure 93 is not representative of the way the blocking and breakdown modes 

would be used.  The breakdown mode was only meant to be used after the blocking mode had created 

key frames for the COM node height.  The breakdown mode would then apply small instantaneous VCAs 

to the already key framed value.   

Figure 94 shows a very simple animation set up with the correct usage of the blocking and breakdown 

modes.  Initially, the animation is set up in blocking mode where the head rotates in the local z axis 

between frame 0 and frame 10.  This causes the VCA to be key framed on the Key_Frames animation 

layer.  After the blocking stage is complete, a breakdown key is added on frame 5 where the arm is 

rotated in the x axis.  In breakdown mode, no key is set for the VCA.  (The COMRig_Subcontrol layer 

holds the instantaneous value required for the VCA.  In the image, the time slider is at zero with a 

corresponding COMRig_Subcontrol value of 0.) 

 

Figure 95:  The effect of breakdown VCAs on COM node height during timeline recall 
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The instantaneous value of COMRig_Subcontrol cannot be plotted directly on the 3ds Max curve editor 

as it holds no key frame data.  Instead, Figure 95 shows the effect of the instantaneous VCA on the pelvis 

height (also not key framed).  Pelvis Height 1 shows the animation curve for the pelvis height as the 

head is rotated in blocking mode.  The Pelvis Height 2 curve shows the change in pose and hence pelvis 

trajectory caused by adding the breakdown key on frame 5.   

Likewise, COM Height 1 shows the key framed animation curve for the COM node height as the head is 

rotated in blocking mode and COM Height 2 shows the animation curve for the COM node height after 

the breakdown key has been added.  There is no difference between the COM node height curves as 

would be expected because the VCA due to the arm movement breakdown key was not keyed.  Also as 

expected is the difference in the pelvis height curves between the two poses as each pose would have 

a different pelvis offset and VCA.  Full data is shown in Appendix B6. 

This graph shows the values of the pelvis and COM node height during the animation playback when the 

poses are being recalled.  What the graph cannot show is how this recalled value is different from the 

value as set by the animator operating live in the viewport.   

    

Figure 96:  Pose recall error using breakdown mode for VCAs 
A: before breakdown key  B: with breakdown key set (live and recalled overlaid) 

In blocking mode, where the VCA is fully key framed, the pose on frame 5 is fully defined by the 

interpolation between the full sets of key framed DoFs on frames 0 and 10 (including the COM node 

height).  This gives rise to a specific pelvis offset value. 

In breakdown mode, moving the arm causes a change of VCA which is stored in the COMRig_ Subcontrol 

layer.  This contributes to the total set of DoFs that define the pose and the pelvis offset.  When the 

pose is recalled during playback, the keyed COM node height is the only data available.  This means a 

different set of DoFs are being recalled and the pose is different. 

Live viewport 
pose 

Recalled pose 
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This results in a pose recall error as shown in Figure 96.  When the pose is originally set up live in the 

viewport, it has the VCA added as an instantaneous value in the COMRig_Subcontrol layer.  When the 

pose is recalled, the previous instantaneous value of the VCA cannot be recalled and results in a different 

value.  This was the expectation for breakdown keys, after all, the goal was to minimise the effect of the 

VCA by key framing it on the key poses and allowing it to take an automated value in between.  However, 

in this example, the key pose on frame 10 is also different. 

The key pose on frame 10 is now different because it has the arm in the forward position.  In a normal 

animation scenario, frame 10 would contain an entire definition of the pose including the arm back in 

its original position and the COM node height key framed.  It would therefore be exactly defined both 

live in the viewport and on recall.  This case however has been manufactured to show that the mode 

would have to be switched back to blocking mode (i.e. with key framed VCA) if any of the poses defined 

in blocking mode were subsequently edited. 

While a key pose would ideally always be fully defined during the blocking stage and so this scenario 

should not occur, this is not the case in practice.  It is quite common during the breakdown and curve 

adjust stages to take elements of the key pose and displace them in time.  The animation principle of 

follow-through and overlapping motion requires different parts of the body to move at different times.  

This leaves the previously defined key pose no longer fully defined and would allow for the recall error 

seen on frame 10 in Figure 95.  The recall is only accurate when a full set of DoFs exists for the pose. 

If the COM node height is key framed, both it and the pelvis position should be recalled accurately 

otherwise the key frame is meaningless – if the animator had key framed the COM node, that position 

should be respected.  The only way to guarantee that happening is for the VCA to be disabled during 

breakdown mode.  Then, there is no instantaneous VCA taking place and all VCAs are keyed.  This would 

give the advantage of the VCA to creating naturalistic poses during blocking out and also guarantee that 

whenever the COM node height is keyed, it is recalled correctly.  
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8.3.2 DISABLING VCAS FOR BREAKDOWN KEYS 

 

Figure 97:  The effect of using zero VCAs in breakdown mode  
 

Figure 97 shows the recalled values for pelvis height and COM node height compared to the values that 

would be expected if the arm was moved with VCAs active, so the pelvis would remain level.  (In this 

example, the pose on frame 10 is fully defined with all DoFs key framed.)  It shows the VCA nonlinearity 

effect (Section 8.1) seen in Figure 89 and Figure 91 applied to a key framed VCA, albeit on a different 

animation. 

When creating a pose from scratch (blocking mode), the pelvis remains level as the VCA exactly offsets 

the vertical component of the pelvis offset (Automated COM Rig Principle #6, Section 5.6.1).  This is 

shown by the pelvis height expected curve.  It is important for the pelvis to remain level when the 

animator is posing a character as this is intuitively what an animator would expect from experience using 

pelvis-based rigs.  This corresponds to a curved path for the COM node height (COM height expected) 

due to the VCA nonlinearity effect.   

Once frames 0 and 10 are created and the animator returns to frame 5 to create a breakdown key, the 

COM node height is recalled from the animation curves using the interpolated value between the two 

key frames.  In this example it forms a straight-line path between the two key framed height values as 

linear animation curves were used for clarity (COM height recalled).  The resulting pelvis trajectory 

(pelvis height recalled) shows a clear dip in the middle which is not the same as the live viewport pose.  

This is due to the same VCA nonlinearity effect but reversed.  When live in the viewport, the pelvis is 

kept level and the COM node responds in a non-linear way but when recalling the pose, the COM node 

follows a defined path, so the pelvis motion becomes non-linear. 

expected 

expected 
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Keying the VCA for the key poses from the blocking stage creates a sparsely defined curve for the VCA 

which may result in unanticipated pelvis movements (i.e. not level) between key poses.  If these appear 

too unnatural to the animator, the COM node can be adjusted and key framed to compensate, but 

where the movements are small, there is no need to key frame the COM node.  So, while this method 

does not solve the non-linearity problem, it does provide a way of keeping the COM node path sparsely 

key framed in the later stages of the animation pipeline.  This method was implemented in the fourth 

prototype. 

The implementation of this method on the third prototype highlighted some practical corollaries. 

8.3.3 SWITCHING FROM GROUNDED TO AIRBORNE WITH VCAS KEYED ON THE COM NODE 

With the COM node height key frames representative of the actual COM node height, the set of DoFs 

that define the pose are complete and the pose is fully determinate. 

In the viewport, VCAs would be generated for grounded characters as normal and keyed onto the main 

animation layer along with any keys generated by the animator.  The grounded switch was used to 

change the operation of the rig to calculate VCAs when grounded and not when airborne. 

When recalling a frame, the COM node height already included the VCA, so the VCA did not need to be 

recalculated.  This meant that the pose recall was accurate and that the animation curves were 

controllable because there was no instantaneous VCA offsetting the keyed value. 

 

Figure 98:  Recall values pre- and post-switch for keyed VCAs 
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As VCA was no longer recalculated for pose recalls, it no longer mattered whether the pose was recalled 

in grounded or airborne modes either.  In fact, recall was identical regardless of the key framed value of 

‘Grounded’. 

In Figure 98, the animation curves for a similar somersault jump to Figure 86 are compared.  The 

trajectories of the COM node and the pelvis node are both compared pre-switch, when the jump was 

set up (in grounded mode), and post-switch, after the ‘Grounded’ value was key framed. 

The difference between grounded and airborne modes now only affected the behaviour of the COM 

node as it was manipulated live in the viewport.  Once the COM node height was key framed, the 

grounded state or otherwise of the character was irrelevant. 

While the key framed value of ‘Grounded’ was not required for recall, it still remained useful as it 

provides the correct mode to the animator if they edit some part of the animation later on.  In the 

example in Figure 98, if the animator wished to change the pose of the character mid-flight on frame 

20, the mode would already be set to airborne to allow the edit to take place without affecting the path.  

On the other hand, adjusting the crouch pose on frame 5, the animator would automatically be working 

in grounded mode and the COM node height would adjust automatically as the pose changed. 

As the state of the character is not important for recall, the animator could choose not to change the 

Grounded value for example if doing a small jump or could operate completely in airborne mode with 

no VCAs if that was a personal preference. 

8.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) have shown to be beneficial to the creation of poses when using an 

automated COM node (Section 5.6).  This chapter has shown that while this is true, VCAs have a 

nonlinear relationship with the pose which can have a detrimental effect on the animation curves 

between key frames. 

A non-keyframed VCA prevents additional key frames being produced on the COM node for every pose 

change (Section 6.2.3).  Whilst this keeps the path definition sparse and more editable, it has been 

shown to produce uncontrollable and unrealistic animation curves for the COM node due to the 

nonlinear relationship between the VCA and the pose, and unanticipated height changes when switching 

between grounded and airborne movements.  The VCA is thus required to be key framed on all 

significant pose changes. 

As the COM is the main action point for all the character’s momentum, and as the COM node is the main 

control for the animator, the VCA curves need to be controllable.  Key framing the VCA allows the COM 
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node curves to be controlled directly but passes the nonlinearity to the pelvis height.  Unusual or 

unanticipated pelvis motions can however be adjusted by other pose changes or breakdown keys on the 

COM node. 

Key framing the VCA also means switching from grounded to airborne movements only requires the VCA 

to be active on pose creation as any recalled pose has the correct height key framed already.  Grounded 

or airborne therefore corresponds only to whether an animator wants VCAs active or not when creating 

or editing any particular pose.  As post-drag iterations do not need to be ‘switched off’ for airborne 

animations (Section 6.2.2) switching the VCA on and off is sufficient for both animating airborne 

movements and for preventing key frame generation on breakdown keys and subsequent animation 

stages.  

Where the VCA keeps the pelvis level in the viewport while poses are being created, it does not remain 

level between key frames.  Further work is therefore warranted to devise strategies for reducing the key 

frame density of the COM node. 
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– DSR EVALUATION 

 

The development of the automated COM rig prototypes so far has been based on the development 

iterations and circumscription of the DSR cycle and revealed generaliseable knowledge based on 

functionality tests. 

The evaluation phase focuses on the use of the resulting prototype rig in an animation workflow context 

with the goal of generating further generalistic knowledge through circumscription.   

The workflow evaluations are devised in Chapter 9 informed by the operational context framework 

defined in Chapter 4. 

Chapters 10, 11 and 12 present the evaluation of the prototype rig in the different domains from the 

operational context framework.  Each is founded on a workflow baseline established using more 

conventional but comparative rigs. 
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9 ANIMATION WORKFLOW EVALUATION 

‘Now you’re ready to go and animate.  You should have a better understanding of 

your characters, and what to think about in terms of creating a good performance.’ 

Extract from Acting for Animation (Joule, 2014) 

The final prototype, as a DSR artefact, has been developed with the goal of generating knowledge 

through each iteration.  As a result of the development iterations, it has reached a point where it can 

now be used to generate knowledge about the application of an automated COM rig to the key frame 

animation workflow as it is evaluated practically.  This evaluation uses the prototype rig for a series of 

animation examples, which together form the evaluation phase of this DSR cycle.  

A fully comprehensive validation of the rig’s use would never be possible (Popper, 1959), as there could 

always be a specific case where the rig produces unforeseen effects.  The DSR method extends this idea 

to suggest that confidence in the use of an automated COM rig across many animation scenarios, as 

described in Vaishnavi and Kuechler’s fully developed DSR design theory (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004), 

will also only come with extended use of the rig over time in many scenarios with many different 

animators.  However, in other animation tools such as the IK/FK system there can be an acceptable level 

of confidence across a range of scenarios because, in the case of IK/FK, its use can be clearly categorised 

into two domains, that can be tested using generalisable examples: world space scenarios where the 

hand or foot needs to be positioned accurately (or follow a specific path); and local space scenarios 

where the hand or foot needs to move in natural arc-like curves defined by the limb’s joint rotations. 

Gregor and Hevner (2013) state that Design Science Research conducted in the Invention quadrant 

(Figure 6, page 45) produces a prescriptive knowledge contribution through the act of circumscription 

(and the creation of the artefact itself).  Further descriptive knowledge contributions, such as those 

generated through user experience (e.g. usability and application) is beyond the remit of an Invention 

DSR project and would fall into Gregor and Hevner’s Improvement or Adaptation quadrants (section 

2.1.3).  An evaluation based on experiential feedback from animators using the artefact in the field, 

would provide feedback suitable for product development and would be applicable in future phases of 

this project, but this evaluation aims to generate prescriptive knowledge by examining the animation 

workflow based on the operational context for the automated COM rig defined in Chapter 4. 

The operational context, as a DSR construct (Section 2.1.1), also provides categories for the design of 

the workflow evaluations and discussion of their results; the path-based and pose-based domains 

(Section 4.6).  As such, this provides a context, when considering the outcomes of the animation 

examples, to evaluate the efficacy or otherwise of the rig concept in a generalisable way that will help 

to validate the resulting DSR emergent design theory.  For this research, the animation workflow 

evaluation is concerned with dynamic airborne and grounded movements, but as the operational 
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context is generalistic, the discussions and conclusions could infer useful understanding to other less 

dynamic animation scenarios. 

Additionally, whilst the operational context has already been useful in the suggestion and development 

phases, and in the functional testing, this evaluation phase provides a direct practical way of evaluating 

the operational context itself.  Discussion resulting from these workflow evaluations will therefore 

provide circumscription for evaluating both the main COM rig DSR cycle and the ‘mini’-DSR cycle used 

in Chapter 4 to develop the operational context framework.  Evaluation in the DSR cycle provides an 

opportunity through circumscription to add new knowledge to the awareness of the problem, leading 

to new suggestions and developments and a route to further research. 

The focus thus far has primarily been grounded in theory.  Whilst the development phases have been 

practical, the awareness of problem and suggestion phases have been extrapolated from existing 

research.  It is important to establish a baseline for the evaluation using existing rigs, to allow 

comparison of workflow differences when using an automated COM rig.  Evaluation of the baseline 

control examples can feed back through circumscription to add to the awareness of the overall problem 

from a practical workflow viewpoint.  In doing so, it may provide further suggestion which can inform 

the evaluation examples with the automated COM rig.  Animation workflow evaluations will therefore 

be derived from the operational context framework and applied to existing rig types first before 

evaluating the automated COM rig prototype. 

 

9.1 ANIMATION EXAMPLES BASED ON THE FOUR DOMAINS 

Approaching this evaluation quantitatively, for example by direct comparison to mocap data, is not 

feasible.  It would be difficult to exactly reproduce the size, shape and deformations of a real actor for 

comparison to be accurate and the density of the actor’s body sections would also need to be measured.  

Whilst it may be possible to obtain such measurements, a quantitative approach would require the 

animator to produce a perfect reproduction of the mocap data by key frame means and as such, would 

introduce animator ability as a factor. 

A quantitative evaluation would also not be within the spirit of this research, which is concerned with 

physical plausibility, not physical accuracy; the end result needs to ‘look right’.  Most people will have a 

wealth of experience of watching human movement and can see when it is not right.  Whilst ultimately, 

it is important that, even subjectively, a viewer must feel that the animation is right, within this research 

the viewer perception is not so important.  Choosing physically impossible movements means that they 

cannot be judged based on experience, but more importantly, the animator doing the exercise has no 
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real visual history to base the movements on.  Reference is important and rather than relying on the 

animator’s visual history, reference footage will be used as the base for the animation examples. 

As the outcomes of the animation examples will not be directly comparable to real-world data, and so 

will only provide a qualitative evaluation, it is necessary to ensure that the visible physical aspects of the 

resulting animation appear identifiable in terms of the type of movement produced.  Thus, the 

movements chosen must provide significantly visible effects to allow evaluation.  Such effects should 

relate to the three properties of movement (i.e. COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose) to allow their 

interdependence or otherwise to be evaluated. 

If path, rotation and pose were truly divorced, then any choice of motion for each element would be 

applicable provided it had suitable reference and produced visibly significant outcomes.  However, with 

grounded movements, it has been shown that Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) add extra pose key 

frames to the COM node path, which should be reserved for path key frames and thus removes some 

of the interdependence between pose and path (Section 8.3).  As such, it is important that the choice of 

movement elements ensures that this interdependence is demonstrated by including significant pose 

changes through the chosen movement.   

 

 Airborne Grounded 

Path-
based 
domain 

Rotation  x, y or z axes Rotation    z (vertical) only 

Pose Centred on COM Pose Balanced 

Trajectory Ballistic or powered Trajectory 2-dimensional horizontal,  
arbitrary 

Pose-
based 
domain 

Rotation  x, y or z axes Rotation   z (vertical) only 

Pose Centred on COM Pose Balanced 

Trajectory Static Trajectory 2-dimensional horizontal,  
defined by the poses 

Table 11:  Key properties of concern for animation evaluation within the operational context 
 

The operational context, summarised in Figure 40 on page 122, defined four domains based on a 

combination of the physics behind the motion of an actor’s COM for certain movements and the key 

frame animation workflow.  The domains are path-based and pose-based movements both grounded 

and airborne.   
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Within each of the four domains, a suitable animation example needs to be chosen to present the key 

properties of concern within that domain (Table 11).  The animations must give opportunity for the 

properties of movement, COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose, to bare outcomes that can relate to 

all movements within each domain and thus provide a meaningful and generalistic evaluation.   

Within the operational context, the relationships of COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose are defined 

within each domain.  These are summarised in Table 11. 

Grounded movements all rely on balance, which relates to the pose of the character (Section 4.5.1).  

Rotation only generally occurs in the vertical (z) axis and the path is 2-dimensional and horizontal 

(Section 4.3).   

In order to produce generalisable outcomes, it follows that for the grounded animation exercises, the 

character should follow a 2-dimensional path along the ground, spin in their vertical axis and balance.  

Balance and rotation should both produce identifiable physical aspects, which suggests they should be 

a key feature in the movement.  The movement should also be based on reference footage and include 

pose changes to evaluate the interdependency of the path and pose as VCAs are key framed. 

Path-based grounded movements are limited to skating, so a skating movement is required that includes 

balance (e.g. on one leg), rotation in the vertical axis (i.e. spinning) and a 2-dimensional path.  Many 

skating manoeuvres that fulfil these criteria also include jumps and so cannot be considered fully 

grounded.  One movement that fits both criteria and remains grounded is the skid spiral, in which a 

skater performs a 180° turn while travelling and allowing the skate to skid to accommodate the change 

in direction (Figure Skating Fandom, 2019).  The skater follows an arc-like path throughout the 

manoeuvre and may adjust their path to include corners to remain in the bounds of the ice rink.  The 

skater has their arms and raised leg stretched out meaning that the balance is a key feature of the 

movement and that the rotation will be clearly visible from the extremities. 

Any pose-based grounded movement needs similar characteristics.  However, where the path-based 

path is clearly defined, in pose-based movements, the path is more complex as it is defined by each 

pose.  This means it could be quite difficult to discern an actor’s COM trajectory from reference footage, 

and to compare once animated.   

The 2-dimensional skater path has the added characteristic of including transient motion as the skater 

follows curves and corners.  To include a transient motion in a 1-dimensional path, the character will 

need to accelerate or decelerate.  This would be most visible in a change of direction. 

Pose-based grounded movements are the most common type of movement for animation, so there is 

plenty of choice.  However, many pose-based grounded dynamic movements have more complex paths 
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and, as with the skater, include airborne segments.  A 1-dimensional path with a change of direction is 

more common in fighting sports where an actor would move in towards their opponent and then move 

back again.  Combining this requirement with balance and spin points towards martial arts, so a 

compound Kung Fu movement was chosen involving a spin followed by a crescent kick (Black Belt Wiki, 

2015).  During the crescent kick, the character is balanced on one leg with the other leg outstretched, 

creating the balance and, combined with the spin, providing orbital motion of the extremities. 

All airborne movements can include rotation around any of the three axes, with more than one axis 

being uncommon.  A path-based airborne path can be either parabolic for ballistic flight or user-defined 

for powered flight, and pose-based airborne movements (i.e. hovering) have no path (Section 4.5.2).   

Path-based airborne movements are not limited to any specific path definition, but movements with a 

ballistic path are more common.  Additionally, powered flight is more open to interpretation by the 

animator due to the lack of real-life visual reference and this could potentially bias the evaluation of the 

result.    The majority of airborne movements require take-off and/or landing and so require a switch 

from grounded to airborne.   

To allow for a significant time airborne and ensure the physical outcomes are clearly visible, a long 

ballistic phase will be used.  This rules out basic jumps, and the desire to switch between grounded and 

airborne rules out a character being thrown.  A high dive provides the best opportunity for a long ballistic 

path with a take-off phase. 

Rotation must be included, and as with the grounded movements, a pose that provides good 

opportunity to see the orbital is useful.  The example of the pike somersault discussed previously 

(Section 1.1) provides a good basis for both.  The somersault includes rotation, and the pike pose 

produces a clear difference between the pelvis location and the centre of mass, allowing the pelvis orbit 

to be clearly visible.   

Within the pose-based airborne domain (i.e. hovering), poses and rotation are centred on the COM node 

in the same way as in path-based airborne movements.  The only difference is the lack of a path.  It is 

conceivable then that much of the discussion around path-based airborne movements will also be 

applicable to pose-based airborne movements.  For this reason, there was is no perceived advantage in 

evaluating this domain separately.  Additionally, this domain only contains static movements and does 

not need to be considered as part of this research. 

The scope of this research is limited to dynamic airborne and grounded animations, and as such, static 

movements such as standing, sitting and hovering are not applicable.  However, it is quite possible that 

observations from the evaluation phase may apply equally to more general-purpose animations.  For 
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example, for hovering, poses and rotation are centred on the COM node in the same way as in dynamic 

airborne movements.   

The final animation workflow evaluations are listed below. 

• Chapter 10: Path-Based Airborne Movement Workflow Evaluation with Rotation  

o High dive with pike somersault  

o Includes switch from pose-based grounded movement 

 

• Chapter 11: Pose-Based Grounded Movement Workflow Evaluation 

o Kung Fu crescent kick with spin build-up 

o Includes rotation and balance 

 

• Chapter 12: Path-Based Grounded Movement Workflow Evaluation 

o Ice-skater performing a skid spiral 

o Path-based grounded with rotation and balance 

9.2 ANIMATION WORKFLOW STAGES 

The key frame animation workflow used in these examples will follow the industry-recognised stages of 

layout, blocking, breakdowns and curve adjustments.  Within these general workflow stages, there will 

necessarily be slight variations of method as appropriate to each rig type; it is expected that using an 

automated COM node will allow a somewhat simpler approach to path definition when compared to a 

pelvis-led rig. 

Subsequent stages such as polish (refining the detail in areas such as contact) and facial animation will 

not be included as they do not significantly affect the movement of the centre of mass.  The final stages 

such as polish provide the greatest aesthetic improvements, so stopping short of these stages will mean 

the final animations will lack a professional aesthetic.  However, this is not the aim of the evaluation.  

This will give enough insight into the ability of a COM node to control the flow of the animation and the 

influence of the COM in this process. 

Video reference will be used for all examples to provide a grounding to the real world and to help 

construct the timing and the poses of the character.  In some 3D key frame workflows, key poses are 

aligned exactly onto the video footage in a process known as rotoscoping to ensure accuracy.  However, 

as an aim of this research is to reproduce physically impossible or dangerous moves, this method would 

not be applicable to those scenarios as video reference could not exist, so the poses will be reproduced 

by eye.   
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Each animation example will be repeated with pelvis-led, dumb COM and automated COM rigs.  It is 

important for the evaluation to highlight any changes in workflow for different rigs, so the potential for 

differences due to other factors needs to be reduced.  To this end, 3D reference will be imported from 

the initial animation example, with the pelvis-led rig, into the example scenes for the dumb COM and 

automated COM rigs.  The reference will be used to ensure that the poses and, in the case of path-based 

movements, the paths will be comparable when set up with each rig.  Different rig types could well have 

different methods for setting poses and paths (for example with balance), so the imported pose and 

trajectory data will not be used explicitly but as a visual reference.  The path for pose-based movements 

is defined by the poses and its similarity is inferred. 

As the workflow for each animation example is part of the evaluation scenario, the animation production 

will be recorded using screen capture software and presented as a time-lapse.  The output from each of 

the main animation stages (blocking, breakdown keys, and curve adjustments) will also presented 

alongside the reference footage as an animation breakdown video.   

The animation will be conducted using Autodesk’s 3ds Max.  3ds Max uses z as the vertical axis (as 

opposed to the more common use of y as the vertical axis in other software such as Maya). 

➢ STAGING AND LAYOUT 

The staging will be kept simple with either a static or following camera providing either a full shot (whole 

character is visible and takes up the full height of the screen) or a long shot (camera is further away from 

the character than a full shot to communicate travel) as appropriate.  The main shot will closely match 

the angle of the video reference used and any additional shots will be either to the side or front or above 

the character as best represents the movement in the main coordinate planes. 

For path-based animations, the layout stage will be used to define the path of the character using a 

sparse definition of key frames, as defined in the operational context (Section 4.5.2).  The path will not 

be animated on step tangents, as some curve adjustment of the path definition may be necessary to 

ensure it follows the correct trajectory.   

As the same animation example is to be produced using different rigs, the path and timing will be based 

on 3D reference imported from the initial animation to ensure the paths were visually similar. 

For pose-based animations the character will be placed in its starting location.  No other animation will 

be generated in the layout stage. 

➢ BLOCKING 

Key poses will be identified from the video reference at points where the character makes contact, 

changes direction or holds position.  These poses are known as extremes.  The time index for each 

extreme will be used to position key frames in the animation 
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For pose-based animations, the poses will be created in world space, whereas for path-based 

animations, the poses will be superposed onto the path defined in the layout stage.  For the initial 

example without a COM node, the pose definitions will be added in world space and hence add 

additional definition to the path (Section 4.5.3), but where there is a COM node, the pose definitions 

will be created in the path space defined by the COM node (Automated COM Rig Principle #1, Section 

5.3). 

Video reference is typically used to assist with the timing of an animation and to inform some of the 

animation details like eye movements and finger positions (not relevant here), but the key poses or 

extremes identified from the reference are often re-interpreted or exaggerated by the animator to fit 

with the personality of the character.  As such, the poses will not be direct copies of the actor in the 

video reference.   

The shape of the pose will be interpreted visually from the reference for the pelvis-led baseline for each 

animation.  Blocked-out animations created with the pelvis-led rig will be used as a visual 3D reference 

for subsequent examples of the same animation to ensure that the key poses in each (and hence, and 

the COM trajectories) are visually similar. 

➢ BREAKDOWNS 

For path-based animations, the breakdown keys will only be applied to the pose definition as the path 

will be defined fully in the layout stage.  For pose-based animation, the breakdown keys added definition 

to both the poses and the path. 

For grounded movements, both pose-based and path-based, the change of pose caused by a breakdown 

key will require a vertical COM Adjustment (VCA), which will also create an extra key frame on the COM 

node.  Where a pose change does not have a significant effect on the VCA, this need not be key framed 

(Section 8.3).  Excess VCA key frames may also be cleared up between the breakdown and curves stages 

to allow the curves to be edited more readily. 

➢ CURVE ADJUSTMENT 

In keeping with the recognised key frame workflow, all key poses will be converted to Bezier tangents 

at this stage and adjusted as necessary. 

In the path-based domain, the path will already be defined using curves by this stage, however, where 

necessary the timing or interpolation of the path may be adjusted for artistic reasons during this stage.   

The curve adjustment stage is the final stage of animation for this research project. 

➢ POLISH 

This stage is beyond the scope of this thesis, as the movements from polish will have minimal effect on 

the COM node (Section 7.4).  
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9.3 EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES 

As with the previous development phases (Chapters 6, 7 and 8), the goal of this evaluation is not to 

prove that the automated COM rig provides higher efficacy or improved aesthetics; the aim of Design 

Science Research is to generate knowledge.  In the case of this workflow evaluation, the goal remains 

to reveal potential workflow issues or benefits. 

By eliminating efficacy and aesthetics as evaluation measures, any bias from the skill level or experience 

of the animator is removed.  Thus, a testing regime where multiple animators used the rig, or a panel of 

judges assessed the final animation to avoid subjectivity, is not necessary.  

The evaluation will reflect qualitatively on two areas: the differences in workflow between the different 

types of rig; and the identification of visible physical aspects of the animation, pointing towards physical 

plausibility.  The kind of visible physical aspects to be identified relate to the COM trajectory, COM 

rotation and pose of the character. 

The trajectory of the actual centre of mass of the character mesh can be compared between rig types.  

For the dumb and automated COM rigs, the COM node path will be animated by the animator and can 

therefore be considered as a visible representation of the animator’s intent for the centre of mass.  This 

can be used for comparison with the trajectory of the actual centre of mass of the character mesh. 

For the pelvis-led rig, the trajectory of the character COM will be completely inferred from the animation 

of the character by its pelvis.   For the dumb COM rig, the trajectory of the character COM will provide 

some measure of the accuracy with which the animator estimated of the centre of mass.  The character 

COM and COM node trajectories for the automated COM rig, should be identical. 

A direct quantitative measure of the difference in COM trajectories, whilst possible, would include 

factors relating to the ability of the animator (i.e. an experienced animator might be expected to get 

closer results than an inexperienced animator).  In identifying visible physical aspects of the trajectory 

results, this evaluation aims to highlight benefits and shortcomings of the rig types qualitatively. 

As well as the COM trajectories, the pelvis trajectory can also contribute to the evaluation as it orbits 

the COM node.  In rotation, the pelvis trajectory should orbit the COM node smoothly resulting in arc-

like movements.  For a character with no pose change, this would be circular (or cycloidal for a moving 

character), but where pose changes do occur, the pelvis trajectory should still move smoothly, with an 

arc-like motion, in relation to the COM node. 

Pose changes should have no discernible effect on the COM node path or rotation.  For a real actor, pose 

changes would have a direct effect on the moment of inertia and hence their rotational velocity.  

However, as that property is not part of this research, there should be no connection between them. 
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The workflow for the automated COM node will be directly compared to the workflow of the same 

animation with pelvis-led and dumb COM rigs.  Any change in workflow combined with the above output 

expectations can lead to discussion about potential benefits or otherwise of the automated COM rig in 

the particular animation domain. 

The following chapters (10, 11, and 12) describe the animation examples for each of the three domains 

evaluated.  The discussion provides observations on the application of an automated COM node, 

compared to the dumb COM and pelvis-led options, for dynamic animation scenarios in each domain 

and forms the data for the evaluation circumscription loop for both the workflow and the identifiable 

visible physical aspects of the animation generated by each rig type. 
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10 PATH-BASED AIRBORNE MOVEMENT WORKFLOW 

EVALUATION WITH ROTATION  

(HIGH-DIVE WITH PIKE SOMERSAULT INCLUDING SWITCH FROM 

POSE-BASED GROUNDED TAKE-OFF) 

 

Figure 99:  High-dive with pike somersault – Jian Yang 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87hnvMbIEW8  Time reference: 0:48 – 1:10 
 

The high dive example covers both pose-based grounded and path-based airborne domains with the 

take-off being pose-based (i.e. whilst in contact with the diving board) and the flight being path-based 

(i.e. whilst airborne).  It is unlikely that an animator would define the entire movement in the layout 

stage first, rather they would block out key poses for the take-off, which would be pose-based, to lead 

into the definition of the ballistic path, which would be path-based (Section 4.5.5).  Some animators 

might even adopt a pose-based approach to animate the whole movement in the blocking out stage, 

where each key pose is set up in sequence, using the video reference for timing.   

This would clearly be a pose-based approach to an airborne animation, where the operational context 

established in Chapter 4  classes all airborne movements, apart from hovering, as path-based; hovering 

being the exception only as there is no path established in the layout stage.  This example thus provides 

a good opportunity to provide some validation of the path-based / pose-based framework for airborne 

movements.  Defining airborne movements like this as path-based should provide clear workflow 

benefits.  To ensure that any such benefits are not due to the use of a COM node, the examples will be 

animated using a pelvis-led rig. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87hnvMbIEW8
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The 3D scene used for this evaluation was adapted from CadNav’s “High Board Diving Apparatus 3D 

Model” (CadNav, 2015), which includes a 10m diving board to match the height of the dive in the 

reference video. 

The first part of each movement evaluation will start with baseline controls on pelvis-led and dumb COM 

rigs to inform the workflow approach for the automated COM rig example (Section 9).   

Whilst establishing the baseline for the pelvis-led rig, the dive will be animated using both methods.  The 

animation is created first using a completely pose-based approach (Section 10.1.1) and this will be 

compared with the hybrid pose-based / path-based approach (Section 10.1.3).  The comparison of these 

examples inform the choice of path-based or pose-based for the dumb COM rig baseline as well as 

forming the evaluation phase of the ‘mini’-DSR cycle used to create the operational context framework 

(Chapter 4). 

10.1 PATH-BASED AIRBORNE BASELINE WITH PELVIS-LED RIG 

10.1.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION (UNCONVENTIONAL POSE-BASED APPROACH) 

Pelvis-led, Pose-Based Airborne, Production Video (6:09):

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gd8ZyPkCWG8  

Pelvis-led, Pose-Based Airborne, Breakdown Video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urrniZIX0ro  

 
➢ LAYOUT 

Being pose-based, there was no layout stage to this animation apart from the initial placement of the 

character on the diving board. 

➢ BLOCKING 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 3:45 

The high dive was created from a series of key poses identified from the video (see Figure 100, below).  

These key poses represent the extremes of motion (Section 4.5.2), i.e. the lowest point of the crouch 

(anticipation), the highest point of the jump (mid-air) and the horizontal and vertical positions during 

the somersaults.  The points just before and after the feet leave the board, frames 192 and 194, (jump 

contact and fall contact) were also key framed to allow for the switch between IK and FK.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gd8ZyPkCWG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urrniZIX0ro
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Figure 100: Key poses for the high dive animation 
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During the fall, the pelvis was key framed alternating left to right, with respect to the view from the side 

in the reference video, as this was apparent from the video footage.  The amount of left or right 

movement was judged by eye but did require further fine-tuning during the curve adjustment phase. 

As the reference footage was from a following camera, there was no absolute reference for position 

making it difficult to judge the height of the character at each key pose of the somersault.  The resulting 

misestimation meant that once all the key frames for the fall were completed, the character did not 

reach the pool, so the key frames were rescaled downwards from the peak of the dive until the final key 

pose was low enough for the character to hit the water. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

Production video time reference 3:45 – 4:27 

Breakdown keys were required during the launch to differentiate the timing of the arms and pelvis going 

into the crouch and to define the rotational direction of the arms.  An extra rotation key was also added 

just after take-off to determine the direction of rotation between keys 204 and 210 which were 180° 

apart. 

➢ CURVE ADJUST 

Production video time reference 4:27 – 4:50 

The path of the fall had already been defined by the spacing of the key frames and this showed as a 

parabolic-ish curve in the (vertical) z-axis in the curve editor.  The motion path visible in the viewport 

does not show a parabolic shape as the pelvis has already been keyed left and right during the fall.  

Positional adjustments were also made to some of the key frames to fine-tune the path. 

10.1.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME (UNCONVENTIONAL POSE-BASED APPROACH)  

Even after completing all animation stages (layout to curve adjustments), the character did not fall 

smoothly.  The vertical rate of fall had been key framed following a traditional understanding of objects 

falling due to the acceleration of gravity, where the gaps between key frames increase in size through 

the fall.  However, the character appeared to float at points in the fall (when viewed from a static 

camera) most notably at the end of the pike pose before the entry to the pool. 

To check the rate of fall, a sphere was animated along the same path as the diver using key frames only 

at the take-off, peak and landing positions and adjusting the animation curves for a parabolic path. 

Production video time reference 4:50 – 5:50 
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This revealed that the height estimates for each key frame had been incorrect.  The character was 

visually re-centred on the sphere at each key frame.  The final position key frame for entry into the water 

was also adjusted.  These adjustments resulted in a much smoother fall.   

10.1.3 ANIMATION PRODUCTION (PATH-BASED AIRBORNE APPROACH) 

Pelvis-led, Path-Based Airborne, Production Video (1:13):

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6wu56f_-ds   

Pelvis-led, Path-Based Airborne, Breakdown Video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_R03ZCiFuA   

➢ LAYOUT 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 0:15 

As stated in section 9.2, path-based animations would include the previously created trajectory for 

reference to ensure similarity.  In this case, the previous trajectory had been defined using a pose-based 

approach and adjusted to match a falling sphere defined using a path-based method (i.e. sparse 

trajectory definition).  To ensure as much similarity as possible in this case, this example reused the 

previous animation directly, up to and including the FK/IK switch.  The pose-based take-off animation 

was kept along with the top and bottom key frames of the dive.  All the other key frames during the dive 

were deleted.   

The path was then made parabolic by adjusting the vertical animation curve by eye and using a linear 

animation curve in the horizontal axis. 

➢ BLOCKING 

Production video time reference 0:18 – 0:53 

The animated character from the pose-based baseline was re-imported into the scene as a reference to 

ensure each key pose was visually similar to the previous animation.   

The pelvis rotation was key framed from the video reference using each of the same key frame time 

indices from the pose-based baseline.  The rotational key frames were defined first and then the entire 

character key framed at each time index to create the blocked-out key frames.  Animation curves were 

set back to stepped to complete the blocking stage. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

No additional breakdown keys were required.  The breakdown keys created in the previous pose-based 

example were only needed on the take-off, and this movement was kept. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6wu56f_-ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_R03ZCiFuA
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➢ CURVE ADJUST 

In the previous example, the curve adjustments were used to make the path during the ballistic phase 

more parabolic.  In this case, the ballistic path was defined in the layout stage, so no further curve 

adjustments were made. 

10.1.4 WORKFLOW OUTCOME (PATH-BASED AIRBORNE APPROACH) 

The effect of the blocking-out stage was that the character appeared to be ‘windmilling’ throughout the 

fall.  As previously described in Figure 3 (page 30; Oba, 2010), this was because the character was 

rotating about the pelvis and not the centre of mass as would be the case in the reference footage.  To 

counter this, the position key frames for the pelvis were adjusted alternately left and right, as in the 

pose-based baseline by observation of the reference footage (Production video time reference 0:53 – 

1:05).  This reduced the windmilling effect significantly.   

Once the windmilling effect was eliminated, it became obvious that the character appeared to be 

‘floating’ at certain points in the fall.  The floating coincided with the key frames where the character's 

feet were vertically upwards.  The diver appeared to float for half a somersault and then fall for half a 

somersault.   

 

Figure 101:  Floating effect during high dive animation (pelvis-led rig) 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM 

Production video time reference 0:53 – 1:05 

Falling phase 

Floating phase 
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The floating effect is because the viewer correctly perceives the character’s rate of fall visually based on 

the character COM, which falls at a varying rate and not the pelvis which is key framed to fall at a 

consistent rate (Figure 101). 

In the ‘falling’ half of the pike somersault, the diver’s feet and head start by pointing up and the diver 

rotates until its feet and head are pointing down.  During this phase, the character COM starts higher 

than the pelvis but moves downwards faster than the pelvis effectively overtaking it.  In the ‘floating’ 

half of the pike somersault, the diver’s feet and head start by pointing down and the diver rotated until 

its feet and head are pointing up.  The character COM now starts lower than the pelvis and moves 

downwards less slowly than the pelvis.  Where the COM moves more slowly, the character is perceived 

to be falling more slowly.  Thus, this was perceived as the diver alternately falling and floating through 

the dive.  The floating effect was compensated by adjusting the pelvis position up when the feet were 

down and down when the feet were up.   

The left and right adjustments and the up and down adjustments were all effectively the same solution; 

offsetting the pelvis so that the COM follows a parabolic trajectory.  However, as there was no visual 

reference for the COM it was not possible to guarantee the accuracy on each key frame.  The effect of 

the horizontal and vertical pelvis offsets is shown in the animation breakdown video. 

10.1.5 DISCUSSION AND THE OPERATIONAL CONTEXT 

Creating a ballistic path using a pose-based approach (Section 10.1.1), by key framing the world space 

position at each key pose (i.e. every 90° rotation in the somersault) meant that the estimated spacing 

between each was inaccurate.  This was clearly exacerbated by the following camera used in the 

reference footage.  By direct comparison to a falling sphere animated along a sparsely defined path, 

these errors were clear, and the animation was tweaked to produce a more realistic result. 

In this example, if the falling sphere had been used as a reference for the path at the start of the process, 

the animation could have been produced more quickly and more accurately.  It could be argued that a 

more experienced animator might achieve a more accurate result first time, it would not be 

unreasonable to expect the animator to tweak the path in the curve adjust stage.  Creating the ballistic 

phase of the movement using a sparse path definition at the start would potentially reduce the amount 

of tweaking required. 

When the path key frames from the pose-based path definition were scaled, to ensure the character 

reached the water, the inaccuracies were also scaled.  Mathematically, this makes the inaccuracies 

bigger and thus more obvious visually.   

Production video time reference 1:05 – 1:13 
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Using the path-based approach (Section 10.1.3), with a sparse initial path definition, means that the 

world-space position of the diver at each key pose is already defined by a smooth (ideally parabolic) 

interpolation curve.  This changes the animation workflow so that the animator is starting from a 

position of accuracy rather than estimation.  Any changes made by the animator (erroneous or 

otherwise) do not compound an existing estimation error and result in a more accurate animation. 

This provides good validation for the use of a path-based approach when animating the ballistic phase 

of the animation, and provides circumscription in the evaluation of the path-based / pose-based 

operational context ‘mini’-DSR cycle (Chapter 4). 

10.2 PATH-BASED AIRBORNE BASELINE WITH DUMB COM NODE 

10.2.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION 

Dumb COM, Path-Based Airborne, Production Video (2:59):

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1UTSYaPJYc  

Dumb COM, Path-Based Airborne, Breakdown Video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZqzZ0azMZM  

➢ RIG SETUP 

 The dumb COM node was created using a 3ds Max point helper (a.k.a. locator in Maya).   

➢ LAYOUT (TAKE-OFF) 

As established previously (Section 9.2), the key poses from the pelvis-led rig example were imported 

into the scene at their respective time indices, for reference.  The character was placed on the diving 

board. 

➢ BLOCKING (TAKE-OFF) 

The key poses for take-off were created to match the imported reference poses from the previous 

example.  The FK/IK switch was made along with the relevant poses. 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 0:07 

Production video time reference 0:07 – 1:09 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1UTSYaPJYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZqzZ0azMZM
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➢ LAYOUT (DIVE) 

The COM node (not the pelvis) was key framed at the top and bottom of the fall first to get the path.  It 

was key framed with an additional rotation of 1080° at the bottom of the fall with the intention to save 

key framing the rotation every 90° through the fall as the pelvis was in the pelvis-led animation.  The 

curves were adjusted to make the path parabolic (Section 9.2). 

➢ BLOCKING (DIVE) 

The key poses from the dive were created to match the imported reference poses from the previous 

example.  While the poses were matched, the position in world space was left as defined by the layout 

stage above. 

Additionally, it was obvious from comparison with the imported reference that the interpolation 

between the rotation key frames did not reflect the true rotation of the diver and the rotation still 

needed to be keyed every 90° (Production video time reference 1:44 – 1:55).  A real diver’s moment of 

inertia changes as they change pose resulting in an inversely proportional change in angular velocity.  

This results in a much more complicated rotation curve than the basic interpolations available in the 

software. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

The left and right pelvis offset required through the fall was key framed on the pelvis node as before.  

However, the pelvis in the previous example already had position key frames from the fall path and so 

the offsetting process was a modification of the path.  In this dumb COM rig baseline, there were no 

position key frames on the pelvis.  The pelvis adjustments required were created in the parent space of 

the COM node and thus implicitly inherited the rotation of the COM node, so the offset only needed to 

be keyed when the pose changed.  In other words, it did not require key frames every 90°, this was 

particularly notable when the diver held the pike pose for two and a half somersaults as the only offset 

keys were placed at the start and the end of the pike.  In each offset key, the position of the pelvis was 

adjusted to visually align the estimated centre of mass of the diver to the COM node. 

Production video time reference 1:09 – 1:29 

Production video time reference 1:29 – 2:30 

Production video time reference 2:30 – 2:45 
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➢ CURVE ADJUST 

The path required some minor tweaks at the top of the jump to make the curve gradients symmetrical 

10.2.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

During this baseline animation, two minor workflow issues resulted from animator misuse of the dumb 

COM node.  These baseline issues can be included in the automated COM node evaluation that follows. 

During the blocking stage for the take-off, there was no attempt by the animator to visually align the 

character’s centre of mass to the COM node; the COM node was treated as a simple control object for 

the pelvis.  This was a clear omission from the baseline, but points to a potential workflow issue with a 

dumb COM node where an animator may need to overcome long-standing habits.  Where animators 

are often used to working with a COG node (additional rig node parented to the pelvis, Section 3.4.3), 

using a dumb COM node (i.e. where the same node is meant to be a visual representation of the centre 

of mass) represents a significant change of habit, especially if the movement is small or incidental.   

When using an automated COM node, it will not be possible to make this omission as the COM node 

will remain aligned to the character’s centre of mass.  For an small or incidental movement like the take-

off for the dive, this may not cause much noticeable difference, but this can be evaluated further in the 

dedicated pose-based grounded movement evaluation, the Kung Fu kick in Chapter 11. 

Another workflow issue arose in the path-based airborne section of the movement.  In this animation, 

the diver’s rotation was fully defined by the rotation of the COM node, but in an initial attempt, the 

pelvis was inadvertently rotated in one of the poses.  While the blocked-out animation looked correct, 

once the curves were applied, the character did not somersault at a consistent speed due to the pelvis 

rotation and the COM rotation partially cancelling each other out.  The animation was repeated without 

any rotation of the pelvis.   

Despite these minor workflow issues, the resulting animation appeared smoother and had none of the 

windmilling or floating effects from the pelvis-led baseline animation. 

 

 

10.2.3 DISCUSSION 

The perceived smoothness of the animation created using the dumb COM node can be corroborated by 

analysis of the trajectories of the character COM.  

Production video time reference 2:45 – 2:59 
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A. Pelvis-led 
pose-based airborne 

B. Pelvis-led  
path-based airborne 

C. Dumb COM 
path-based airborne 

   

Figure 102: Initial comparison between pelvis-led and dumb COM rigs for the high dive animation 
Red: pelvis trajectory, Green: dumb COM node trajectory, Blue: character COM trajectory 

A. Pelvis-led B. Dumb COM 

  

Figure 103: Comparison of pelvis orbits for a pike somersault 
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In Figure 102, the trajectories of the pelvis (red) and the character COM (blue) are shown.  In the case 

of the dumb COM baseline, the key framed path of the COM node is also plotted (green).  The character 

COM was plotted from the properties of the character mesh using the tetrahedron method as used for 

the main centre of mass calculation.  

The pelvis trajectory from the dumb COM example (Figure 102C) was far smoother than the pose-based 

or path-based examples without a COM node (Figure 102A & B) because, in the dumb COM setup, the 

pelvis trajectory orbits the COM node during the dive.   

Although the COM rotation is only key framed at each quadrant of the somersault (up, down, left, right), 

the in-between frames are generated directly by the COM node rotation.  In the cases with a pelvis-led 

rig, the pelvis was offset at each quadrant and the in-between frames are generated by spline 

interpolation of their position in world space (Figure 103).  While the spline interpolation produces a 

smooth curve between each of the positions (Figure 103A), it is a general mathematical solution and not 

designed to produce circular motion.  The orbital pelvis motion from the dumb COM node (Figure 103B) 

produces a much smoother trajectory. 

The main point to note from Figure 102 is that in the falling part of the movement, the character COM 

does not take a direct path but wobbles, suggesting that the estimation of the pelvis offset is wrong, 

and hence the animator’s estimation of the COM is inaccurate.  The unusual shape of the character COM 

trajectory at the peak of the jump as also due to inaccurate estimation.  Such estimation may improve 

with experience. 

 

Figure 104:  Dumb COM and character COM trajectories during high dive animation 
Green: dumb COM node trajectory, Blue: character COM trajectory 
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In the case of the Pepe character in a pike pose, the character COM location is much closer to the head 

than the estimated position of the dumb COM node.  In fact, during the pike pose, the COM is situated 

in front of Pepe’s face as can be seen in Figure 104, this results in a much tighter curve at the top of the 

jump and a cycloidal ‘wobble’ during the fall.   

Figure 102 shows similar character COM trajectories in all three cases, but notably between the pelvis-

led pose-based (Figure 102A) and the dumb COM path-based (Figure 102C) cases.  In both cases a visual 

reference was used by the animator to align the character’s perceived centre of mass.  The pelvis-led 

pose-based approach was recentred on the falling sphere reference object (Section 10.1.2), and the 

dumb COM path-based example had the dumb COM node itself on a similar path.  This shows that 

aligning the COM visually was repeatable within the animator’s ability, albeit repeatably inaccurate. 

No conclusion can be drawn from a quantitative comparison of the curves as the offset of the pelvis was 

estimated in each animation.  Any perceived accuracy is likely to be due to chance or improvement 

through experience rather than being a result of the rig setup or the workflow. 

This has shown that using a dumb COM node has the specific advantage of smoothing out the animation 

of a high pike dive with somersault due to the rotational interpolation of the offset pelvis.  It also has an 

element of inaccuracy due to the requirement on the animator to estimate the position of the COM for 

each key pose.  This inaccuracy should not be present when using an automated COM node. 

As a baseline for the automated COM evaluation, the pelvis-led and dumb COM examples have shown 

that the path-based airborne approach for the ballistic phase of the movement and that blocking out 

the take-off prior to defining the ballistic path is the most applicable workflow. 

The graphs in Figure 102 show identifiable visible physical aspects (Section 9.3) that can be used for 

evaluation purposes and will provide a direct comparison for the evaluation of the automated COM 

example. 

Two minor workflow issues were identified when using a dumb COM node.  The inadvertent use of both 

the COM node as a control handle without aligning to the character, and the pelvis for rotating the 

character instead of the COM node.  Neither should be possible when using an automated COM node 

as the alignment will be automatic and the animator will have no direct control over the pelvis. 
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10.3 PATH-BASED AIRBORNE AUTOMATED COM NODE EVALUATION 

10.3.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION 

Automated COM, Path-Based Airborne, Production Video (2:37):

 https://youtu.be/XQCiGYg88mA  

➢ RIG SETUP 

This evaluation was conducted using a bespoke rig rather than the 3ds Max CATRig.  This was due to a 

problem on the IK setup of the CATRig when working with an automated COM node that was 

subsequently solved.  This and the path-based grounded example (ice skater) with a pelvis-led rig 

(Section 12.1) were the only examples conducted with the bespoke rig before the CATRig issue was 

fixed. 

The bespoke rig had some limitations which meant that some of the reference poses could not be exactly 

matched.  This was particularly noticeable when posing the spine as the only control was to rotate the 

top of the spine and the pelvis.  In the CATRig, the top of the spine could be rotated and moved allowing 

independent control over the bend and the curvature of the spine.  However, the effect of the rig 

elements hierarchically below the pelvis have no direct bearing on the offset of the pelvis and hence the 

animation evaluation results are still valid. 

➢ LAYOUT (TAKE-OFF) 

As in the previous dumb COM example, the same reference poses were imported into the scene at their 

respective time indices, for reference.  The character was placed on the diving board. 

➢ BLOCKING (TAKE-OFF) 

As before, the key poses for take-off were created to match the imported reference poses. 

➢ LAYOUT (DIVE) 

The COM node was key framed at the top of the path as before.  The rig was switched to FK on this first 

path key frame and the rig mode set to airborne to cancel VCAs. 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 0:02 

Production video time reference 0:02 – 0:59 

Production video time reference 0:59 – 1:52 

https://youtu.be/XQCiGYg88mA
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As the previous dumb COM baseline was based on an estimation, the height of the actual centre of mass 

was not visible.  To make sure the height of the jump was the same, the key pose for the top of the path 

was also created at this point.  With the pose and the pelvis position identical to the previous dumb 

COM example, the character COM must also be at the same height. 

The COM position and key pose at the bottom of the fall were also key framed and the rotation of 1080° 

added as before.  The curves were adjusted to make the path parabolic (Section 9.2). 

The anticipation (crouching) key pose had been previously created with IK active and the top of the jump 

path had been created with FK active.  Due to the way the bespoke rig operated, the FK/IK switch was 

added on the take-off (jump contact) key frame once the ballistic path was finalised, requiring a small 

tweak to the path at the point of take-off (i.e. the jump contact frame. 

➢ BLOCKING (DIVE) 

The only key poses created were the formation and exit of the pike pose and the entry into the water.  

No horizontal or vertical adjustment of the pelvis was required to achieve the orbital effect of the pelvis. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

No additional breakdown keys were needed. 

➢ CURVE ADJUST 

The path required some minor tweaks at the top of the jump to make the curve gradients symmetrical.  

[The remainder of the video is playback of the finished animation.] 

10.3.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

As the scope of this research does not include the underlying rig (Section 5.1), the differences in 

operability of the bespoke rig used for this example do not need to be examined.  However, the rig did 

require the FK/IK to be changed on the take-off key frame.  This caused no problem and suggests that 

the flexibility to allow FK/IK to be switched at will by the animator, particularly retrospectively, may be 

unaffected by the use of an automated COM rig. 

During the switch from grounded to airborne, the rig remained determinate as expected and all the key 

frames were recalled correctly.  Including the switch from grounded to airborne at the same time as 

changing the rig from IK to FK represents only a minor addition to the workflow. 

Production video time reference 1:52 – 2:15 

Production video time reference 2:15 – 2:37 
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The misuse of the dumb COM node as a handle on the grounded part of the movement was not possible 

with the automated COM node as the rig realigned automatically with every pose change.  While the rig 

was being posed for take-off, the COM node adjusted height and the pelvis offset as expected, providing 

a different body posture when elements of the rig were moved.  Subjectively, this did feel different to 

animating the character using the pelvis-led rig or the dumb COM rig.    

As the exercise involved matching a pose to imported 3D reference, this meant that each significant 

movement of the rig seemed to require some compensation to ‘bring the pose back’ to match the 

reference.  This was particularly noticeable when adjusting one arm then the other.  Adjusting the first 

arm caused a sideways pelvis movement which was then cancelled out as the other arm was moved.  

Leaving the pose to ‘look after itself’ like this resulted in a final pose that was notably similar to the 

reference, suggesting that learning to compensate for the pose changes only as the last step in pose 

creation may be a small but notable change required of an animator when using an automated COM rig. 

A. Pelvis-led  
path-based airborne 

B. Dumb COM 
path-based airborne 

C. Automated COM 
path-based airborne 

   

Figure 105: Comparison between pelvis-led, dumb COM and automated COM rigs for high dive 
animation 
Red: pelvis trajectory, Green: dumb COM node trajectory, Blue: character COM trajectory 
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10.3.3 DISCUSSION 

Figure 105 (above) shows a comparison of the trajectories for pelvis-led, dumb COM and automated 

COM rigs.  For the automated COM node (Figure 105C), the COM node path and the character COM 

align exactly, so only the character centre of mass trajectory is visible.  (With the dumb COM, there was 

significant difference between the COM node and the character COM.) 

The pelvis trajectory is clearly smoother with the automated COM node and follows a cycloidal 

trajectory as would be expected.  The wavelength of the cycloidal curve can clearly be seen to increase 

as the vertical velocity of the COM node increases. 

➢ PELVIS HOVER 

 

Figure 106:  The hovering pelvis effect in the high dive animation 
A (top): reference B: pelvis-led           C: dumb COM D: automated COM 
 

In the reference footage, the diver’s pelvis seemed to hover between frames 198 and 202.  This was 

replicated easily in the pelvis-led baseline as the pelvis was the prime control node for the whole rig.   

When doing the same animation with a dumb COM node, the animator has the ability to place the pelvis 

precisely, but this is much reduced as the animator has to position the COM node and the pelvis offset 

which are interdependent.   

For an automated COM node, the animator has less control again over defining the pelvis position, using 

only the COM position and rotation (the offset of the pelvis being controlled automatically).   
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Figure 107:  Hovering pelvis trajectory with dumb COM and automated COM rigs 
Red: pelvis trajectory, Green: dumb COM node trajectory, Blue: character COM trajectory 

For the real diver, it is not a conscious decision to hold their pelvis in one world-space position at that 

point in the dive, it is due to a complex interplay between the trajectory, rotation and pose of the diver.  

The upward motion of the COM as it slows towards the top of the parabolic trajectory is added to by 

the upward motion of the pelvis as it orbits the diver’s centre of mass, but then cancelled out by the 

change of pose as the pelvis moves down away from the COM when the diver lifts their legs to adopt 

the pike pose.  The net effect is a purely coincidental pause of the pelvis position.  For different divers 

(and different characters), such an effect might happen at different points or not at all. 

In the dumb COM and automated COM animations, no attempt was made to force the pelvis to hover, 

instead the hope was that the movement would look naturalistic.  The dumb COM node did not have a 

pelvis hover, but had a slight circular motion (see Figure 107), whereas the final animation did have a 

hovering pelvis during the same frames. 

In the case of this animation, the same pelvis hover is just coincidence.  However, the pelvis hover effect 

would be expected to appear physically plausible, whatever the character, as it is generated by the same 

mechanism.  This should be considered an advantage over the pelvis controlled approach, as an 

animator copying the reference would be likely to give their character a hovering pelvis at the same time 

and position as the reference, which could be invalid for their character if the character proportions 

were different.  

➢ PATH ADJUSTMENT 

One of the key hopes in divorcing COM path, COM rotation and pose is for increased editability – 

particularly on path-based movements (see Section 5.4.1).  With path, pose and rotation divorced, it 

should be possible to change one without the others being affected. 
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Figure 108:  High dive animation path changed retrospectively 
Solid: original path, Dashed: new path 

When creating the automated COM animation, the path of the dive was different to the dumb COM 

baseline, being wider at the top and not very parabolic in shape (see Figure 105).  This was adjusted 

retrospectively to more closely match the original path resulting in a new pelvis trajectory being 

automatically calculated on playback. 

As can be seen in Figure 108 the new pelvis trajectory maintained all the required characteristics of the 

original – a cycloidal motion with increasing wavelength.  However, no additional editing was required 

apart from changing the curvature of the COM node path.  This validates the hypothesis of divorcing 

pose/rotation and path. 

10.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Use of the automated COM rig for the creation of path-based airborne movements showed clear 

advantages in the visible physical aspects of the animation, with the trajectory of the pelvis following a 

perfectly smooth cycloidal motion as would be expected from the physics. 

The path and pose were successfully divorced, and this allowed the path to be changed retrospectively 

without affecting the rotation or pose of the character. 
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Use of the dumb COM node had specific operational disadvantages, in that the pelvis may be 

inadvertently be used for rotation, and the COM node may be used as a mere handle rather than being 

visually aligned to the centre of mass.  These issues were not seen with the automated COM node.   

The change in workflow from a pelvis-led rig to a dumb COM rig depends on the animator.  It is possible 

to use a dumb COM rig in the same way as a pelvis-led rig, where the COM node becomes a mere handle 

for the pelvis.  However, when airborne, a dumb COM rig does show an improved animation outcome 

when using the dumb COM node in an offset position.  In other words, an animator should use the dumb 

COM node in the same way that an automated COM node operates to get the best result. 

Changing from a dumb COM node to an automated COM node inferred the greatest improvement in 

animation.  However, the operation of the automated COM node could seem unintuitive.  Additionally, 

where an animator using a dumb COM node can choose to misuse it, they have no choice with the 

automated rig.  Thus, an automated COM rig enforces a change in approach from the animator where a 

dumb COM rig does not. 

Additionally, in evaluation of the operational context created in Chapter 4, the pelvis-led baseline 

animation provided validation that ballistic motion is better animated with a path-based airborne 

approach, as using a pose-base airborne approach required significant adjustment to the path.  While 

the path definition benefits from a path-based approach, the pose definition was no different.  

Therefore, when considering pose-based airborne movements (i.e. hovering) where no path definition 

is required, the same advantages afforded by the automated COM rig can apply. 

The poses remained determinate and recalled correctly when switching between grounded and 

airborne modes (i.e. with and without VCAs).  Despite being determinate, pose creation for the 

grounded character prior to take-off seemed a bit unintuitive as the pelvis moves with every pose 

change.  This might ‘feel wrong’ to an animator but allowing it to happen until the pose is fully formed, 

and only tweaking the pelvis position at the end by moving the COM node, is shown to be a good 

approach to the workflow.  This workflow will be carried forward into the following workflow evaluation 

of pose-based grounded movements. 
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11 POSE-BASED GROUNDED MOVEMENT WORKFLOW 

EVALUATION WITH ROTATION AND BALANCE 

(KUNG FU CRESCENT KICK WITH SPIN BUILD-UP) 

 

Figure 109:  Kung Fu crescent kick – c/o Sifu Karl Romain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQm84wCO9qc  Time Reference: 3:11-3:16 

The crescent kick was chosen for the pose-based grounded domain.  For this reason, some part of the 

character must be constrained to world space, i.e. there must be at least one IK constraint operational 

through the whole animation.  In this example, the actor executes a spin prior to the kick which adds 

rotation to the animation.   

This movement is a good example of a pose-based movement where the pose defines the trajectory 

and rotation of the character COM and the pelvis.  An initial block-out with a pelvis-based rig would 

probably start with the assumption that the pelvis moved forward and back in a straight line and this 

would be tweaked for balance during the breakdown or curves adjust stages.  In fact, for movement 

efficiency, a real actor’s COM would be expected to approximate a straight line, so this should give a 

clear advantage to the automated COM approach where the animator can control the COM directly. 

As before, the first part of this movement evaluation phase will start with baseline animations with 

pelvis-led and dumb COM rigs to inform the workflow approach for the automated COM rig example.  

Analysis of the character COM from these baselines will directly inform the automated COM rig 

workflow.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQm84wCO9qc
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Only the Tori ( 取り – executor  of the kick) will be animated in this evaluation as the Uke ( 受け – 

receiver) does not have any effect over the COM of the Tori.  In a full animated fight sequence, the 

situation would be significantly more complicated as the timing of the Tori and the Uke for each 

movement would have to be matched to ensure contacts and reactions occurred simultaneously on 

both characters.  The situation would be even more complicated were the fight to include throws as the 

combined COM of both characters would need to be accounted for as in Oba’s example in Section 3.4.2 

(Oba, 2010).  Multi-character COMs are outside the scope of this research. 

11.1 POSE-BASED GROUNDED BASELINE WITH A PELVIS-LED RIG 

11.1.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION 

Pelvis-led, Pose-Based Grounded, Production Video (11:59):

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbw1sOdp9J0  

Pelvis-led, Pose-Based Grounded, Breakdown Video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaFFREASp1s  

➢ LAYOUT 

There is no layout stage required for this animation, as the path the character takes will be dependent 

entirely on the pose. 

➢ BLOCKING-OUT 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 4:24 

The crescent kick was key framed from a series of key poses identified from the video (Figure 110 below).  

The kicking leg was the only part of the animation incorporating a switch between IK and FK to ensure 

that the foot followed a smooth arc-like path.  The leg was switched from IK to FK on frame 37 and back 

again on frame 67.  (In accordance with the requirements for this evaluation, there is at least one limb 

in an IK state through the entire animation.)  Key frames 67 and 87 are identical as the character 

remained static between these points. 

The exact angle of the pelvis had to be inferred as the actor was wearing a long top.  The head direction 

was also keyed during the blocking stage as the actor predominantly looked at their opponent through 

the entire movement. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbw1sOdp9J0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaFFREASp1s
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Figure 110: Key poses for crescent kick animation 
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➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

Production video time reference 4:24 – 9:03 

The breakdown stage was used to adjust the timing of the subtle foot movements and the gross 

trajectory of the kicking foot.  Additionally, the timing of the body twist was adjusted during this stage 

so that the rotation of the torso led the rotation of the pelvis and the kick as the actor transferred 

momentum to the kick.  

➢ CURVE ADJUST 

Production video time reference 9:03 – 11:59 

Once the curves were switched from step tangents to Bezier, there was an issue with the body rotation 

being keyed 360° out of phase after the kick resulting in the body ‘unwinding’ after the kick.  This was 

rectified by offsetting the curves in the curve editor. 

Foot skating issues were fixed during this stage where the angle and position of the grounded foot was 

not keyed in the exact same position.  Foot rotation was also adjusted as the foot on the CATRig is only 

able to rotate around the pivot point of the foot IK target (foot platform).  So, where the actor rotated 

their foot with weight on the ball of the foot (Frames 29-32 and 37-40) or the heel (frames 44-50), the 

foot position had to be compensated using a suitable offset.   

Motion paths were used to adjust the smoothness of the kicking trajectory and the timing was adjusted 

subtly too.  Some knee direction adjustments were made at this stage too to overcome some 

intersections. 

11.1.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

The production of this animation proceeded smoothly, following the conventional stages in the key 

frame animation workflow closely.   

Balance was built into each key pose by eye.  The balance of each pose was influenced by both the 

reference footage and visual judgement of the character’s 3D position above the support polygon.  The 

reference footage was used to inform the weight distribution of the pose when the character was stood 

on two legs, and rough angles of the body and the airborne limbs for one-legged poses. 

11.1.3 DISCUSSION 

Without reference footage, the judgement of weight distribution on the two-legged poses would 

primarily be an artistic and stylistic decision (Section 4.4.1), dependent on whether the character is 

resting, where they may be equally balanced, or in anticipation of or recovery from a movement, where 

the weight distribution would be influenced by the direction and intensity of the movement.  In this 
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example, where reference footage is available, the same is true.  In taking the weight distribution from 

the footage, the animation is trying to be representative of the actor’s decisions, which is based on their 

own anticipation and recovery of the movement.  This is partly dependent on the physical requirements 

of the movement but also influenced by their own style and the intensity with which they anticipate or 

recover from movements. 

For one-legged poses, the angle of the actor’s body and their airborne limbs in the reference footage is 

related more strongly to the physical requirements of balance, due to the smaller support polygon, and 

momentum, due to these parts of the movement being faster.  These pose angles are more closely 

connected to the actor’s mass distribution than to their style.   At the peak of the kick, the amount of 

mass in the actor’s upper body and head must balance the mass and momentum in the actor’s airborne 

leg.  Where the character’s body shape is significantly different to the actor in the footage, having 

comparatively smaller upper body mass and larger head mass, the angle of the upper body is not 

necessarily the same for the character as for the actor.  In both the actor’s pose and the character’s 

pose, the key requirement is that it should be balanced.   

Implicit in the decision to use the pose angles from the reference footage is the lack of any visual 

representation of the actor’s COM or the character’s COM.  The movement of the actor’s COM is the 

main influence in defining the actor’s pose and hence should be the main influence in the character’s 

pose too.  As this is a dynamic movement, balance needs to take into account any momentum effects 

that change the net force vector too. 

 

Figure 111:  Pelvis and COM curves for crescent kick (pelvis-led rig) 
(Taken directly from the curve editor but the normal RGB=XYZ colour scheme has been changed) 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM 

y-axis (lateral) 

x-axis (forward) 

Peak of the kick 
(frame 46) 
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The character’s COM can be measured and plotted.  Figure 111 shows the forward pelvis motion 

(bottom trace, red) can be clearly seen to stop between frames 40 and 45.  During this time, the right 

leg performs the kick resulting in the character COM trajectory moving in the positive lateral direction 

(top trace, blue) as the leg starts its trajectory around the pelvis, and then moving forward (y axis – 

bottom trace) as the leg swings around the front of the pelvis. 

The change of direction of the COM seems unnatural as an actor doing the movement would be 

expected to produce minimal COM movement for energy efficiency and would also need to keep the 

COM fairly static above the grounded foot for balance.  In order to interpret the COM motion in the 

animation, the COM motion of the real actor needs to be visualised for comparison. 

The following Section analyses the COM movement of a real actor with the aim of establishing what the 

expectations should be for this animation. 

11.2 ANALYSIS OF THE CENTRE OF MASS DURING THE CRESCENT KICK 

The issue with more complex compound movements is trying to ascertain from reference what the 

motion of the COM should be.  When animating from the pelvis, a character’s pose can be accurately 

placed to exactly mimic some video reference.  However, there is no visible representation of the actor’s 

COM in video reference, so the animator could be in a position where they are iteratively trying to adjust 

the COM position to achieve the same pose. 

This situation is exacerbated when the character has exaggerated proportions.  In this situation, the 

animator can only get a rough guide from the video reference and needs to use their own experience to 

make the animation look realistically plausible. 

However, one of the perceived advantages of using a COM based rig is that once the COM path is 

defined, a character of any proportions can be posed physically correctly around the COM node.  So 

even in compound movements, if it were possible to establish the actor COM trajectory accurately, the 

detail of the poses should be easier for any character.  Even in the absence of such data, the ability to 

use a motion path on the COM and adjust the path to make it flow should be a significant advantage 

over a similar process with the pelvis motion path on a pelvis-based rig. 

If an animator is to use the centre of mass as their main control object, the inference is that the animator 

must be aware of the movement requirements of an actor’s centre of mass.  Some of these have been 

discussed as part of the theoretical framework in Section 4.4.   

The expectation was that the centre of mass of a real person would be the point through which the 

overall momentum of the person is realised and as such should have a smooth acceleration and 
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deceleration regardless of the instantaneous pose of the person.  Local changes in momentum such a 

kick will always need to be cancelled out by an opposite action such as an arm sweep or reacted against 

through an external reaction such as contact with the floor.  In the case of the pike dive (or any flight 

scenario), there is no external reaction, so local momentums cancel out leaving a linear horizontal 

trajectory (and a parabolic vertical trajectory as the vertical momentum is changed by gravity). 

In the crescent kick where there is a reaction with the floor, the horizontal and vertical momentums 

(and hence velocities) can change but could be expected to do so smoothly for efficiency.  To put this in 

animation terms, the COM should be expected to follow a smooth curve (i.e. acceleration from a stand-

still and deceleration as the character reaches the peak of the kick) while the pelvis and other body parts 

may well undergo more extreme accelerations around the COM as the pose changes. 

To try to validate this, two methods of measurement of the COM movement were conducted.  The first, 

using the 2D video footage that the animation is based on, takes the centre of area of the actor’s 

silhouette.  Although inherently inaccurate due to the lack of a third dimension, the derived COM 

movement can at least be compared directly to the animation on timing.   

The second was a motion captured method which should provide more accurate results as it takes into 

account all three dimensions but would not relate directly to the animated kick.  It would however show 

in principle what the animation of the character COM should look like. 

11.2.1 ANALYSIS OF THE CENTRE OF AREA FOR THE KUNG FU CRESCENT KICK REFERENCE FOOTAGE 

 

 

Figure 112: Horizontal centre of area position from Kung Fu reference footage 
 

Rowley (2003) uses a method of extracting the centre of mass of a silhouette in Adobe Photoshop.  The 

silhouette of the subject (in Rowley’s case, sedimentary deposits from soil science experiments) is used 

Peak of the kick 
(frame 46) 
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to create a selection and filled with a linear gradient from black to white.  Using Photoshop’s Histogram 

and Info windows, the location of the 50th percentile (i.e. where there is an equal number of pixels on 

each side) can be found and this corresponds to the 2D centre of mass in one direction.  This method 

can provide verification by analysis of the original move in the reference video by extracting the position 

of the centre of mass of the 2D silhouette of the actor.   

32 47 

  
37 52 

  
43 57 

  

Figure 113: Horizontal position of centre of area on specific frames 
 

This technique (Figure 113) despite measuring the centre of area and not the COM, still produced quite 

reasonable results, showing a smooth acceleration and deceleration as predicted (Figure 112).  The 

horizontal phase between frames 67 and 87 correspond to the actor standing still after the kick before 

resetting position. 

Interestingly, the peak of the kick (frame 46) was before the extreme position of the centre of area 

movement (frame 50) in both cases.  This may be accidental or may be as a result of some subconscious 

awareness of the ‘flow’ of the character’s movement compared to the flow of the actor’s movement. 
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In cases where the 3D object had constant thickness, the centre of area of a 2D silhouette would 

correspond to the location of the 3D centre of mass.  However, If the object has variable thickness (e.g.  

if the torso is twisted or a leg is pointing in or out of the image), the even weighting applied to each pixel 

will not produce an accurate result.  (Pixels where the object is thicker would require more weighting.)  

The variable thickness would also change the position of the COM in the direction of the thickness.   

For a more accurate measurement of the COM motion of a real actor, a 3-dimensional approach is 

required. 

11.2.2 MOTION CAPTURE ANALYSIS OF AN ACTOR REPRODUCING THE KUNG FU CRESCENT KICK 

 

Figure 114: Plotting of mocap centre of volume for crescent kick 
 

An actor was motion captured doing the same movement using a Vicon setup with 10 cameras.  The 

mocap data was applied to a character with proportions based on the actor.  Photogrammetry of the 

actor did not produce a suitable mesh, so a free base mesh (Nixor, 2016) was modified to match the 

proportions of the actor and rigged in 3ds Max with a CATRig.   

The centre of volume (centroid) of the resulting character was calculated using the tetrahedron method 

(Section 6.2.1) and tracked through the movement (Figure 114).  Video was also recorded from the front 

and side views.  The process is shown in Figure 115 (below). 
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Motion capture breakdown video:  https://youtu.be/tMeZj9e_yjs 

   

   

     

Figure 115:  Motion capture of a crescent kick 
 

https://youtu.be/tMeZj9e_yjs
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Where the 2D analysis produced results that were similar to the pelvis-led baseline, the mocap results 

were notably different to both.  

 

Figure 116:  Animation curves for the centroid - mocap crescent kick 
Red: x (lateral), Green: y (forward), Blue: z (vertical) 
 

 

Figure 117:  Forward (y-axis) travel of centroid - mocap crescent kick 
 

From Figure 116 it can be seen that the centroid had vertical and lateral movement of around ±10cm 

(which is similar to the lateral movement on the animated Pepe version in Figure 111).  Figure 117 shows 

that in the direction of travel, the centroid started moving back significantly before the peak of the kick 

(frame 46 again by coincidence).  This is clearly visible when watching the mocap video too.  This is 

contrary to the result expected and to the centre of area measurements above. 

Peak of the kick 
(frame 46) 

Peak of the kick 
(frame 46) 
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11.2.3 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CENTRE OF MASS ANALYSIS OF THE KUNG FU CRESCENT KICK 

While the measurements taken above were intended to be informative rather than quantitative, the 

difference between them is stark, and intuitively does not appear to be incorrect.  The reverse in COM 

momentum during the motion captured kick is clearly visible in the video footage as a reversal of the 

pelvis.  There is no such reversal in the video reference footage used for the key frame animation. 

There are probably significant biomechanical reasons for this difference to do with technique and the 

level of aggression of the kick, but this is beyond the remit of animators to understand.  As discussed in 

Section 1, one of the issues with motion synthesis as a solution to physically correct key frame animation 

was the multidisciplinary nature of the solution (Geijtenbeek & Pronost, 2012).  Requiring an animator 

to have access to the kind of biomechanical knowledge to animate this movement defeats the object of 

the research.  A better approach is to allow the animator to be guided by reference footage where 

available and to use artistic judgement as desired. 

For the pike dive, the trajectory of an actor’s COM is clear.  The parabolic(ish) curve that an animator 

would use to define the path of any ballistic body can therefore be applied to a dumb COM node and 

the pose built around it.  This simple trajectory is due to an actor’s inability to change their momentum 

while airborne.  When grounded, the actor can change momentum throughout the movement due to 

reactions forces on the floor.  This means the actor’s COM trajectory cannot be easily deduced to directly 

inform the animation in the same way. 

While the COM itself is not visible in the footage, the animator may adjust the flow of the animation 

based on style (how flowing or clumsy the character is), motivation (how aggressive), or even geometry 

(the character’s reach).  As discussed above, the general momentum of the character can be inferred 

from the footage (i.e. the flow of the movement) with the Pepe animation having similar momentum 

changes to the reference footage, and the COM trajectory plot from the mocap animation seeming to 

match the ‘flow’ visible in the video footage of the actor.  The ‘flow’ does seem to relate to the COM 

movement as one would expect. 

Within the operational context, it was suggested that the physical details of how a movement is created 

do not really change the animation workflow and as such, the animator does not need to have detailed 

understanding of the physics (Sections 4.5.4 and 4.6).  The animator’s lack of awareness of the actor’s 

COM trajectory need not be a hindrance to the creation of good animation.  Whilst the animator cannot 

be expected to deduce the character COM trajectory any more than they could correctly deduce the 

location of the character COM for each pose, by making judgements about the flow of the character 

movements, it seems a fair approximation to the COM trajectory can be achieved. 

This is a key strength of the automated COM rig method over motion synthesis in that the existing 

animation toolset is not overridden.  An animator’s familiarity with tools such as the curve editor (graph 
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editor in Maya) mean they should be able to create animations equally successfully on  an automated 

COM rig when compared to a comparable pelvis-led rig. 

11.3 POSE-BASED GROUNDED BASELINE WITH DUMB COM NODE 

11.3.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION 

Dumb COM, Pose-Based Grounded, Production Video (7:11):

 https://youtu.be/zPP512jKPL0   

 

➢ LAYOUT 

No layout was required as this is a pose-based animation.  The key poses from the pelvis-led baseline 

were imported for reference. 

➢ BLOCKING 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 3:18 

Poses were created from the imported reference as before.   

In the pose-based grounded take-off phase of the previous high dive dumb COM baseline, the COM 

node was inadvertently used as a mere handle for the pelvis.  In this baseline, the offset between the 

COM node and the pelvis was used for balance.  The COM node was positioned above the support 

polygon first for balance and the pose was built around that position. 

Rotation of the COM node proved problematic; on the one hand the COM node needs to be rotated to 

produce the orbital motion of the pelvis and the rest of the character, but on the other, rotating the 

COM node imparts movement to the pelvis making the pose difficult to control; animators would 

normally position the pelvis first, expecting it to remain static. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

Production video time reference 3:18 – 7:11 

Breakdown keys were added to the feet to provide detail of the foot placement and the way the feet 

moved between steps as well as adjusting the trajectory of the kicking foot.  These too were created 

from the imported 3D reference. 

https://youtu.be/zPP512jKPL0
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➢ CURVE ADJUST 

No curve adjustments were required.  The ‘unwinding issue’ from the previous baseline (Section 11.1.1) 

weas eliminated by creating the key frames with the correct rotation.  The imported breakdown key 

references prevented any foot skating. 

11.3.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

Whilst in the previous path-based airborne dumb COM baseline, the use of a dumb COM node afforded 

some advantages and resulted in a smoother animation (Section 10.2) with minimal changes to 

workflow, for pose-based grounded movements this is not the case.  When using a dumb COM node 

with a pelvis offset, rotating the COM node causes the pelvis to orbit the COM (a desirable feature during 

a pike dive).  This orbital motion affects both the rotation and position of the pelvis making it more 

difficult to position the pelvis as required for the animation.  This was particularly noticeable when 

rotating the COM node in a horizontal axis, causing the pelvis to rise or fall as it orbited the COM node. 

This effect occurs because the pose using a dumb COM node is effectively overdeterminate (i.e. it has 

too many DoFs defining the pose definition).  This was seen in the path-based airborne dumb COM rig 

baseline, where the character was inadvertently rotated with the COM node or the pelvis on different 

key frames.  The pelvis and the COM node both provide a method of positioning and rotating the 

character, and only one is needed. 

It was possible to use a dumb COM node in pose-based grounded animations by establishing a set of 

steps to ensure balance is maintained and that the COM node rotation is limited: 

1. Position the COM node in a balanced position first and offset the pelvis away from it to meet 

the requirements of the pose. 

2. Make all rotations in the vertical (y) axis using the COM node.  This ensures the pelvis has the 

correct orbital motion around the COM. 

3. Make all rotations around the horizontal (x and z) axes using the pelvis.  Making such rotations 

using the COM node produces an undesirable vertical movement of the pelvis. 

 
The operation of the automated COM node defined in Section 5.5, requires the animator to control the 

entire animation using the COM node and leave the pelvis under algorithmic control only, which is 

contrary to the rules above. 

Step 1 above states that the animator must offset the pelvis by the amount required for the pose.  This 

process is automated on an automated COM rig, so the animator does not need positional control over 

the pelvis.  Step 2 is also consistent with the automated COM rig operation defined in Section 5.5 as the 

animator uses the COM node for all vertical rotation. 
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Step 3 suggests that the animator should not perform COM node rotations in either horizontal axis due 

to the ensuing vertical movement of the COM node.  However, the automated COM node includes 

Vertical COM Adjustments (VCAs) to exactly counter the vertical pelvis movement.  An animator could 

do this manually and ignore Step 3, but this would be based on estimation only.  Step 3 ensures no 

estimation is required. 

As a baseline for future animations, this example shows that, for grounded movements, an animator 

operating a dumb COM node with the same set of rules defined for the automated COM node should 

be able to achieve the same result, albeit manually.  The same is true of airborne movements 

(Section 10.4).  The dumb COM baseline examples have therefore validated the operation method for 

the automated COM node established in Section 5.5. 

11.3.3 DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 118:  Interaction of COM node and character COM through the kicking motion 
Red: pelvis, Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 
 

Figure 118 shows that despite the animation being based on the exact same 3D reference poses, the 

timing of the character COM orbiting the pelvis has changed.  This time, the character COM moves back 

a bit at the peak of the kick due to a slightly different body angle and moves forward after the peak as 

the character moves upright a bit earlier. 

No COM 

Node Dumb COM 

Peak of the kick 
(frame 46) 
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Figure 119:  Top-down view showing orbit of character COM relative to the dumb COM Node 
Green: COM node, Blue: character COM 

The interaction between the COM node and the character COM through the kick is revealing.  It is clear 

that while the COM node (acting as a pelvis control object) stays fairly still for the duration of the kick, 

the character COM moves relative to it.  Again, the shape of the curves suggest that the character COM 

orbits the COM node.  This is confirmed in Figure 119. 

From both the curve of the character COM (Figure 118) and its top-down trajectory (Figure 119), it is 

clear that the erratic nature of its motion is not consistent with the expectations that the character’s 

centre of mass should be a smooth trajectory.   

To take advantage of the COM node as a useful tool for creating natural motion easily, the COM node 

cannot simply be used as a control object for the pelvis.  For movements in the pose-based grounded 

domain, a dumb COM node is not suitable.  It would appear from the above workflow outcomes 

(Section 11.3.2) that an automated COM node should provide these required advantages.  
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11.4 POSE-BASED GROUNDED AUTOMATED COM NODE EVALUATION 

11.4.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION  

Animation Production Video (5:36):  https://youtu.be/oGi_n0caI9I 

 

➢ LAYOUT 

No layout was required as this is a pose-based animation.  The key poses from the pelvis-led baseline 

animation were imported for reference. 

➢ BLOCKING 

Production video time reference 0:00 – 4:06 

Poses were matched to the imported reference poses as before.  As in the pose-based grounded take-

off for the previous pike dive example, matching an imported pose with the COM rig was a bit unintuitive 

(Section 10.3.2) as the character would reposition with every adjustment.  However, it was obvious after 

each pose was created whether the character was balanced or not using the COM shadow (visualised 

on the rig as a circle on the ground plane).  Correcting the balance was a simple case of moving the COM 

node so the COM shadow was inside the support polygon (not visualised).  This changed some of the 

poses subtly. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

Production video time reference 4:06 – 5:36 

Breakdown keys were all created with AutoKey to ensure the COM node and hence the VCA was key 

framed.  In this case, the number of extra COM node key frames was not excessive (5) and did not create 

any unanticipated pelvis movements as was suggested in Section 8.4. 

Some adjustment of the COM node key frames was required to smooth the flow of the movement during 

the kick. 

➢ CURVE ADJUST 

No curve adjustments were required again as the breakdown keys, based on the imported reference, 

were sufficient for the correct movement. 

https://youtu.be/oGi_n0caI9I
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11.4.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

   

Figure 120:  Balance with momentum in the automated COM crescent kick animation 
 

On completion of the animation, the visibility of the character COM (i.e. the COM node) showed the 

character to be off balance at several points throughout the movement.  These were corrected for each 

pose during the blocking stage using the COM shadow.  However, this resulted in a movement that was 

not as smooth as the original animation.   

Where momentum effects apply as the character moves into and out of the kick, the net force vector 

acting on the character (Section 4.4.2) would not be vertical.  In these key poses, the balance was 

adjusted by eye, by adjusting the COM node key frames to smooth out the movement.  Figure 120 shows 

points in the movement where the COM shadow (i.e. the projection of the COM node onto the ground 

plane – shown as a cream circle) is not located under the grounded foot due to momentum.   

    

Figure 121:  Correcting the balance at the peak of the kick 
 

As the character goes from moving forward to moving backward, the COM path must go through a 

turning point where the character’s momentum is zero.  At this point, because the character is 

effectively static, the character must be balanced.  At the peak of the kick, the character was rebalanced 
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to make sure the COM shadow was under the grounded foot (Figure 121).  The timing of this point had 

to be inferred as the measured COM trajectories in Section 11.2 were inconclusive.  This decision is 

considered at the artistic discretion of the animator and could be earlier or later or held for longer 

depending on the competence and motivation of the character. 

 

11.4.3 DISCUSSION 

 

 

Figure 122:  Pelvis and COM animation curves for automated COM crescent kick animation 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM 
 

    

Figure 123:  Trajectory comparison for pelvis-led and automated COM crescent kick animations 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM 

The resulting animation curves (Figure 122) are notably smoother than previous baseline animations.  

Figure 123 shows a comparison between the pelvis and character COM trajectories of the pelvis-led 

x-axis (lateral) 

y-axis (forward) 

z-axis (vertical) 
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baseline animation (previously shown in Figure 111) and the automated COM animation.  The 

automated COM trajectory as expected is smoother than the pelvis-led COM trajectory.   

 

 

Figure 124:  Curve comparisons between pelvis-led and automated COM crescent kick animations 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM 

It is also quite similar to the pelvis trajectory on the pelvis-led baseline animation.  There is a slight 

discontinuity in both which is due to subtle pose change while the character is static between frames 64 

and 86. (This is known as a moving hold and is used by animators to avoid the character being completely 

static.) 

The pelvis trajectory for the automated COM animation shows good arc-like movement.  This is 

compared to the pelvis-led baseline where the character COM orbited the pelvis.  The COM trajectory 

on the pelvis-led baseline can be seen to have some similar arc-like characteristics but not so clearly 

defined. 

Figure 124 shows a comparison of the curves for the pelvis-led and automated COM animations.  The 

pelvis-led animation has a sparsely key framed pelvis curve (red, top view) and densely keyed COM 

curve.  This is because the COM curve was created by calculating the character COM on each frame post-

animation.  The automated COM animation is the other way around.  The COM curve is sparsely keyed 

as this was defined by the animator, and the pelvis curve is densely keyed as the world-space pelvis 

position was logged every frame. 

x-axis (lateral) 

y-axis (forward) 

z-axis (vertical) 

x-axis (lateral) 

y-axis (forward) 

z-axis (vertical) 
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The pelvis curve comparison in Figure 124 (top) shows that the pelvis trajectory created by the 

automated COM (the densely key framed trace) to be more complex than the pelvis-led animation.  

However, it is naturally smooth and flowing.  The pelvis-led pelvis trace (sparsely keyed) is not flowing, 

but this is because minimal modification was made to the path in the curve adjust stage of the animation 

workflow.  Equal smoothness would have been possible but would have to have been created by the 

animator. 

The COM curve comparison Figure 124 (bottom) shows that the automated COM animation (sparsely 

keyed) is smooth due to the sparsity of the key frames.  The COM as measured on the pelvis-led 

animation is also smooth due to the orbital motion it had around the pelvis (see Figure 119 on page 

263), but has lots of direction changes.  The COM motion would be expected to include minimal changes 

in direction for efficiency. 

11.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

The use of a COM node (dumb or automated) for grounded movement exhibits clear workflow 

differences to the airborne movement in Chapter 10. 

Rotating a dumb COM node for a grounded movement imparts rotation and translation to the pelvis.  In 

the vertical axis, this is desirable to create the orbital motion for a spin, but in either horizontal axis, the 

vertical pelvis movement makes the character difficult to position correctly.  This is an effect that is 

eliminated for an automated COM node with VCAs meaning that the workflow for an automated COM 

node is very similar to the workflow for a pelvis-driven character.  For an animator to achieve the same 

result, a specific method is required which is sufficiently similar to the operation of an automated COM 

node that it supersedes any reason to use a dumb COM node.  

For the path-based pike dive with a dumb COM node, the character COM trajectory was smoother than 

the pelvis-led baseline.  For this pose-based example, the difference was less pronounced, but due to 

the complex pose changes through the animation, the character COM orbited the dumb COM node 

erratically.  This effect was eliminated using an automated COM. 

This chapter analysed the actor COM motion for the Kung Fu Crescent Kick by 2D analysis of the 

reference footage and 3D analysis from a motion captured actor.  The findings concluded that the actual 

COM trajectory is driven by non-physical factors that might include the actor’s ability, aggression or 

intensity. 

When animating a jump, the COM trajectory is obvious and well known; it uses the same parabolic(ish) 

path as the bouncing ball exercise.  For this more complex pose-based movement, the COM trajectory 

is not obvious to the animator (even when video reference is available, there is no visual representation 
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of the COM), and it can be different for different actors.  As the COM represents the point at which the 

momentum of the character is realised, the COM trajectory can be interpreted by the animator as the 

‘flow’ of the character.  This makes it primarily an artistic decision.  In cases where video reference is 

available, the flow/momentum can be implied from the footage even though there is no direct visual 

representation of the COM. 
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12 PATH-BASED GROUNDED MOVEMENT WORKFLOW 

EVALUATION WITH ROTATION AND BALANCE 

(FIGURE SKATING SKID SPIRAL) 

 

Figure 125:  Figure skating skid spiral – Joshua Farris 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNCyPQa1IzA   Time reference: 1:09 – 1:13 

The skid spiral is a less common ice-skating movement invented by Robin Cousins (Figure Skating 

Fandom, 2019) but was chosen because it includes rotation and the skater remains grounded for the 

duration of the move.  These were the same two criteria required for the grounded path-based 

animation evaluation. 

Path-based movements are more continuous than pose-based movements (Section 4.4.2), and the COM 

node path is more sparsely defined.  In the previous pose-based grounded example (Section 11.4), the 

COM path was defined by each pose of the movement and followed a more complicated path.  In this 

case, the path is defined in the layout animation stage and the pose definitions are added to it. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNCyPQa1IzA
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12.1 PATH-BASED GROUNDED BASELINE WITH PELVIS-LED RIG 

12.1.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION 

Dumb COM, Path-Based Grounded, Production Video (7:24):

 https://youtu.be/RswKsGEzYZk   

Dumb COM, Path-Based Grounded, Production Video:

 https://youtu.be/wiybqAoASAs  

This animation used the same bespoke rig used in Section 10.3 where the CATRig was temporarily 

abandoned due to IK repeatability issues when used with an automated COM node.  While this baseline 

did not use a COM node, the expectation at the time was that all subsequent animations would need to 

use this rig, but the issue was fixed prior to the next animation. 

The only significant effect of using this rig was that the shape of some of the poses were limited.  The 

spine could be bent and twisted evenly, but the spine curvature could not be changed.   

➢ LAYOUT 

Capture video time reference 0:00 – 0:55 

 

Figure 126:  Layout for the path-based figure skating animation 
 

To create the path, the pelvis node and both foot IK targets were moved together (as established in 

Section 5.4.1) along a path judged by eye from the video reference.  The character’s twist (rotation in 

the vertical axis) was also keyed along the path. 

https://youtu.be/RswKsGEzYZk
https://youtu.be/wiybqAoASAs
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Figure 127:  Key poses for figure skating animation 
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Initially the same rotation was applied to the pelvis and the IK targets which meant each foot rotated 

on its own trajectory rather than orbiting the vertical pelvis axis.  This had the effect of the legs crossing 

and intersecting as the character twisted.  This was corrected in the blocking out stage. 

As with the path-based airborne baseline, the path key frames used the default Bezier tangent rather 

than step tangent as was used in the pose-based animations so that the poses could be defined with the 

correct timing and at their correct positions in space. 

➢ BLOCKING 

Production video time reference 0:55 – 7:02 

Key poses were identified from the video (Figure 127) and created in sequence.  The key poses were 

created with animation curves at their default Bezier setting rather than using the step tangent which 

was difficult to visualise when the character was moving on a smoothly animated path.  Not using step 

tangents on an animation such as this where the character rotates helps avoid key poses being 360° out 

of phase, resulting in the ‘unwinding’ effect found with the pelvis rotation in Section 10.3.2) 

The first part of this stage was to correct the paths of the feet so that the legs did not cross over.  For 

the majority of the movement, the actor was stood on their right leg, so the left leg was switched from 

IK to FK at between frames 14 and 17 to allow it to follow an arc-like motion for the rest of the 

movement.  The initial pose where the right leg was slightly raised was handled using IK only 

The pelvis angle was then refined at each of the previously defined rotation key frames to take into 

account rotations in the x and z axes which also allowed the angle of the left leg to be put in roughly the 

correct position.  With the left leg raised, there was more visibility on the grounded right foot so that 

the direction of the skate could be tuned to match the direction of travel and turned at the correct 

moments of each skid twist.  The left leg was switched back from FK to IK between frames 80 and 84 

while creating the key pose at frame 80. 

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

Production video time reference 7:02 – 7:19 

Where the animation proceeds quite smoothly, the need for breakdowns to refine detail was minimal, 

breakdown keys were however used to adjust the balance of the character.  [Note: The balance was not 

adjusted for the first part of the skater’s path, i.e. up to the first corner, by omission.] 

Breakdown keys were also required to adjust foot rotation issues caused by limitations of the bespoke 

rig.  These were created along with the main key frames to reduce rotational unwinding issues. 
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➢ CURVE ADJUST 

The use of curves and motion paths throughout meant that no further curve adjustment was required. 

12.1.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

When setting up the path for a grounded path-based movement, the path of the feet needs to be 

defined along with the body.  Where the feet are based on IK, any body rotations defined in the layout 

stage will cause leg twists (Section 5.4.1), so the path definition of the feet and the body need to be 

completed together.  The relative positions of the paths affect the balance of the character. 

   

   

Figure 128:  Balancing each key pose after blocking for the pelvis-led figure skating animation 
 

In the pose-based grounded pelvis-led baseline (Section 11.1), the balance of the character was primarily 

defined by the pose angles of the actor in the refence footage.  In this baseline, the initial pose angles 

were defined from the footage, but the balance was completed by eye (Figure 128) in a more artistically 

driven approach to each pose.  
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12.1.3 DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 129:  Trajectory plots for the pelvis-led figure skating animation 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM, Yellow: left foot, Orange: right foot 
 

Figure 129 shows that the spares definition of the pelvis trajectory (red) is understandably smooth.  The 

character COM trajectory is also smooth due to the minimal changes of pose.  It does however include 

a discontinuity in the second bend which shows that the character COM is not the centre of rotation at 

that point. 

The airborne left foot trajectory (yellow) is generally smooth with a few discontinuities in the first half 

of the movement which were due to rotational issues with the leg control of the bespoke rig. 

 

 

Figure 130:  Top view of pelvis-led figure skating animation 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM, Yellow: left foot, Orange: right foot 
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The balance by eye however was quite inaccurate, which can be seen in Figure 130 where the character 

COM trajectory (blue) is not directly above the grounded foot (orange).  On the second corner, the COM 

cuts inside the corner, which would occur as the character leans while travelling around the bend.  (The 

balance up to the first bend must be ignored due to an omission in the animation workflow.) 

12.2 PATH-BASED GROUNDED AUTOMATED COM NODE EVALUATION 

12.2.1 ANIMATION PRODUCTION 

Automated COM, Path-Based Grounded, Production Video (6:14):  

 https://youtu.be/DUdylTbQcYs  

Automated COM, Path-Based Grounded, Breakdown Video:

 https://youtu.be/xyoo8hOMzeE  

➢ LAYOUT 

Capture video time reference 0:00 – 1:51 

 

Figure 131:  Pose and trajectory reference for the layout stage of the automated COM figure skating 
animation 
 

As well as importing the reference poses from the pelvis-led baseline animation, a copy of the pelvis 

joint was also imported to provide reference for the path and speed of the character. 

As before, the path of the character’s COM and both foot IKs were key framed along the path using the 

imported pelvis motion for reference.  All three were animated together to keep the pose static (Section 

https://youtu.be/DUdylTbQcYs
https://youtu.be/xyoo8hOMzeE
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5.4.1).  Z rotation was then added to the COM node and the foot IKs too based on the amount of vertical 

rotation on the imported pelvis reference.  

➢ BLOCKING 

Production video time reference 1:51 – 5:18 

The blocking stage started as before by adjusting the foot paths and switching IK to FK.  The remaining 

key poses were then created using the imported reference poses.   

➢ BREAKDOWN KEYS 

Production video time reference 5:18 – 6:14  

At the end of the blocking stage, each key pose was balanced again.  As the character needed to be 

balanced above the path already defined by the grounded foot for most of the animation, the COM node 

was adjusted to a point directly above the grounded foot on each pose.   

Where the skater’s path turned a corner the centre of mass must cut inside the path of the skate to 

allow the skater to change direction (effectively the skater is leaning into the corners as discussed in 

Section 4.4.2).   

  

Figure 132:  Automated COM node moved radially inwards around corners during figure skating 
animation 
COM node shadow shown as a circle, direction of COM shadow shown as arrow 
 

This COM motion radially inwards towards the centre point of the corner was judged by eye (Figure 

132).  On the first turn (frames 10-15), this coincided with the skater changing the support foot from left 

to right, so the COM moved radially inwards around the corner from the left foot until the right foot 

Frames 10-15 Frames 70-76 
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took over as support.  On the second turn (frames 70-76) the COM was simply adjusted so the character 

was out of balance around the corner.  

➢ CURVE ADJUST 

As before, the use of curves and motion paths throughout meant that no further curve adjustment was 

required.  However, some superfluous COM node key frames created by the VCAs were removed to 

simplify the COM path definition. 

12.2.2 WORKFLOW OUTCOME 

In essence, there is no difference between the workflow for the automated COM node or the pelvis.  

Instead of animating the pelvis, the animator animates the COM node.  The slightly disconcerting way 

in which the character re-poses (pelvis offset and VCA) while the animator adjusts the pose is common 

through all three grounded examples but is more obvious when trying to match an imported reference 

pose.  The process in this evaluation where the balance was set up initially in the layout stage and only 

refined visually after pose creation made this feel more natural.  This suggests a workflow where pose 

balance can be defined technically before pose creation by defining the relative positions of the 

automated COM node and the feet, the pose detail can then be created and final balance adjustments 

for artistic purposes should be made at the end. 

The momentum effects of balance were a factor again, but as these were due to leaning round a corner, 

they were easier to visualise than the cases from the pose-based grounded evaluation where they were 

due to the character accelerating and decelerating in the kick movement. 

 

Figure 133:  Character temporal offset due to pelvis offset during figure skating animation  
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Where the COM had been key framed at the same rate as the pelvis from the previous animation, the 

poses were offset from their previous position due to the pelvis offset (Figure 133).  This effect is the 

same as the floating / falling effect in the path-based evaluation (Section 10.1.4) 

This in effect is a temporal offset as the character is further along the path at the same time index.  For 

a smooth COM trajectory, the character’s pelvis would be expected to lead in this way as the character 

was travelling backwards. 

12.2.3 DISCUSSION 

As well as the COM and pelvis trajectory, the trajectories of each foot were plotted.  The grounded foot 

to measure the accuracy of the balance of the character, and the free foot for comparing the 

smoothness of the trajectory.  The free foot, as with the pelvis, should exhibit a smooth cycloidal type 

motion as it orbits the COM. 

 

 

Figure 134:  Figure skating animation trajectory comparison, pelvis-led vs. automated COM 
A: pelvis-led B: automated COM 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM, Yellow: left foot, Orange: right foot 
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Being directly key framed, the COM trajectory for the automated COM rig was smooth and followed the 

expected path.  It can be seen from above in Figure 134B that the COM clearly follows the left foot 

initially and swaps to follow the right foot.  The animation was key framed this way in the balance stage 

of the workflow.  The animation curve between the last grounded key frame on the left foot and the 

first grounded key frame on the right foot ensures the COM trajectory is smooth.  The COM can also be 

clearly seen cutting inside the second corner, again as keyed, to ensure the character leans as they 

change direction. 

The actual centre of mass for the character in the pelvis-led animation follows a different curve (Figure 

134A).  The initial part of the path was not balanced when the animation was created, so the discrepancy 

between the COM trajectory and the foot trajectories up to this point must be ignored.  The balancing 

by eye along the main stretch of the path does roughly follow the path of the right foot, but the pelvis 

follows it more closely.  From above, the COM trajectory is outside the curve of the supporting foot, 

which means the character should fall over to the outside.  It also falls on the opposite side of the pelvis 

trajectory to the automated COM animation.  This suggests that, at least in this example, the balancing 

by eye was not accurate.  Of course, Pepe has unusual proportions, so this is not surprising. 

  

Figure 135:  Figure skating animation trajectories in perspective view 
A: pelvis-led B: automated COM 
Red: pelvis, Blue: character COM, Yellow: left foot, Orange: right foot 

The COM trajectory for the pelvis-led animation also shows a clear discontinuity on the second corner 

which again (as with the Kung Fu kick) suggests the pelvis is too still and the COM is orbiting the pelvis. 

As would be expected due to being directly key framed, the pelvis trajectory for the pelvis-led animation 

was smooth.  However, on the automated COM animation the pelvis trajectory clearly shows a cycloidal 

motion around the COM path which is not present on the pelvis-led baseline. 

The left foot trajectory on the automated COM animation also exhibits a smooth trajectory that orbits 

the COM.  The left foot trajectory around the second corner is more arc-like and cuts back in quite 

quickly when the character places that foot back on the ice at the end.  The trajectory of the left foot 
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when it leaves the ground before the first corner is quite sharp and then follows a right-angle bend and 

a nearly straight trajectory before smoothing out.  This is not an artefact of the COM rig but a 

demonstration that more refinement is needed on the breakdown keys that define the rate the leg rises 

into the air. 

The equivalent foot trajectory on the pelvis-led animation is still fairly cycloidal but has quite a few 

discontinuities along the first half of the animation.  Each one represents a point where the leg angle 

was adjusted by key frames.  In three dimensions (Figure 135), the trajectory looks smoother than from 

above, but the changes of direction at each point is clear.  These discontinuities are therefore not 

considered an artefact of the choice of COM node.  

The COM trajectories are quite different between the animations.  Along the main straight section, the 

COM trajectory follows the supporting foot trajectory within a couple of centimetres for the automated 

COM but is out by as much as 15cm for the pelvis-led baseline.  This is due to the inaccuracies of judging 

balance by eye.  In these animations, the horizontal difference between the pelvis trajectory and the 

COM trajectory is also about 15cm (in both cases).  This means a variation of 15cm in the COM trajectory 

is significant.  In the results shown in Figure 134, this results in the COM being on the wrong side of the 

pelvis through the middle Section of the animation.  Where the automated COM animation produced a 

cycloidal pelvis motion as expected, the pelvis and the COM run in parallel in the pelvis-led animation. 

Pepe’s leg is 70cms long, so while the leg is outstretched orbiting the COM the difference in COM 

trajectory has only a small effect on the gross shape of the foot trajectory.  The trajectory of the foot in 

both cases is cycloidal (ignoring the discontinuities caused by breakdown keys discussed above).  The 

benefits of a COM node therefore on trajectories further away from the COM are not so visible because 

the motion is roughly correct. 

This is contrary to the effect seen on the pike dive where the character had a clear windmilling effect 

when the COM was out of place.  This may be due to the viewing angle.  The axis of rotation for the pike 

dive is pointing towards the camera so the orbital motion is very obvious.  If the skating animation is 

viewed from above, the windmilling effect is more obvious. 

This means the benefit of the COM node could be dependent on the angle the animation will be viewed 

from.  This is common in many animations.  From the camera angle, a character could appear to be 

balanced while actually leaning towards or away from the camera.  Certainly, if correcting the 

windmilling effect on a pelvis-driven rig, only the left-right movement would need to be corrected – any 

back and forth movement (away and towards the camera) could be ignored. 
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12.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

Between the pelvis-driven and the automated COM rigs, there was little difference in workflow except 

that balancing the character could be done accurately using the COM node.  As with the Kung Fu 

movement in the previous chapter, situations where the character’s momentum affects balance (i.e. the 

net force vector discussed in Section 4.4.2 is not vertical), benefit from an animator’s awareness that 

the COM node is not necessarily located above the support polygon in these cases.  Balance can of 

course still be judged by eye, as it would be for a pelvis-driven rig, but the visibility of the COM could 

potentially bias an animator towards an incorrect or overbalanced pose in these cases. 

As in all the previous evaluations, the motion was improved using the COM node with a more cycloidal 

trajectory for the pelvis and the raised foot.  However, the difference in orbital motion for extremities 

such as the raised foot is less noticeable between the pelvis-driven and COM node animations.  This is 

due to the radial distance of extremities being large compared to the pelvis offset.  Where the pelvis 

position is close to the COM, the orbital centre of the extremity is similar, resulting in similar motion. 

The pelvis offset has proven to be beneficial to path-based movements both spatially, as in the cycloidal 

motion, and temporally.  Where the COM node follows the desired path, the pelvis offset can place the 

pelvis in front or behind the animated path.  For pelvis-based rigs the path must be modified to 

accommodate this effect.   In the airborne path-based evaluation, this effect was visible as the pelvis-

based rig appeared to fall and float during the dive until the pelvis was offset vertically up and down on 

each rotation.  For the grounded path-based evaluation, the effect was not visible until the automated 

COM rig was posed alongside the reference from the pelvis-based rig. 

Where the airborne path-based evaluation allowed the path to by fully modified independently of the 

pose and rotation, for grounded path-based, this effect is limited by the change of pose caused by 

moving the COM node.  The change of path can however be used to accommodate balance changes 

which require the pose to change.  Also, modifying the path of all world-space nodes together (COM 

node and IK targets) does allow the character’s path to be modified independently of pose. 

It has been suggested that the choice of camera angle may mitigate the visual effectiveness of the 

automated COM rig in reducing effects such as the windmilling effect or the temporal offset.  In the pike 

dive, the axis of rotation points at the camera making the windmilling effect visually obvious.  On a 

pelvis-driven rig, any corrections for windmilling need to be made in two axes.  For the ice-skater 

spinning, the rotation axis is perpendicular to the camera angle meaning the windmilling effect on the 

pelvis-driven rig was less obvious, and any windmilling corrections only need to be made in one axis.  

The benefit of an automated COM rig is that no corrections are needed, but the benefit is more obvious 

when the rotation axis points at the camera. 
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– DSR CONCLUSIONS: EMERGENT DESIGN THEORY 

 

The following (and final) chapter represents the conclusion phase of the DSR cycle.  This phase 

consolidates the contributions to knowledge produced through each of the circumscription loops in the 

development and evaluation phases and links the knowledge to specific research outputs. 

Purao (2002) identifies the DSR outputs of artefacts, constructs, models and methods as so-called 

operational principles.  Within Vaishnavi and Keuchler’s design theory model (Vaishnavi & Keuchler, 

2004), each of these operational principles is embedded (Table 2, page 42).  As such, presentation of 

the emergent design theory provides the full research output requirement from a DSR project (Section 

2.1.1).   

The highest level of research output that can be expected from novel research is an emergent design 

theory.  Higher levels such as a full design theory or a DREPT (Design Relevant Explanatory / Predictive 

Theory) require extended effort from the relevant research community (Section 2.1.1) and as such are 

beyond the scope of this thesis.   The lowest, but necessary, research output from DSR is an artefact.  

Vaishnavi and Keuchler include this as an additional component to a design theory, the so-called 

expository instantiation. 

Section 13.1 provides an overall summary of the research.  Section 13.2 describes the contributions to 

knowledge in terms of the individual components of a design theory: expository instantiation, purpose 

and scope, constructs, abstraction and generalisation, knowledge of form and function, principles of 

implementation, and evaluation and value propositions.  The justificatory knowledge component is 

inferred in the exposition of each contribution through the cross references.  Section 13.3 outlines 

potential areas of future work based on the research outputs. 
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13   CONCLUSIONS 

13.1 RESEARCH SUMMARY 

Throughout the history of computer animation, people have tried to make it easier for animators to 

make their animations more realistic.  Some solutions, such as motion capture (Section 3.1) and motion 

synthesis (Section 3.2), spawned completely new workflows and some, such as the newly released 

Cascadeur (Nekki, 2019), are tools which can be used to complement traditional animation techniques 

(Section 3.3).  One of the little explored but pragmatic, in terms of its practical integration into the key 

frame workflow, solutions suggested is the addition of a ‘COM node’ to the character rig, representing 

the centre of mass (COM) of the character (Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4).  

Reviewing existing work on COM nodes, it was suggested that by controlling a character from a node 

parented to the pelvis, the animation of path, rotation and pose can be divorced, which helps editability 

(Section 1.1).  Also, by ensuring the additional node represented the centre of mass of the character, 

the now separate path definition is represented in its simplest form (Section 1.1).   

Within the field of character rigging, it is not uncommon for character rigs to have a COG node (where 

COG is a misnomer for Centre of Gravity) as the main control object for the positioning of a character’s 

body in world space, excluding any other world space controls such as those for foot placement.  A COG 

node, as parent of the pelvis node, can be positioned away from the character’s body to represent a 

different centre of rotation, such as the character’s centre of mass.  This research thus defines the usage 

of a COG node in this way by renaming it as a dumb COM node (Section 3.4.3).  However, if a dumb COM 

node is to be used to represent the character COM, its placement is done by eye.   

An alternative method is to control the alignment of the COM node algorithmically.  Automated COM 

nodes are automatically and continuously situated at the instantaneous centre of mass of the character 

(either the true COM or some geometrically derived location).  It was discovered that automated COM 

nodes however are not widely used and tend to be limited to specific scenarios (Section 3.4.4).   

To establish why this method is not more generally employed, this research explores the benefits and 

shortcomings of using such a rig in key animation scenarios.  Thus, this thesis reports on a Design Science 

Research programme that aimed to answer the following research question (Section 1.2). 

The Research Question: 

What are the benefits and operational issues when using an automated COM rig for 

dynamic airborne and grounded key frame animation? 
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Due to the paucity of prior examples (Section 3.4), and to provide a more detailed insight, this research 

had to be based on the development of a prototype automated COM rig (Chapter 6).  Thus, a Design 

Science Research (DSR) methodology (Chapter 2) was used to generate knowledge through the 

development process.  This resulted in the creation of several development iterations of an automated 

COM rig as an artefact of the DSR process (Chapters 7 and 8), and a so-called emergent design theory 

(Section 13.2) that addresses the research question.  

A new operational context for the use of such rigs in a range of animation scenarios was devised within 

this research (Chapter 4) that divides key frame animations into four domains; path-based (grounded 

and airborne) and pose-based (grounded and airborne) (Section 4.4).  It specifies that the path for path-

based movements is defined in the layout animation stage and the path for pose-based movements is 

dependent on the poses created in the blocking stage (Section 4.5).  Within the scope of this context, 

six principles for automated COM rigs were also devised (Chapter 5).  Animation workflow evaluations 

of the automated COM rig in each of these domains (Chapters 10, 11 and 12), supported by baseline 

animation evaluations using pelvis-based and dumb COM rigs, were also derived from the operational 

context framework (Chapter 9). 

In addressing the above research question, this research has shown that there are clear benefits to using 

an automated COM node when creating dynamic animations.   

Allowing the animator to control a character from the centre of mass (COM) allows for the character’s 

path to be simplified making animation easier, and for the pose and the path to be divorced (i.e. use 

separate key frames) to allow more editability.  This is exemplified in three ways: 

Firstly, use of the COM in physically plausible movements (e.g. a parabolic path for ballistic flight) 

showed the characteristics expected of a physically derived motion in the pelvis trajectory (Sections 

10.4, 11.5, 12.3).   

When the path of the character is defined sparsely using the automated COM node, the un-keyed pelvis 

trajectory follows and accommodates pose changes without affecting the COM node key frames 

(Section 10.3.3).  The smoothness of the pelvis trajectory is influenced by the rate and size of the pose 

changes (Section 10.4).  When the COM node is rotated (again, usually sparsely defined), the pelvis (and 

hence the character) orbits the COM (Section 10.3.2).  For a character that is moving and rotating, this 

leads to a smooth cycloidal motion that would be expected in the real world (e.g. Figure 105, page 243).  

Additionally, the pelvis may also lead or follow the character’s COM trajectory, thus giving the pelvis a 

temporal offset (Section 12.2.2). 

Secondly, due to the use of a separate COM node, the COM path can be modified without affecting the 

pose or the rotation (Section 10.3.3).  For airborne movements, the path and pose are fully divorced, 

allowing the character’s path to be modified independently of their pose or rotation.  This is true to a 
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degree for grounded movements.  Moving the COM node together with the other world space nodes 

(i.e. the IK targets) does allow the path to be changed independently of pose, whereas modifying the 

COM node path on its own necessarily causes a change of pose (automated COM rig principle #2, Section 

5.4.1). 

In all cases, the automated COM rig provided better visible physical effects than a dumb COM or pelvis-

led rig, such as cycloidal motion and the ability for the pelvis to lead or follow the character’s path.  This 

seemed to be perceived differently depending on the camera angle relative to the axis of rotation 

(Section 12.2.3). 

Thirdly, for a grounded movement, defining the COM node path relative to the placement of the feet 

provides a method of balancing the character.  Once the COM node path is defined, either in the layout 

stage for path-based movements or the blocking stage for pose-based movements, any pose change on 

the character will maintain the instantaneous horizontal world space position of the character’s centre 

of mass.  The relationship between the COM node and the support polygon of the character is 

maintained and thus, the character will remain balanced whatever pose is used (Section 11.4.2).  The 

automated COM rig therefore imparts the same advantage inferred by previous optimisation methods 

used for balance on static poses (Boulic, Mas & Thalmann ,1995; Phillips & Badler, 1988). 

There are, however, some conceptual operational issues for grounded movements.  Firstly, the 

relationship between the COM position and the pelvis position is nonlinear which means that for a fully 

defined COM path, the pelvis could potentially follow a trajectory that was unanticipated and hence 

would require further adjustment (Section 8.2).  The pelvis may however follow sensible trajectories in 

most or all cases.  This effect would need further research to confirm. 

Secondly, the COM position is part of the definition of the pose, required for pose determinacy.  Where 

the height of the character’s COM rises and falls as poses are changed, this Vertical COM Adjustment 

(VCA), as a component of the COM position, is also a necessary part of the pose definition.  In this 

research it was key framed for each pose change to ensure determinacy and hence repeatability (Section 

8.3).  This increased the key frame density of the COM path definition and the interdependency of path 

and pose (i.e. COM path and pose are not fully divorced).  If the VCA could be defined algorithmically, 

this would allow independence between the definitions of COM path and pose. 

Therefore, in answer to the research question above, there are three key benefits and two key 

operational issues with the automated COM rig when used for dynamic airborne and grounded 

animations, which contribute to knowledge. 
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BENEFITS 

1. Both airborne and grounded dynamic animations made with an automated COM node show 

the characteristics expected of physically derived motion in the trajectories of the other parts 

of the rig, notably the pelvis and extremities such as extended arms (Sections 10.4, 11.5, 12.3).  

2. An automated COM node allows for the retrospective modification of either the character’s 

path, rotation or pose independently without affecting the other two for airborne movements 

(Section 10.3.3).  For grounded movements, the same is true but only if all the world-space 

nodes (e.g. IK targets) are adjusted as one. 

3. For grounded movements, once the automated COM node position is defined relative to the 

foot positions, the pose can be adjusted independently of the character’s balance (Section 

11.4.2), thus inferring the same advantage produced in more complex bespoke balance setups 

(Boulic, Mas & Thalmann ,1995; Phillips & Badler, 1988). 

OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

1. For grounded movements, the relationship between the COM node position and the pelvis 

position is nonlinear which means the pelvis trajectory could require adjustment in some cases 

(Section 8.2). 

2. Whereas the pelvis offset can be defined algorithmically, the Vertical COM Adjustment (VCA) 

value is required as part of the pose definition for determinacy.  In this research that was 

achieved by key framing the COM node for every pose change which increased the 

interdependency between path, rotation and pose (Section 8.3). 

 

This research, in answering the above question, has produced other contributions to knowledge. 

13.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE 

13.2.1 THE USE OF A DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN ANIMATION 

The use of Design Science Research (DSR) outside information systems research is atypical, however the 

use of a design / development cycle has generated knowledge through circumscription both through 

the development iterations (Chapters 7 and 8) and the evaluation phases (Chapters 10, 11 and 12).  

Despite the development being based on a specific automated COM rig prototype, the knowledge 

produced is generalisable and is therefore applicable to future research in the area as well.   

Additionally, the research outputs from a Design Science Research project (Table 1, page 41), artefacts, 

constructs, models, methods and a higher level output of an emergent design theory informed by the 

previous four (Vaishnavi & Keuchler, 2004), have all been realised through this research.   
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Therefore, the fact that the use of DSR in projects in the field of animation can produce generalisable 

research knowledge and all the expected DSR research outputs is a contribution to the methodological 

approach. 

As much of the R&D in the animation and related industries is based around development, the 

implication of this contribution is that using DSR to produce research knowledge could be a useful 

methodology to be used in the future as it allows for more generalisable research-based outcomes to 

be produced. 

The remainder of this section presents the contributions to knowledge from this research, grouped by 

Vaishnavi and Keuchler’s components of a design theory (Section 2.2.2), which are all informed by the 

DSR research outputs.   

The components of a design theory are (in the order presented below), expository instantiation (Section 

13.2.2), Purpose and Scope (Section 13.2.3), Constructs (Section 13.2.4), Abstraction and Generalisation 

(Section 13.2.5), Knowledge of Form and Function (Section 13.2.6), and Evaluation and Validation 

Propositions (Section 13.2.7).  The Justificatory Knowledge component is inferred through the cross-

references to the relevant sections in the thesis. 

13.2.2 EXPOSITORY INSTANTIATION (DSR ARTEFACT) 

CONTRIBUTION: AN AUTOMATED COM RIG PROTOTYPE 

The DSR artefact (expository instantiation) for this research is an automated COM rig based on the 

instantaneous centre of mass of the character (Section 6.1).  Through this research, the rig took the form 

of several iterations, and each iteration is in itself a contribution to knowledge as defined by the DSR 

process (March & Smith, 1995).  However, it also contributes knowledge through circumscription of the 

DSR development and evaluation phases (Appendix C).    

As the rig was not developed for efficacy or user-friendliness, it remains as a prototype which allows the 

concept of the automated COM rig to be evaluated in principle.  It is far from being a professional 

animation tool.  The rig itself (specifically the MAXScript that allowed it to operate) has not been 

included as part of this thesis for intellectual property reasons.  

An expository instantiation can be used for exposition of the design theory and/or testing (Vaishnavi & 

Keuchler, 2004).  In this case, the exposition of the theory is evidenced throughout this thesis and 

summarised through the contributions to knowledge in this section, and the testing of the theory is 

evidenced through the evaluation videos in Chapters 10, 11 and 12. 
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13.2.3 PURPOSE & SCOPE 

CONTRIBUTION: THE NEED FOR AUTOMATED COM RIGS 

In the awareness of problem phase of the DSR cycle, this research has shown that the use of an 

automated COM node is one method that can help animators create physically plausible animation 

more easily, however, despite filling a gap by being the only physics-based method that can be fully 

integrated into key frame animation, it is not widely used.   

This research has shown as a contribution to knowledge that an automated COM rig provides a 

successful solution to making physically plausible dynamic airborne movements (Section 10.4) and 

grounded movements (Sections 11.5 and 12.3).   

13.2.4 CONSTRUCTS 

CONTRIBUTION: AN OPERATIONAL CONTEXT FOR AUTOMATED COM RIGS 

 

GROUNDED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIRBORNE 

Figure 40: Visual representation of the operational context for this research  
(repeated from page 122) 
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Through analysis of different movement types and their effect on the centre of mass of a real actor 

(Section 4.4), a generalistic operational context framework relating the motion of a character’s COM to 

the animation workflow for different types of movement has been developed as a contribution to 

knowledge (Section 4.5).   

The operational context places movements into four newly defined domains, path-based (grounded and 

airborne) and pose-based (grounded and airborne), depending on when, in the key frame animation 

workflow, the path, rotation and pose are defined (Figure 40).  Path-based movements have a 

continuous definition of the path and the rotation, which are defined in the layout stage, whereas pose-

based movements have discretely defined path and rotation, which are defined by the key poses created 

in the blocking stage (Section 4.6).   

As a further contribution, because each domain relates to stages in the animation workflow, there is an 

element of directionality between the two domains meaning the operational context can be considered 

more like a continuum (Section 4.5.5), which leaves an element of flexibility for the animator to choose 

how to approach their animation. 

In being generalistic, the operational context framework allows some discussion and conclusions from 

the dynamic airborne and grounded movements covered in this research to be applied to less dynamic 

movements in the same category.  As such, the operational context framework will allow future research 

in the area to be discussed in a comparative manner. 

CONTRIBUTION: NOMENCLATURE 

Constructs are ‘conceptualisations used to describe problems with the domain and specify their 

solutions’ (March & Smith, 1995) and as such form the vocabulary of a domain, both conceptually and 

literally.  Thus, as a research output and contribution to knowledge, the following nomenclature defined 

within this research forms a construct and will be useful in further research on automated COM rigs.  

(See also the Glossary section.) 

Actor COM The physical centre of mass of a real actor, implies the inclusion of 

elements of different density (Section 4.1) 

Automated COM node An extra node used as the root of the character rig, that uses an 

algorithm to control its relationship to its child elements – typically the 

pelvis (see also dumb COM node) (Section 1.1) 

Automated COM rig A character rig using an automated COM node 
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Character COM The calculated centre of mass of an animated character, implies the 

result of an algorithm, whether the centroid of the character mesh (as is 

the case in this research) or otherwise (Section 4.1) 

COM node A general term for a rig node used to represent the centre of mass (see 

dumb COM node and automated COM node) (Section 1.1) 

COM rig A character rig using either an automated COM node or a dumb COM 

node 

Dumb COM node A COG node being specifically used to control the rest of the rig from an 

offset position, especially the centre of mass of the character (see also 

automated COM node) (Section 1.1) 

Dumb COM rig A character rig using a dumb COM node 

Motion primitives Distinct mechanisms which govern the form of an actor’s COM 

trajectory; inertial, ballistic, orbital and SLIP (Section 4.4.5) 

Offset threshold The minimum pelvis offset required to instigate a post-drag iteration for 

refining grounded poses, based on the modulus of the pelvis offset 

vector (Section 6.2.2) 

Path-based movement A movement where the path is defined in the layout stage and the poses 

in the blocking stage, characterised by smooth COM motion and the 

minimal effect that an actor’s pose has on the motion (Section 4.4.2) 

Pelvis offset An offset vector applied to the pelvis node to align the character’s COM 

to the COM node position.  The same as the vector difference between 

the COM node position and the character’s current centre of mass for 

the pose (Section 1.1) 

Pelvis-led rig A character rig with no COM node, implies a conventional rig (Section 

1.1) 

Pose-based movement A movement where the path and the poses are defined together during 

the blocking stage.  These movements can produce a continuous COM 
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motion (e.g. when walking) but typically produce complex trajectories 

where pose changes are rapid and varied (Section 4.4.3) 

Post-drag iterations Refinement of grounded poses by repeated application of pelvis offset 

and Vertical COM Adjustments until the pelvis offset is below the offset 

threshold.  Executed after each manipulation of the character’s pose by 

dragging the gizmo.  (The term is also used any time the pose requires 

refinement e.g. after an undo) (Section 5.4.2) 

Vertical COM 

Adjustment (VCA)  

A vertical adjustment made to the COM node, so it matches the height 

of the character COM for grounded poses.  In this research, this results 

in the pelvis remaining level during pose creation (Section 5.6.1) 

 

13.2.5 ABSTRACTION AND GENERALISATION (DSR MODELS) 

CONTRIBUTION: THREE FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF MOVEMENT 

As a unique contribution to animation, this research identifies three fundamental properties of any real-

world movement – COM trajectory, COM rotation and pose, that in principle can all be treated 

separately.  These properties represent the simplest definition of any real-world movement meaning 

that an animation solely defined by these properties should result in the simplest set of key frames for 

any movement (Section 1.1). 

CONTRIBUTION: THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATED COM RIGS 

From the operational context framework, six fundamental principles for the operation and functionality 

of automated COM rigs are developed.  Derived from specific operational considerations of a character 

with an automated COM node, these generalistic fundamental principles directly inform the functional 

operation of the automated COM rig prototype and are summarised below. 

1. The COM node and any other world-space nodes such as IK targets must operate 

in the same coordinate space.  The pelvis, and by association, the torso and any FK 

limbs, operate in ‘pose space’, which is defined by the COM node.  (Section 5.3) 

This principle, derived in Section 5.3, informs the rig structure required of any automated COM rig. 

2. The three properties of any movement – COM node path, COM node rotation and 

pose – can all be treated separately only in situations where all parts of the 

character move together (Section 5.4.1). 
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This principle shows that airborne (FK) animations will allow the three fundamental properties of 

movement to be animated separately, but grounded (IK) animations can only be fully separated when 

the IK targets are animated with the COM node. 

3. The pelvis must offset by an amount equal and opposite to the vector difference 

between the COM node position and the character COM position.  (Section 5.4.2) 

4. Grounded poses require an iterative approach as the pose changes when the 

pelvis is offset.  (Section 5.4.2) 

These two principles define the operation of the pelvis offset algorithm for an automated COM rig. 

5. The COM node must be the main control node for the character and the pelvis 

offset must be controlled algorithmically.  (Section 5.5) 

The definition of an automated COM rig is that the animator must relinquish the positional control of 

the pelvis that a dumb COM rig allows (Sections 3.4.4 and 5.5.1).  Rotation of the character, whether 

airborne (Section 5.5.2) or grounded (section 5.5.3), must be derived from the COM node to ensure 

proper orbital motion of the pelvis and the other pose-space parts of the character. 

6. For grounded poses, vertical adjustments must be made to the COM node to 

match the height of the COM node to the height of the character COM.  (Section 

5.6) 

This principle shows that either the algorithm or the animator must adjust the height of the COM node 

for grounded poses.  In this research, this was done automatically through a Vertical COM Adjustment 

to the COM node (or VCA). 

CONTRIBUTION: POSE DETERMINACY 

As a further generalistic conclusion, this research has also shown that poses are determinate when using 

an automated COM rig (i.e. there is only one pelvis offset solution for each pose) (Section 7.7).  This is 

important because it means that, for any automated COM rig, with the pelvis under algorithmic control 

(i.e. not key framed), the pose will remain repeatable (Sections 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6). 

There are three corollaries to this (also contributions): 

1. Because there is only one pelvis offset solution for each pose, this contribution 

also shows that any pose that is achievable on a pelvis-led rig will still be 

achievable on an automated COM rig by manipulating the COM node instead of 

the pelvis (Section 7.7).   
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2. Where the pelvis offset is dependent on the pose, even small pose changes such as 

those made during the curves and polish stages of the key frame workflow will 

result in a movement of the pelvis (Section 7.4).   

The consequence of this principle may not be desirable, particularly if the character is sitting down.  The 

solution to controlling the pelvis position as well as allowing control over the COM node is an important 

area for future research into the wider general-purpose use of automated COM rigs (Section 13.3.2). 

3. There is no requirement to key frame the VCA mode (i.e. whether the pose was 

created as grounded or airborne); this extra information is not required for the 

pose.  Thus, movements that switch between grounded and airborne phases will 

also be determinate (Section 8.3.3).   

This is important as the VCA action (i.e. raising or lowering the COM node), is therefore not required for 

pose recall and as such, an animator could legitimately choose to animate with or without VCAs when 

creating any pose, be it grounded or airborne.  The act of switching between grounded and airborne 

does not contribute to the pose definition (as for example switching between FK and IK does).   

CONTRIBUTION: PELVIS OFFSET NONLINEARITY 

This research has shown that the relationship between the COM node position and the pelvis offset is 

nonlinear for grounded poses.  This could result in unnatural pelvis trajectories on certain movements 

(Section 8.2).  In this research where the COM node height is adjusted automatically using VCAs, this 

manifests as a nonlinear relationship between the VCA and the pelvis offset. 

For key poses, being fully defined by an animator, this is not a problem as any pose should be possible 

with an automated COM rig due to pose determinacy.  The implications of this nonlinearity are that 

where the COM node path would be controlled using the animation curves, the trajectory of the pelvis 

might take an unanticipated path between key frames in some movements.  However, as poses are 

determinate, the animator could compensate for this either with breakdown keys or during the curves 

stage of animation.   

13.2.6 KNOWLEDGE OF FORM AND FUNCTION (DSR METHODS) 

CONTRIBUTION: FUNCTIONAL OPERATION OF AN AUTOMATED COM RIG 

As a contribution to animation practice, the operation of an automated COM rig is established as follows 

(Section 5.7).  The animator must control the character’s path and rotation using the COM node.  The 

pelvis must be continuously offset from the COM node to ensure the centre of mass of any pose is 

coincident to the COM node.  Optionally, the COM node height could be modified using Vertical COM 

Adjustments (VCAs) for grounded poses. 
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A further, minor, contribution is that the continuous pelvis offset and VCA required of an automated 

COM rig must be implemented in two ways.  First, during live viewport update, as the animator 

manipulates (drags) the character rig, a single pelvis offset, and a single VCA if the character is grounded, 

should be calculated for every instantaneous step change (Section 6.3).  Second, further iterations (i.e. 

pelvis offset and VCA) required due to the dependency loop for grounded poses should then be executed 

‘post-drag’.  Post drag iterations should also be executed after any step change in the pose, such as pose 

recall from the timeline, undos and imported poses (Section 6.2.2). 

CONTRIBUTION: ANIMATOR APPROACH TO USING AN AUTOMATED COM RIG 

Due to the determinacy of pose, the use of an automated COM rig will not require a significant change 

of workflow for the use of a pelvis-led rig (Section 11.5).  However, this research suggests, as a 

contribution to animation practice, that when using an automated COM rig for grounded poses, the 

balance should be defined before the pose, and refined if necessary only after the entire pose is created 

(Section 12.2.2).  

CONTRIBUTION: TWO TYPES OF VERTICAL COM ADJUSTMENTS 

This research has contributed to knowledge by identifying two types of Vertical COM Adjustment: one 

which directly controls the COM node height for any pose change based on the pelvis offset; and one to 

counter any height changes due to the orbital motion of the pelvis around the COM node when it is 

rotated (Section 6.2.4).  As previous research for grounded poses has adjusted the COM height as part 

of an optimisation, these were not explicitly defined previously, and so this distinction contributes to 

automated COM rig theory. 

CONTRIBUTION: VCA KEY FRAMES 

One minor contribution is that where VCAs are used for pose creation, they must contribute to the 

determinacy of the pose.  In theory, this could be by determining the VCA value algorithmically although 

this was not achieved in this research.  VCAs were key framed. 

This research has shown, as a contribution to automated COM rig theory, that if the VCA value is to be 

key framed, it must be ‘baked’ into the COM node key frame (i.e. it cannot be on a separate animation 

layer).  This requires both the automated COM algorithm and the animator to have control over the 

COM node (Section 8.3).  Thus, each pose change requires a COM node key frame to store the VCA 

value, which means there are key frames defining the pose on the COM node which should be reserved 

for path key frames.  This removes the interdependence between COM path and pose. 

CONTRIBUTION: ITERATIVE SOLUTION FOR GROUNDED POSES 

This contribution shows that it is adequate and sufficient to use a simple iterative method for the post-

drag iterations (pelvis offset and VCA), converging on a threshold value (Section 6.4).  More advanced 
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optimisation methods such as the gradient descent method as used in previous research (Phillips & 

Badler, 1988; Boulic, Mas & Thalmann, 1996) are not required. 

This suggests that although the relationship between COM node position and the pelvis offset is 

nonlinear, the automated COM rig solution is clearly mathematically simpler than the full-character 

optimisations used in previous research. 

CONTRIBUTION: ITERATION STEP SIZE 

A key contribution this research has shown is that for fast calculation (or slow dragging), the requirement 

for post-drag iterations can be eliminated as the dragging step size tends to zero (Section 7.2), leading 

to the suggestion that for a fast-enough calculation and update of the viewport, post-drag iterations 

would not be needed.  This would mean the live pose seen by the animator while manipulating the rig 

would be fully representative of the final pose. 

This is an important finding for future development of automated COM rig tools.  The possibility of 

eliminating post-drag iterations would provide a much more interactive user experience, where the live 

manipulation of the character is sufficient to create the final pose, requiring no further refinement from 

the algorithm (Section 13.3.3).  Single step pose changes such as pose recall from the timeline, importing 

pose definitions or undoing would still require iterative refinement. 

13.2.7 EVALUATION AND VALIDATION PROPOSITIONS 

CONTRIBUTION: THERE IS NO ADVANTAGE IN USING A DUMB COM RIG FOR GROUNDED POSES 

As a contribution to animation practice, this research has shown that dumb COM rigs will infer similar 

advantages to automated COM rigs for airborne movements, while using a similar workflow process 

(Section 10.3.3), albeit less accurately.   

A further contribution however shows that to get similar advantages for grounded animations, an 

animator must use a dumb COM node in a specific procedural manner similar to the automated COM 

rig algorithm (Section 11.3.2).  Use of a dumb COM node outside this method can produce 

overdeterminate poses. 

CONTRIBUTION: UNDERSTANDING OF PHYSICS REQUIRED OF AN ANIMATOR 

This research has shown that, as a contribution to knowledge, an automated COM rig does not override 

the existing animation toolset.  Motion synthesis and other physically based animation methods require 

an animator to have extra knowledge of physics (Section 3.2) whereas, an animator using an automated 

COM rig would be expected to be equally successful when compared to a pelvis-led rig (Section 11.2.3). 

This research has shown as a contribution to knowledge that even the complicated trajectory an actor’s 

COM might take in a pose-based movement, is not necessarily consistent between actors (Section 11.2).   
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The COM path is therefore open to artistic interpretation by the animator, based on for example, the 

flow of the movement, the intensity of the action and the competence of the character, more than the 

physics.  In fact, this research suggests that the flow of an actor’s movement is a good estimator of the 

required animation path for the COM node. 

13.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Within the DSR methodology, the practical development of an artefact leads to generalisable research 

outputs.  The recommendations for future work are informed by the operational issues established 

through this research and as such are technically ‘development’ projects.  However, the 

recommendations are based on gaps in the emergent design theory and thus if also pursued using a DSR 

methodology would contribute further to the design theory for automated COM rigs. 

Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) state that a fully developed theory should be the desired form of 

knowledge from a DSR project but recognise that this may only come after years of effort from a 

research community.  As such, these future works could progress the current emergent design theory, 

‘…a metaphorical understanding of how the artifact supports or controls the phenomenon of interest’ 

(Purao, 2002), to a full design theory, ‘…a set of prescriptive statements and outcome specification from 

which implications can be drawn’ (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004). 

13.3.1 NONLINEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COM NODE AND PELVIS POSITIONS 

One of the operational concerns with the automated COM rig found in this research is the nonlinear 

relationship between the COM node position and the pelvis offset (Section 8.2).  It is important for the 

COM node to be under full control of the animator as this is representative of the movement of the 

entire body, and the pelvis must remain under algorithmic control to ensure proper orbital motion 

around the COM during rotation (Automated COM Rig Principle #5, Section 5.5).  The nonlinear 

relationship between the COM node and the pelvis suggests that the pelvis might not always follow a 

trajectory that suits the artistic needs of the animator.  Understanding this relationship conceptually is 

important.   

Initially, it would be important to compare real movements to similar animated movements to establish 

what differences, if any, there are between the real pelvis trajectory and the animated one, to create a 

framework for the problem.  If differences are revealed, the framework may show that different 

movement types (e.g. COM rotation, upper body, lower body etc.) might exhibit different trajectory 

errors which could point to different compensation strategies.  This could potentially be interesting in 

its own right as any similarities might reveal biomechanical truths about how the human body moves. 
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It may be that the inferred trajectory of the pelvis is generally acceptable when compared to real-life 

movements, but this has not been established.  It could be argued that if the pelvis trajectory was 

acceptable for most movements that an animator could compensate for the exceptional cases with 

breakdown keys.  A more extreme outcome would be that the pelvis trajectory may be unacceptable in 

most cases – after all, a natural pelvis trajectory is derived from quite complex interactions and the 

pelvis offset mechanism is simplistic. 

➢ FURTHER IMPLICATIONS 

In this research the VCA was baked into the COM node position key frames, meaning that any pose 

change requires a COM node key frame and thus the pose and the path cannot be fully divorced.  The 

successful divorce of path and pose was seen as a key benefit of the automated COM node, so this is a 

key conceptual limitation in the current automated COM rig setup. 

Understanding the non-linear relationship between the COM node and the pelvis positions may lead to 

a development allowing the VCA to be controlled algorithmically like the pelvis offset.  This would mean 

the pose could be determinate without the need to create additional COM node key frames. 

In the absence of an algorithmically controlled VCA, this research suggested that only key framing the 

VCA for significant pose changes is a good compromise, but future work is required to quantify the 

effects of different sized pose changes on the VCA.  By quantifying what constitutes a ‘small’ change and 

how much effect such changes have on the VCA could lead to an automated approach where the 

algorithm only key frames the VCA on ‘large’ poses based on some defined threshold.  It is likely that 

such decisions would be based on the size of the movement and the mass contribution of the body parts 

being animated as both would have more effect on the change of the centre of mass. 

The lack of direct control of the pelvis trajectory is currently a conceptual and practical problem, but 

further research on the VCA algorithm might reduce the problem practically for controlling the pelvis 

trajectory.  Lack of positional control of the pelvis however is clearly a functional problem for poses and 

movements where the pelvis must remain static. 

13.3.2 EXTENDING THE ANIMATION DOMAIN SPACE  

This research focused on dynamic body movements and as such, the effect of small pose adjustments 

in the latter stages of animation, such as polish, were not considered in the scope of this research; slight 

movements of the finger would only make slight changes to the pelvis trajectory or the VCA.  However, 

in less dynamic situations, small uncontrolled movements of the pelvis or the COM node could have 

implications for the animations – especially if the character is sitting down, where the pelvis would be 

expected to remain stationary.   
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Extending this research from dynamic movements to include general-purpose animation scenarios 

would require these static elements to be considered.  Again, where this could be considered as a 

development exercise, exploring this space with a DSR methodology would add circumscription 

knowledge to the existing emergent design theory.  Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004), suggest a design 

theory can be expanded through ’experience-based insights’.  The exact method becomes a matter for 

future work, alongside the exploration of the conceptual area of static pose changes. 

This research has shown VCAs can be turned on and off without affecting pose determinacy, it may be 

that turning off pelvis offsets during polish may be a suitable practical solution.  However, as the pelvis 

must be algorithmically controlled, it is far from clear how this would affect pose determinacy.  Other 

practical alternatives such as baking the animation out prior to the polish stage may work but might 

limit future editability. 

On some proprietary rigs, characters have IK controls for other parts of their body (i.e. not just the limb 

end effectors) such as elbows, shoulders, knees and bottom.  These controls help animators to create 

highly constrained animations, such as sitting in an armchair (bottom) or doing a commando crawl 

(knees and elbows).  The animations in this research have only had one or two additional constraints (IK 

targets) to the automated COM node.  Extending the animation domain space to include highly 

constrained animations such as these may have an effect on the nonlinearity found in this research. 

13.3.3 MAKING AN INFORMED JUDGEMENT ABOUT WHEN TO USE POST-DRAG ITERATIONS 

One of the key findings of this research was the influence of calculation speed on the need for post-drag 

iterations (Section 7.2).  Increased calculation speed meant smaller step size while the animator was 

dragging the gizmo to adjust the pose, which in turn meant the pelvis offset for each step was smaller.  

As the step size tends to zero, so the pelvis offset tends to zero and the accuracy of the pelvis offset 

improves.  While conceptually interesting, practically, this research suggested that reducing the 

calculation speed to 5ms or less would be sufficient to eliminate post-drag iterations for the threshold 

value of 0.1mm (Section 7.2).   

This kind of judgement would be dependent on many factors including the size of the pose change, 

perhaps in terms of the size of the movement and the mass of the body parts involved, and the speed 

with which the animator makes the adjustment. 

With the present rig prototype, the offset threshold is used to decide when the post-drag iterations are 

required (or when they have finished), but this is a relatively slow calculation as the centre of mass must 

be recalculated.  Understanding this relationship better could lead to a situation where the decision to 

do post-drag iterations was based on the step time, or step size while dragging the gizmo rather than a 

lengthy COM calculation. 
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13.3.4 ALTERNATE VCA ALGORITHMS 

Within this research, the genericity of the underlying rig was maintained by preventing any modification 

to the rig.  In this way, any reduction in genericity could be attributed directly to the automated COM 

node algorithm (Section 5.1).  This limited the application of VCAs to being equal and opposite to the 

vertical component of the pelvis offset, resulting in the pelvis remaining level (Section 5.6.1). 

Keeping the pelvis level does not necessarily give the most natural pose as the character is moved.  On 

a pelvis-based rig bending the character over would leave the pelvis and the legs in the same position.  

With an automated COM rig, the pelvis would offset backwards to maintain the character’s balance.  

This can result in the legs overstretching and leaving the ground (Figure 51B, page 144).   

A more natural pose could be attained by lowering the COM node more allowing such options as 

constraints to keep the feet grounded or a ‘natural’ pose based perhaps on strength data for the 

character.  These options were not possible without making changes to the underlying rig. 

This future work does not directly respond to the research question but would be an interesting 

development to the automated COM rig as an animation tool; potentially revealing new knowledge 

about the way in which an automated COM rig operates when interacting with a more highly 

constrained underlying rig. 

13.3.5 PERCEIVED ORBITAL MOTION AND CAMERA ANGLE 

It was also suggested in this research that the perceived effectiveness of the automated COM rig was 

affected by the camera angle.  Movements where the main rotation axis was pointing at the camera 

showed the greatest benefit from an automated COM rig as the orbital motion around the COM was 

clearly visible.  Where the main rotation axis was perpendicular to the camera direction, correct orbital 

motion was not so overt (Section 12.2.3). 

Where the above recommendations for future work are strongly development based and would all 

contribute to a design theory for automated COM rigs, this potentially stands alone as a research 

project. 

This project was borne out of the desire for editability and a simple movement definition for complex 

dynamic movements, but an animator’s effort is sufficient if the viewer perceiving the movement is 

satisfied.  Therefore, as part of the need for an automated COM rig, it is important to establish ‘how 

good’ the animation needs to be – or to put it another way, when is something perceived as ‘physically 

plausible’. 

The orbital motion from different camera angles is suggested as it links to this research project, but 

there is potential for many factors of physical plausibility to be researched such as the accuracy of a 

parabolic trajectory, the effect of angular momentum and the more generalistic movement of the COM. 
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13.4 CLOSING REMARKS 

‘This is the end, beautiful friend. 

This is the end, my only friend, the end; 

Of our elaborate plans, the end; 

Of everything that stands, the end’ 

(‘The End’ by The Doors – Morrison, 1967) 

From my previous career in engineering, I was surprised on entering the world of animation as a teacher, 

that animators did not think of animated characters in the same way I did, as geometrically deformable 

dynamic objects.  The idea of moving a character by the centre of mass seemed obvious and first led me 

onto this research path about ten years ago. 

This PhD has allowed me the opportunity to go into more depth than I would have ever explored 

otherwise and the conclusions it has produced have shown it not to be a simple problem, but still a 

problem worth pursuing.  The familiarity with this idea that this work has given me means it now feels 

like an old friend.  Going forward, my personal hope is to make this work as a plug-in.  (If you are 

interested in collaboration, please contact me.) 

Doing this PhD has also allowed me to move my career from a higher education teaching role in the local 

college to an academic role in Solent University where I am currently Course Leader for CGI and Visual 

Effects.  This might be the end of my PhD, but my hope is that it will allow me to develop into a research 

role for the next phase of my career. 

On a personal note, as an employed family man, this has been the hardest journey and on reaching the 

end I feel only relief.  Since starting this seven years ago, my first daughter has grown from a pre-schooler 

to a bright secondary pupil, my second daughter has gone from a toddler to a vibrant 9-year-old and I 

now have a third daughter who has already cheekily reached reception age.  I had to pause studies when 

my employer pulled the funding, I have changed jobs, and I have recovered from cancer and rheumatoid 

arthritis.  Alongside all this, my wife has encouraged and supported me, and God has given me strength.  

I have had the privilege to meet some great people and make friends at the University of Portsmouth … 

and envied those who were able to do their PhD full-time!  This PhD has given me better research skills 

and stronger resilience – I am not sure which is the greater. 
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APPENDIX A: MAXSCRIPTS 

The MAXScripts for the COM rig setup itself are not included to preserve intellectual property.  The 

general mechanism of the script can be gleaned from Chapter 6, however, the purpose of this research 

is not to provide specific detail on the construction of and automated physically-based COM rig, but 

design guidelines. 

A1: CENTRE OF MASS SCRIPT FOR A MESH 

MAXSCRIPT FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: HOW DO I CALCULATE THE VOLUME OF AN OBJECT?  

(Autodesk, 2017a) 

 
fn CalculateVolumeAndCenterOfMass obj = 
( 
   local Volume= 0.0 
   local Center= [0.0, 0.0, 0.0] 
   local theMesh = snapshotasmesh obj 
   local numFaces = theMesh.numfaces 
   for i = 1 to numFaces do 
   ( 
       local Face = getFace theMesh i 
       local vert2 = getVert theMesh Face.z 
       local vert1 = getVert theMesh Face.y 
       local vert0 = getVert theMesh Face.x 
       local dV = Dot (Cross (vert1 - vert0) (vert2 - vert0)) vert0 
       Volume += dV 
       Center += (vert0 + vert1 + vert2) * dV 
   ) 
   delete theMesh 
   Volume /= 6 
   Center /= 24 
   Center /= Volume 
   #(Volume, Center) 
) 

 
The direction the tri is facing as derived from the normal vector of the plane of the tri.  In a 3ds Max 

‘editable mesh’ object, the vertices for a tri are stored in a clockwise order so that the cross-product 

calculation always produces the normal vector.  The snapshotasmesh function creates a temporary 

editable mesh object from the character mesh. 

A2: POST-ANIMATION PELVIS OFFSET 

MAXScript for Post-Animation Proof of Concept (Appendix D) 

utility PelvisOffset "Offset Pelvis" 
-- Create a parent object (COG Node) to the pelvis (using CATRig for tests but no need really) 
-- Keyframe animate character using COG node instead of pelvis for main body position and rotation 
-- Calculate an offset for the pelvis on each frame to ensure the mesh COG matches the COG node position 
( 
   local       MeshNode, COGNode 
   label       UILMeshNodeName "Skin mesh:" 
   pickbutton UIBChooseMeshNode autoDisplay: true 
   label       UILCOGNodeName "COG Parent:" 
   pickbutton UIBChooseCOGNode autoDisplay: true 
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   button      UIBMakeLayer "Make Offset Layer" 
   button      UIBPlotCOG "Plot Trajectory" 
    
   fn WorldCOG obj = 
   -- Calculate Centre of Gravity - Taken directly from Max Script help files! 
   ( 
       local Volume= 0.0 
       local point3 Center= [0.0, 0.0, 0.0] 
       local theMesh = snapshotasmesh obj 
       local numFaces = theMesh.numfaces 
       for i = 1 to numFaces do 
       ( 
         local Face= getFace theMesh i 
         local vert2 = getVert theMesh Face.z 
         local vert1 = getVert theMesh Face.y 
         local vert0 = getVert theMesh Face.x 
         local dV = Dot (Cross (vert1 - vert0) (vert2 - vert0)) vert0 
         Volume+= dV 
         Center+= (vert0 + vert1 + vert2) * dV 
       ) 
       delete theMesh 
       Volume /= 6 
       Center /= 24 
       Center /= Volume 
   ) 
    
   on UIBChooseMeshNode picked obj do 
   ( 
       MeshNode = obj 
   ) 
    
   on UIBChooseCOGNode picked obj do 
   ( 
       COGNode = obj 
   ) 
    
   on UIBMakeLayer pressed do 
   -- Offset the pelvis position to match the Mesh COG on that frame to the keyframed COG Parent object and 
create a keyframe  
   -- Despite the name, this does not actually make a layer yet!  Using CATRig and not figured out how to make 
layers in Max script yet. 
   ( 
       animate on 
       ( 
           for i = animationRange.start to animationRange.end do 
           ( 
               at time i  
               ( 
                   MeshPt = WorldCOG MeshNode 
                   move COGNode.children (COGNode.pos - MeshPt) 
   )   )   )   ) 
    
   on UIBPlotCOG pressed do 
   -- Put in as a test to create point helpers following the trajectory of the mesh COG, kept because it was 
quite handy 
   ( 
       for i = animationRange.start to animationRange.end do 
       ( 
           sliderTime = i 
           MeshPt = WorldCOG MeshNode 
           pt = point pos:MeshPt size:5 wirecolor: [50,50,51] 
   )   )   
  
) 
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APPENDIX B:  RIG TEST RESULTS 

B1: ITERATIONS 
MAXScript used to generate stepped rotations 

-- Animate in Steps.ms 
-- Rotates the selected object in steps of different sizes and follows up with post-drag iterations 
 
toolmode.commandmode = #rotate  -- Sets the transform gizmo mode (printing purposes only) 
 
Angles = #(90, 30, 10, 3, 1.5, 1, 0.5) 
ang = 90 
 
for k = 1 to (Angles.count) do 
( 
   a = Angles[k] 
   steps = ang/a 
    
   format "\n## ANGLE % degrees (% steps)\n" a steps 
 
   PrintStuff [0, 0, 0]    -- Print the data for the initial pose (global function from COM Rig code) 
    
   for i = 1 to steps do 
   ( 
       in coordsys local rotate $ (EulerAngles 0 0 a) 
       redrawViews()     -- Redraw the viewport so COM rig updates and forces pelvis offset 
   ) 
    
   DoPostDrag()          -- Do post drag iterations   
   ResetScene ()         -- These two functions reset the scene back to start position  
   CommitCOMRig()       -- (global functions from COM Rig code) 
 
) 

Results generated (for graph, see Figure 66 on page 174) 

## ANGLE 90 degrees (1 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   5820 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   35.61 0.00 25.12 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.30   81 
1  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         5.38 0.00 30.51 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.38   74 
2  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         1.03 0.00 31.50 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.64   144 
3  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.18 0.00 31.68 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.69   74 
4  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.03 0.00 31.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.70   74 
                 
## ANGLE 30 degrees (3 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   105 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   13.31 0.00 12.19 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.06   84 
1  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   15.03 0.00 24.25 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.08   75 
2  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   13.22 0.00 30.33 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.35   147 
3  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         1.17 0.00 31.47 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.63   75 
4  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.21 0.00 31.67 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.69   75 
5  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.04 0.00 31.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.70   75 
                 
## ANGLE 10 degrees (9 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   108 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -80 -90   4.51 0.00 3.95 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.36   87 
1  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -70 -90   5.47 0.00 9.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.05   75 
2  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   5.52 0.00 14.43 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.11   146 
3  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -50 -90   5.32 0.00 19.11 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.58   76 
4  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -40 -90   5.07 0.00 23.16 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.53   76 
5  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   4.73 0.00 26.37 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.05   75 
6  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -20 -90   4.42 0.00 28.90 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.42   149 
7  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -10 -90   4.20 0.00 30.63 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.59   76 
8  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   4.05 0.00 31.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.64   76 
9  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.17 0.00 31.68 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.69   79 
10  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.03 0.00 31.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.70   148 
                 
## ANGLE 3 degrees (30 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   109 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -87 -90   1.36 0.00 0.84 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.88   87 
1  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -84 -90   1.67 0.00 2.50 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.71   76 
2  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -81 -90   1.73 0.00 4.21 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.47   150 
3  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -78 -90   1.73 0.00 5.92 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.17   76 
4  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -75 -90   1.72 0.00 7.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.81   75 
5  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -72 -90   1.70 0.00 9.25 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.39   76 
6  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -69 -90   1.68 0.00 10.86 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.91   148 
7  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -66 -90   1.66 0.00 12.43 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.37   75 
8  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -63 -90   1.64 0.00 13.96 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.77   75 
9  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   1.62 0.00 15.45 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.12   75 
10  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -57 -90   1.60 0.00 16.88 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.41   149 
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11  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -54 -90   1.57 0.00 18.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.66   75 
12  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -51 -90   1.55 0.00 19.58 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.85   77 
13  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -48 -90   1.52 0.00 20.83 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.99   76 
14  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -45 -90   1.49 0.00 22.01 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.08   149 
15  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -42 -90   1.45 0.00 23.10 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.13   75 
16  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -39 -90   1.40 0.00 24.12 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.16   75 
17  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -36 -90   1.40 0.00 25.13 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.19   148 
18  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -33 -90   1.38 0.00 26.07 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.19   76 
19  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   1.35 0.00 26.95 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.16   76 
20  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -27 -90   1.33 0.00 27.75 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.10   76 
21  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -24 -90   1.31 0.00 28.48 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.02   148 
22  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -21 -90   1.29 0.00 29.14 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.91   75 
23  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -18 -90   1.27 0.00 29.73 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.78   77 
24  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -15 -90   1.26 0.00 30.24 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.63   78 
25  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -12 -90   1.25 0.00 30.68 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.46   149 
26  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -9 -90   1.23 0.00 31.04 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.28   75 
27  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -6 -90   1.23 0.00 31.34 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.09   76 
28  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -3 -90   1.22 0.00 31.55 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.89   75 
29  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   1.21 0.00 31.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.69   148 
30  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.03 0.00 31.72 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.70   75 
                 
## ANGLE 1.5 degrees (60.0 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   110 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -89 -90   0.68 0.00 0.16 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.95   90 
1  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -87 -90   0.84 0.00 1.00 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.89   76 
2  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -86 -90   0.87 0.00 1.87 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.81   148 
3  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -84 -90   0.88 0.00 2.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.71   78 
4  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -83 -90   0.88 0.00 3.61 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.60   76 
5  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -81 -90   0.87 0.00 4.48 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.47   76 
6  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -80 -90   0.87 0.00 5.34 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.33   148 
7  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -78 -90   0.86 0.00 6.19 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.18   77 
8  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -77 -90   0.86 0.00 7.03 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.00   76 
9  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -75 -90   0.86 0.00 7.86 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.81   77 
10  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -74 -90   0.85 0.00 8.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.61   149 
11  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -72 -90   0.85 0.00 9.50 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.39   76 
12  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -71 -90   0.84 0.00 10.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.16   76 
13  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -69 -90   0.84 0.00 11.11 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.91   76 
14  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -68 -90   0.82 0.00 11.89 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.65   149 
15  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -66 -90   0.82 0.00 12.67 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.37   76 
16  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -65 -90   0.82 0.00 13.44 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.08   75 
17  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -63 -90   0.82 0.00 14.20 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.77   149 
18  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -62 -90   0.81 0.00 14.94 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.45   76 
19  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   0.80 0.00 15.67 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.12   76 
20  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -59 -90   0.80 0.00 16.39 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.77   76 
21  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -57 -90   0.79 0.00 17.10 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.41   148 
22  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -56 -90   0.78 0.00 17.78 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.04   76 
23  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -54 -90   0.78 0.00 18.46 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.65   75 
24  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -53 -90   0.77 0.00 19.12 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.25   76 
25  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -51 -90   0.77 0.00 19.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.84   150 
26  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -50 -90   0.76 0.00 20.41 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.42   76 
27  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -48 -90   0.75 0.00 21.02 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.98   76 
28  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -46 -90   0.75 0.00 21.61 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.53   76 
29  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -45 -90   0.74 0.00 22.19 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.07   149 
30  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -43 -90   0.72 0.00 22.72 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.58   75 
31  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -42 -90   0.70 0.00 23.24 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.11   76 
32  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -40 -90   0.71 0.00 23.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.65   76 
33  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -39 -90   0.70 0.00 24.30 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.18   151 
34  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -37 -90   0.71 0.00 24.82 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.70   75 
35  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -36 -90   0.69 0.00 25.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.21   76 
36  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -34 -90   0.69 0.00 25.78 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.71   149 
37  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -33 -90   0.68 0.00 26.24 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.21   76 
38  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -31 -90   0.68 0.00 26.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.70   76 
39  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   0.67 0.00 27.11 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.18   76 
40  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -28 -90   0.67 0.00 27.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.65   151 
41  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -27 -90   0.66 0.00 27.90 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.12   75 
42  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -25 -90   0.65 0.00 28.27 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.58   76 
43  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -24 -90   0.65 0.00 28.62 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.03   80 
44  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -22 -90   0.65 0.00 28.96 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.48   148 
45  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -21 -90   0.64 0.00 29.27 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.92   76 
46  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -19 -90   0.64 0.00 29.57 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.35   76 
47  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -18 -90   0.63 0.00 29.85 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.78   75 
48  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -16 -90   0.63 0.00 30.11 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.21   153 
49  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -15 -90   0.63 0.00 30.35 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.63   76 
50  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -13 -90   0.62 0.00 30.57 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.05   77 
51  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -12 -90   0.62 0.00 30.78 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.46   76 
52  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -10 -90   0.62 0.00 30.97 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.87   150 
53  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -9 -90   0.62 0.00 31.13 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.28   75 
54  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -7 -90   0.61 0.00 31.28 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.69   75 
55  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -6 -90   0.61 0.00 31.41 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.09   151 
56  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -4 -90   0.61 0.00 31.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.49   79 
57  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -3 -90   0.61 0.00 31.62 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.89   75 
58  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -1 -90   0.61 0.00 31.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.29   75 
59  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   0.61 0.00 31.76 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.68   153 
60  PepeRibcage  PostDrag         0.01 0.00 31.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.68   75 
                 
## ANGLE 1 degrees (90 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   110 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -89 -90   0.45 0.00 -0.07 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.97   86 
1  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -88 -90   0.56 0.00 0.49 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.93   77 
2  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -87 -90   0.58 0.00 1.07 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.89   146 
3  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -86 -90   0.59 0.00 1.65 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.84   76 
4  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -85 -90   0.59 0.00 2.24 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.78   76 
5  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -84 -90   0.59 0.00 2.82 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.71   76 
6  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -83 -90   0.59 0.00 3.40 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.64   152 
7  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -82 -90   0.59 0.00 3.99 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.56   76 
8  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -81 -90   0.57 0.00 4.55 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.48   76 
9  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -80 -90   0.58 0.00 5.12 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.38   76 
10  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -79 -90   0.58 0.00 5.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.28   149 
11  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -78 -90   0.58 0.00 6.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.18   76 
12  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -77 -90   0.57 0.00 6.82 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.06   75 
13  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -76 -90   0.57 0.00 7.38 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.94   76 
14  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -75 -90   0.57 0.00 7.93 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.82   149 
15  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -74 -90   0.57 0.00 8.48 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.68   76 
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16  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -73 -90   0.57 0.00 9.03 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.54   75 
17  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -72 -90   0.56 0.00 9.57 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.39   152 
18  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -71 -90   0.56 0.00 10.11 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.24   76 
19  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -70 -90   0.56 0.00 10.65 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.08   80 
20  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -69 -90   0.55 0.00 11.18 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.91   75 
21  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -68 -90   0.56 0.00 11.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.74   147 
22  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -67 -90   0.55 0.00 12.23 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.56   76 
23  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -66 -90   0.55 0.00 12.75 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.37   76 
24  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -65 -90   0.55 0.00 13.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.18   76 
25  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -64 -90   0.55 0.00 13.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.98   149 
26  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -63 -90   0.54 0.00 14.27 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.78   76 
27  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -62 -90   0.54 0.00 14.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.56   76 
28  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -61 -90   0.54 0.00 15.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.34   77 
29  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   0.53 0.00 15.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.12   147 
30  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -59 -90   0.54 0.00 16.23 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.89   75 
31  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -58 -90   0.53 0.00 16.70 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.66   76 
32  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -57 -90   0.53 0.00 17.17 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.41   76 
33  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -56 -90   0.53 0.00 17.64 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.16   150 
34  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -55 -90   0.52 0.00 18.09 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.91   75 
35  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -54 -90   0.52 0.00 18.54 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.65   76 
36  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -53 -90   0.52 0.00 18.99 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.39   147 
37  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -52 -90   0.52 0.00 19.42 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.11   76 
38  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -51 -90   0.51 0.00 19.85 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.84   75 
39  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -50 -90   0.51 0.00 20.28 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.56   76 
40  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -49 -90   0.50 0.00 20.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.27   148 
41  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -48 -90   0.50 0.00 21.10 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.97   75 
42  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -47 -90   0.50 0.00 21.49 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.67   75 
43  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -46 -90   0.49 0.00 21.88 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.37   76 
44  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -45 -90   0.48 0.00 22.25 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.06   146 
45  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -44 -90   0.47 0.00 22.59 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.73   76 
46  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -43 -90   0.47 0.00 22.94 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.42   75 
47  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -42 -90   0.48 0.00 23.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.12   74 
48  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -41 -90   0.47 0.00 23.67 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.81   149 
49  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -40 -90   0.47 0.00 24.02 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.50   75 
50  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -39 -90   0.47 0.00 24.37 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.18   75 
51  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -38 -90   0.47 0.00 24.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.87   75 
52  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -37 -90   0.46 0.00 25.04 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.54   149 
53  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -36 -90   0.46 0.00 25.37 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.22   79 
54  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -35 -90   0.46 0.00 25.68 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.89   74 
55  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -34 -90   0.46 0.00 26.00 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.55   148 
56  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -33 -90   0.46 0.00 26.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.21   75 
57  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -32 -90   0.45 0.00 26.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.87   76 
58  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -31 -90   0.45 0.00 26.89 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.53   78 
59  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   0.44 0.00 27.17 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.18   149 
60  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -29 -90   0.45 0.00 27.44 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.83   76 
61  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -28 -90   0.44 0.00 27.70 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.48   75 
62  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -27 -90   0.44 0.00 27.95 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.12   76 
63  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -26 -90   0.44 0.00 28.20 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.76   147 
64  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -25 -90   0.44 0.00 28.44 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.40   74 
65  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -24 -90   0.43 0.00 28.67 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.03   75 
66  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -23 -90   0.43 0.00 28.90 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.66   75 
67  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -22 -90   0.43 0.00 29.12 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.29   150 
68  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -21 -90   0.43 0.00 29.32 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.92   75 
69  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -20 -90   0.42 0.00 29.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.54   76 
70  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -19 -90   0.42 0.00 29.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.16   79 
71  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -18 -90   0.42 0.00 29.89 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.78   151 
72  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -17 -90   0.42 0.00 30.07 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.40   76 
73  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -16 -90   0.42 0.00 30.24 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.01   76 
74  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -15 -90   0.42 0.00 30.40 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.63   150 
75  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -14 -90   0.42 0.00 30.55 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.24   76 
76  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -13 -90   0.41 0.00 30.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.85   76 
77  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -12 -90   0.41 0.00 30.82 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.46   76 
78  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -11 -90   0.41 0.00 30.95 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.07   150 
79  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -10 -90   0.41 0.00 31.06 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.67   76 
80  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -9 -90   0.41 0.00 31.18 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.27   79 
81  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -8 -90   0.41 0.00 31.28 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.88   74 
82  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -7 -90   0.41 0.00 31.37 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.48   150 
83  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -6 -90   0.41 0.00 31.46 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.08   76 
84  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -5 -90   0.41 0.00 31.53 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.68   76 
85  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -4 -90   0.41 0.00 31.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.28   76 
86  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -3 -90   0.41 0.00 31.65 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.88   151 
87  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -2 -90   0.40 0.00 31.70 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.48   75 
88  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -1 -90   0.40 0.00 31.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.08   76 
89  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   0.40 0.00 31.78 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.68   76 
                 
## ANGLE 0.5 degrees (180.0 steps)              
   
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate 180 -90 0   0.00 0.00 -0.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 90.01   109 
                 
It.  Selection  Transform  X  Y  Z    P offset  P X pos  P Y pos  P Z pos    COM X  COM Y  COM Z    Time 
0  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -90 -90   0.23 0.00 -0.29 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.99   87 
1  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -89 -90   0.28 0.00 -0.01 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.97   76 
2  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -89 -90   0.30 0.00 0.29 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.95   147 
3  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -88 -90   0.29 0.00 0.58 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.94   76 
4  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -88 -90   0.29 0.00 0.87 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.91   76 
5  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -87 -90   0.29 0.00 1.16 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.89   76 
6  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -87 -90   0.30 0.00 1.46 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.87   148 
7  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -86 -90   0.29 0.00 1.75 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.84   76 
8  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -86 -90   0.30 0.00 2.05 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.81   76 
9  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -85 -90   0.29 0.00 2.34 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.78   77 
10  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -85 -90   0.29 0.00 2.63 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.75   147 
11  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -84 -90   0.29 0.00 2.92 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.72   74 
12  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -84 -90   0.29 0.00 3.21 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.68   76 
13  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -83 -90   0.29 0.00 3.50 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.65   76 
14  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -83 -90   0.29 0.00 3.79 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.61   149 
15  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -82 -90   0.29 0.00 4.08 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.57   76 
16  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -82 -90   0.29 0.00 4.37 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.52   76 
17  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -81 -90   0.29 0.00 4.66 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.48   148 
18  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -81 -90   0.29 0.00 4.94 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.44   76 
19  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -80 -90   0.29 0.00 5.23 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.39   78 
20  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -80 -90   0.29 0.00 5.51 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.34   75 
21  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -79 -90   0.29 0.00 5.80 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.29   148 
22  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -79 -90   0.29 0.00 6.08 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.24   76 
23  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -78 -90   0.29 0.00 6.37 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.18   75 
24  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -78 -90   0.29 0.00 6.65 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.13   76 
25  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -77 -90   0.29 0.00 6.93 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.07   148 
26  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -77 -90   0.28 0.00 7.21 67.29   0.02 -2.09 89.01   76 
27  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -76 -90   0.29 0.00 7.49 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.95   75 
28  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -76 -90   0.28 0.00 7.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.88   76 
29  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -75 -90   0.29 0.00 8.05 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.82   151 
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30  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -75 -90   0.28 0.00 8.32 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.75   76 
31  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -74 -90   0.28 0.00 8.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.69   76 
32  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -74 -90   0.28 0.00 8.87 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.62   76 
33  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -73 -90   0.28 0.00 9.15 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.55   149 
34  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -73 -90   0.28 0.00 9.42 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.47   76 
35  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -72 -90   0.28 0.00 9.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.40   76 
36  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -72 -90   0.28 0.00 9.96 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.32   154 
37  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -71 -90   0.28 0.00 10.23 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.24   75 
38  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -71 -90   0.28 0.00 10.50 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.16   77 
39  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -70 -90   0.28 0.00 10.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.08   76 
40  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -70 -90   0.28 0.00 11.03 67.29   0.02 -2.09 88.00   149 
41  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -69 -90   0.28 0.00 11.30 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.92   76 
42  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -69 -90   0.28 0.00 11.56 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.83   76 
43  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -68 -90   0.28 0.00 11.83 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.74   76 
44  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -68 -90   0.27 0.00 12.08 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.65   154 
45  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -67 -90   0.28 0.00 12.34 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.56   76 
46  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -67 -90   0.27 0.00 12.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.47   76 
47  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -66 -90   0.27 0.00 12.85 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.37   75 
48  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -66 -90   0.27 0.00 13.11 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.28   150 
49  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -65 -90   0.27 0.00 13.36 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.18   76 
50  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -65 -90   0.27 0.00 13.62 67.29   0.02 -2.09 87.08   76 
51  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -64 -90   0.28 0.00 13.87 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.98   77 
52  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -64 -90   0.27 0.00 14.13 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.88   152 
53  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -63 -90   0.27 0.00 14.38 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.78   76 
54  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -63 -90   0.27 0.00 14.63 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.67   76 
55  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -62 -90   0.27 0.00 14.88 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.56   150 
56  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -62 -90   0.26 0.00 15.12 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.46   76 
57  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -61 -90   0.27 0.00 15.36 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.35   76 
58  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -61 -90   0.27 0.00 15.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.23   76 
59  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   0.27 0.00 15.85 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.12   150 
60  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -60 -90   0.27 0.00 16.09 67.29   0.02 -2.09 86.01   76 
61  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -59 -90   0.27 0.00 16.33 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.89   76 
62  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -59 -90   0.27 0.00 16.57 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.77   78 
63  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -58 -90   0.27 0.00 16.81 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.65   148 
64  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -58 -90   0.27 0.00 17.05 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.53   76 
65  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -57 -90   0.26 0.00 17.28 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.41   76 
66  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -56 -90   0.27 0.00 17.51 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.29   76 
67  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -56 -90   0.26 0.00 17.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.16   149 
68  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -55 -90   0.26 0.00 17.97 67.29   0.02 -2.09 85.04   76 
69  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -55 -90   0.26 0.00 18.20 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.91   75 
70  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -54 -90   0.26 0.00 18.43 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.78   76 
71  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -54 -90   0.26 0.00 18.65 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.65   150 
72  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -53 -90   0.26 0.00 18.88 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.51   76 
73  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -53 -90   0.26 0.00 19.10 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.38   76 
74  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -52 -90   0.25 0.00 19.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.25   148 
75  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -52 -90   0.25 0.00 19.52 67.29   0.02 -2.09 84.11   75 
76  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -51 -90   0.26 0.00 19.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.97   80 
77  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -51 -90   0.26 0.00 19.96 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.83   76 
78  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -50 -90   0.26 0.00 20.17 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.69   151 
79  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -50 -90   0.26 0.00 20.38 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.55   75 
80  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -49 -90   0.25 0.00 20.59 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.40   79 
81  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -49 -90   0.25 0.00 20.80 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.26   76 
82  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -48 -90   0.25 0.00 21.00 67.29   0.02 -2.09 83.11   150 
83  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -48 -90   0.25 0.00 21.21 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.96   75 
84  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -47 -90   0.25 0.00 21.40 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.81   76 
85  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -47 -90   0.25 0.00 21.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.66   75 
86  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -46 -90   0.25 0.00 21.80 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.51   149 
87  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -46 -90   0.25 0.00 21.99 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.35   76 
88  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -45 -90   0.24 0.00 22.17 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.20   76 
89  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -45 -90   0.24 0.00 22.35 67.29   0.02 -2.09 82.03   76 
90  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -44 -90   0.23 0.00 22.51 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.87   151 
91  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -44 -90   0.23 0.00 22.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.72   76 
92  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -43 -90   0.24 0.00 22.87 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.57   76 
93  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -43 -90   0.24 0.00 23.06 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.42   152 
94  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -42 -90   0.24 0.00 23.25 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.27   75 
95  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -42 -90   0.24 0.00 23.44 67.29   0.02 -2.09 81.12   79 
96  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -41 -90   0.24 0.00 23.62 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.96   76 
97  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -41 -90   0.24 0.00 23.80 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.81   151 
98  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -40 -90   0.24 0.00 23.99 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.65   76 
99  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -40 -90   0.24 0.00 24.17 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.50   76 
100  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -39 -90   0.24 0.00 24.35 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.34   79 
101  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -39 -90   0.23 0.00 24.53 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.18   151 
102  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -38 -90   0.24 0.00 24.70 67.29   0.02 -2.09 80.02   76 
103  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -38 -90   0.24 0.00 24.88 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.86   75 
104  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -37 -90   0.24 0.00 25.05 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.70   76 
105  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -37 -90   0.23 0.00 25.22 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.54   150 
106  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -36 -90   0.23 0.00 25.38 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.37   76 
107  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -36 -90   0.23 0.00 25.54 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.21   77 
108  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -35 -90   0.23 0.00 25.70 67.29   0.02 -2.09 79.04   150 
109  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -35 -90   0.23 0.00 25.85 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.88   75 
110  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -34 -90   0.23 0.00 26.01 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.71   79 
111  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -34 -90   0.23 0.00 26.16 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.54   75 
112  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -33 -90   0.22 0.00 26.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.38   150 
113  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -33 -90   0.22 0.00 26.45 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.21   76 
114  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -32 -90   0.23 0.00 26.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 78.04   76 
115  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -32 -90   0.22 0.00 26.75 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.86   76 
116  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -31 -90   0.22 0.00 26.89 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.69   149 
117  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -31 -90   0.22 0.00 27.03 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.52   75 
118  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   0.22 0.00 27.17 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.35   76 
119  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -30 -90   0.22 0.00 27.30 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.17   75 
120  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -29 -90   0.22 0.00 27.44 67.29   0.02 -2.09 77.00   152 
121  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -29 -90   0.22 0.00 27.57 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.82   76 
122  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -28 -90   0.22 0.00 27.71 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.64   76 
123  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -28 -90   0.22 0.00 27.84 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.47   76 
124  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -27 -90   0.22 0.00 27.96 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.29   152 
125  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -27 -90   0.22 0.00 28.09 67.29   0.02 -2.09 76.11   75 
126  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -26 -90   0.22 0.00 28.21 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.93   77 
127  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -26 -90   0.22 0.00 28.33 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.75   149 
128  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -25 -90   0.22 0.00 28.45 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.57   76 
129  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -25 -90   0.22 0.00 28.58 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.38   76 
130  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -24 -90   0.22 0.00 28.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.20   76 
131  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -24 -90   0.21 0.00 28.80 67.29   0.02 -2.09 75.02   148 
132  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -23 -90   0.21 0.00 28.92 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.83   75 
133  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -23 -90   0.21 0.00 29.02 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.65   76 
134  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -22 -90   0.22 0.00 29.14 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.46   74 
135  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -22 -90   0.21 0.00 29.24 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.28   150 
136  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -21 -90   0.21 0.00 29.34 67.29   0.02 -2.09 74.09   75 
137  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -21 -90   0.21 0.00 29.44 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.90   76 
138  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -20 -90   0.21 0.00 29.54 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.72   76 
139  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -20 -90   0.21 0.00 29.64 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.53   150 
140  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -19 -90   0.21 0.00 29.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.34   79 
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141  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -19 -90   0.21 0.00 29.83 67.29   0.02 -2.09 73.15   77 
142  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -18 -90   0.21 0.00 29.92 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.96   76 
143  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -18 -90   0.21 0.00 30.01 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.77   150 
144  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -17 -90   0.21 0.00 30.10 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.58   76 
145  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -17 -90   0.21 0.00 30.18 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.38   76 
146  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -16 -90   0.21 0.00 30.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.19   148 
147  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -16 -90   0.21 0.00 30.34 67.29   0.02 -2.09 72.00   76 
148  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -15 -90   0.21 0.00 30.42 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.81   76 
149  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -15 -90   0.21 0.00 30.50 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.61   76 
150  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -14 -90   0.21 0.00 30.57 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.42   155 
151  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -14 -90   0.21 0.00 30.65 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.22   76 
152  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -13 -90   0.21 0.00 30.72 67.29   0.02 -2.09 71.03   76 
153  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -13 -90   0.21 0.00 30.79 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.83   75 
154  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -12 -90   0.21 0.00 30.85 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.64   150 
155  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -12 -90   0.21 0.00 30.92 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.44   76 
156  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -11 -90   0.21 0.00 30.98 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.24   76 
157  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -11 -90   0.21 0.00 31.04 67.29   0.02 -2.09 70.05   75 
158  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -10 -90   0.21 0.00 31.10 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.85   151 
159  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -10 -90   0.21 0.00 31.15 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.65   76 
160  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -9 -90   0.20 0.00 31.21 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.46   75 
161  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -9 -90   0.21 0.00 31.26 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.26   151 
162  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -8 -90   0.20 0.00 31.31 67.29   0.02 -2.09 69.06   75 
163  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -8 -90   0.20 0.00 31.36 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.86   76 
164  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -7 -90   0.20 0.00 31.40 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.66   77 
165  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -7 -90   0.20 0.00 31.45 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.46   150 
166  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -6 -90   0.20 0.00 31.49 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.26   76 
167  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -6 -90   0.20 0.00 31.53 67.29   0.02 -2.09 68.06   75 
168  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -5 -90   0.20 0.00 31.56 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.86   75 
169  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -5 -90   0.20 0.00 31.60 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.66   149 
170  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -4 -90   0.20 0.00 31.63 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.46   76 
171  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -4 -90   0.20 0.00 31.66 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.26   75 
172  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -3 -90   0.20 0.00 31.69 67.29   0.02 -2.09 67.06   75 
173  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -3 -90   0.20 0.00 31.72 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.86   156 
174  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -2 -90   0.20 0.00 31.74 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.66   76 
175  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -2 -90   0.20 0.00 31.77 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.46   76 
176  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -1 -90   0.20 0.00 31.79 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.26   76 
177  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 -1 -90   0.20 0.00 31.80 67.29   0.02 -2.09 66.06   151 
178  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   0.20 0.00 31.82 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.86   76 
179  PepeRibcage  #Rotate -90 0 -90   0.20 0.00 31.83 67.29   0.02 -2.09 65.66   75 
OK                 

 

 

B2: THE EFFECT OF SUSPENDING POST-DRAG ITERATIONS ON 

REPEATABILITY 

MAXScript used to generate random poses with and without suspended post-drag iterations 

-- Suspended Post Drag Error Test.ms 
-- Picks 6 random rig nodes and transforms them in a random order with and without suspended post-drag 
-- iterations and measure the repeatability.  Does this 100 times each for different numbers of steps 
-- First iteration is the same pose each time. 
 
-- Set of rig nodes that can be selected for the test - WS = world space 
WSNodes = #(getnodebyname "COMNode", getnodebyname "PepeLLegPlatform", getnodebyname "PepeRLegPlatform") 
 
Nodes = #(getnodebyname "PepeRibcage", getnodebyname "PepeHead", getnodebyname "PepeRArmUpper1", getnodebyname 
"PepeLArmUpper1", getnodebyname "PepeRArmFore1", getnodebyname "PepeLArmFore1", getnodebyname "PepeLArmHand", getnodebyname 
"PepeRArmHand") 
 
-- Set of multipliers to set stepping amount  
-- used to generate Figure 57:  Frequency graph of positional error at different step sizes 
 
StepFactors = #(5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2) 
StepFactor = 1    -- variable declaration purposes only - this value is reset in the main loop 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Set initial values for all variables so that first pose is the same in every case  
-- (all subsequent poses will be randomly generated 
 
-- Array to hold the order in which the transforms are executed 
OrderList = #(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 
 
-- The array indices of the chosen nodes for the randomised tests 
WSNode1 = 1     --"COMNode" 
WSNode2 = 1     --"COMNode" 
WSNode3 = 1     --"COMNode" 
node1 = 1       --"PepeRibCage" 
node2 = 2       --"PepeHead" 
node3 = 3       --"PepeRArmUpper1"  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
pd = true      -- Do Post-drag? starts as true but alternates true for first half of loop, false for last half of loop 
rand = false   -- Re-randomise? - starts as false but gets updated to true after first loop 
 
OutFileName = ((GetDir #export)+"\\results.csv") 
ResultsFile = createfile OutFileName 
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fn debugprint prefix =  
( 
   format "\n\n%, " prefix 
   format "Nodes, %, %, %, " node1 node2 node3 
   format "#Nodes, %\n" Nodes 
   format "WS Nodes, %, %, %, " wsnode1 wsnode2 wsnode3 
   format "#WSNodes, %\n" WSNodes 
   format "Order, %\n\n" OrderList 
) 
 
-- Randomise the nodes and the order of the transforms (but not on the first time) 
fn RandomiseNodes FirstCycle =  
( 
   if rand then  -- Choose whether to randomise or not (the first iteration will not be randomised) 
   ( 
       if FirstCycle then  -- Only choose random nodes and order on the first cycle. Second cycle must be a repeat 
       ( 
           Node1 = (random 1 Nodes.count) as integer 
           Node2 = (random 1 Nodes.count) as integer 
           Node3 = (random 1 Nodes.count) as integer 
 
           WSNode1 = (random 1 WSNodes.count) as integer 
           WSNode2 = (random 1 WSNodes.count) as integer 
           WSNode3 = (random 1 WSNodes.count) as integer 
            
           free OrderList 
           for i = 1 to 6 do  
           ( 
               do r = random 1 6 as integer while (not appendifunique OrderList r) 
           ) 
       ) 
   ) 
   else  -- If not randomising, set these values (first iteration only) 
   ( 
       OrderList = #(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 
        
       WSNode1 = 1  --"COMNode" 
       WSNode2 = 1  --"COMNode" 
       WSNode3 = 1  --"COMNode" 
       node1 = 1    --"PepeRibCage" 
       node2 = 2    --"PepeHead" 
       node3 = 3    --"PepeRArmUpper1"  
   ) 
) 
 
-- Cycles through the order list and executes the transforms on the randomly chosen nodes 
fn MoveCharacter =  
( 
   for J in OrderList do  
   ( 
       format "\nJ, %\n" J 
       case J of 
       ( 
           1:  ( 
               s = WSNodes [WSNode1] 
               select s 
               toolmode.commandmode = #move  -- Sets the transform gizmo mode (printing purposes only) 
               PrintAllStuff "aa" [0,0,0]    -- Print the transform data for the initial pose   
                                             -- (global function from COM Rig code) 
                
               for i = 1 to (10 / StepFactor) do 
               ( 
                   move s [0, 0, (-3 * StepFactor)] 
                   redrawviews()        -- Redraw the viewport so COM rig updates and forces pelvis offset 
               ) 
               if pd then DoPostDrag()  -- Do post drag iterations  (global function from COM Rig code) 
           ) 
 
           2: ( 
               s = WSNodes [WSNode2] 
               select s 
               toolmode.commandmode = #rotate  
               PrintAllStuff "aa" [0,0,0] 
                
               for i = 1 to (10 / StepFactor) do 
               ( 
                   rotate s (eulerangles (5 * StepFactor) 0 0 ) 
                   redrawviews() 
               ) 
               if pd then DoPostDrag() 
           ) 
                
           3: ( 
               s = WSNodes [WSNode3] 
               select s 
               toolmode.commandmode = #rotate  
               PrintAllStuff "aa" [0,0,0] 
                
               for i = 1 to (10 / StepFactor) do 
               ( 
                   rotate s (eulerangles 0 0 (5 * StepFactor) ) 
                   redrawviews() 
               ) 
               if pd then DoPostDrag() 
           ) 
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           4: ( 
               s = Nodes [Node1] 
               select s 
               toolmode.commandmode = #rotate  
               PrintAllStuff "aa" [0,0,0] 
                
               for i = 1 to (10 / StepFactor) do 
               ( 
                   rotate s (eulerangles 0 (-5 * StepFactor) 0 ) 
                   redrawviews() 
               ) 
               if pd then DoPostDrag() 
           ) 
 
           5: ( 
               s = Nodes [Node2] 
               select s 
               toolmode.commandmode = #rotate  
               PrintAllStuff "aa" [0,0,0] 
                
               for i = 1 to (10 / StepFactor) do 
               ( 
                   rotate s (eulerangles 0 0 (5 * StepFactor) ) 
                   redrawviews() 
               ) 
               if pd then DoPostDrag() 
           ) 
 
           6: ( 
               s = Nodes [Node3] 
               select s 
               toolmode.commandmode = #rotate  
               PrintAllStuff "aa" [0,0,0] 
                
               for i = 1 to (10 / StepFactor) do 
               ( 
                   rotate s (eulerangles (-5 * StepFactor) 0 0 ) 
                   redrawviews() 
               ) 
               if pd then DoPostDrag() 
           ) 
       ) 
   ) 
) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-- Main Loop 
 
for k = 1 to 5 do 
( 
   StepFactor = StepFactors [k] 
   format "\n## STEP FACTOR, %\n\n" StepFactor to:ResultsFile 
    
   rand = false  -- Do not select random nodes and order on the first iteration 
    
   for i = 1 to 100 do 
   ( 
       -- Cycle 1 - with post-drag iterations ---------------------------------------------------- 
        
       ResetScene ()    -- These functions reset the scene back to start position 
       CommitCOMRig()   -- (global functions from COM Rig code) 
 
        
       -- Resetting the scene means the COM Node has become undefined and needs reallocating 
       free WSNodes 
       WSNodes = #(getnodebyname "COMNode", getnodebyname "PepeLLegPlatform", getnodebyname "PepeRLegPlatform") 
        
       RandomiseNodes (true)  -- FirstCycle = true 
 
       pd = true              -- Do postdrag on first cycle 
       MoveCharacter()    -- Make pose adjustments to character using post drag iterations (pd = true) 
        
       --Mark the position and rotation of the Pelvis and the COM node for comparison after second cycle 
       PRefPos = PelvisNode.pos 
       PRefRot = PelvisNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
       PRef = point pos: PRefPos 
       rotate PRef PRefRot 
        
       CRefPos = COMNode.pos 
       CRefRot = COMNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
       CRef = point pos: CRefPos 
       rotate CRef CRefRot 
        
       -- Cycle 2 - without post-drag iterations ---------------------------------------------------- 
        
       ResetScene ()    -- These functions reset the scene back to start position 
       CommitCOMRig()   -- (global functions from COM Rig code) 
        
       -- Resetting the scene means the COM Node has become undefined and needs reallocating 
       free WSNodes 
       WSNodes = #(getnodebyname "COMNode", getnodebyname "PepeLLegPlatform", getnodebyname "PepeRLegPlatform") 
        
       RandomiseNodes (false)  -- Not the first time, so don't re-randomise  
                               -- use previously randomised values 
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       pd = false           -- Do not do postdrag on second cycle 
       MoveCharacter()      -- Make pose adjustments without using post drag iterations (pd = false) 
       DoPostDrag()         -- Do post drag iterations after the entire pose has been set 
        
       --------------------------------------------------------------- 
       -- Compare the position and rotation of the Pelvis and the COM node  
       -- with the values from the first cycle 
 
       PDiff = PRefPos - PelvisNode.pos 
       PNewRot = PelvisNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
        
       CDiff = CRefPos - COMNode.pos 
       CNewRot = COMNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
 
       format "Pelvis pos, %, x, %, y, %, z, %, " (length PDiff) PDiff.x PDiff.y PDiff. z to:ResultsFile 
       format "COM pos, %, x, %, y, %, z, %, " (length CDiff) CDiff.x CDiff.y CDiff. z to:ResultsFile 
       format "Pelvis rot, x, %, y, %, z, %, " (PRefRot.x - PNewRot.x) (PRefRot.y - PNewRot.y) (PRefRot.z - PNewRot.z) 
to:ResultsFile 
       format "COM rot, x, %, y, %, z, %, " (CRefRot.x - CNewRot.x) (CRefRot.y - CNewRot.y) (CRefRot.z - CNewRot.z) 
to:ResultsFile 
 
       format "Order, %, " OrderList to:ResultsFile 
       format "WS Nodes, 1, %, 2, %, 3, %, " WSNodes [WSNode1].name WSNodes [WSNode2].name WSNodes [WSNode3].name 
to:ResultsFile 
       format "Nodes, 4, %, 5, %, 6, %\n" Nodes [Node1].name Nodes [Node2].name Nodes [Node3].name to:ResultsFile 
        
       -- After first iteration, all subsequent poses will be randomly generated 
       rand = true 
   ) 
) 
 
close ResultsFile 

Results generated – 2 steps (for graph, see Figure 67 on page 178) 

Pelvis pos COM pos Pelv R COM R Order WS Nodes Nodes 
m x y z m x y z x y z x y z       1 2 3 4 5 6 

1.2324 0.0082 -0.0103 -1.2323 0.9275 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9275 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  COMNode  COMNode  COMNode  Ribcage  Head  RArmUpper1 

0.0057 -0.0007 -0.0057 0.0000 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0015 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 1 6 3  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmFore1  LArmFore1  Ribcage 

1.2341 0.0211 -0.0288 -1.2336 0.9231 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9231 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 6 4 2  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  Head  RArmHand 

0.0020 -0.0017 0.0012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 3 4 5 6  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmUpper1  LArmHand  RArmHand 

0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 6 4 3  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmHand  LArmFore1 

0.0039 0.0011 -0.0037 0.0000 0.0017 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0017 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 2 4 5 5  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Ribcage  RArmFore1  RArmUpper1 

0.0044 0.0001 -0.0044 0.0000 0.0012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0012 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 1 5 2 5  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  Head  RArmHand  LArmFore1 

1.3325 0.0399 -0.0115 -1.3319 1.0166 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0166 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 1 4 6 4  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmUpper1  RArmFore1  LArmUpper1 

1.4014 -0.0003 0.0083 -1.4013 1.0707 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0707 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 5 3 1 1  COMNode  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmHand  RArmHand  RArmFore1 

0.0016 -0.0015 0.0007 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 5 2 1 2  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  Ribcage  Head 

1.4285 0.0298 -0.0153 -1.4282 1.0760 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0760 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 6 4 5 2  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmHand  LArmHand  LArmFore1 

0.0027 -0.0003 -0.0027 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 1 6 1  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmHand  LArmUpper1  RArmUpper1 

1.2337 0.0063 -0.0172 -1.2336 0.9857 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9857 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 6 3 3  COMNode  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmUpper1  Ribcage 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 3 1 5 5  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  LArmHand  LArmHand 

1.3880 -0.0161 -0.0234 -1.3877 1.0545 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0545 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 6 3 1 5  COMNode  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  LArmFore1  RArmFore1 

0.0002 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 4 3 2 3  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  Head  LArmFore1  RArmUpper1 

1.5165 -0.0042 0.0114 -1.5165 1.1748 0.0000 0.0000 -1.1748 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 6 1 6  COMNode  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  Ribcage  Head  LArmUpper1 

0.0074 -0.0070 -0.0026 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 3 5 6 2  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmHand  Head 

0.0020 0.0003 -0.0008 -0.0018 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0005 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 5 3 4 1  COMNode  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LArmHand  RArmUpper1  Ribcage 

1.2308 -0.0148 -0.0066 -1.2307 0.9365 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9365 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 3 5 4 4  COMNode  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LArmFore1  RArmHand  RArmHand 

0.0010 0.0002 0.0010 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 2 4 3 1  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  Ribcage  LArmHand  RArmUpper1 

0.0024 0.0016 -0.0017 0.0000 0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0009 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 6 1 3 6  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmFore1  LArmUpper1  Ribcage 

0.0008 -0.0002 0.0008 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 5 1 6 1  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LLegPlatform  Ribcage  RArmHand  Head 

0.0015 -0.0007 0.0014 0.0000 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 2 1 4 5  LLegPlatform  COMNode  COMNode  LArmUpper1  RArmUpper1  LArmUpper1 

0.0001 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 2 3 1 2  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Head  LArmHand  Ribcage 

1.3315 0.0034 -0.0103 -1.3315 1.0602 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0602 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 6 4 5 5  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  RArmFore1  Ribcage 

0.3334 0.0017 -0.0017 -0.3334 0.2550 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2550 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 3 2 6 5  COMNode  COMNode  COMNode  LArmFore1  Head  Ribcage 

0.0033 -0.0002 -0.0033 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 3 4 1 3  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmHand  LArmUpper1  Head 

0.0034 -0.0029 0.0019 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 4 2 5 2  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Head  RArmUpper1  Ribcage 

1.3516 0.0039 -0.0236 -1.3514 1.0453 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0453 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 4 5 1 5  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Head  LArmFore1  RArmUpper1 

0.0026 0.0012 0.0023 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 3 6 5 6  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  Ribcage  Ribcage 

1.3140 -0.0010 0.0037 -1.3140 0.9961 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9961 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 6 4 6  COMNode  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmFore1  RArmFore1  LArmFore1 

0.0032 -0.0032 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0004 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 2 6 1 5  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmFore1  RArmHand  Head 

0.0016 0.0013 -0.0010 0.0000 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0005 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 5 2 6  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmUpper1  RArmUpper1  RArmFore1 

1.2553 -0.0102 0.0081 -1.2552 0.9637 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9637 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 6 4 2 6  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  Head  LArmFore1 

0.0010 0.0007 0.0007 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 4 6 3 2  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmHand  RArmFore1 

0.0010 0.0002 0.0010 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 3 6 4 4  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  LArmFore1  RArmHand 

1.2323 0.0345 0.0018 -1.2318 0.9425 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9425 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 5 6 6  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmHand  Ribcage  RArmFore1 

1.4094 0.0465 -0.0173 -1.4086 1.0727 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0727 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 3 1 4 5  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmHand  LArmFore1  RArmUpper1 

1.2327 -0.0160 0.0018 -1.2326 0.9570 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9570 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 5 4 3 4  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Ribcage  LArmUpper1  LArmFore1 

0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 6 5 3 5  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmHand  Ribcage  RArmFore1 

0.0041 -0.0009 -0.0018 -0.0036 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 5 2 4 6  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  LArmUpper1  RArmUpper1 

0.0784 0.0002 0.0056 0.0782 0.0596 0.0000 0.0000 0.0596 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 6 2 1 6  COMNode  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RArmHand  Head  RArmUpper1 

0.0038 0.0003 0.0038 0.0000 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0015 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 6 5 2 5  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Head  Ribcage  LArmFore1 

0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 4 3 5 3  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  LArmHand  LArmHand  RArmUpper1 

0.0028 0.0003 0.0028 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0008 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 5 1 2 6  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmFore1  RArmFore1  RArmHand 

0.0093 0.0003 0.0020 0.0091 0.0070 0.0000 0.0000 0.0070 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 2 3 6 6  COMNode  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LArmHand  RArmHand  RArmFore1 

1.3084 0.0397 0.0019 -1.3078 1.0017 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0017 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 1 5 2 2  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmUpper1  Ribcage  LArmUpper1 

0.0065 0.0059 -0.0029 0.0000 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0005 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 6 3 2 6  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  RArmHand  LArmUpper1 

0.0024 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0024 0.0017 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0017 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 5 3 6 6  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Head  RArmUpper1  Head 

0.0033 -0.0002 0.0033 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0008 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 4 2 3  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  RArmUpper1  LArmFore1 

0.0004 0.0002 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 3 1 2 3  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmFore1  RArmUpper1  LArmHand 

0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 5 4 1  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LArmFore1  LArmHand  LArmUpper1 

0.0034 -0.0021 0.0027 0.0000 0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0009 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 4 5 2 3  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmFore1  LArmUpper1  Head 

0.0109 0.0075 -0.0079 0.0000 0.0014 0.0000 0.0000 0.0014 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 4 3 6 1  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmHand  RArmHand  RArmFore1 

1.1768 -0.0063 0.0089 -1.1768 0.9163 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9163 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 6 1 2 4  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Head  LArmFore1  RArmUpper1 

0.0006 0.0006 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 5 3 1  RLegPlatform  COMNode  LLegPlatform  LArmHand  RArmFore1  LArmHand 

1.1548 -0.0169 -0.0158 -1.1545 0.8879 0.0000 0.0000 -0.8879 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 5 6 1 6  COMNode  COMNode  RLegPlatform  Head  LArmFore1  LArmHand 

0.0005 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 2 1 3 2  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  LArmHand  RArmHand 
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0.0017 0.0017 0.0001 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 6 2 5 2  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  LArmUpper1  LArmFore1 

0.0112 -0.0076 0.0082 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0008 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 6 2 1 1  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Head  RArmHand  LArmFore1 

1.4294 0.0086 -0.0344 -1.4290 1.1000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 6 4 3 3  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RArmUpper1  Head  Head 

1.5534 -0.0024 -0.0009 -1.5534 1.2342 0.0000 0.0000 -1.2342 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 1 6 2  COMNode  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  LArmFore1  Head 

0.0021 -0.0007 0.0019 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0013 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 3 2 1 1  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmFore1  LArmUpper1  RArmUpper1 

0.0093 -0.0023 0.0090 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0013 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 6 1 6  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  LArmHand  Head 

0.0076 0.0012 0.0075 0.0000 0.0019 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0019 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 2 5 1 1  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Ribcage  RArmUpper1  LArmUpper1 

0.0007 0.0000 0.0007 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 5 6 6  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  RArmFore1  RArmHand 

0.0016 -0.0005 0.0015 0.0000 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 1 3 4 2  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmHand  LArmHand 

0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 6 5 4  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  Ribcage  Head 

0.0026 -0.0002 0.0026 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0008 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 3 5 6  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmFore1  RArmUpper1  Ribcage 

0.0032 -0.0022 0.0024 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 1 4 3 6  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Ribcage  Head  RArmUpper1 

0.0022 0.0002 0.0022 0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 4 2 3 6  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmHand  RArmFore1  RArmUpper1 

0.0063 -0.0050 0.0039 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 3 4 5 2  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Ribcage  Ribcage  RArmHand 

0.0004 0.0003 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 2 1 3 6  RLegPlatform  COMNode  COMNode  RArmHand  RArmHand  RArmHand 

0.0006 0.0002 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 2 5 3 4  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  Head  LArmHand  RArmUpper1 

0.0040 -0.0009 0.0039 0.0000 0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0009 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 4 6 1 5  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmHand  Ribcage 

0.0017 0.0004 0.0017 0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 4 5 3 2  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Head  LArmHand  LArmUpper1 

1.2320 0.0008 -0.0296 -1.2317 0.9373 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9373 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 2 4 5 3  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  Ribcage  Ribcage  LArmFore1 

1.2885 -0.0004 -0.0078 -1.2885 0.9929 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9929 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 6 3 1 3  COMNode  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  RArmUpper1  LArmHand 

0.0010 0.0004 -0.0009 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 5 1 3 4  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RArmFore1  LArmUpper1  RArmHand 

0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 6 1 4  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmHand  RArmUpper1  LArmFore1 

0.0017 0.0004 -0.0016 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0008 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 6 5 1  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  LArmFore1  Head 

0.0004 -0.0002 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0005 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 2 3 4 5  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmHand  LArmHand  LArmFore1 

1.2405 0.0338 -0.0089 -1.2400 0.9614 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9614 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 1 2 3 3  COMNode  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RArmHand  Ribcage  RArmHand 

0.0017 -0.0002 0.0017 0.0000 0.0014 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0014 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 5 1 6 1  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  LArmUpper1  LArmHand 

1.2340 0.0388 -0.0265 -1.2331 0.9373 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9373 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 5 2 3  COMNode  LLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmUpper1  LArmUpper1  LArmHand 

0.0089 -0.0081 0.0037 0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 3 6 2 4  RLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  LArmHand  Head  Ribcage 

0.0021 0.0008 -0.0019 0.0000 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0015 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 2 4 1 1  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  COMNode  Head  RArmUpper1  Ribcage 

0.0009 0.0000 -0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 5 2 6 4  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  LArmFore1  LArmFore1 

0.0009 0.0003 -0.0009 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 4 5 1 3  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmHand  LArmFore1  RArmHand 

0.0032 -0.0007 0.0032 0.0000 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 1 6 2 6  LLegPlatform  COMNode  RLegPlatform  Ribcage  LArmHand  LArmHand 

0.0020 0.0006 0.0019 0.0000 0.0017 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0017 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 5 6 4  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  LArmUpper1  RArmHand 

1.2289 -0.0139 0.0060 -1.2288 0.9459 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9459 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 1 3 2 6  COMNode  RLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmFore1  LArmHand  RArmFore1 

0.0012 -0.0004 0.0012 0.0000 0.0021 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0021 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 5 3 6 3  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LArmFore1  Head  LArmUpper1 

0.0025 0.0006 -0.0024 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 3 4 6 6  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  RLegPlatform  LArmUpper1  LArmFore1  LArmUpper1 

0.0018 -0.0013 0.0011 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 6 2 5 6  RLegPlatform  COMNode  COMNode  Head  RArmHand  LArmUpper1 

1.3174 -0.0004 0.0003 -1.3174 1.0132 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0132 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 6 2 2  COMNode  COMNode  COMNode  LArmHand  LArmHand  LArmHand 

1.3924 0.0023 -0.0155 -1.3923 1.0975 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0975 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 2 1 3 2  COMNode  RLegPlatform  COMNode  LArmHand  LArmFore1  Ribcage 

0.0015 0.0000 -0.0015 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 3 6 5  RLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  LLegPlatform  Head  LArmHand  Ribcage 

0.0023 -0.0002 0.0023 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0008 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 5 1 2 6  RLegPlatform  COMNode  LLegPlatform  RArmUpper1  Ribcage  LArmFore1 

 

Short form results for increasing number of steps showing frequency distribution of repeatability error 
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B3: DOES ROTATIONAL NON-COMMUTATIVITY PRODUCE 

POSITIONAL ERRORS? 

MAXScript used to generate rotation combinations for commutativity test 

-- Rotation Commutativity Test.ms 
-- Generates every combination of 2 rotations +/-90 degrees in two axes and marks the pelvis and COM positions 
 
-- Store the current selection 
sname = $.name 
s = getnodebyname sname 
 
-- Set up the initial parameters 
ang = 90 
axes = #("x", "y", "z") 
pair = #() 
signs = #(1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1) 
 
pepemesh = getnodebyname "PepeMesh" 
 
-- Used to generate an editable poly version of the mesh 
-- Taken directly from https://forums.cgsociety.org/t/snapshot-vs-snapshotasmesh/1017992/2 
fn snapshotaspoly theObj =  
( 
   theTMesh = snapshotAsMesh theObj --snapshot as TriMesh to memory 
   theNewMesh = Editable_mesh() --create an empty EMesh 
   theNewMesh.mesh = theTMesh --assign TriMesh value to the EMesh 
   convertTo theNewMesh Editable_Poly --collapse to EPoly 
   delete theTMesh --free up memory 
    
   return theNewMesh 
) 
 
-- Rotate the selected object twice according to teh axes listed in pair array 
fn rotateposes pair =  
( 
   a = #() 
    
   for j = 0 to 3 do 
   ( 
       s = getnodebyname sname 
        
       -- Do two rotations 
       for i = 1 to 2 do  
       ( 
           a [i] = ang * signs[j*2+i] 
           format "% % " pair [i] a [i] 
            
           case pair [i] of 
           ( 
               "x": in coordsys local rotate s (EulerAngles a[i] 0 0) 
               "y": in coordsys local rotate s (EulerAngles 0 a[i] 0) 
               "z": in coordsys local rotate s (EulerAngles 0 0 a[i]) 
           ) 
            
           redrawviews() 
           DoPostDrag()  -- Post-drag iterations after each rotation 
       ) 
        
       -- DoPostDrag()  -- Suspended post-drag iterations after both rotations 
        
       -- Mark the pelvis and COM positions with point helpers 
        
       namesuffix = " " + (pair[1] as string) + " " + (a[1] as string) + " " + (pair[2] as string) + " " + (a[2] as string) 
        
       PRefPos = PelvisNode.pos 
       PRefRot = PelvisNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
       PRef = point pos: PRefPos name: ("pelvis" + namesuffix) --pname 
       rotate PRef PRefRot 
        
       CRefPos = COMNode.pos 
       CRefRot = COMNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
       CRef = point pos: CRefPos name: ("COM" + namesuffix) --cname 
       rotate CRef CRefRot 
        
       --Snapshot the mesh for visual purposes  
       m = snapshotaspoly pepemesh 
       m.name = ("mesh" + namesuffix) 
        
        
       ResetScene ()        -- These functions reset the scene back to start position  (global functions from COM Rig code) 
       CommitCOMRig() 
        
       format "/ " 
        
       free a 
   ) 
) 
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-- Main loop ------------------------- 
( 
   Format "%:\n" s 
   for i = 1 to 3 do 
   ( 
       pair[1] = axes [i] 
       for j = 1 to 3 do 
       ( 
           if j != i then 
           ( 
               append pair axes [j] 
               format "% %, " pair [1] pair [2] 
               rotateposes pair 
               format "\n" 
               deleteItem pair 2 
           ) 
       ) 
        
       free pair 
   ) 
) 
 

 

Output from above code: 

x y, x 90 y 90 / x 90 y -90 / x -90 y 90 / x -90 y -90 /  
x z, x 90 z 90 / x 90 z -90 / x -90 z 90 / x -90 z -90 /  
y x, y 90 x 90 / y 90 x -90 / y -90 x 90 / y -90 x -90 /  
y z, y 90 z 90 / y 90 z -90 / y -90 z 90 / y -90 z -90 /  
z x, z 90 x 90 / z 90 x -90 / z -90 x 90 / z -90 x -90 /  
z y, z 90 y 90 / z 90 y -90 / z -90 y 90 / z -90 y -90 /  
OK 

The poses generated from all combinations of ribcage rotations are shown in Table 10 on page 192 and  

Figure 81 on page 192.  Rotation combinations for COM rotations are shown here: 

    

a y 90 x 90 

b z  -90 y  90 

c x  90 z  -90 

a y  -90  x  -90 

b z  -90  y  -90 

c x  -90  z  -90 

a y  90  x  -90 

b z  90  y  90 

c x  -90  z  90 

a y  -90  x  90 

b z  90  y  -90 

c x  90  z  90 

    

a y  90  z  -90 

b z  -90  x  -90 

c x  -90  y  90 

a y  -90  z  -90 

b z  -90  x  90 

c x  90  y  -90 

a y  -90  z  90 

b z  90  x  -90 

c x  -90  y  -90 

a y  90  z  90 

b z  90  x  90 

c x  90  y  90 
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MAXScript used to collate information (works by selecting each set of markers) 

( 
   s = $ as Array 
   for i in s do 
   ( 
       format "%, " i.name 
       format "%, %, %, " i.pos.x i.pos.y i.pos.z 
       format "% " (length i.pos) 
       format "\n" 
   ) 
) 
 

Results collated in Excel 

 

COM Rotational Commutivity Results

X Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Y Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Z Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff L Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff

pelvis y -90 x -90 1.8500 -0.0053 0.0053 -48.4787 -0.0023 0.0023 67.2935 0.0001 0.0001 82.9580 0.0013 0.0013

pelvis z -90 y -90 1.8551 0.0051 0.0051 -48.4786 0.0001 0.0001 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 82.9581 0.0001 0.0001

pelvis x -90 z -90 1.8447 -0.0104 0.0104 0.0052 0.0104 -48.4810 -0.0024 0.0024 0.0014 0.0024 67.2936 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 82.9593 0.0012 0.0012 0.0007 0.0013

OK

pelvis y 90 x -90 -1.8115 0.0060 0.0060 -48.4884 -0.0024 0.0024 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 82.9628 0.0013 0.0013

pelvis z 90 y 90 -1.8161 -0.0045 0.0045 -48.4884 0.0000 0.0000 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 82.9629 0.0001 0.0001

pelvis x -90 z 90 -1.8055 0.0106 0.0106 0.0053 0.0106 -48.4908 -0.0024 0.0024 0.0014 0.0024 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 82.9641 0.0012 0.0012 0.0007 0.0013

OK

pelvis x -90 y 90 -45.8118 0.0053 0.0053 -2.8783 -0.0048 0.0048 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.4581 -0.0028 0.0028

pelvis y 90 z -90 -45.8100 0.0018 0.0018 -2.8806 -0.0023 0.0023 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.4572 -0.0009 0.0009

pelvis z -90 x -90 -45.8065 0.0035 0.0035 0.0027 0.0053 -2.8832 -0.0026 0.0026 0.0024 0.0048 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 81.4553 -0.0019 0.0019 0.0014 0.0028

OK

pelvis y 90 z 90 -45.9477 -0.0003 0.0003 -3.1065 0.0136 0.0136 67.2935 0.0001 0.0001 81.5430 -0.0003 0.0003

pelvis z 90 x 90 -45.9462 0.0015 0.0015 -3.1028 0.0037 0.0037 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.5420 -0.0010 0.0010

pelvis x 90 y 90 -45.9480 -0.0018 0.0018 0.0010 0.0018 -3.0929 0.0099 0.0099 0.0070 0.0136 67.2936 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 81.5427 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005 0.0010

OK

pelvis y -90 x 90 -1.6113 -0.0117 0.0117 43.3984 -0.0007 0.0007 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 80.0902 -0.0001 0.0001

pelvis z 90 y -90 -1.6172 -0.0059 0.0059 43.3953 -0.0031 0.0031 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 80.0887 -0.0015 0.0015

pelvis x 90 z 90 -1.6230 -0.0058 0.0058 0.0059 0.0117 43.3977 0.0024 0.0024 0.0016 0.0031 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 80.0901 0.0014 0.0014 0.0008 0.0015

OK

pelvis y 90 x 90 1.6529 0.0102 0.0102 43.4078 -0.0002 0.0002 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 80.0961 0.0001 0.0001

pelvis z -90 y 90 1.6592 0.0063 0.0063 43.4048 -0.0030 0.0030 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 80.0946 -0.0015 0.0015

pelvis x 90 z -90 1.6631 0.0039 0.0039 0.0051 0.0102 43.4076 0.0028 0.0028 0.0017 0.0030 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 80.0962 0.0016 0.0016 0.0009 0.0016

OK

pelvis x -90 y -90 45.8534 -0.0052 0.0052 -2.9213 -0.0049 0.0049 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.4831 -0.0028 0.0028

pelvis y -90 z 90 45.8519 -0.0015 0.0015 -2.9236 -0.0023 0.0023 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.4823 -0.0008 0.0008

pelvis z 90 x -90 45.8482 -0.0037 0.0037 0.0027 0.0052 -2.9263 -0.0026 0.0026 0.0025 0.0049 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 81.4803 -0.0020 0.0020 0.0014 0.0028

OK

pelvis y -90 z -90 45.9885 0.0006 0.0006 -3.0636 0.0098 0.0098 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.5644 -0.0001 0.0001

pelvis z -90 x 90 45.9867 -0.0018 0.0018 -3.0600 0.0036 0.0036 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 81.5633 -0.0011 0.0011

pelvis x 90 y -90 45.9891 0.0024 0.0024 0.0012 0.0024 -3.0538 0.0062 0.0062 0.0050 0.0098 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 81.5643 0.0010 0.0010 0.0006 0.0011

OK

Mean Std Dev Min Max

Mean 0.0048 Mean 0.0037 Mean 0.0000 0.0028 0.0025 0.0000 0.0048

Min 0.0003 Min 0.0000 Min 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 0.0003

Max 0.0117 Max 0.0136 Max 0.0001 0.0085 0.0073 0.0001 0.0136

Mean 0.0036 Mean 0.0029 Mean 0.0000 0.0022 0.0019 0.0000 0.0036

Min 0.0010 Min 0.0014 Min 0.0000 0.0008 0.0007 0.0000 0.0014

Max 0.0059 Max 0.0070 Max 0.0001 0.0043 0.0037 0.0001 0.0070

Mean 0.0011

Min 0.0001

Max 0.0028

Mean 0.0009

Min 0.0005

Max 0.0014
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COM Rotational Commutivity Results

X Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Y Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Z Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff L Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff

COM x -90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 57.0314 -0.0023 0.0023 57.0698 -0.0023 0.0023

COM y -90 z 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 57.0313 -0.0001 0.0001 57.0696 -0.0002 0.0002

COM z 90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 57.0291 -0.0022 0.0022 0.0013 0.0023 57.0675 -0.0021 0.0021 0.0013 0.0023

OK

COM y 90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 57.0272 0.0000 0.0000 57.0656 0.0000 0.0000

COM z -90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 57.0251 -0.0021 0.0021 57.0635 -0.0021 0.0021

COM x -90 y 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 57.0272 0.0021 0.0021 0.0012 0.0021 57.0656 0.0021 0.0021 0.0012 0.0021

OK

COM x -90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 56.4363 -0.0015 0.0015 56.4751 -0.0015 0.0015

COM y -90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 56.4347 -0.0016 0.0016 56.4735 -0.0016 0.0016

COM z -90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 56.4348 0.0001 0.0001 0.0009 0.0016 56.4736 0.0001 0.0001 0.0009 0.0016

OK

COM y 90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 56.3995 0.0016 0.0016 56.4383 0.0016 0.0016

COM z 90 y 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 56.3995 0.0000 0.0000 56.4384 0.0001 0.0001

COM x -90 z 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 56.4011 0.0016 0.0016 0.0009 0.0016 56.4399 0.0015 0.0015 0.0009 0.0016

OK

COM x 90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 54.6796 -0.0018 0.0018 54.7196 -0.0018 0.0018

COM y 90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 54.6797 0.0001 0.0001 54.7197 0.0001 0.0001

COM z -90 y 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 54.6778 -0.0019 0.0019 0.0011 0.0019 54.7178 -0.0019 0.0019 0.0011 0.0019

OK

COM y -90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 54.7145 0.0000 0.0000 54.7545 0.0000 0.0000

COM z 90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 54.7129 -0.0016 0.0016 54.7529 -0.0016 0.0016

COM x 90 z 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 54.7145 0.0016 0.0016 0.0009 0.0016 54.7545 0.0016 0.0016 0.0009 0.0016

OK

COM x 90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 53.9865 -0.0006 0.0006 54.0270 -0.0005 0.0005

COM y -90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 53.9876 0.0011 0.0011 54.0282 0.0012 0.0012

COM z -90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 53.9859 -0.0017 0.0017 0.0009 0.0017 54.0265 -0.0017 0.0017 0.0009 0.0017

OK

COM y 90 z 90 0.0165 -0.0006 0.0006 -2.0931 0.0039 0.0039 53.9856 -0.0010 0.0010 54.0262 -0.0012 0.0012

COM z 90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 53.9842 -0.0014 0.0014 54.0248 -0.0014 0.0014

COM x 90 y 90 0.0159 -0.0006 0.0006 0.0003 0.0006 -2.0892 0.0039 0.0039 0.0022 0.0039 53.9846 0.0004 0.0004 0.0007 0.0014 54.0250 0.0002 0.0002 0.0008 0.0014

OK

Mean Std Dev Min Max

Mean 0.0000 Mean 0.0003 Mean 0.0012 0.0005 0.0006 0.0000 0.0012

Min 0.0000 Min 0.0000 Min 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Max 0.0006 Max 0.0039 Max 0.0023 0.0023 0.0016 0.0006 0.0039

Mean 0.0000 Mean 0.0003 Mean 0.0010 0.0004 0.0005 0.0000 0.0010

Min 0.0000 Min 0.0000 Min 0.0007 0.0002 0.0004 0.0000 0.0007

Max 0.0003 Max 0.0022 Max 0.0013 0.0013 0.0010 0.0003 0.0022

Mean 0.0012

Min 0.0000

Max 0.0023

Mean 0.0010

Min 0.0008

Max 0.0013

Ribcage Rotational Commutativity Results

X Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Y Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Z Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff L Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff

pelvis y 90 z -90 12.3284 -0.0064 0.0064 -37.6246 -0.0037 0.0037 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 78.0770 0.0008 0.0008

pelvis z -90 x -90 12.3191 -0.0093 0.0093 -37.6317 -0.0071 0.0071 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 78.0790 0.0020 0.0020

pelvis x -90 y 90 12.3220 0.0029 0.0029 0.0048 0.0093 -37.6283 0.0034 0.0034 0.0036 0.0071 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 78.0778 -0.0012 0.0012 0.0010 0.0020

OK

pelvis y -90 z -90 -12.2888 0.0090 0.0090 -37.6262 -0.0060 0.0060 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 78.0716 0.0015 0.0015

pelvis z -90 x 90 -12.2815 0.0073 0.0073 -37.6338 -0.0076 0.0076 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 78.0740 0.0024 0.0024

pelvis x 90 y -90 -12.2798 0.0017 0.0017 0.0048 0.0090 -37.6322 0.0016 0.0016 0.0040 0.0076 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 78.0731 -0.0009 0.0009 0.0012 0.0024

OK

pelvis y -90 x -90 -34.2149 0.0045 0.0045 -9.2311 -0.0074 0.0074 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.0545 -0.0011 0.0011

pelvis z -90 y -90 -34.2060 0.0089 0.0089 -9.2463 -0.0152 0.0152 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.0524 -0.0021 0.0021

pelvis x -90 z -90 -34.2104 -0.0044 0.0044 0.0045 0.0089 -9.2385 0.0079 0.0079 0.0076 0.0152 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 76.0534 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011 0.0021

OK

pelvis y -90 x 90 -35.7808 0.0059 0.0059 1.2936 -0.0184 0.0184 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.2257 -0.0031 0.0031

pelvis z 90 y -90 -35.7797 0.0011 0.0011 1.2821 -0.0115 0.0115 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.2250 -0.0007 0.0007

pelvis x 90 z 90 -35.7749 0.0048 0.0048 0.0031 0.0059 1.2752 -0.0069 0.0069 0.0093 0.0184 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 76.2226 -0.0024 0.0024 0.0016 0.0031

OK

pelvis y 90 z 90 -3.2828 -0.0093 0.0093 30.5794 -0.0104 0.0104 67.2935 0.0001 0.0001 73.9885 -0.0039 0.0039

pelvis z 90 x 90 -3.2789 0.0038 0.0038 30.5742 -0.0052 0.0052 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 73.9862 -0.0023 0.0023

pelvis x 90 y 90 -3.2921 -0.0132 0.0132 0.0068 0.0132 30.5690 -0.0052 0.0052 0.0052 0.0104 67.2936 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 73.9846 -0.0016 0.0016 0.0020 0.0039

OK

pelvis y -90 z 90 3.3261 -0.0010 0.0010 30.5808 -0.0137 0.0137 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 73.9910 -0.0057 0.0057

pelvis z 90 x -90 3.3206 -0.0055 0.0055 30.5742 -0.0066 0.0066 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 73.9880 -0.0030 0.0030

pelvis x -90 y -90 3.3250 0.0045 0.0045 0.0029 0.0055 30.5671 -0.0071 0.0071 0.0069 0.0137 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 73.9853 -0.0027 0.0027 0.0029 0.0057

OK

pelvis y 90 x -90 35.8157 -0.0078 0.0078 1.3344 -0.0135 0.0135 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.2428 -0.0039 0.0039

pelvis z 90 y 90 35.8165 0.0008 0.0008 1.3204 -0.0140 0.0140 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.2429 0.0001 0.0001

pelvis x -90 z 90 35.8079 -0.0086 0.0086 0.0048 0.0086 1.3209 0.0005 0.0005 0.0079 0.0140 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 76.2389 -0.0040 0.0040 0.0023 0.0040

OK

pelvis y 90 x 90 34.2470 0.0000 0.0000 -9.2812 0.0074 0.0074 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.0751 -0.0009 0.0009

pelvis z -90 y 90 34.2409 -0.0061 0.0061 -9.2869 -0.0057 0.0057 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 76.0731 -0.0020 0.0020

pelvis x 90 z -90 34.2470 0.0061 0.0061 0.0035 0.0061 -9.2738 0.0131 0.0131 0.0066 0.0131 67.2935 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 76.0742 0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0020

OK

Mean Std Dev Min Max

Mean 0.0055 Mean 0.0083 Mean 0.0000 0.0046 0.0042 0.0000 0.0083

Min 0.0000 Min 0.0005 Min 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0005

Max 0.0132 Max 0.0184 Max 0.0001 0.0106 0.0094 0.0001 0.0184

Mean 0.0044 Mean 0.0064 Mean 0.0000 0.0036 0.0033 0.0000 0.0064

Min 0.0029 Min 0.0036 Min 0.0000 0.0022 0.0019 0.0000 0.0036

Max 0.0068 Max 0.0093 Max 0.0001 0.0054 0.0048 0.0001 0.0093

Mean 0.0021

Min 0.0001

Max 0.0057

Mean 0.0016

Min 0.0010

Max 0.0029

Ribcage Rotational Commutativity Results

X Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Y Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff Z Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff L Diff + Diff Std Dev Max diff

COM x -90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 71.4673 0.0062 0.0062 71.4979 0.0062 0.0062

COM y -90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 71.4766 0.0093 0.0093 71.5072 0.0093 0.0093

COM z -90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 71.4735 -0.0031 0.0031 0.0047 0.0093 71.5041 -0.0031 0.0031 0.0047 0.0093

OK

COM y 90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 71.4779 -0.0048 0.0048 71.5085 -0.0048 0.0048

COM z -90 y 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 71.4776 -0.0003 0.0003 71.5083 -0.0002 0.0002

COM x 90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 71.4731 -0.0045 0.0045 0.0027 0.0048 71.5037 -0.0046 0.0046 0.0027 0.0048

OK

COM x -90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 70.4113 0.0036 0.0036 70.4425 0.0036 0.0036

COM y -90 z 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 70.4116 0.0003 0.0003 70.4427 0.0002 0.0002

COM z 90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 70.4149 0.0033 0.0033 0.0020 0.0036 70.4461 0.0034 0.0034 0.0020 0.0036

OK

COM y 90 z 90 0.0165 -0.0006 0.0006 -2.0931 0.0039 0.0039 70.4455 0.0010 0.0010 70.4766 0.0009 0.0009

COM z 90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 70.4489 0.0034 0.0034 70.4800 0.0034 0.0034

COM x 90 y 90 0.0159 -0.0006 0.0006 0.0003 0.0006 -2.0892 0.0039 0.0039 0.0022 0.0039 70.4465 -0.0024 0.0024 0.0017 0.0034 70.4775 -0.0025 0.0025 0.0018 0.0034

OK

COM x -90 y 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 63.6330 0.0052 0.0052 63.6674 0.0053 0.0053

COM y 90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 63.6353 0.0023 0.0023 63.6697 0.0023 0.0023

COM z -90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 63.6382 0.0029 0.0029 0.0026 0.0052 63.6727 0.0030 0.0030 0.0027 0.0053

OK

COM y -90 z -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 63.6015 -0.0048 0.0048 63.6360 -0.0049 0.0049

COM z -90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 63.6036 0.0021 0.0021 63.6381 0.0021 0.0021

COM x 90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 63.5967 -0.0069 0.0069 0.0035 0.0069 63.6311 -0.0070 0.0070 0.0036 0.0070

OK

COM x -90 z 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 62.8026 -0.0017 0.0017 62.8374 -0.0016 0.0016

COM y 90 x -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 62.8011 -0.0015 0.0015 62.8359 -0.0015 0.0015

COM z 90 y 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 62.8009 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0009 0.0017 62.8358 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0009 0.0016

OK

COM y -90 x 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 62.7984 0.0008 0.0008 62.8332 0.0009 0.0009

COM z 90 y -90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 62.7994 0.0010 0.0010 62.8343 0.0011 0.0011

COM x 90 z 90 0.0165 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 62.7992 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0005 0.0010 62.8341 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0006 0.0011

OK

Mean Std Dev Min Max

Mean 0.0000 Mean 0.0003 Mean 0.0030 0.0011 0.0016 0.0000 0.0030

Min 0.0000 Min 0.0000 Min 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002

Max 0.0006 Max 0.0039 Max 0.0093 0.0046 0.0044 0.0006 0.0093

Mean 0.0000 Mean 0.0003 Mean 0.0023 0.0009 0.0013 0.0000 0.0023

Min 0.0000 Min 0.0000 Min 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0005

Max 0.0003 Max 0.0022 Max 0.0047 0.0024 0.0022 0.0003 0.0047

Mean 0.0030

Min 0.0001

Max 0.0093

Mean 0.0024

Min 0.0006

Max 0.0047
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B4: GENERAL REPEATABILITY 

MAXScript used to generate stepped and randomised pose changes for repeatability test (also includes 

extended 2-step repeatability test ±120° commented out) 

-- full repeatability new.ms 
 
global outfile 
 
StepArray = #()            -- Array of values used for the current test 
 
animationRange = Interval 0 10000 
sliderTime = 0 
 
 
fn MakeMarker prefix theNode=  
-- Makes a marker for theNode and outputs positional data to the output file 
( 
   RefPos = theNode.transform.row4 
   RefRot = theNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
   n = (prefix as string) + ", " + theNode.name + ", "  + ((sliderTime.frame as integer) as string) 
 
   Ref = point pos: RefPos name:n 
   rotate Ref RefRot 
    
   format "%, Pos, %, %, %, %, Rot, %, %, %\n" n RefPos.x RefPos.y RefPos.z (length RefPos) RefRot.x RefRot.y RefRot.z 
to:outfile  
   format "  Marker made for %\n" n 
    
   slidertime += 1 
) 
 
fn stepFillArray theArray rMin rMax nSteps = 
( 
   range = rMax - rMin 
   rStep = range / nSteps 
    
   free theArray 
    
   for i = rMin to rMax by rStep do append theArray i 
    
   format "\n  New stepped order: " 
   for i in theArray do format "% " i 
   format "\n\n" 
    
   return theArray.count 
) 
 
fn randomiseArray theArray =  
( 
   l = theArray.count 
   tempArray = #() 
   tempArray = copy theArray #nomap 
   free theArray 
    
   for i = 1 to l do 
   ( 
       do 
       ( 
           r = random 1 l 
       ) 
       while (not appendIfUnique theArray tempArray[r]) 
   ) 
    
   free tempArray 
    
   format "\n  New randomised order: " 
   for i in theArray do format "% " i 
   format "\n\n" 
 
   return theArray.count 
) 
 
 
fn DoTest prefix theNode theArray theAxis =  
( 
   tempArray = copy theArray #nomap 
   len = theArray.count 
   val = 0 
    
   -- Select and set the transform gizmo so that COM rig script prints correct data 
   cm = toolmode.commandmode 
   select theNode 
 
   -- Store the current value 
   case cm of 
   ( 
       #Rotate: 
           case theAxis of 
           ( 
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               #x: val = theNode.transform.rotationpart.x 
               #y: val = theNode.transform.rotationpart.y 
               #z: val = theNode.transform.rotationpart.z 
           ) 
       #move: 
           case theAxis of 
           ( 
               #x: val = theNode.transform.row4.x 
               #y: val = theNode.transform.row4.y 
               #z: val = theNode.transform.row4.z 
           ) 
   ) 
        
   insertItem val tempArray 1      -- Insert the current value at the start to calculate first offset 
   append tempArray val            -- Add the current value at the end to reset back to starting pose 
    
    
   for i = 1 to len + 1 do     -- (+1 for the extra values inserted above) 
   ( 
       offset = tempArray [i+1] - tempArray [i]        --Calculate the offset  
       val += offset 
        
       case cm of 
       ( 
           #Rotate: 
               case theAxis of 
               ( 
                   #x: in coordsys world rotate theNode (EulerAngles offset 0 0) 
                   #y: in coordsys world rotate theNode (EulerAngles 0 offset 0) 
                   #z: in coordsys world rotate theNode (EulerAngles 0 0 offset) 
               ) 
           #move: 
               case theAxis of 
               ( 
                   #x: in coordsys world move theNode [offset, 0, 0] 
                   #y: in coordsys world move theNode [0, offset, 0] 
                   #z: in coordsys world move theNode [0, 0, offset] 
               ) 
       ) 
       CompleteRedraw () 
       DoPostDrag() 
        
       if i < (len + 1) then   --last item in the loop is just to reset the pose 
       ( 
           markerprefix = prefix + ", " + (val as string) 
--             MakeMarker markerprefix theNode             -- used to record the DoFs of the node being manipulated 
           MakeMarker markerprefix PelvisNode 
           MakeMarker markerprefix COMNode 
       ) 
   ) 
    
   free tempArray 
 
) 
 
SuspendCallbackReset = true 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- TWO STEP CUMULATIVE TEST +/- 120 DEGREES -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
--     -- File to write repeatability data to 
--     outfilename = "D:/Google Drive/PhD/scripts/2 step cumulative with std rig KF spine 1000 y.csv" 
--     outfile = createfile outfilename 
 
--     toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
--     for i = 1 to 500 do 
--         DoTest ("PepeRibcage_x, iter" + (i as string)) $PepeSpine1 #(-120,120) #y 
 
--     close outfile 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- FULL REPEATABILITY TEST - THREE MODES, ALL AXES ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   -- COMNode ROTATION FULL SET --------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   -- File to write repeatability data to 
   outfilename = "D:/Google Drive/PhD/scripts/full COMNode rotation repeat.csv" 
   outfile = createfile outfilename 
 
   -- COMNode ROTATION X ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -150 150 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_rot_x, step+" COMNode StepArray #x 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 150 -150 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_rot_x, step-" COMNode StepArray #x 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("COMNode_rot_x, ran" + (i as string)) COMNode StepArray #x 
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   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
    
   -- COMNode ROTATION Y ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -150 150 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_rot_y, step+" COMNode StepArray #y 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 150 -150 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_rot_y, step-" COMNode StepArray #y 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("COMNode_rot_y, ran" + (i as string)) COMNode StepArray #y 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
 
   -- COMNode ROTATION Z ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -150 150 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_rot_z, step+" COMNode StepArray #z 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 150 -150 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_rot_z, step-" COMNode StepArray #z 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("COMNode_rot_z, ran" + (i as string)) COMNode StepArray #z 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
 
   close outfile 
    
   -- COMNode MOVEMENT FULL SET --------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   -- File to write repeatability data to 
   outfilename = "D:/Google Drive/PhD/scripts/full COMNode movement repeat.csv" 
   outfile = createfile outfilename 
 
   -- COMNode MOVEMENT X ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #move 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -30 30 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_mov_x, step+" COMNode StepArray #x 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 30 -30 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_mov_x, step-" COMNode StepArray #x 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("COMNode_mov_x, ran" + (i as string)) COMNode StepArray #x 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
    
   -- COMNode MOVEMENT Y ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #move 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -30 30 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_mov_y, step+" COMNode StepArray #y 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 30 -30 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_mov_y, step-" COMNode StepArray #y 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("COMNode_mov_y, ran" + (i as string)) COMNode StepArray #y 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
 
   -- COMNode MOVEMENT Z ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #move 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -30 30 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_mov_z, step+" COMNode StepArray #z 
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   stepFillArray StepArray 30 -30 10 
   DoTest "COMNode_mov_z, step-" COMNode StepArray #z 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("COMNode_mov_z, ran" + (i as string)) COMNode StepArray #z 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
 
   close outfile 
    
   -- $PepeSpine1 ROTATION FULL SET --------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   -- File to write repeatability data to 
   outfilename = "D:/Google Drive/PhD/scripts/full PepeSpine1 rotation repeat.csv" 
   outfile = createfile outfilename 
 
   -- $PepeSpine1 ROTATION X ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -150 150 10 
   DoTest "PepeArm_rot_x, step+" $PepeSpine1 StepArray #x 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 150 -150 10 
   DoTest "PepeArm_rot_x, step-" $PepeSpine1 StepArray #x 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("PepeArm_rot_x, ran" + (i as string)) $PepeSpine1 StepArray #x 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
    
   -- $PepeSpine1 ROTATION Y ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -150 150 10 
   DoTest "PepeArm_rot_y, step+" $PepeSpine1 StepArray #y 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 150 -150 10 
   DoTest "PepeArm_rot_y, step-" $PepeSpine1 StepArray #y 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("PepeArm_rot_y, ran" + (i as string)) $PepeSpine1 StepArray #y 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
 
   -- $PepeSpine1 ROTATION Z ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #Rotate 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray -150 150 10 
   DoTest "PepeArm_rot_z, step+" $PepeSpine1 StepArray #z 
 
   stepFillArray StepArray 150 -150 10 
   DoTest "PepeArm_rot_z, step-" $PepeSpine1 StepArray #z 
 
   for i = 1 to 5 do 
   ( 
       randomiseArray StepArray 
       DoTest ("PepeArm_rot_z, ran" + (i as string)) $PepeSpine1 StepArray #z 
   ) 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig() 
 
   close outfile 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
SuspendCallbackReset = false 
ResetScene() 
 
animationRange = Interval 0 sliderTime 
sliderTime = 0 
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General repeatability results COM node position (modulus of position vector) 

COM Node Rotation   

   

x axis y axis z axis 

COM Node Movement 
  

   

x axis y axis z axis 

Base spine bone rotation ($PepeSpine1) 

   
x axis y axis z axis 
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General repeatability results pelvis position (modulus of position vector) 

COM Node Rotation   

   

x axis y axis z axis 

COM Node Movement 
  

   

x axis y axis z axis 

Base spine bone rotation ($PepeSpine1) 

   
x axis y axis z axis 

B5: TWEEN REPEATABILITY 

MAXScript used to generate key per frame and tweened versions of the same movement 

-- tween repeatability.ms 
 
global outfile 
global MainCount 
global TestPrefix 
 
FrameArray = #()           -- Array of frame numbers used for the current test 
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sliderTime = 0 
 
 
fn MakeMarker prefix theNode c =  
-- Makes a marker for theNode and outputs positional data to the output file 
( 
   RefPos = theNode.transform.row4 
   RefRot = theNode.transform.rotationpart as EulerAngles 
   n = (prefix as string) + ", " + theNode.name + ", "  + (c as string) 
 
   Ref = point pos: RefPos name:n 
   rotate Ref RefRot 
    
   format "%, Pos, %, %, %, %, Rot, %, %, %\n" n RefPos.x RefPos.y RefPos.z (length RefPos) RefRot.x RefRot.y RefRot.z 
to:outfile  
   format "  Marker made for %\n" n 
    
   return Ref 
) 
 
 
 
fn stepFillArray theArray rMin rMax nSteps = 
( 
   range = rMax - rMin 
   rStep = range / nSteps 
    
   free theArray 
    
   for i = rMin to rMax by rStep do append theArray i 
    
   format "\n  New stepped order: " 
   for i in theArray do format "% " i 
   format "\n\n" 
    
   return theArray.count 
) 
 
 
 
fn randomiseArray theArray =  
( 
   l = theArray.count 
   tempArray = #() 
   tempArray = copy theArray #nomap 
   free theArray 
    
   for i = 1 to l do 
   ( 
       do 
       ( 
           r = random 1 l 
       ) 
       while (not appendIfUnique theArray tempArray[r]) 
   ) 
    
   free tempArray 
    
   format "\n  New randomised order: " 
   for i in theArray do format "% " i 
   format "\n\n" 
 
   return theArray.count 
) 
 
 
 
fn MakeAnim prefix theNode rMin rMax nFrames theAxis Mode =  
-- Makes an animation between start and end values with a key per frame and makes marker data 
( 
   val = 0 
   StepSize = (rMax - rMin) / nFrames 
   slidertime = 0 
    
   -- Select and set the transform gizmo so that COM rig script prints correct data 
   cm = toolmode.commandmode 
   select theNode 
 
 
   -- Store the current value 
   case cm of 
   ( 
       #Rotate: 
           case theAxis of 
           ( 
               #x: val = theNode.transform.rotationpart.x 
               #y: val = theNode.transform.rotationpart.y 
               #z: val = theNode.transform.rotationpart.z 
           ) 
       #move: 
           case theAxis of 
           ( 
               #x: val = theNode.transform.row4.x 
               #y: val = theNode.transform.row4.y 
               #z: val = theNode.transform.row4.z 
           ) 
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   ) 
 
 
   for i = 0 to nFrames do 
   ( 
       if i == 0 then   
       ( 
           offset = rMin - val  
           val = rMin 
       ) 
       else  
       ( 
           offset = StepSize 
           val += offset 
       ) 
        
       --  When creating the tweenied animation, the animation is run forward on the final frame 
       --  to ensure full rotation (i.e not wrapped around from -180 to +180) due to Euler angles 
        
       if Mode == #kpf or i == 0 then x = i else x = nFrames 
        
       slidertime = x 
        
       with animate on at time x 
       ( 
           in coordsys local case cm of 
           ( 
               #Rotate: 
                   case theAxis of 
                   ( 
                       #x: rotate theNode (EulerAngles offset 0 0) 
                       #y: rotate theNode (EulerAngles 0 offset 0) 
                       #z: rotate theNode (EulerAngles 0 0 offset) 
                   ) 
               #move: 
                   case theAxis of 
                   ( 
                       #x: move theNode [offset, 0, 0] 
                       #y: move theNode [0, offset, 0] 
                       #z: move theNode [0, 0, offset] 
                   ) 
           ) 
           CompleteRedraw () 
           DoPostDrag() 
       ) 
 
       if Mode == #kpf or i == 0 or i == nFrames then 
       ( 
           markerprefix = prefix + ", " + (val as string) 
--             MakeMarker markerprefix theNode             -- used to record the DoFs of the node being manipulated 
           m = MakeMarker markerprefix PelvisNode (slidertime.frame as integer) 
           m = MakeMarker markerprefix COMNode (slidertime.frame as integer) 
       ) 
 
   ) 
    
    
    
) 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- These functions are used within maketweens.ms for manual step data creation 
 
 
fn MakeTweens prefix = 
-- Step-by-step, make marker for current slidertime and go to the next frame in the array  
( 
--     global MainCount        -- redeclaration to ensure the global 'MainCount'variable is used. 
 
   if MainCount <= FrameArray.count then 
   ( 
       -- Mark previous value first 
       markerprefix = prefix + ", " + ((slidertime.frame as integer) as string) 
       m = MakeMarker markerprefix PelvisNode MainCount 
       m = MakeMarker markerprefix COMNode MainCount 
 
        
       -- Create next pose 
       MainCount +=  1 
        
       if MainCount <= FrameArray.count then 
       ( 
           slidertime = FrameArray [MainCount] 
           CompleteRedraw() 
       ) 
       else format "All tweens tested\n" 
   ) 
   format "" 
) 
 
rollout PrefixPrompt "Enter Test Prefix" 
( 
   edittext prefix_txt "Test prefix:" fieldWidth:200 labelOnTop:true 
   on prefix_txt entered txt do  
   ( 
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       TestPrefix = txt 
       DestroyDialog PrefixPrompt 
   ) 
) 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--  MAIN BODY 
-- Set up benchmark key per frame data and then reset and set up extreme keys for tween testing 
 
 
   -- File to write repeatability data to 
   outfilename = "D:/Google Drive/PhD/scripts/tween COMNode_move_z test.csv" 
   outfile = createfile outfilename 
 
   -- COMNode MOVE Z ----------------------------------- 
 
   toolmode.commandmode = #move 
 
   MakeAnim "kpf" COMNode 30 90 10 #z #kpf 
 
   ResetScene() 
   CommitCOMRig () 
 
   MakeAnim "keys" COMNode 30 90 10 #z #tween  
 
   -- Now manually run the maketween.ms file for each step in the animation 

 

 
MAXScript to mark the current pelvis and COM node positions and then move the time slider to the next 

frame to be compared.   (Script has to be run in sections by commenting out and uncommenting the 

relevant lines.)  After each run, the 3ds Max Node Event Callback system executes the post-drag 

iterations to finalise the pose. 

--  maketweens.ms 
--     Comment out whole script, then un-comment and run sections as required 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Section 1:  Use the appropriate one of these to set up the order of the test 
-- Forward steps 
   stepFillArray FrameArray 0 10 10 
 
-- Backward steps 
   stepFillArray FrameArray 10 0 10 
 
-- Randomly go to stepped values (requires array to be filled using on e of the above options first) 
   randomiseArray FrameArray 
 
--     Alternating test used to troubleshoot repeatability errors with Vertical COM Adjustments 
   Free FrameArray 
   FrameArray = #(0, 5, 10, 5, 2, 5, 8, 5, 4, 5, 6, 5)  -- One too many to paste into results spreadsheet 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--     Section 2:  Uncomment and run whole section to reset the counter prior to each new test 
   MainCount = 1 
   slidertime = FrameArray[1] 
   createDialog PrefixPrompt height:100 width: 300 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Section 3:  Run this to create each step in the test 
   makeTweens TestPrefix  -- TestPrefix is set in the previous section using the PrefixPrompt dialog 
    
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
-- Section 4:  Run this to end the test 
   close outfile 
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Tween repeatability results COM node position (modulus of position vector) 

COM Node Rotation   

   

x axis y axis z axis 

COM Node Movement 
  

   

x axis y axis z axis 

Base spine bone rotation ($PepeSpine1) 

   
x axis y axis z axis 
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Tween repeatability results pelvis position (modulus of position vector) 

COM Node Rotation   

   

x axis y axis z axis 

COM Node Movement 
  

   

x axis y axis z axis 

Base spine bone rotation ($PepeSpine1) 

   
x axis y axis z axis 
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B6: THE EFFECT OF BREAKDOWN VCAS ON COM NODE HEIGHT 

 
Unfiltered data (excerpt) 

-2.242295

17.011368

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.003 -0.9 -1.41 1.673 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.003 -0.9 -1.41 1.673  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 1.41 0 -9.587 -9.587  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.5 81.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.1 68.4 70.3  Time 81  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.002 0.043 -0.166 0.172 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.002 -0.857 -1.576 1.794  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.166 0 -9.421 -9.421  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.3 80.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.2 67 68.9  Time 153  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.002 0.19 -0.375 0.42 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -0.667 -1.951 2.061  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.375 0 -9.046 -9.046  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.5 80.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.3 66.8 68.8  Time 78  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 0.055 -0.042 0.07 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -0.611 -1.993 2.084  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.042 0 -9.004 -9.004  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.4 66.4 68.4  Time 78  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.043 -0.096 0.105 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.569 -2.088 2.164  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.096 0 -8.909 -8.909  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.2 80.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.4 66.4 68.4  Time 77  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.014 -0.01 0.017 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.555 -2.098 2.171  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.01 0 -8.899 -8.899  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.3 68.3  Time 153  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.009 -0.025 0.027 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.546 -2.124 2.193  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.025 0 -8.873 -8.873  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.3 68.3  Time 78  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.003 -0.002 0.003 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.544 -2.125 2.194  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 0.002 0 -8.871 -8.871  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.3 68.3  Time 78  

-2.242295

16.467819

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.004 -1.148 -1.119 1.603 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.004 -1.148 -1.119 1.603  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 1.119 0 -7.753 -7.753  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.3 67.4 69.1  Time 82  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.002 0.045 -0.383 0.386 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.103 -1.502 1.863  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.383 0 -7.369 -7.369  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.6 81.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.4 66.2 68  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 0.105 -0.285 0.304 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -0.998 -1.787 2.047  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.285 0 -7.084 -7.084  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.5 81.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.5 65.9 67.7  Time 151  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.048 -0.096 0.107 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -0.95 -1.883 2.109  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.096 0 -6.988 -6.988  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.3 81.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.5 65.6 67.4  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.029 -0.072 0.077 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.921 -1.955 2.161  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.072 0 -6.916 -6.916  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.3 81.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.5 65.5 67.3  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.012 -0.024 0.027 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.909 -1.979 2.177  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.024 0 -6.893 -6.893  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.4 67.2  Time 80  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.008 -0.018 0.02 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.9 -1.997 2.19  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.018 0 -6.875 -6.875  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.4 67.2  Time 152  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.002 -0.006 0.007 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -0.898 -2.003 2.195  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 0.006 0 -6.869 -6.869  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.4 67.2  Time 79  

-2.242295

15.569709

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.002 -1.21 -1.022 1.584 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.002 -1.21 -1.022 1.584  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 1.022 0 -5.846 -5.846  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.3 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 66.5 68  Time 83  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 -0.126 -0.354 0.376 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.336 -1.376 1.918  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.354 0 -5.493 -5.493  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.7 82.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.2 65.4 67  Time 79  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 0.043 -0.255 0.258 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.294 -1.63 2.081  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.255 0 -5.238 -5.238  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.6 82.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 65.1 66.6  Time 78  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.029 -0.089 0.093 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.264 -1.719 2.134  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.089 0 -5.15 -5.15  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.4 82.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 64.8 66.4  Time 151  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.021 -0.062 0.066 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.244 -1.781 2.173  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.062 0 -5.087 -5.087  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.4 82.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 64.7 66.3  Time 80  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.011 -0.022 0.024 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.233 -1.803 2.185  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.022 0 -5.065 -5.065  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 64.7 66.3  Time 79  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.006 -0.015 0.016 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.227 -1.819 2.194  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.015 0 -5.05 -5.05  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 64.7 66.2  Time 79  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.001 -0.006 0.006 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.226 -1.825 2.198  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 0.006 0 -5.044 -5.044  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 64.6 66.2  Time 152  

-2.242295

14.343554

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -1.371 -0.914 1.647 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.371 -0.914 1.647  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.914 0 -4.13 -4.13  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.3 84.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 13 65.7 67  Time 83  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.208 -0.302 0.366 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.578 -1.215 1.992  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.302 0 -3.828 -3.828  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.7 83.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.8 66.1  Time 152  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.008 -0.224 0.225 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.57 -1.44 2.13  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.224 0 -3.604 -3.604  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.6 83.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.5 65.8  Time 80  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.019 -0.074 0.076 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.551 -1.514 2.167  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.074 0 -3.53 -3.53  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.5 83.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.3 65.6  Time 80  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.015 -0.055 0.057 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.536 -1.569 2.196  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.055 0 -3.475 -3.475  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.5 83.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.2 65.5  Time 151  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.007 -0.019 0.02 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.529 -1.588 2.205  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.019 0 -3.456 -3.456  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.2 65.4  Time 79  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.004 -0.014 0.014 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.525 -1.601 2.211  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.014 0 -3.443 -3.443  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.2 65.4  Time 79  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.002 -0.005 0.005 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.523 -1.606 2.213  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 0.005 0 -3.438 -3.438  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.1 65.4  Time 80  

-2.242295

12.820624

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -1.532 -0.778 1.718 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.532 -0.778 1.718  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.778 0 -2.66 -2.66  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.3 85.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11.3 65.2 66.2  Time 82  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.268 -0.247 0.365 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.8 -1.025 2.071  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.247 0 -2.413 -2.413  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.7 84.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 64.5 65.4  Time 78  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.017 -0.189 0.19 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.816 -1.214 2.185  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.189 0 -2.224 -2.224  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.7 84.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 64.2 65.1  Time 149  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.009 -0.06 0.061 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.807 -1.274 2.212  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.06 0 -2.164 -2.164  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.6 84.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 64 65  Time 79  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.011 -0.046 0.047 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.796 -1.321 2.229  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.046 0 -2.117 -2.117  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 64 64.9  Time 80  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.005 -0.015 0.016 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.791 -1.335 2.234  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.015 0 -2.103 -2.103  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.9 64.9  Time 80  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.003 -0.011 0.012 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.787 -1.347 2.238  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.011 0 -2.091 -2.091  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.9 64.8  Time 154  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.001 -0.004 0.004 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.786 -1.35 2.239  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 0.004 0 -2.088 -2.088  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.9 64.8  Time 79  

-2.242295

11.034568

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -1.671 -0.621 1.783 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.671 -0.621 1.783  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.621 0 -1.467 -1.467  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.2 86.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9.4 65 65.7  Time 82  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.319 -0.19 0.371 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -1.99 -0.811 2.149  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.19 0 -1.277 -1.277  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.8 85.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 64.4 65  Time 77  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.038 -0.148 0.153 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.028 -0.959 2.243  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.148 0 -1.128 -1.128  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.7 85.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 64.2 64.8  Time 78  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.001 -0.046 0.046 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.027 -1.005 2.262  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.046 0 -1.083 -1.083  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 64 64.7  Time 150  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.007 -0.036 0.037 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.02 -1.041 2.272  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.036 0 -1.047 -1.047  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 64 64.6  Time 80  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.004 -0.011 0.011 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.016 -1.052 2.274  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.011 0 -1.036 -1.036  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.9 64.6  Time 79  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.003 -0.009 0.009 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.013 -1.061 2.276  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 0.009 0 -1.027 -1.027  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.9 64.6  Time 80  

-2.242295

9.021296

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -1.782 -0.449 1.838 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.782 -0.449 1.838  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 0.449 0 -0.578 -0.578  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.1 87.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 7.2 65 65.4  Time 82  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.361 -0.13 0.383 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 -2.143 -0.579 2.22  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 0.13 0 -0.448 -0.448  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.8 86.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.9 64.6 64.9  Time 149  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.057 -0.105 0.12 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.2 -0.684 2.304  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 0.105 0 -0.342 -0.342  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.8 86.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.4 64.8  Time 77  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.006 -0.031 0.031 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.206 -0.715 2.319  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 0.031 0 -0.312 -0.312  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.3 64.7  Time 79  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.004 -0.025 0.025 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.203 -0.74 2.323  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 0.025 0 -0.287 -0.287  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.3 64.7  Time 79  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.002 -0.007 0.008 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.2 -0.747 2.324  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 0.007 0 -0.279 -0.279  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.3 64.6  Time 153  

-2.242295

6.821119

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -1.862 -0.266 1.881 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.862 -0.266 1.881  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 0.266 0 -0.013 -0.013  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.1 88.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 5 65.4 65.6  Time 83  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.395 -0.069 0.401 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.258 -0.336 2.283  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 0.069 0 0.056 0.056  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.9 87.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.6 65.1 65.3  Time 152  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.073 -0.06 0.095 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.331 -0.396 2.364  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 0.06 0 0.116 0.116  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.9 87.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 65 65.2  Time 78  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.014 -0.016 0.021 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.345 -0.412 2.381  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 0.016 0 0.133 0.133  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 65 65.1  Time 80  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0 -0.014 0.014 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.345 -0.426 2.383  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 0.014 0 0.147 0.147  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 65 65.1  Time 80  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.001 -0.004 0.004 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.344 -0.43 2.383  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 0.004 0 0.151 0.151  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 64.9 65.1  Time 152  

-2.242295

4.477451

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -1.91 -0.07 1.911 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.91 -0.07 1.911  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.07 0 0.22 0.22  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 89 89  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2.6 66 66.1  Time 153  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.425 -0.007 0.425 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.335 -0.077 2.336  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.007 0 0.227 0.227  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2.1 66 66  Time 78  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.092 -0.013 0.093 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.427 -0.09 2.428  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.013 0 0.241 0.241  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2.1 66 66  Time 79  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.02 -0.001 0.02 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.447 -0.091 2.449  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.001 0 0.242 0.242  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2 66 66  Time 80  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.004 -0.003 0.005 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.451 -0.094 2.453  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.003 0 0.245 0.245  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2 66 66  Time 152  

-2.242295

2.026401

0   PepeHead  rotate 180 -90 0  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -1.924 0.13 1.929 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -1.924 0.13 1.929  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 89.997 -0.13 0 0.114 0.114  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 89.9 89.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 0.1 67 67  Time 83  

0   PepeHead  rotate 180 -90 0  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.454 0.053 0.458 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.378 0.184 2.386  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 89.997 -0.053 0 0.061 0.061  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 89.9 90  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 -0.4 67.2 67.2  Time 150  

0   PepeHead  rotate 180 -90 0  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.116 0.033 0.121 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.494 0.217 2.504  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 89.997 -0.033 0 0.027 0.027  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 90 90  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 -0.5 67.2 67.2  Time 79  

0   PepeHead  rotate 180 -90 0  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.031 0.013 0.034 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.526 0.23 2.536  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 89.997 -0.013 0 0.014 0.014  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 90 90  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 -0.5 67.3 67.3  Time 79  

0   PepeHead  rotate 180 -90 0  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.01 0.009 0.013 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 -2.536 0.239 2.547  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 89.997 -0.009 0 0.006 0.006  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 90 90  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 -0.5 67.3 67.3  Time 79  

0   PepeHead  rotate 180 -90 0  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.003 0.003 0.004 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 -2.539 0.241 2.55  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 89.997 -0.003 0 0.003 0.003  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 90 90  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 -0.5 67.3 67.3  Time 153  

-2.242295

-0.512513

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 1.931 -0.128 1.935 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.931 -0.128 1.935  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.128 0 0.131 0.131  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 89 89.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 1.4 66.2 66.2  Time 153  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.454 -0.053 0.457 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 2.385 -0.181 2.392  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.053 0 0.184 0.184  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 89 89  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 1.9 66.1 66.1  Time 80  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.111 -0.033 0.116 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 2.496 -0.214 2.505  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.033 0 0.217 0.217  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 89  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2 66 66  Time 79  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.028 -0.013 0.031 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 2.525 -0.227 2.535  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.013 0 0.231 0.231  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2 66 66  Time 78  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.009 -0.008 0.012 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 2.534 -0.236 2.545  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.008 0 0.239 0.239  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2 66 66  Time 152  

1   PepeHead  rotate -90 -81.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.003 -0.003 0.004 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 2.536 -0.239 2.547  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 88.897 0.003 0 0.242 0.242  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 2 66 66  Time 79  

-2.242295

2.023716

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 1.912 0.067 1.913 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.912 0.067 1.913  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 -0.067 0 0.175 0.175  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.7 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 3.9 64.9 65  Time 155  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.426 0.003 0.426 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.338 0.07 2.339  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 -0.003 0 0.172 0.172  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.4 64.9 65.1  Time 80  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.092 0.012 0.093 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.43 0.082 2.432  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 -0.012 0 0.16 0.16  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 64.9 65.1  Time 80  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.021 0.001 0.021 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.452 0.083 2.453  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 -0.001 0 0.16 0.16  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 64.9 65.1  Time 151  

2   PepeHead  rotate -90 -73.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.455 0.085 2.456  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 87.798 -0.002 0 0.157 0.157  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 4.5 64.9 65.1  Time 80  

-2.242295

4.478643

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 1.859 0.264 1.878 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.859 0.264 1.878  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 -0.264 0 -0.107 -0.107  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.4 86.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.3 63.8 64.2  Time 153  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.399 0.064 0.404 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.258 0.329 2.282  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 -0.064 0 -0.171 -0.171  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.6 86.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.7 64.1 64.5  Time 78  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.076 0.06 0.097 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.334 0.388 2.366  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 -0.06 0 -0.231 -0.231  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.6 86.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.2 64.5  Time 79  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.014 0.015 0.02 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.348 0.403 2.382  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 -0.015 0 -0.246 -0.246  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.2 64.6  Time 80  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.001 0.015 0.015 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 2.349 0.418 2.386  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 -0.015 0 -0.261 -0.261  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.2 64.6  Time 152  

3   PepeHead  rotate -90 -64.7 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.001 0.003 0.003 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 2.348 0.421 2.385  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 86.698 -0.003 0 -0.263 -0.263  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 6.8 64.3 64.6  Time 79  

-2.242295

6.82627

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 1.771 0.454 1.829 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.771 0.454 1.829  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 -0.454 0 -0.717 -0.717  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.1 85.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 8.6 63.2 63.7  Time 81  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.366 0.125 0.387 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.138 0.578 2.215  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 -0.125 0 -0.842 -0.842  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.5 85.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.6 64.2  Time 79  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.061 0.107 0.123 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 2.199 0.685 2.303  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 -0.107 0 -0.949 -0.949  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.5 85.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.7 64.4  Time 79  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.007 0.028 0.029 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.206 0.714 2.319  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 -0.028 0 -0.977 -0.977  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.8 64.5  Time 152  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.004 0.026 0.026 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.203 0.739 2.323  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 -0.026 0 -1.003 -1.003  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.9 64.5  Time 81  

4   PepeHead  rotate -90 -56.3 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.002 0.007 0.007 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.201 0.746 2.324  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 85.598 -0.007 0 -1.01 -1.01  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 9 63.9 64.5  Time 79  

-2.242295

9.027021

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 1.651 0.632 1.768 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.651 0.632 1.768  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 -0.632 0 -1.641 -1.641  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.9 83.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 10.7 62.8 63.7  Time 81  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.328 0.184 0.376 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.98 0.815 2.141  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 -0.184 0 -1.825 -1.825  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.3 84.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.4 64.4  Time 78  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.044 0.151 0.157 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.023 0.966 2.242  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 -0.151 0 -1.976 -1.976  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.3 84.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11.1 63.6 64.6  Time 79  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.001 0.044 0.044 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.024 1.01 2.263  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 -0.044 0 -2.02 -2.02  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11.1 63.8 64.7  Time 152  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.005 0.037 0.038 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.019 1.048 2.275  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 -0.037 0 -2.057 -2.057  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.8 64.8  Time 80  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.005 0.01 0.011 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.014 1.058 2.275  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 -0.01 0 -2.068 -2.068  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.9 64.8  Time 83  

5   PepeHead  rotate -90 -47.9 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.003 0.009 0.009 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 2.012 1.067 2.277  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 84.499 s 0 -2.077 -2.077  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 11 63.9 64.8  Time 151  

-2.242295

11.038691

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 1.502 0.788 1.696 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.502 0.788 1.696  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.788 0 -2.865 -2.865  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.6 82.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.5 62.8 64  Time 83  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.284 0.238 0.371 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.786 1.026 2.06  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.238 0 -3.103 -3.103  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.2 83.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 63.6 64.8  Time 150  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.026 0.19 0.192 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.812 1.216 2.182  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.19 0 -3.293 -3.293  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.2 83.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.9 63.8 65.1  Time 80  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -0.006 0.058 0.058 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.806 1.274 2.211  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.058 0 -3.351 -3.351  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.3 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64 65.3  Time 79  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.011 0.047 0.048 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.796 1.321 2.229  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.047 0 -3.398 -3.398  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64 65.3  Time 80  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.005 0.014 0.015 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.791 1.335 2.234  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.014 0 -3.412 -3.412  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.1 65.4  Time 153  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.003 0.012 0.012 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.787 1.347 2.238  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.012 0 -3.424 -3.424  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.1 65.4  Time 80  

6   PepeHead  rotate -90 -39.5 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.001 0.003 0.004 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.786 1.35 2.239  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 83.399 -0.003 0 -3.427 -3.427  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 12.8 64.1 65.4  Time 79  

-2.242295

12.824347

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 1.325 0.927 1.618 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.325 0.927 1.618  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.927 0 -4.354 -4.354  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.4 81.4  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.1 63 64.6  Time 85  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.236 0.288 0.372 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.561 1.215 1.978  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.288 0 -4.642 -4.642  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82 82  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 64 65.5  Time 79  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.005 0.226 0.226 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.566 1.441 2.128  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.226 0 -4.868 -4.868  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.1 82.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 64.2 65.8  Time 151  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.014 0.071 0.073 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.552 1.513 2.167  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.071 0 -4.94 -4.94  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.2 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 64.5 66  Time 80  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.015 0.055 0.057 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.537 1.568 2.196  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.055 0 -4.995 -4.995  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.2 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 64.5 66.1  Time 80  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.007 0.018 0.019 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.53 1.586 2.204  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.018 0 -5.013 -5.013  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 64.6 66.2  Time 78  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.004 0.014 0.014 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.526 1.6 2.211  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.014 0 -5.027 -5.027  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.4 64.6 66.2  Time 153  

7   PepeHead  rotate -90 -31.1 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.001 0.005 0.005 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.525 1.604 2.213  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 82.299 -0.005 0 -5.031 -5.031  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 14.3 64.6 66.2  Time 80  

-2.242295

14.349395

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 1.123 1.045 1.534 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.123 1.045 1.534  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -1.045 0 -6.076 -6.076  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.2 80.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.5 63.5 65.4  Time 154  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.18 0.332 0.377 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.303 1.377 1.896  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.332 0 -6.408 -6.408  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.9 80.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.7 64.6 66.4  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -0.016 0.257 0.257 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.287 1.634 2.08  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.257 0 -6.665 -6.665  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.9 81  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 64.9 66.8  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.023 0.083 0.086 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.264 1.717 2.132  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.083 0 -6.748 -6.748  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.1 81.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.2 67  Time 151  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.02 0.064 0.067 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.244 1.781 2.172  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.064 0 -6.812 -6.812  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.1 81.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.2 67.1  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.009 0.021 0.023 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.235 1.802 2.184  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.021 0 -6.833 -6.833  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.3 67.1  Time 79  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.006 0.016 0.017 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.229 1.817 2.194  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.016 0 -6.848 -6.848  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.3 67.2  Time 80  

8   PepeHead  rotate -90 -22.6 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.003 0.005 0.006 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 1.226 1.823 2.197  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 81.2 -0.005 0 -6.854 -6.854  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 15.6 65.3 67.2  Time 153  

-2.242295

15.575734

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 0.909 1.14 1.458 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 0.909 1.14 1.458  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -1.14 0 -7.994 -7.994  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 79 79  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 64.3 66.3  Time 83  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 0.118 0.367 0.385 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 1.027 1.507 1.824  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.367 0 -8.361 -8.361  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 79.7 79.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.6 65.4 67.5  Time 153  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -0.041 0.283 0.286 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 0.986 1.79 2.044  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.283 0 -8.644 -8.644  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 79.8 79.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.6 65.8 67.8  Time 80  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.034 0.092 0.098 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 0.951 1.882 2.109  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.092 0 -8.735 -8.735  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80 80  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66 68.1  Time 80  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.027 0.072 0.077 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 0.924 1.953 2.161  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.072 0 -8.807 -8.807  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80 80.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.1 68.2  Time 80  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.012 0.023 0.026 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.912 1.976 2.176  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.023 0 -8.83 -8.83  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.2 68.2  Time 152  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.008 0.019 0.02 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.904 1.995 2.19  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.019 0 -8.848 -8.848  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.2 68.2  Time 80  

9   PepeHead  rotate -90 -14.2 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.002 0.006 0.006 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.901 2 2.194  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 80.1 -0.006 0 -8.854 -8.854  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 16.5 66.2 68.3  Time 79  

-2.242295

16.477188

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0.001 0.68 1.207 1.385 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 0.68 1.207 1.385  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -1.207 0 -10.061 -10.061  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 77.8 77.8  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17.2 65.2 67.4  Time 82  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 0.055 0.393 0.397 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0.001 0.735 1.6 1.76  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.393 0 -10.454 -10.454  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 78.6 78.6  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17.2 66.4 68.6  Time 80  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) -0.001 -0.074 0.303 0.312 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 0.661 1.903 2.015  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.303 0 -10.757 -10.757  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 78.7 78.7  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17.1 66.8 68.9  Time 152  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.047 0.1 0.111 0.01  Cum (x y z m) 0 0.614 2.003 2.095  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.1 0 -10.857 -10.857  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 78.9 78.9  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17.1 67.1 69.2  Time 80  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.039 0.078 0.087 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.575 2.081 2.159  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.078 0 -10.935 -10.935  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 78.9 79  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17.1 67.2 69.3  Time 80  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.019 0.025 0.032 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.556 2.106 2.178  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.025 0 -10.96 -10.96  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 79 79  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17 67.2 69.4  Time 80  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.011 0.021 0.024 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.545 2.127 2.196  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.021 0 -10.981 -10.981  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 79 79  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17 67.3 69.4  Time 152  

10   PepeHead  rotate -90 -5.8 -90  Pelv Off Inst (x y z m th) 0 -0.005 0.006 0.008 0.01  Cum (x y z m) -0.001 0.54 2.133 2.201  VCA (kf sub liveRot liveOff liveTtl) 79 -0.006 0 -10.987 -10.987  COM pos (x y z m) 0.3 -2.2 79 79  Pelvis pos (x y z m) 0 17 67.3 69.4  Time 82  
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Filtered data used for graph (Figure 95) 

Frame No. Node mod mod VCA kf VCA sub VCA live mod mod

9   PepeHead -90 -14.2 -90 0 0.003 -0.002 0.003 0.001 -0.544 -2.125 2.194 80.1 0.002 -8.871 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1 0 16.5 66.3 68.3

8   PepeHead -90 -22.6 -90 0 0.002 -0.006 0.007 0.001 -0.898 -2.003 2.195 81.2 0.006 -6.869 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2 0 15.6 65.4 67.2

7   PepeHead -90 -31.1 -90 0 0.001 -0.006 0.006 0 -1.226 -1.825 2.198 82.299 0.006 -5.044 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3 0 14.3 64.6 66.2

6   PepeHead -90 -39.5 -90 0 0.002 -0.005 0.005 0 -1.523 -1.606 2.213 83.399 0.005 -3.438 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4 0 12.8 64.1 65.4

5   PepeHead -90 -47.9 -90 0 0.001 -0.004 0.004 0 -1.786 -1.35 2.239 84.499 0.004 -2.088 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5 0 11 63.9 64.8

4   PepeHead -90 -56.3 -90 0 0.003 -0.009 0.009 0 -2.013 -1.061 2.276 85.598 0.009 -1.027 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6 0 9 63.9 64.6

3   PepeHead -90 -64.7 -90 0 0.002 -0.007 0.008 0 -2.2 -0.747 2.324 86.698 0.007 -0.279 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7 0 6.8 64.3 64.6

2   PepeHead -90 -73.2 -90 0 0.001 -0.004 0.004 0 -2.344 -0.43 2.383 87.798 0.004 0.151 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8 0 4.5 64.9 65.1

1   PepeHead -90 -81.6 -90 0 -0.004 -0.003 0.005 0 -2.451 -0.094 2.453 88.897 0.003 0.245 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9 0 2 66 66

0   PepeHead 180 -90 0 0 -0.003 0.003 0.004 0.001 -2.539 0.241 2.55 89.997 -0.003 0.003 0.3 -2.2 90 90 0 -0.5 67.3 67.3

1   PepeHead -90 -81.6 -90 0 0.003 -0.003 0.004 -0.001 2.536 -0.239 2.547 88.897 0.003 0.242 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9 0 2 66 66

2   PepeHead -90 -73.2 -90 0 0.003 0.002 0.004 0 2.455 0.085 2.456 87.798 -0.002 0.157 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8 0 4.5 64.9 65.1

3   PepeHead -90 -64.7 -90 0 -0.001 0.003 0.003 0.001 2.348 0.421 2.385 86.698 -0.003 -0.263 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7 0 6.8 64.3 64.6

4   PepeHead -90 -56.3 -90 0 -0.002 0.007 0.007 0 2.201 0.746 2.324 85.598 -0.007 -1.01 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6 0 9 63.9 64.5

5   PepeHead -90 -47.9 -90 0 -0.003 0.009 0.009 0 2.012 1.067 2.277 84.499 s -2.077 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5 0 11 63.9 64.8

6   PepeHead -90 -39.5 -90 0 -0.001 0.003 0.004 0 1.786 1.35 2.239 83.399 -0.003 -3.427 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4 0 12.8 64.1 65.4

7   PepeHead -90 -31.1 -90 0 -0.001 0.005 0.005 0 1.525 1.604 2.213 82.299 -0.005 -5.031 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3 0 14.3 64.6 66.2

8   PepeHead -90 -22.6 -90 0 -0.003 0.005 0.006 0 1.226 1.823 2.197 81.2 -0.005 -6.854 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2 0 15.6 65.3 67.2

9   PepeHead -90 -14.2 -90 0 -0.002 0.006 0.006 -0.001 0.901 2 2.194 80.1 -0.006 -8.854 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1 0 16.5 66.2 68.3

10   PepeHead -90 -5.8 -90 0 -0.005 0.006 0.008 -0.001 0.54 2.133 2.201 79 -0.006 -10.987 0.3 -2.2 79 79 0 17 67.3 69.4

5   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 178.8 0 0.005 -0.001 0.005 0.002 -5.987 -8.881 10.711 84.499 0.001 -2.106 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5 0 11 63.9 64.8

5   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 178.8 0 0.003 -0.004 0.004 0 0.005 -0.017 0.018 84.499 0.004 -2.089 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5 0 11 63.9 64.8

5   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 178.8 0 0.004 0 0.004 0.001 0.206 -1.021 1.041 84.499 -1.576 -1.576 0.3 -2.2 82.9 83 0 11.2 61.8 62.8

0   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 178.8 0.001 0.004 -0.006 0.007 3.501 -14.141 -1.54 14.649 89.997 0.006 -0.02 0.3 -2.2 90 90 0 -0.5 67.3 67.3

1   PepeRArmUpper1 10.4 -12.2 -169 0 0.002 -0.009 0.009 -0.239 3.201 -0.994 3.36 88.897 0.009 0.973 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9 -0.2 2.7 65.2 65.3

2   PepeRArmUpper1 5.9 -19.8 -150.2 0 0.003 -0.004 0.005 -0.562 3.231 -0.261 3.29 87.798 0.004 1.235 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8 -0.8 5.9 63.9 64.1

3   PepeRArmUpper1 1.6 -18.6 -128.2 0 -0.001 0.004 0.004 -0.803 3.027 0.496 3.171 86.698 -0.004 0.739 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7 -1.6 8.9 63.3 63.9

4   PepeRArmUpper1 2.8 -10 -107.3 0 -0.001 0.003 0.003 -0.939 2.577 1.176 2.984 85.598 -0.003 -0.437 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6 -2.5 11.5 63.3 64.4

5   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 -0.002 0.005 0.005 -0.962 1.987 1.626 2.742 84.499 -0.005 -2.064 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5 -3.5 13.5 63.9 65.4

6   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 -0.002 0.004 0.004 0 1.781 1.355 2.238 83.399 -0.004 -3.419 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4 -3.5 15.3 64.1 66

7   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 -0.001 0.005 0.005 0 1.518 1.61 2.213 82.299 -0.005 -5.029 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3 -3.5 16.8 64.6 66.9

8   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 -0.003 0.005 0.006 0 1.216 1.83 2.197 81.2 -0.005 -6.859 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2 -3.5 18 65.4 67.9

9   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 -0.004 0.007 0.008 0 0.884 2.011 2.197 80.1 -0.007 -8.87 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1 -3.5 18.9 66.3 69

10   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 -0.005 0.006 0.008 0 0.496 2.157 2.213 79 -0.006 -11.027 0.3 -2.2 79 79 -3.5 19.4 67.3 70.1

9   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 0.004 -0.001 0.004 0 -0.505 -2.139 2.197 80.1 0.001 -8.889 0.3 -2.2 80.1 80.1 -3.5 18.9 66.3 69

8   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 0.003 -0.005 0.006 0 -0.882 -2.013 2.198 81.2 0.005 -6.876 0.3 -2.2 81.2 81.2 -3.5 18 65.4 67.9

7   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 0.003 -0.006 0.006 0 -1.215 -1.833 2.199 82.299 0.006 -5.043 0.3 -2.2 82.3 82.3 -3.5 16.8 64.6 66.9

6   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 0.001 -0.004 0.005 0 -1.515 -1.613 2.213 83.399 0.004 -3.43 0.3 -2.2 83.4 83.4 -3.5 15.3 64.1 66

5   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -88.2 0 0.002 -0.004 0.005 0 -1.78 -1.356 2.238 84.499 0.004 -2.074 0.3 -2.2 84.5 84.5 -3.5 13.5 63.9 65.4

4   PepeRArmUpper1 2.8 -10 -108.2 0 0.002 -0.005 0.005 0.962 -1.986 -1.627 2.742 85.598 0.005 -0.448 0.3 -2.2 85.6 85.6 -2.5 11.5 63.3 64.4

3   PepeRArmUpper1 1.6 -18.6 -128.2 0 0.002 -0.009 0.009 0.939 -2.578 -1.172 2.983 86.698 0.009 0.724 0.3 -2.2 86.7 86.7 -1.6 8.9 63.3 63.9

2   PepeRArmUpper1 5.9 -19.8 -148.2 0 0.001 -0.004 0.005 0.803 -3.023 -0.509 3.169 87.798 0.004 1.233 0.3 -2.2 87.8 87.8 -0.8 5.9 63.9 64.1

1   PepeRArmUpper1 10.4 -12.2 -168.2 0 -0.003 0.004 0.005 0.562 -3.225 0.25 3.284 88.897 -0.004 0.983 0.3 -2.2 88.9 88.9 -0.2 2.7 65.2 65.3

0   PepeRArmUpper1 12 2.2 -188.2 0 -0.005 0.008 0.009 0.239 -3.19 0.978 3.345 89.997 -0.008 0.005 0.3 -2.2 90 90 0 -0.5 67.3 67.3

Rotation (xyz) Pelv Off Inst (xyz) Pelv Off Cum (xyz) COM node pos (xyz) Pelvis pos (xyz)
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APPENDIX C:  PROTOTYPE HISTORY 

This appendix shows the version history of the development of the automated COM rig.  The drivers for 

the changes are discussed in chapters 7 and 8.  The source code of the prototypes is not published to 

preserve IP. 

Prototype 0 (the DSR tentative design) was a dumb COM rig which was only used for baseline testing 

(Chapter 6).  The table below shows the version history of the Automated COM rig code alongside the 

prototype versions.  (Note, prototypes 3 and 4 have been swapped to match the order of the discussion 

in the thesis.) 

 

Version Description 

1.02 3ds Max change handler 

2.06 Node event callback 

3.11 Prototype 1: (keyed pelvis offset & VCA) 

  Scripted controller (output to dummy object to avoid dependency loop) 

  VCA disabled for COM movements 

  VCA calculated by relevelling the pelvis 

4.09 Simplify logic 

5.01 Tried to rewrite as a scripted plugin (learning curve too high for perceived benefits) 

 VCA rot calculated using trig 

6.12 Prototype 2: (pelvis offset and VCA not keyed – COMRig_Subcontrol layer) 

  VCA calculated geometrically using pelvis reference node 

  Node event callback used (on mouseup) to trigger post-drag iterations 

  VCA not suspended for user COM moves 

7.14 Separated out layers for VCArot and VCAoff 

8.08 Prototype 3 

  Switching between grounded and airborne (keyable custom attribute Boolean) 

  Grounded is float and used as multiplier 

  Match button for grounded (cannot use relevel any more) 

9.04 Tidy up – complete rewrite 

10.05 Prototype 4 

  Key frame / breakdown mode for VCA keys 

11.04 Key frame all VCAs 

12.02 Airborne mode only (deprecated) 
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APPENDIX D: POST-ANIMATION PROOF OF CONCEPT 

   

 

Figure 136:  CATRig setup with dumb COM node 
 

Prior to starting this research, a basic proof-of-concept test was conducted that simply added the pelvis 

offset retrospectively to a dumb COM rig to evaluate the effectiveness of the concept on the resulting 

animation. 
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Figure 137:  Standing pike jump animation 
 

    

Figure 138:  Post-animation offset 
Red: pelvis trajectory, Green: dumb COM trajectory 
 
 

 

Figure 139:  Post-animation offset curves 
Green: forward motion (y axis), Blue: vertical motion (z axis) 

COM animation 

Scripted pelvis offset 
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A point helper (aka a locator in Maya) acted as the dumb COM node, initially aligned to the character at 

around waist height.  The pelvis was linked to the helper, i.e. the helper as the parent, the pelvis as the 

child (Figure 136). 

The method was tested using a standing jump with pike animation (Figure 137) as this would allow for 

a noticeable change of centre of mass.   

Where such an animation would normally be judged by eye (an experienced animator would adjust the 

offset when creating their key poses by judging the flow of movement), this animation was set up using 

a clear parabolic curve for the dumb COM and no adjustment of the pelvis.  The pelvis therefore would 

also form a parabolic curve as it is just a fixed offset from the dumb COM.  The legs would therefore be 

pointing too far forwards during the pike move and take an unnatural route to the landing point. 

Once the animation was set up, a script was used to key frame an offset on the pelvis on every frame.  

The offset was the vector difference between the instantaneous true centre of mass of the character 

mesh and the COM node position and therefore aligned the true COM to the COM node position.  

Although the COM node was only keyed on 7 of the 38 frames, the pelvis offset would be calculated 

from the interpolated position of the COM node on each frame. 

The script successfully aligned the character around the centre of mass through the jump resulting in a 

more natural motion.  As can be seen in Figure 138 above, the pelvis trajectory was significantly 

modified. 

Figure 138 and Figure 139 (above) show the displacement of the pelvis in the positive y direction (i.e. 

opposite to the direction of motion) to re-centre the character.  An experienced animator would do this 

instinctively on the main key poses, but the subtle detail of the offset through the in-between frames 

would not be present.  (Visually this probably wouldn’t be a problem, as the subtle details are unlike to 

be visible given the speed of the motion, but it does show that using physics even in this simple example 

produces animation data that an animator could never be expected to replicate.) 
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APPENDIX E:  RESEARCH ETHICS CHECKLIST 

 

 

 


